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AMERICAN FORK CITY PLANNING COMMISSION
JANUARY 29, 2003
NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Planning Commission will meet in a special
session on January 29, 2003, in the City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:00p.m.
The agenda shall be as follows:
SPECIAL SESSION
1. Review and action on the American Fork Annexation Policy Plan and establishment of
public hearing dates.
2. Review of the land use element of the General Plan and discussion on implementing
Ordinances.
Dated this 21 day of January, 2003 .

James S. Hansen, Chairman

AMERICAN FORK CITY
PLANNING COMMISSION MEETING
JANUARY 29, 2002
The American Fork City Planning Commission met in a special session on January 29, 2003, in
the City Hall, commencing at 7:09p.m. Those present included Chairman James Hansen, Alan
Christensen, Ken Baldwin, and John Woffinden. Others present included J.H. Hadfield, Rod
Despain, Melanie Marsh, and Paul Washburn.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE AMERICAN FORK ANNEXATION POLICY PLAN AND
ESTABLISHMENT OF PUBLIC HEARING DATES
Mr. Despain discussed the changes that have been made to the American Fork Annexation
Policy Plan. He stated that American Fork City's north boundary has been moved back to 1800
North. He said that when he reviewed Pleasant Grove City's Annexation Policy Plan he did not
see a specific statement about Mrs. Sager's property. He stated that no changes have been made
to the City's boundary with Highland City. Mr. Despain stated that there are no areas of overlap
with Lehi and American Fork.
Mr. Despain stated that very minor changes have been made to the text portion of the American
Fork Annexation Policy Plan.
Mr. Despain stated that Utah State Law states that the Planning Commission must hold a public
hearing on the Annexation Policy Plan, then it must recommend it to the City Council, and then
the City Council conducts its own hearing on the Annexation Policy Plan and ultimately adopts
it. He said the hoped for action tonight is that the Planning Commission will accept the proposed
Annexation Policy Plan for the purpose of conducting a public hearing.
Mr. Hadfield pointed out that the Planning Commission's public hearing for the proposed
American Fork Annexation Policy Plan will be held on February 19, 2003.
Mr. Baldwin asked if there are changes other than verbiage from the City Attorney.
Mr. Despain said the changes from the City Attorney were mainly verbiage.

Mr. Baldwin moved to accept the January 27, 2003, version of the proposed Annexation
Policy Plan for the purpose of conducting a public hearing prior to making a
recommendation to the City Council.
Mr. Christensen seconded the motion.
Chairman Hansen called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Mr. Woffinden, Mr. Christensen, Mr. Baldwin, and Chairman Hansen.
Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
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REVIEW OF THE LAND USE ELEMENT OF THE GENERAL PLAN AND DISCUSSION
ON IMPLEMENTING ORDINANCES
Mr. Hadfield explained that many of the recommendations in the Capital Improvements portion
of the General Plan were adopted in 1996 and have gone forward as capital expenditures and are
completed. He said if they keep tracking the same General Plan with the same areas of
responsibilities it will show some continuity from decade to decade as they move forward with
the General Plan.
Mr. Despain discussed the new population projections data, which is based on the 2000 Census.
He said in comparison to the population projections that they had before the 2000 census
American Fork City's population projections were slightly more aggressive in terms of what
would happen than what the actual 2000 Census turned out. He said American Fork City Staff
figured that in 2000 the population for American Fork would be around 24,000 and it turns out
that American Fork's population is about 22,000 as reflected in the 2000 Census.
Mr. Despain said the primary difference staff saw in analyzing the conditions from the 2000
Census Report is that the population per dwelling unit did not stay as high as they had projected
it would. He said the bottom line of the new population data is that some of American Fork
City's projections have been based on more aggressive population assumptions and as a result
the City is ahead of things in regards to planning.
After Mr. Despain discussed the population projections, he then discussed the various land use
categories.
After Mr. Despain discussed the various land use categories, Mr. Baldwin asked if the projected
water supplies are sufficient for the population figure.
In response to Mr. Baldwin's above question, Mr. Despain said "no." He stated that the City has
more than sufficient water right now. He pointed out that there are recommendations in the
General Plan that the City purchase additional wells. He stated that the City actually does have a
well site that has been purchased. He said they anticipate that there will be wells drilled in the
southern end of the community.
Mr. Despain explained that most of the City's wells are designed in such a way that they can
feed into the City's upper pressure zone. He said the question of much more well capacity will
be needed is to some degree based on how successful the secondary irrigation system is. He said
if the City goes with a bigger secondary irrigation system where it relies primarily on surface
waters, then the City probably has close to the well capacity that it needs for culinary class water.
He said if the City keeps a unified system, then it has to look at how it uses surface water
because the only sources that the City have are the canyon springs and seven existing
groundwater wells.
Mr. Baldwin expressed concern about how the infrastructure, i.e. sewer, electrical power, gas,
etc. for build out will be accommodated. He said infrastructure has to be kept in balance with the
population figures. He said he would like some assurance that the infrastructure has been
planned for.
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Mr. Hadfield stated that the over sizing of utilities has taken place for many years, which has
allowed for expansion without going in and replacing the existing facilities. He said the City still
over sizes the utilities.
Mr. Despain said in regards to water and sewer facilities, the City is mindful of what will be
needed for ultimate build out.
Mr. Despain said the City did not struggle with its water supply last year, but he said he did not
know what this year would be like. He said the City has seven active wells of which one is not
drilled. He explained that the average depth of the City's wells is about 500 feet.
Mr. Hadfield said the City is in good shape in regards to its water supply.
There was some discussion about whether there would ever need to be another substation in
American Fork. It was discussed that if there ever needs to be another substation in American
Fork it would just be a minor one.
Mr. Hadfield stated that the General Plan was looked at in 1992 and updated in 1996. He said
there is validity in the General Plan because they have proven that it works over and over again
. over the last twelve years.
Mr. Despain discussed the various planning districts within the Land Use Plan. He stated that in
regards to land use there are some areas that they may want to pay particular attention to. One
area that they may want to look at is the Vacher Annexation Area.
Northeast Residential Planning District
Mr. Despain stated that most of the recommendations for the northeast-planning district in the
proposed General Plan are the same recommendations that were in the plan in 1996. He said the
City Council has indicated that it would like to promote larger lots or more upscale housing
options. He raised the issue of whether the Planning Commission would like to address the issue
of larger lots or more upscale housing options in the northeast-planning district.
There was some discussion about the Vacher Property. Mr. Christensen said it does not make
sense to put large lots on the Vacher Property because there is high density in the area, i.e.
Strawberry Pointe.
Mr. Despain stated that Mayor Barratt would like to have some areas where there are larger lots
in the City so that there can be some upscale houses. He said that having larger lots is not the
only approach that can be used to get more upscale houses. He pointed out that Val Vista has a
number of large lots, but it also has some small lots with some upscale homes on them. It was
discussed that the homes in Val Vista are at least $250,000 or more.
Mr. Despain suggested that the City should encourage planned unit developments. He said the
City should recognize the role of 900 East and 1100 East as major traffic arteries. He said
developments adjacent to 900 East and 1100 East should be planned to minimize safety concerns
in accordance with the HFO Highway Overlay Zone.
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Mr. Despain said American Fork City needs to coordinate with its neighboring cities to help
integrate effective road systems.
Mr. Despain discussed the Developmental Center Park Property. He pointed out that when the
1996 General Plan was done the City was still negotiating the purchase of the Developmental
Center Park Property. He stated that there has been a study done on the Developmental Center
Park Property. He said there are some who believe that part of the Developmental Center Park
Property should be left untouched. He said there is some uncertainty about how the
Developmental Center Park Property will be developed. Mr. Despain stated that the
Developmental Center Park will take on the character of a regional park.
Northwest Residential Planning District
Mr. Despain said there are a lot of issues in the northwest residential planning district stated in
the General Plan that are no longer an issue. He said the current General Plan talks about the
need for utility services west of Mitchell Hollow, but the utilities have already been put in.
Mr. Despain said if the City is looking at promoting upscale development in the northwest
residential area, they are running out of space. It was discussed that Dan Richards home is an
upscale home also Richard Brenchley and Bryon Healey homes on 900 West. Mr. Hadfield
stated that the neighborhoods will drive where upscale homes will be built.
Mr. Woffinden asked what the plan is to finish 500 North and 600 North between 420 West and
560 West.
Mr. Despain said "500 North is on the drawing board right now." He said both 600 North and
500 North should be finished in the near future, within the next 60 days. Ivory Homes has
purchased all the surrounding ground for development. The only major stumbling block is a
new parking lot entrance to the LDS Church located at 507 West 700 North from 600 North.
This item is currently at the Church Office Building in Salt Lake City (Church Real Estate arm).
After Mr. Despain finished discussing the northwest planning area, Mr. Hadfield suggested that
the Planning Commission finish reading the information on the land use plan and that the other
planning areas be discussed at the next Planning Commission Meeting.
Mr. Despain said the General Plan is not intended to answer all the specific questions.
Chairman Hansen asked when the Planning Commission will receive a report on the storm
drainage element.
Mr. Hadfield said he will have some information on the storm drainage element next
Wednesday.
Mr. Baldwin said they need to look at what the safety service needs will be, especially for the
area south of the freeway. He said they need to anticipate what the public safety needs will be
before they get to far in the process of updating the General Plan.
Mr. Hadfield said there has been some discussion about having satellite stations to accommodate
the public safety needs.
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Mr. Baldwin raised the question of whether there is justification for having satellite stations. He
said there needs to be something incorporated into the General Plan in regards to public safety
needs.
It was discussed that some of the public safety needs should be discussed with Jay Christensen,
Ambulance Director for American Fork City.

Mr. Woffinden said there needs to be some planning to accommodate a full-time fire department.
Also planning for TRAX (i.e., closing of Church Street, opening of 560 West at Pacific Drive).
If the City doesn't plan the closings, UTA will tell the City which streets to close!!
Mr. Hadfield pointed out that the General Plan usually does not address such issues as
accommodating a full-time fire department.
It was discussed that the accesses that public safety will use to service both the north and south
side will be crucial things to include in the General Plan.

Mr. Despain said he will include something about public safety in the south side planning area.
Mr. Baldwin said there should also be something included in the transportation element in
regards to public safety services.
There was some discussion about whether residential uses should be allowed in commercial
zones, particularly in the SC-1 Zone. Mr. Despain pointed out that when Woodbury came in
with its proposal for the Meadows Project it talked about creating a walkable community by
having some commercial uses and some apartments. Mr. Despain questioned whether
Woodbury's proposed plan would really create a walkable community.
Mr. Washburn stated that if the City wants to create a walkable community and have residential
uses in a commercial zone, it ought to allow residential uses in the central business district and
not on the west side of the City. He said if residential uses are allowed on the west side of the
City it will lessen the ability to keep Main Street alive and doing well.
Mr. Christensen asked why residential uses can't be allowed in both the downtown commercial
area and on the west side of the City. He asked why one area of the City is more special than
another area.
Mr. Despain said part of the question is whether the commercial zones can handle both
residential uses and commercial uses. He said it might be easier to try to incorporate both
residential uses and commercial uses in the same area when there is raw land. He said it is
difficult to bring in residential uses in a commercial area when the land is already developed.
Mr. Washburn said residential uses could be incorporated into an already developed commercial
area if cities are willing to use redevelopment agencies. He said another thing that will help
make residential uses work in commercial areas is allowing sufficient densities.
There was some discussion about high-density housing. Mr. Hadfield pointed out that the
Pleasant Grove City Police Department makes a lot of police visits to Strawberry Pointe because
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the units in that high-density project are rental units. He said American Fork City has North
Pointe Town Homes and Pennylane, which are high-density projects that are owner-occupied.
He said American Fork City Police Department does not make a lot of police visits to North
Pointe or Pennylane because the units in those projects are owner-occupied. Mr. Hadfield said
he does not mind high-density housing, but the emphasis has to be owner-occupied.
Mr. Hadfield said that he has been in many places where there is a commercial and residential
mix, which if done right it is outstanding.
After some discussion about high density housing and commercial-residential mixes, Chairman
Hansen asked what ordinances need to be finished in order to complete the General Plan update.
Mr. Despain stated that the Planning Commission has focused mainly on the south side planning
area, but it needs to look at creating an ordinance system that will apply to all the planning areas.
He said they need to make sure that they have a vision for what each of the planning districts are,
then make sure there are ordinances in place to accommodate the vision for each planning
district.
Mr. Despain said with a little more work on the ordinances the General Plan update should soon
be ready to go forward to the City Council for approval.
ADJOURNMENT

Mr. Baldwin moved to adjourn.
Mr. Christensen seconded the motion.
All voted in favor. The motion carried.
The meeting adjourned at 9:02p.m.

~~~7fM4AMelanie Marsh
Deputy Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY PLANNING CO:MMISSION
JANUARY 15, 2003
NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Planning Commission will meet in a regular
session on Wednesday, January 15, 2003, in the City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing
at 7:00p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
1. Receipt and review of comments from affected entities regarding the draft American Fork
Annexation Policy Plan.
2. Review and action on a proposed American Fork Annexation Policy Plan.
3. Review and action on the preliminary plat of the Smith Subdivision consisting of 3 lots at
140 North 600 East.
4. Review and action on a site plan for lot 3 Holmstead Center Plat A at 630 South 500
East.
5. Review and action on a re-subdivision of American Fork Commercial Center Lot 2 Plat
A at approximately 900 West State Road.
6. Review and action on a commercial site plan for lliOP Restaurant located at
approximately 900 West State Road.
7. Discussion on completion of the General Plan.
8. Site Plan Committee Report.
9. Other business.
10. Review and action on the December 19, 2002, minutes.
11. Adjournment.
Dated this 6 day of January, 2003.

James S. Hansen, Chairman

AMERICAN FORK CITY
PLANNING COMMISSION MEETING
JANUARY 15, 2003
The American Fork City Planning Commission met in regular session on January 15, 2003, the
City Hall, commencing at 7:00 p.m. Those present included Chairman Hansen, Commissioners
Ken Baldwin, Alan Christensen, John Woffinden, and Councilman Tom Hunter. Others present
included Rod Despain, J.H. Hadfield, Melanie Marsh, Ron Smith, Lou Jeanne B. Smith, Brian
Capt, Berni Mortensen, Brett Ballingham, Andy Spencer, Michael Cadell, Brian Greene, Paul
Washburn, and Barbara Christiansen, a member of the press.
Chairman Hansen excused Mr. Nielsen.
RECEIPT AND REVIEW OF COMMENTS FROM AFFECTED ENTITIES REGARDING
THE DRAFT AMERICAN FORK ANNEXATION POLICY PLAN
Mr. Despain stated that they have received responses back from Lindon, Cedar Hills, and
Highland regarding American Fork City's Annexation Policy Plan.
Mr. Hadfield stated that Lehi's common boundary is contiguous with American Fork's common
boundary as depicted on both cities' policy plans.
Mr. Despain discussed the different boundaries with the various cities. He said that Highland
City has suggested that the equestrian park be removed from American Fork City's annexation
boundary since American Fork is not able to provide access to it. He said Highland City has also
suggested that American Fork's boundary be drawn back 300 feet below 9600 North.
Mr. Despain said that Lindon City is looking at territory beyond its boundary area. He said
Lindon City has inquired about whether the LDS Church Property and Roberts Property would
like to annex into their city, which is the triangle-shaped piece of property adjacent to the Timp.
Special Service District. Mr. Despain pointed out that American Fork has had a boundary line
agreement with Lindon City for 20 years and in the boundary line agreement it states that the
triangle-shaped parcel will be annexed into American Fork City.
Mr. Despain said that Cedar Hills has purchased the property north of the W arenski Funeral
Home and so Cedar Hills has requested that the City draw back its north boundary to 1800
North.
It was discussed that the Annexation Policy Plan should be changed to draw back the City's

north boundary to 1800 North.
Mr. Despain stated that Pleasant Grove City has chosen to ignore the boundary line agreement it
has with American Fork City. He said about a month ago they held a joint meeting with some of
Pleasant Grove's officials and there was some discussion about re-affirming the boundary line
and they thought some of the issues were resolved with Pleasant Grove, but their proposed
Annexation Policy Plan does basically ignores what was discussed in the meeting.
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Mr. Hadfield said that one thing that has surprised him is that Pleasant Grove included Dr.
Roper's property on the west side of 860 East clear to the freeway in their Annexation Policy
Plan.
Mr. Despain stated that American Fork drew back its line back to the Sager House, but felt that it
ought to keep the road in the City.
It was discussed that the Ellery Sager Slough on the east side of 860 East is a major component

of the City's drainage plan for the entire east side of the community.
It was discussed that there are sewer lines and water lines presently in on 860 East.

Mr. Hadfield asked if they are including the Sager Property in America Fork's annexation
boundary.
Chairman Hansen said "I think we need to change the line since they (Pleasant Grove) have
chosen to tum their backs on that meeting (the meeting that was held to discuss the boundary line
agreement). He said the line should be moved back to include the Sager's Property in American
Fork.
Mr. Despain said he would agree that the boundary line does need to be changed to include the
Sager's Property.
Mr. Hadfield stated that Pleasant Grove's Annexation Plan also takes in the Gasser Annexation,
which is an active annexation agreement with American Fork. He said American Fork City can't
very well tum their backs on the Gasser Annexation and the Woods and Guth Annexations near
the Gasser Annexation because the City Council has already adopted the annexations ordinances.
Mr. Despain stated that the Annexation Policy Plan will be on the January 29, 2003, Planning
Commission Agenda for review and action, which will acknowledge the changes made and to
schedule the public hearing.
Mr. Baldwin said it is his understanding that if there are two communities that approve the same
property to be annexed into their city, then the property owner has the option of going to either
city.
In response to Mr. Baldwin's above statement, Mr. Despain said that is the practical reality. He
said the law anticipates that there will be overlapping jurisdictions.
Mr. Baldwin said based on the letter that was received at the last Planning Commission Meeting
he thinks that the dispute line should be included in American Fork City.
Mr. Baldwin expressed concern about whether Cedar Hills would be able to provide services to
the piece of property north of the Warenski Funeral Home.
Chairman Hansen pointed out that there are adjoining water and sewer agreements in the area
north of the W arenski Funeral Home.
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Mr. Hadfield explained that when Lone Peak Subdivision was done the homes were hooked onto
Cedar Hill's water line, but American Fork City extended the water lines. He explained that
Cedar Hill's sewer runs through lines that belong to American Fork. He said there are some
trade offs.
Chairman Hansen asked if the north boundary should be pulled back to the middle of the road or
just to the road.
In response to Chairman Hansen's, Mr. Despain said he would pull it back to the territory not yet
annexed.
Mr. Despain said he does not know for sure, but he thinks that American Fork City took the road
as part of the annexation.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A PROPOSED AMERICAN FORK ANNEXATION POLICY
PLAN
Chairman Hansen asked if it is the Planning Commission's desire to amend the map to bring the
boundary back to the north side of 1800 North and to extend the other portion of the Sager
Property below Sam White Line in American Fork's boundary.

Mr. Baldwin moved to amend the map to bring the boundary back to the north side of
1800 North and to extend the other portion of the Sager Property below Sam White Line in
American Fork's boundary.
Mr. Woffinden seconded the motion.
With regard to the boundary with Highland, Mr. Baldwin suggested that the boundary line be left
where it is.
Mr. Despain said he assumes that there is no inclination to take out the prospect of the equestrian
park.
Mr. Baldwin said just leave the boundary with Highland where it is at.
Mr. Despain pointed out that there will be a collector class road about 300 feet from the
equestrian park so he thinks American Fork will be able to service the equestrian park.
Mr. Hadfield stated that Highland City is not providing water to the equestrian park. He said the
Highland Irrigation Company is giving the equestrian park a limited amount of water. He said
there is not fire protection for the equestrian park.
Chairman Hansen called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Chairman Hansen, Mr. Baldwin, Mr. Woffinden, Mr. Christensen, and
Councilman Tom Hunter. Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE PRELIMINARY PLAT OF THE SMITH SUBDIVISION
CONSISTING OF 3 LOTS AT 140 NORTH 600 EAST
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Mr. Hadfield said that Mr. Peterson has requested that a power pole on 600 East be relocated,
which he suggests should not be at the expense of Mr. Smith. He suggested that they come off
the power pole and come underground and run it across and through conduit under the streets
and along the frontage. He said you can dig a lot of trench for what it will cost to relocate a
power pole.
Ron Smith said the pole on the comer will have to be moved just a few feet. He said the pole on
the comer is old and needs to be replaced. Mr. Smith pointed out that there is a pole in the
interior of the lot that services the two existing homes. He suggested that the pole in the interior
of the lot be used and that he run the line underground to service his home.
Mr. Hadfield said he did not see any problems with using the pole in the interior of the lot to
service Mr. Smith's home.
Mr. Hadfield said they have reviewed all the calculations for drainage and everything is
adequate. He said the present fire hydrant will be relocated to the rear. He said all the
engineering concerns have been met.
Chairman Hansen asked if the road needs to be shifted a little to the south because of the home to
the north.
Mr. Hadfield explained that the ordinance requires that a comer lot be twenty feet from the road.
He said that on Mr. Lott's side there is not twenty feet between his home and the sidewalk.
Mr. Smith said there should be about 24 feet from Mr. Lott' s home and the road.
Mr. Hadfield said they can ask Mr. Peterson to review the distance between Mr. Lott's home and
the road, but as he has scaled it there is only 16 Y2 feet.
Mr. Smith pointed out that he is going to give Mr. Lott the ground between the road and his
home.
Chairman Hansen asked what the purpose for keeping the ground on the south side of the street
for Lot 1 is.
In response to Chairman Hansen's question, Mrs. Smith said they will plant trees on it.
Mr. Smith said they are building a 2,500 square foot home on one of the lots and will probably
sell the other two lots.
Chairman Hansen said he just wondered why they would keep that strip of ground.
Mr. Smith asked if the City wanted the strip of land.
Chairman Hansen said he did not know if the City would want it.
Mr. Smith asked what he should do with the 15-foot of ground. He said that he has a 72-foot
front and he only needs a 45-foot front.
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Chairman Hansen said he just does not want to see the 15-foot strip remain in weeds.
Mr. Smith said they will take care of the 15-foot strip of land.
Mr. Smith said they could deed it to their neighbor, but he will not accept it. He said it is his
understanding from Mr. Hadfield that the City will take over the ground if someone will not
acquire it because of where the road goes in on a cul-de-sac.
Chairman Hansen said they would take the strip of land in order to preclude it from becoming a
protection strip.
Mr. Hadfield said that if Mr. Smith is the property owner and he is taking care of the strip of
land, then he does not see that as a big deal.
Chairman Hansen stated that there really is not a protection strip since the home already exists.
Chairman Hansen asked what the water requirements are.
Mr. Hadfield said the water rights are addressed at the final plat stage.
Mr. Smith said they have plenty of water to tum over to the City.
Chairman Hansen asked if there are any irrigation issues.
Mr. Hadfield said the water master has reviewed the proposed subdivision and he had no
comment.
Mr. Smith said there has been irrigation water down on the property, but he is the end recipient.
Mr. Baldwin asked about subdivision monuments.
Mr. Hadfield said subdivision monuments are addressed at the final plat stage.

Mr. Baldwin moved to approve the preliminary plat of the Smith Subdivision consisting of
3 lots at 140 North 600 East subject to: (1) the City Engineer approving an acceptable
scheme for the power line and telephone line (2) there be a review of the side clearance on
the Lott House to make sure it meets the setback requirements.
Mr. Woffinden seconded the motion.
Chairman Hansen called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Mr. Baldwin, Mr. Christensen, Mr. Woffinden, Councilman Hunter, and
Chairman Hansen. Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
Mr. Hadfield suggested that Mr. Smith ask Dave Peterson to do some research to make sure that
there is not already a Smith Subdivision in Utah County.
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Mr. Smith stated that Mr. Peterson has already checked into whether there is a Smith Subdivision
in Utah County and he discovered that there was not.
Mr. Smith asked if the City would transfer his water and sewer connections that already exist on
the property further to the east.
In response to Mr. Smith's question, Mr. Hadfield stated that the issue of transferring water and
sewer connections could be worked out with staff.

REVIEW AND ACTION ON A SITE PLAN FOR LOT 3 OF HOLMSTEAD CENTER PLAT
A AT 630 SOUTH 500 EAST
Mr. Despain explained that the subdivision plat was approved by the City Council with nine
conditions. He stated that the site plan should not be recorded until the subdivision plat is
recorded.
Chairman Hansen stated that if the Planning Commission approves the proposed site plan, it
should not be forwarded to the City Council for approval until the subdivision plat is recorded.
Brian Greene, the petitioner, stated that several of the conditions associated with the subdivision
plat have been resolved. He stated that one outstanding issue that still needs to be resolved is in
regards to obtaining a letter of approval from the Irrigation Company. He said he has talked with
someone from the Irrigation Company and this person indicated that they do not have any issues
with the proposed project and do not have any irrigation interests related to the property.
Mr. Greene stated that the proposal is to build a full service car wash. He explained that the cars
will either enter off of 500 East or down the private drive.
Mr. Greene explained that the ordinance does not address the kind of use they are proposing. He
stated that no parking is required for the customers because they wait in a queue while waiting to
enter the car wash. He said they have looked at the use as a retail use, which requires one
parking stall for every two employees. He said at their busiest time they would have 12
employees. He stated that they have proposed nine parking stalls. He said the proposed use
will not demand a lot of on-site parking.
Chairman Hansen asked if there will be a dumpster located on site.
Mr. Greene stated that there is dumpster on site.
Mr. Greene said 11 12 percent of the site is in landscaping. He discussed the landscaping areas.
He said they are not proposing to put trees in the front because they want the good visibility that
they are paying for on 500 East. He said there will be low shrubs placed in the front.
Chairman Hansen asked how much water will be required.
Mr. Despain said the proposed project will require more water than is typically required.
He said the petitioner has provided some information regarding water usage, which indicates that
about 2 acre-feet of water per year will be used.
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One of the petitioners explained that most of the water is reclaimed through the wash cycles.
Mr. Greene said there is a demand of about nine new gallons of water per car per wash.
He explained that the full service car wash uses a lot less water than washing a car in the
driveway at one's home. He said a lot of cities have laws that prohibit people from washing their
car in their driveway because of the amount of water that is used and because of the storm sewer
problems that are caused by people washing their cars in their driveways.
Mr. Greene talked about the benefits of the proposed full service car wash.
Mr. Greene stated that the proposed structure will be a steel frame structure with some sort of
masonry/stucco combination.
Mr. Woffinden asked if the car wash will also wash the bottom of the car.
In response to Mr. Woffinden's above question, Mr. Greene said, "yes."
It was discussed that there will be an oil-water separator need to be reviewed by TSSD.

Mr. Christensen suggested that there be some provision for pedestrian access through the
proposed site besides on the roadway.
Mr. Greene pointed out that there is a sidewalk along 500 East.
Chairman Hansen said he was not sure how they could incorporate sidewalk within the site.
Mr. Despain stated that staff thought the sidewalk on 500 East would be work for pedestrian
access.
Mr. Christensen asked how the area on the west side of the drive will be landscaped.
In response Mr. Christensen's above question about landscaping, Mr. Greene said they are
planning on putting some low growing shrubs in that area. He said the area on the west side of
the drive is not wide enough to mow.

Mr. Baldwin suggested that they may want to consider some landscaping on the twenty feet of
property on the east that requires low water usage.
One of the petitioners stated that they are just trying to keep the landscape similar to what is on
the other side of the street.
Chairman Hansen pointed out that there was a landscaping study done on 500 East, but it really
has not gone that far.
Mr. Baldwin said the landscaping plan for 500 East should be reviewed.

Mr. Baldwin moved to approve the site plan for Lot 3 Holmstead Center Plat A at 630
South 500 East subject to: (1) not being recorded until the nine outstanding items have
been completed.
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Mr. Christensen asked Mr. Baldwin if he wanted to include something about the landscaping that
was just discussed.

Mr. Baldwin amended the motion to include subject to there being landscaping on the
western boundary between the private road and the storage units.
Mr. Christensen seconded the motion.
Chairman Hansen called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Mr. Christensen, Mr. Baldwin, Mr. Woffinden, Councilman Hunter,
and Chairman Hansen. Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON ARE-SUBDIVISION OF AMERICAN FORK COMMERCIAL
CENTER LOT 2 PLAT A AT APPROXIMATELY 900 WEST STATE ROAD
Chairman Hansen stated that the agenda advertises that only Lot 2 will be subdivided and that is
not what the plat shows.
Andy Spencer stated that the primary reason for bringing the proposed re-subdivision forward
right now is to subdivide Lot 2, but he said there are also future plans to subdivide Lot #1 and so
they felt the re-subdivision could be done in a one-step process.
Chairman Hansen explained that all the property owners will have to sign off on the proposed resubdivision. He pointed out that Lot 4 is sold to Wal-Mart and so they will have to sign off on
there-subdivision.
Mr. Spencer said that Woodbury is aware that Wal-Mart has to sign off on there-subdivision.
Mr. Despain recommended that the Planning Commission take no action on the proposed resubdivision of American Fork Commercial Center Lot 2 Plat A until it can be properly be
advertised.
Mr. Despain pointed out that Utah County will not record lots that are labeled as a's and b's.
Mr. Spencer stated that they will change the lots to Lot 201 and 202.
Mr. Hadfield stated that he does have the legal description for Lot 2B so the Planning
Commission could move onto the next item on the agenda and take action on the commercial site
plan for IHOP.
Mr. Baldwin asked if the Planning Commission could approve Lot 2a and 2b with the provision
that the lots be renumbered.
Mr. Despain recommended that this item be tabled because the plans that were submitted were
not consistent with what was advertised on the agenda.

Mr. Baldwin moved to table this item until the corrections that have been discussed are
made.
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Councilman Hunter seconded the motion.
Chairman Hansen called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Chairman Hansen, Mr. Baldwin, Mr. Woffinden, Mr. Christensen, and
Councilman Hunter. Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
It was discussed that this item will be re-advertised correctly and put on the February 5, 2003,

Planning Commission Agenda.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A COMMERCIAL SITE PLAN FOR IHOP RESTAURANT
LOCATED AT APPROXIMATELY 900 WEST STATE ROAD
Mr. Cadell stated that the center pylon is not shown in the 45-foot triangle in order to help create
a better sight distance. He stated that there are 66 parking spaces shown. He explained that the
two side doors shown on the site plan are exit only because IHOP tries to control their entry
points .
. Chairman Hansen asked Mr. Cadell why IHOP put the door to enter the building facing the road
since it is so far away from the parking lot.
Mr. Cadell explained that some cities have a requirement that buildings have to have a streetfacing frontage so that the buildings are pedestrian-friendly. He said the main reason the
building is laid out in the manner that it is because of the footprint. He said if the building were
rotated counter clockwise they would lose parking spaces.
Chairman Hansen noted that each member of the Planning Commission should have received a
revised landscape plan at his desk tonight.
Chairman Hadfield stated that most of the engineering concerns were resolved at the Technical
Review Committee Meeting. He said he had no engineering concerns to report.
Mr. Despain stated that the proposed IHOP sign needs to be moved onto 900 West or the pylon
sign will have to be moved because the ordinance will not allow both the pylon sign and the
monument sign on the same frontage. He stated that the issue of allowing both a pylon sign and
monument sign on the same frontage was looked at recently at Woddbury's request, but the
Planning Commission stated that it did not want to modify the sign ordinance to allow both types
of signs on the same frontage.
Mr. Baldwin asked what the lighting scheme will be for the parking lot.
Mr. Hadfield said there will be lighting around the building.
Mr. Baldwin stated that the lighting should be downward cast lighting because he does not want
the lighting to light up the whole western side of the City.
Mr. Hadfield pointed out that the same lighting fixtures in the parking lot for IHOP will also be
used on the Wal-Mart Site and the Home Depot Site. He stated that the same lighting fixtures
will be used throughout the whole Meadows Project.
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Chairman Hansen pointed out that the lighting will only be installed in two areas and not the rest
of the parking lot. He asked if there will be conduit installed in the other two areas so that the
asphalt will not have to be cut up when it is time to install the rest of the lighting fixtures.
In response to Chairman Hansen's question about whether conduit will be installed in the other
two areas, Mr. Spencer said, "yes, they will make provisions for all the other utilities." He said
Woodbury may want to put all the lights in at this time, but they were not sure so they felt it
would be better to submit the plan without showing that all the lots will have lighting installed in
case they are not all installed when the lights for IHOP are installed.
Chairman Hansen encouraged the developers to put in the conduit at least to the future lot so that
the asphalt will not have to be tom up when it is time to install the lights in the other lot. He also
suggested that the water lines for the landscaping be put in so that the asphalt will not have to be
tom up at a later time.
Mr. Woffinden asked Mr. Cadell when IHOP plans on breaking ground.
In response to Mr. Woffinden's question, Mr. Cadell said they are looking at breaking ground
between mid and late May and they plan on finishing construction by August or September. He
said it also depends on when the SID improvements are made.
Mr. Hadfield stated that the bid for the SID improvements has been awarded. He said that 800
feet of water pipe was laid today.
Mr. Spencer stated that the contract for completing the SID improvements is for August 17,
2003.
There was more discussion about the problems associated with the proposed monument sign for
IHOP. Mr. Despain stated that the proposed site plan can't be approved with both the monument
sign and the pylon sign. He said one of the signs has to be moved to a new location or eliminated
all together. There was some discussion about where the monument sign could be placed so that
the sign would be in compliance with the ordinance.
Chairman Hansen said he thinks that there is plenty of advertising for IHOP with the sign on the
building. He said he did not think IHOP needed a monument sign.
Mr. Christensen complimented the petitioners on their site plan, their landscape plan, and the
pedestrian access that is shown on the plan. He said they have not seen a landscape plan of the
quality that has been presented. He said the project looks like a quality project. He said he
thinks the proposed project will be equal to the Riverwoods Project in Provo.
Mr. Cadell stated that some of the credit should also be given to Woodbury Corporation.

Mr. Baldwin moved to approve the commercial site plan for the IHOP Restaurant located
at approximately 900 West State Road subject to: (1) the site plan agreeing with the legal
description for amended Lot 2 and (2) the signage plan complying with the City ordinance.
Mr. Woffinden seconded the motion.
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Chairman Hansen called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Councilman Hunter, Chairman Hansen, Mr. Baldwin, Mr. Woffinden,
and Mr. Christensen. Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
DISCUSSION ON COMPLETION OF THE GENERAL PLAN
Mr. Despain discussed the status of the General Plan update. He discussed each of the elements
of the general plan, which are as follows:
1. Land Use
2. Transportation- Major Streets
3. Public Facilities and Services
4. Open Space and Trails
5. Affordable Housing

Land Use
Mr. Despain stated that the Land Use Element consists of two major components (1) The Land
Use Plan Report and (2) the implementation component.
Mr. Despain stated that the Land Use Plan Report has been prepared and the Planning
Commission has "bought off on it as being what it believes is an appropriate report." He
explained that the Land Use Plan Report consists of both a text portion and a map. He said
portions of both the text and the map have previously been provided to the Planning Commission
Members.
Mr. Despain said the Land Use Report has sat on the "back burner" for a while because the focus
has been on the implementation component. He said the Planning Commission has reviewed the
possibility of several new zones and it has generally "bought off' on a couple of the new
proposed zones. Mr. Despain said he thinks the ordinances should be amended to include the
PR-3.0 and the R1-20,000.
Mr. Despain said there has been some discussion about ordinances dealing with mixed unit
developments with flexible lot developments. He said they have also discussed conservation
subdivisions. He said he is actually working on an ordinance dealing with conservation
subdivisions, which he hopes to present to the Planning Commission on either January 29, 2003,
or February 5, 2003.
Mr. Despain stated that adoption of the Land Use Plan Report and the implementation tools
should be done concurrently. He stated that the remaining tasks associated with the Land Use
Plan include the following: (1) completion of the ordinance reviews (2) revisiting of the text and
map portion for any last minute adjustments and (3) submission of the plan and ordinances for
hearing and adoption.
TRANSPORTATION- MAJOR STREETS
Mr. Despain stated that during the last year Horrock's Engineers has modified the earlier traffic
model that they prepared for the General Plan update. He said the last transportation report
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Horrock's prepared for the City had a major flaw because it identified there was a problem in
accommodating the movement of traffic across the freeway. The report stated that there was a
problem, but it did not state how to address the problem. He said the modified report prepared
by Horrock's Engineers a year ago now recommends some alternatives to help accommodate the
movement of traffic across the freeway. He said the modified report also includes a series of
updated trip generation characteristics.
Mr. Despain said the outstanding task with the Transportation Element is the preparation of the
text proportion, which Horrock's is working on and should be completing within the next couple
of months.
Chairman Hansen stated that tonight he received a memo from Carl W anlass that indicates the
City Council has approved an impact fee study and a purchase order has been issued to Lewis,
Young, Roberts and Burningham to do the impact fee study for the south service area for roads.
Mr. Despain said the report from Horrock's Engineers now has to be based on a capital
improvements program.
PUBLIC FACILITIES AND SERVICES
Mr. Despain stated that the Public Facilities and Service Element has several sub-elements,
which are as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Culinary Water
Pressurized Irrigation Water
Sanitary Sewer
Storm Water

Culinary Water
Mr. Despain stated that Horrock's Engineers revised the culinary water element approximately
two years ago. He explained that the City based its water system improvements on the amended
plan. He said the hearing and adoption is all that is left to do relative to the culinary element.
Mr. Despain explained that the culinary water plan, as written, was based on the assumption that
the City would continue with a single water system. In the event that the City implements a
pressurized irrigation system some of the recommendations may no longer be valid and the plan
would need adjustment. He said it is recommended that the Planning Commission continue
using the current plan, pending a more definitive program for implementation of pressurized
irrigation system program.
Pressurized Irrigation
Mr. Despain said that the City Council has recently made the decision to go forward with a
pressurized irrigation program. Frandson & Noble Engineering has done the engineering work
used by the City Council in electing to go forward with this issue. They have been
commissioned to prepare this element. He said it is his understanding that a General Plan
version will be provided by them in the near future. Upon receipt, this will need to be reviewed
by the Planning Commission, followed by the mandatory hearings and adoption actions.
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Mr. Hadfield said he has a draft of the pressurized irrigation element from Frandson & Noble
and he would be happy to schedule discussion of the draft at a future Planning Commission
Meeting.
Mr. Despain said there was enough uncertainty on the part of the City Council at trying to arrive
at the decision of whether they should or should not go forward with a pressurized irrigation
system that he is uncertain as to the true level of commitment that the City Council has to that
program. He said until the City starts physically building the pressurized irrigation system it
would be imprudent of the City not to continue to assume that improvements need to be made to
the culinary water system.
Chairman Hansen stated that things relative to the City's culinary water system may change due
to decisions that are being made by the Utah State Legislature.
Mr. Despain said from a technical standpoint he supports construction of a pressurized irrigation
system. He said it would be a tragedy if the City does not end up with a pressurized irrigation
system. He said the City has an intellectual commitment to a pressurized irrigation system at this
time, but not a financial commitment.
Sanitary Sewer
Mr. Despain said that the Sanitary Sewer Plan was revised approximately two years ago. He said
it appears that the plan recommendations are still valid. He said the hearing and adoption are all
that remain to be done.
Storm Water
Mr. Despain stated that a contract with RB&G Engineering was approved in 2002 for the update
on the Storm Water Element. He said RB&G Engineering is in the process of preparing the plan.
He said it is his understanding that some preliminary recommendations will be provided to the
City shortly.
Mr. Despain stated that the drainage element is becoming a more significant element because of
the increased involvement of federal government regulations on preservation of water quality
and also because a significant amount of development is likely on the south side of the City
where traditional drainage approaches are not available.
Mr. Hadfield stated that City staff will be meeting with RB&G Engineering for an update
tomorrow.
Mr. Despain stated that the drainage plan will have an impact on the Land Use Element
depending on how it recommends the handling of drainage issues. He said before the Planning
Commission makes a final review on the Land Use Element, it would be helpful to have some of
the preliminary recommendations regarding drainage. Otherwise, they may be back shortly
revising the Land Use Plan and ordinances.
Mr. Despain said they met with the Christensens, who own property south ofl-15, today and
they indicated that the dryness of the land south of I -15 is superficial. He said it is the
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Christensens position that if the shallow field drains were not there that the character of the land
would be a lot different. He said they are pressing the issue that if water and sewer and drain
facilities are put in south of I-15 that the historic patterns will be disrupted and so there may be
legal issues.
OPEN SPACE AND TRAILS
Mr. Despain said that the initial draft of the Open Space and Trails Element was adopted as part
of the 1996 General Plan. He said a subsequent update was prepared, but it did not substantially
amend the plan recommendations. He said it was used primarily to support the park impact fee
ordinance. Last year there was a proposal to revisit the plan a second time, but the City Council
did not authorize funding. He said if the proposed bond for park improvements scheduled for
February passes, some significant changes to the plan will be required. Also the recent report by
the joint Park Improvement Committee is another refinement of the plan.
Mr. Despain said for the above stated reasons, the Planning Commission should revisit the Open
Space & Trails Element before sending it up for hearing and adoption.
Mr. Despain said one of the significant issues associated with the Open Space and Trails Plan is
the notion that the 345 KV A line easement area ought to remain open for open space and trails.
There was some discussion about the upcoming bond election for park improvements.
Chairman Hansen said when he attended the City Council Meeting last night he cautioned the
City Council not to use all the impact fees for existing parks so that when it is time to develop
the properties for future parks that there is not money to do it when future subdivisions are
developed. Mr. Despain said there is going to have to be some revisiting of the City's policy
relative to parks and park improvements.
Chairman Hansen said there was some discussion about the developers putting in the parks,
which is fine but then the developers will not want to pay the park fees. He said if the bond is
going to be paid back with the park fee, but the City wants the developer to put the parks in, then
the City is going to have to be careful about that because the developer will not be doing both.
Mr. Washburn said let the developer put the park in.
Mr. Despain said in the past there has been a lot of interest in trails, but that has declined
somewhat. He said they ought to revisit the City's commitment to trails, particularly along
stream corridors.
Chairman Hadfield said he thinks the interest in trails has declined because they do not all have a
Provo River Trail or a Jordan River Trail. He said he thinks as soon as the City gets a few trails
the interest in trails will pick up again.
Mr. Despain said that he is not sure if the Open Space and Trails Element have to be completed
before they can go forward with the Land Use Element. He said in the past the hearing processes
for each of the elements of the General Plan have been divided up. He said they really ought to
push hard on getting the Land Use Element and Transportation Element completed and the rest is
ancillary.
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AFFORDABLE HOUSING ELEMENT
Mr. Despain said a draft of the Affordable Housing Element was prepared by the City, but has
not been submitted for hearing or adoption because it was based on 10-year old data. He said the
Affordable Housing Element should be reviewed by the Planning Commission in light of the
current conditions and practices before it goes on to the hearing.
Mr. Hadfield said the Affordable Housing Element is probably the easiest element of the General
Plan to finish.
OTHER ELEMENTS
Mr. Despain explained that Utah State Law defines other elements that can be included in the
General Plan, but that are not required. Some of the other elements are Economic Development,
Redevelopment, Environmental Protection, Historic Preservation, etc. He said at this point he
does not believe that they will want to include any other elements in the General Plan.
Mr. Despain said at the January 29, 2003, Planning Commission Meeting, he would like to get a
copy of the General Plan back into the hands of the Planning Commission Members. He said he
would also like to discuss the conservation subdivision regulations at the January 29th Planning
Commission Meeting and review the overall concept that they are heading to for the south side
of the City in terms of whether the implementation tools are sufficient and meet the objectives of
the plan.
Chairman Hansen said he would like to see a sheet of the ordinances that are necessary for
implementation of the General Plan.
Mr. Despain said he would like the Planning Commission to say that the ordinances as proposed
will accomplish the objectives of the General Plan. He said it is inappropriate to adopt the new
ordinances without the General Plan and vice versa because if you were to adopt the General
Plan now having insufficient or inadequate implementation devices, then a problem will be
created.
Mr. Hadfield asked Chairman Hansen what items he would like put on the January 29, 2003,
Planning Commission Agenda. He said that one item he has so far is as follows: "Review and
action on the American Fork Annexation Policy Plan and establishment of public hearing dates."
Chairman Hansen said the other item that should be included on the agenda is as follows:
"Review of the land use elements and the implementation ordinances."
Mr. Christensen said they should be aware of Wayne and Neil Christensen's concerns in regards
to the water issues for the land south of I-15. He asked how they will address the groundwater
issues that the Christensen are raising.
Mr. Hadfield explained that they have downstream water users on the Meadows Project and
there have been some lawsuits in regards to the water issues, but so far once they have shown
how the City has required clay dams every 200 feet so that the water follows the bedding of the
pipe and is stopped before the next manhole and has to go where water has historically gone. He
said there are just basic engineering practices that are used to address the needs of the
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downstream water users. He said once they show the practices that are used to protect the
downstream water users the claims are usually stopped.
It was discussed that on January 29th the focus of the meeting will be on the Land Use Element.

SITE PLAN COMMITTEE REPORT
There was nothing to report.
OTHER BUSINESS
Chairman Hansen reported that at the City Council Meeting last night the City Council adopted
the amended Senior Housing Ordinance. He reported that three members of the City Council
voted in favor of the amended ordinance, one voted against, and Councilman Tom Hunter was
absent. He said Mayor Barratt stated that the property adjacent to the LDS Temple was not a
place to put the type of Senior Housing Project that is being proposed. He said that
Councilmember Belmont, who voted against the amended ordinance, said that she did not feel an
eight thousand square foot building should be allowed in a residential zone.
Councilman Hunter said the City Council may have approved the amended Senior Housing
Ordinance, but he does not feel that the proposed senior housing project adjacent to the LDS
Temple will ever be approved.
Mr. Despain said one concern that he has is that the amended Senior Housing Ordinance does
not give the City that much flexibility. He said there are other portions of the Senior Housing
Ordinance that they may want to look at. He explained that the Senior Housing Ordinance is
based on the conclusion that a senior housing project of virtually any form is a suitable
development in all zones. Mr. Despain raised the issue of whether the Planning Commission is
committed to the concept that all senior housing projects are allowed in any zone.
Mr. Despain said with regard to the proposed project adjacent to the LDS Temple there has been
an effort to marry the zone change and the development plan all together. He said that some
members of the City Council are prepared to separate the ordinance from the annexation and
from the development plan. He said when it comes to the development plan, the observation has
been raised that the area proposed for annexation is the same as the Carlisle and other properties
and therefore the City does not have any justification for keeping the 31-unit restriction. He said
if one looks at the area east of the proposed project from 700 North to the north boundary of the
City it is all either PR-15 ,000 or R1-15,000. He said there is adequate justification to say that
the area in the vicinity of the LDS Temple ought to have larger lots. He said one option is that
maybe the senior housing overlay should not apply in the R1-15,000 or PR-15, 000 Zones.
Mr. Despain said a revised annexation agreement for the proposed senior housing project in the
vicinity of the LDS Temple will be back on the February 5, 2003 , Planning Commission Agenda.
Chairman Hansen encouraged the Planning Commission to look at the fact that pretty much
everything in the area near the LDS Temple is in the R1-15 ,000 Zone or PR-15 ,000 Zone and
that should be considered when looking at the proposed annexation agreement for the proposed
senior housing project.
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Mr. Hadfield said some of the City Councilmembers have pointed out that the homes around the
Jordan River Temple and Provo Temple are very upscale homes and have asked why American
Fork City can't have some nice homes in the vicinity of the LDS Temple.
Election of Officers for Planning Commission
It was discussed that the election of the Planning Commission Officers will be done in February.

Meeting with Wayne and Neil Christensen
Mr. Baldwin said today there was a meeting held with Wayne and Neil Christensen regarding the
underground water issues. He said that the meeting was basically just an information meeting
and was not a meeting to make commitments off the record. He said that Alan Christensen was
also at the meeting as well as Rod Despain and Councilmember J uel Belmont.
Engineering Study for the Area South of the Freeway
Mr. Baldwin said he thinks that the Planning Commission should recommend Mr. Richan's
proposal to the City Council about doing an engineering study for the area south of the freeway.
He said he has a number of concerns and he has asked for data and has never seen any data to
eliminate his concerns about certain things. He said he still has reservations. He said they
depend on developers to get things engineered and the engineers are going to say what the
developers pay them to say. He said he likes Mr. Richan's idea of the City initially funding the
study and incorporating into the development fees a fee that is paid by the developers so that the
study ends up not actually being paid for by the City.
Chairman Hansen asked if the idea of do an engineering study for the area south of the freeway
should be discussed at the January 29, 2003, Planning Commission Meeting.
Mr. Hadfield said he could have Mr. Denney come to the January 29, 2003, Planning
Commission Meeting to talk about the idea of doing a study.
Mr. Hadfield said that he was kind of offended by Mr. Richan's comments regarding the fact that
engineers do not know what they are talking about because the City staff becomes the "honest
brokers."
Mr. Baldwin said he is not questioning the competency of the City staff. He said he likes the
idea of funding an overall study of the area south ofl-15 because most of the data that he has
seen for the area south of I-15 is over 20 years old.
Mr. Hadfield said that any conflict or hazard could be engineered around if you have sufficient
money to do it.
Mr. Baldwin said that sufficient data is also needed to be able to engineer around certain
elements.
Mr. Despain said there is Mr. Richan' s position that the area south ofl-15 has such severe
problems that it is almost ineligible for development and then the other position is that the land is
flat, it has been farmed and there are no significant issues. He said there is also the Christensens
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who say there are drainage systems that ought to be protected and there are engineers that say
pipe the drainage systems and that will solve the problems. Mr. Despain said the dilemma is that
the system is structured that the developer has to provide the City with the information about the
property and so the information provided is going to show that the property is OK for
development. He said it is like the situation where the attorney is asked to give an answer and
the attorney asks "what answer do you want?"
Mr. Baldwin said he would just like an honest characterization of the property south ofi-15.
Mr. Baldwin said they have discussed significant natural features, but it is difficult to know what
to do when they do not have good data.
Mr. Despain said they may not end up doing a comprehensive study south ofi-15, but they may
change the ordinances so that a study gets done and is paid for by the applicant.
Mr. Hadfield said they just have to come back to the issue that there has to be an "honest broker"
somewhere in the system representing the concerns of the City.
Chairman Hansen asked if Mr. Denney could come to the January 29, Planning Commission
Meeting to discuss the possibility of doing a study on the property south of I -15.
Mr. Baldwin said we also need to talk to the City Attorney about the City's liability.
Mr. Woffinden said they may need to address the fact that a civil engineer may not provide the
right answers whereas a geological engineer may be better qualified.
Mr. Hadfield said early in the process he recommended that an inventory of all the wetlands
south ofi-15 be done, but the wetlands change so the idea of doing an inventory probably is not
a good idea because the appearances of things change over time.
It was discussed that Mr. Denney will be invited to the January 29, 2003, Planning Commission
Meeting.
Winter Planning Commission Dinner
Chairman Hansen said he would prefer holding the Winter Planning Commission Dinner after
President's Day Weekend.
It was discussed that they will discuss a date for the Winter Planning Commission Dinner at the
next meeting.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE DECEMBER 19, 2002, MINUTES

Mr. Baldwin moved to approve the December 19, 2002, Planning Commission Minutes
subject to the following conditions:
On Page 4, Line 6 "discussed" should be changed "identified." On Page 5, Line 46
"because thing" should be changed to "because things." On Page 15, Line 32 "the do have"
should be changed to "they have."
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Mr. Christensen seconded the motion.
Chairman Hansen called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Chairman Hansen, Mr. Baldwin, Mr. Christensen, and Mr. Woffinden.
Councilman Hunter abstained from the vote because he was not present at the December
19, 2002, Planning Commission Meeting. The motion carried.
ADJOURNMENT

Mr. Christensen moved to adjourn. Mr. Woffinden seconded the motion.
The meeting adjourned at 9:36p.m.

·~~r~
Melanie Marsh
Deputy Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY PLANNING COMMISSION
FEBRUARY 19, 2003
NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Planning Commission will meet in a regular
session on Wednesday, February 19, 2003, in the City Hall, 31 North Church Street,
commencing at 7:00p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
PUBLIC HEARING
7:00p.m.

Receiving of public comment regarding the draft Annexation Policy Plan for
American Fork City.

1. Review and action on the draft Annexation Policy Plan for American Fork City.
2. Presentation on a revised concept plan for a proposed senior housing project.
3. Review and action on the final plat ofthe Smith Subdivision consisting of3 lots at 140
North 600 East.
4. Review and action on a commercial site plan for a preschool and day care center in the R4 zone at 297 East 3 00 North.
5. Review and action on a commercial site plan for Watts Automotive on Lot #1 of
Holmstead Center Plat B Subdivision at 716 South 500 East.
6. Review and action on a commercial site plan for an auto repair facility at 143 South 400
East in the GC-1 zone.
7. Review and action on the preliminary plat of Lakeside Industrial Park consisting of 3 lots
at 580 East 1700 South.
8. Review and action on the final plat ofLakeside Industrial Park consisting of3 lots at 580
East 1700 South.
9. Review and action on a proposed zone change from the R1-15,000 zone to the PR.-9000
Planned Residential zone at 850 North 1200 East.
10. Review and action on a zone change request from the R1-9000 to the PR-9000 Planned
Residential zone at 850 North Mount Timpanogos Boulevard.
11 . Review and action on the annexation agreement for the Aston Annexation consisting of
1.48 acres at 775 East 50 South.
12. Review and action on the annexation agreement for the Durrant Annexation consisting of
6. 54 acres at 725 West 200 South.
13 . Continued discussion on the Land Use Element of the General Plan.
14. Site Plan Committee Report.
15 . Other business.
16. Review and action on the January 29, 2003 , work session minutes.
17. Review and action on the February 5, 2003 , minutes.
18. Adjournment.
Dated this 11 day ofFebruary, 2003 .

James S. Hansen, Chairman

AMERICAN FORK CITY
PLANNING COMMISSION
FEBRUARY 19, 2003
The American Fork City Planning Commission met in a regular session on February 19, 2003, at
the City Hall commencing at 7:15p.m. Those present included Chairman Hansen,
Commissioners Ken Baldwin, Alan Christensen, and John Woffinden. Others present included
Rod Despain, J.H. Hadfield, Terilyn Lurker, Ron Smith, LouJeane Smith, Suzanne Anderson,
Elaine Anderson, Stephen Phelan, Vaughn Pulsipher, Lance Turner, Dan VanWoeken, Wade
Mitchell, Mark Hampton, Robert Lewis, Michael Aston, Debra Aston, Jim Cates, John Pope,
Brady Pope, Josh Smith, Aaron Hill, Jordan Yates, Paul Washburn, Jared Hawkins, and Barbara
Christiansen.
Chairman Hansen welcomed everyone. He welcomed the scouts from Troop 1152 and had them
introduce themselves. Those present from the Timberwolves troop were Brady Pope, Josh
Smith, Aaron Hill, Jordan Yates, and troop leaders John Pope and Allen Booth.
7:15P.M. RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING THE DRAFT ANNEXATION POLICY
PLAN FOR AMERICAN FORK CITY.
Chairman Hansen asked for any comments from the audience. There were no comments.
Mr. Despain stated the city received comments from three cities and those comments have been
considered. He indicated the city also received a note from Dr. Roper who expressed his
preference to be annexed into Pleasant Grove. Mr. Despain commented the appropriate action
for this is to go on to the City Council; the motion would be to recommend or approve this policy
plan with any corrections and send forward to the City Council.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE DRAFT ANNEXATION POLICY PLAN FOR AMERICAN FORK
CITY.
Chairman Hansen asked if there were any corrections to the policy. Mr. Despain stated there
was one typing correction on page 6; "treatments services" should be "treatment services." Mr.
Hadfield indicated the map has been amended to be accurate as to what was discussed two
weeks ago.

Mr. Baldwin moved to approve the draft of the annexation policy plan subject to
the typographic correction of "treatments" to "treatment" on page 6 with a
recommendation the City Council act to adopt the plan as the official Annexation
Policy Plan for American Fork. Mr. Woffinden seconded the motion. All were in
favor. The motion carried.
PRESENTATION ON A REVISED CONCEPT PLAN FOR A PROPOSED SENIOR HOUSING
PROJECT.
This would be presented at a time later in the meeting.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE FINAL PLAT OF THE SMITH SUBDIVISION CONSISTING OF 3
LOTS AT 140 NORTH 600 EAST.
Mr. Hadfield stated there was a problem with closure on one lot but they could approve this
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subject to the closure of the lot. He indicated that lot #1 would be Mr. Smiths; there was a
derelict piece of property of 16 feet on the north of the road that would be deeded to the
neighbor. Mr. Hadfield stated there is one leg on the plat which is a straight cord but should be
a radius; Mr. Smith explained the reason was because the power pole was in the way but it
could be moved four feet to the planter strip. Mr. Hadfield stated it needs to be a radius. It was
discussed that the pole will be right on the property line; the property would be quit claimed to
Ken Lott with a second portion of property being deeded to Ms. Aston. Mr. Hadfield stated staff
will make sure the deeds are in place for recording.
Mr. Despain reminded the Planning Commission this requires two acre feet of water rights; the
1sr is already taken care of. Mr. Smith stated he has the water rights and will give them to Mr.
Colborn.
Mr. Baldwin asked about the area south of the road and who would own it. Mr. Smith said he
would retain that 15-foot strip of land.

Mr. Baldwin moved to approve the final plat of the Smith Subdivision consisting
of 3 lots at 140 North 600 East subject to (1) verification of the closure of the lot
in question, (2) the quit claim deeds are recorded to assure no derelict parcel,
and (3) that two acre feet of water are required. Mr. Christensen seconded the
motion. All were in favor. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A COMMERCIAL SITE PLAN FOR A PRESCHOOL AND DAY CARE
CENTER IN THE R-4 ZONE AT 297 EAST 300 NORTH.
Mr. Hadfield stated Ms. Anderson wants a day care center on the property; this will be run as a
business with no one living in the home. He commented this is allowed in the R4 zone. Mr.
Hadfield indicated the home has been upgraded to meet building requirements and the yard is
fenced. He stated the only issue to consider is that staff has directed the applicants to have a
drop off area. There is a sidewalk but no curb and gutter in front of the property and he would
like to get the Planning Commission's input on the subject. Mr. Hadfield stated there is parking
for the employees at the rear.
Mr. Despain stated this does fit within the zone subject to approval of the site plan. He stated
they have made suggestions to the site plan and those have been followed. He stated the
uncertainty is the curb and gutter for this lot; it is a judgement call, but the applicants have
requested they not be required to put it in. Mr. Despain stated the process for the business
license is that it stops here unless there is an appeal.
Chairman Hansen commented he feels it is important to having curb and gutter installed. Mr.
Baldwin asked about curb and gutter on adjacent properties; there was a discussion on what
curb and gutter is presently on 300 North. Mr. Christensen asked about any irrigation ditches;
Mr. Hadfield stated there is no ditch involved with this property.
Mr. Baldwin asked about the basement; the plan shows stairs and he feels there should be some
protection at the top of the stairs, something other than just a door. Mr. Hadfield stated the
basement could only be used for storage. Mr. Baldwin questioned if there are any ADA
requirements; it was stated that had been addressed with the applicant. Mr. Baldwin also asked
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about outdoor lighting or signs. Mr. Despain stated there is a sign that does comply with the
ordinance. Mr. Hadfield stated the intersection is well lit but he is unsure of the lighting on the
house. Mr. Baldwin stated children could be dropped during dusk hours and ample lighting
should be provided. Mr. Hadfield explained that there is a drop off which would allow three
cars to park while dropping the children off and that they might want to consider lighting in a
motion.
Mr. Woffinden commented there could be a safety issue with kids walking to Forbes Elementary.
He stated the drive approach off 300 East could be a real safety problem is not handled properly
and curb and gutter along this street is a must!
Mr. Baldwin motioned to approve the commercial site plan for a preschool and
day care center in the R4 zone at 297 East 300 North subject to (1) curb and
gutter on 300 North and 300 East, (2) lighting be provided at the entry for the
drop off of children, (3) there is a childproof closure on the stairway to the
basement. Mr. Woffinden seconded the motion. All were in favor. The motion
carried.
PRESENTATION ON A REVISED CONCEPT PIAN FOR A PROPOSED SENIOR HOUSING
PROJECT.
Dan Van Woerken stated he appreciated the opportunity for them to present this plan. He
introduced Lance Turner; Mr. Turner is a designer who has worked on many projects such as the
LOS Conference Center.
Mr. Turner presented his design for this project; he had several drawings of the different aspects
of the project. He indicated Mr. Patterson's only requirement was to make it a beautiful project.
He stated he felt the previous plan for this project was very rigid and this plan was more open
and free to fit in with the area surrounding the Temple. Mr. Turner indicated the assisted living
had been moved to the west side of the property which allows for more open space. Mr. Turner
aimed for homes that are not set on a straight line with garage doors facing the front; he felt the
lining up of homes does not look good and has tried to plan the development in such a way to
screen as much of the garages as possible. Where possible, the main roads are in the back,
which allows park space in the front yards. The RV parking was pushed to the corner near the
school so it will not be easily seen. The assisted living parking has been moved to the rear and
has been screened by landscaping.
Mr. Pulsipher presented renderings of the project. There were several drawings which included
the entryway, different types of residences, and a garden area. Mr. Turner explained he tried to
keep the assisted living center a bit more comfortable. He commented that at first the
landscaping will not be mature and will take a while to mature but will be beautiful. The
assisted living centers are connected; he envisioned them to be glass. He would like a parapet
roof and behind that a pitched roof with skylights down the hall ways for the assisted living
centers. There was a covered area for a van to be so they can pickup the elderly under cover.
They wanted a variety in the design of the homes. He had also designed an area for gardens.
He felt this is well planned and beautiful and hopes the city considers this project. He
appreciates the Planning Commission's time.
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Mr. Christensen commented what has been presented tonight can be accommodated in the R115,000 zone with the same features but fewer units. Mr. Christensen also commented on the
garages which would be accessed by the rear of the property; he stated that everyone drives
along those roads and will see the garages. There was a discussion on the roadways and parking
for the units; there was an area in the project which had asphalt on two sides. Mr. Sowby stated
that in the R1 zone, all the units must be single family and none of the duplexes or four-plexes
are allowed; he stated they need the PR zone for multiple family units, preferably the PR-9000
zone.
Mr. Woffinden asked about the deed restrictions signed between the Pattersons and the LDS
Church in 1992; the deed restrictions call for single family units only plus many other
restrictions such as fences, no TV or radio antennae on any roof, 1/3 acre lots, 1800 square feet
ground floor minimum on main level, constructed of brick or stone, and the cost of each unit
shall be $120,000 in 1992 dollars. Mr. Sowby stated there have been discussions with the
Church and at the right time they will come forward with the agreements. Mr. Woffinden stated
the deed restrictions were still in effect as of one week ago. Mr. Van Woerken explained that the
LDS Church has asked them to wait until a final plan has been decided upon before they meet
with them for their approval. Mr. Turner stated he understood that the only concern the Church
had was the materials used. Mr. Van Woerkon stated the deed restrictions are between the
Pattersons and the LDS Church and can be amended. He understood that the only two concerns
the Church had were the materials used and that the exterior of the buildings are maintained by
a Homeowners Association.
Mr. Christensen stated that on the original plan there was to be a row of single family houses
between this project and the one to the north; it is not shown that way on this plan. Mr. Van
Woerken stated that was something they could work through.
Mr. Despain stated he appreciates the presentation; few proposals have this level of analysis. He
commented this has been provided as an offering to say there are alternatives. He stated
questions have been raised but configurations can be changed. Mr. Despain stated this
presentation will be made to the City Council in the morning. Mr. Despain commented he felt
that if Mr. Turner remains involved it will turn into a great project. He stated this has served its
purpose but there is one question he wanted to raise. How will it get accomplished? He
indicated there is a chance that this could change once approvals have been given. There was a
discussion on how to keep this project from changing to a less desirable project.
Mr. Sowby stated as this is presented to the Council, they are hoping the Council will give the
Planning Commission direction on the zone so they can be on the next agenda.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A COMMERCIAL SITE PLAN FOR WATTS AUTOMOTIVE ON LOT #1
ON HOLMSTEAD CENTER PLAT B SUBDMSION AT 716 SOUTH 500 EAST.
Mr. Hadfield stated Mr. Watts was present earlier in the meeting but had to leave. Mr. Hadfield
stated that during Technical Review recommendations were made concerning storm drain boxes.
At that time Mr. Watts indicated he ultimately wants to demolish the building on 500 East and
build a structure to the rear of the property. Mr. Watts had questioned how to sewer the
building and Mr. Hadfield stated he had made some recommendations on moving the sewer
back to the common road and run the sewer south which would allow a future building to have
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sewer and water connections. Mr. Hadfield stated the drainage calculations are satisfactory. He
commented that Plat A and Plat B were to be recorded at the same time to eliminate any
potential derelict parcels. It was commented that the sidewalk will be completed out front of the
property.
Mr. Woffinden asked if the drainage would flow properly from the concrete outlet box in the
southeast corner to the Storm Drain approximately 22 feet away in 500 East. There was a
discussion on the grades and if the drainage would flow; it was commented that the drainage
would be okay.
There was a discussion on the landscape plan. Mr. Hadfield asked for some landscaping to the
west but he is unsure what would happen on 500 East. Chairman Hansen stated that in the past
they have asked applicants to look at the overall landscaping plan along 500 East but only the
LDS Church has truly looked at the plan so far.
Mr. Despain stated that as there is a possibility of the building being moved in the future to the
rear of the lot, the access of the sewer line switches from 500 East to the private drive. He
indicated that based on that possibility the public infrastructure would need to be extended
approximately 300 feet; who would be responsible for extending that? He suggested that maybe
Mr. Holmstead and Mr. Watts needs to get together on that issue. Mr. Despain indicated the
applicants are constructing in lieu of bonding. He commented they need to note that with the
amended site plan there needs to be an amendment to the public infrastructure component to be
provided to the south and that the owner and developer get together to figure out who is
responsible for financing what.
Mr. Christensen suggested 2" caliper trees 50 feet on center on 500 East and on the road to the
interior. There was a short discussion on power poles.

Mr. Christensen motioned to approve the commercial site plan for Watts
Automotive on lot #1 of Holmstead Center Plat B at 716 South 500 East subject
to (1) an amendment to the public infrastructure as Mr. Despain had mentioned
and (2) adding 2 inch trees 50 feet on center on both roads. Mr. Baldwin
seconded the motion. All were in favor. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A COMMERCIAL SITE PLAN FOR AN AUTO REPAIR FACILITY AT
143 SOUTH 400 EAST IN THE GC-1 ZONE.
This item was not discussed and will be scheduled for a later meeting. The applicants did not
submit their plans to be placed in the packet for review.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE PRELIMINARY PLAT OF LAKESIDE INDUSTRIAL PARK
CONSISTING OF 3 LOTS AT 580 EAST 1700 SOUTH.
Mr. Hadfield stated this is a minor change; previously a preliminary and final plat had been
approved by the Planning Commission but has not been recorded yet. He indicated the
developer wanted to construct improvements in lieu of bonding. When they started the project
and looked at the property lines and road cross section, in order to make the 500 East Street on
the same line and parallel to the road above 1500 South they needed to moved things 9 feet to
the west; the outside perimeter is the same. Mr. Hadfield stated that the road was deeded at
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time of annexation; with the road being changed then the deeds will need to be modified.
Steve Phelan stated the road must be moved 9 feet or it runs into his home; there is also a shed
that is where the road would have been. Mr. Despain stated there is a segment of the street that
has not been deeded to the city yet; that section is the street in the "future phase" on the plan.
Mr. Despain stated there will be deeds that need to be exchanged; the city will have to give a
deed back so the plat is consistent.
Mr. Phelan stated it was his understanding that he does not own that lane; Legacy Properties has
a 17-foot right-of-way there. The existing lane next to the barn is not part of his property. Mr.
Despain stated they need to look into it.
Mr. Hadfield stated the sewer will be fairly shallow; he thinks there are still concerns with the
shallow sewer line. He indicated that on the final plat there is a note that reads "No human
occupancy allowed on lots 2 & 3 that cannot be served by a gravity sewer" but the plan indicates
a private lift station at the rear. He indicated he is unsure if the city has adopted a lift station
policy or is willing to address that right now, but if they chose to run it privately he is unsure of
the city's involvement. Mr. Hadfield stated the storm drainage calculations have been looked
over and appear to be in order.
Mr. Woffinden stated at the bottom of the plat it mentions note 15; he asked where the 15 notes
are. Mr. Hadfield stated that some of those notes probably refer to the additional sheets of plans
and profiles that were not included in the packet.
It was asked if this is a revised plan. Mr. Despain stated that this is a revision of an approved
plan that has not been recorded.
Mr. Baldwin commented that once a lift station has been installed, the city has nothing to do
with it and it is the responsibility of the property owners, not the city. Mr. Hadfield stated there
are three lift stations in the city that have been or are being transferred to gravity sewer. He
stated he does not have a problem with a lift station but does not feel the city should have any
responsibility. Mr. Sowby pointed out that the plan indicates a sewer grinder, not a lift station.
Mr. Baldwin verified that as far as the city is concerned, the sewer should be gravity fed; Mr.
Hadfield stated that was correct. There was a discussion on the sewer lines south of town; it
was indicated all by Mr. Sowby that all three lots can be gravity fed.

Mr. Baldwin moved to approve the revised preliminary plat for the Lakeside
Industrial Park consisting of 3 lots at 580 East 1700 South subject to (1)
correction of the deeding for the streets to the satisfaction of the engineering
staff and (2) with an observation that the sewer is to be gravity fed as far as the
city's obligation is concerned. Mr. Woffinden seconded the motion. All were in
favor. The motion carried.
Mr. Baldwin stated the reason for observation on the sewer line is that it is a matter of record
that the city is not responsible for the grinder pump.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE FINAL PLAT OF LAKESIDE INDUSTRIAL PARK CONSISTING OF
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3 LOTS AT 580 EAST 1700 SOUTH.
Mr. Hadfield stated this is the final plat and felt they covered all the concerns. The outside
boundaries have not changed; the road has just been shifted. He indicated there is a large open
slew that goes to the lake along 500 East; if the LDS Church chooses to develop the land in the
future it will be the determination of the Storm Drain Plan whether or not it remains open. The
Church will still be required to put in sidewalk on their side of the property and that would
require some bridging.
Mr. Despain stated one condition to an approval would be the resolution of the road ownership
of 500 East, including any deeds required. All the water rights have been met at the time of
annexation. Mr. Baldwin asked if there are any downstream users that are affected; Mr. Sowby
stated they do have the letter from the LDS Church. It was noted there is a detention pond on
the south end of the property. Mr. Despain stated he understood that the water line and storm
drain lines are to be extended past the Phelan property; they either need an easement or to own
the road where the public utilities will be located.

Mr. Baldwin motioned to approve the revised final plat of the Lakeside
Industrial Park consisting of 3 lots at 580 East 1700 South subject to (1) the
road ownership resolution and (2) that any city facilities will be in city property.
Mr. Woffinden seconded the motion. All were in favor. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A PROPOSED ZONE CHANGE FROM THE R1-15,000 ZONE TO THE
PR-9.000 PLANNED RESIDENTIAL ZONE AT 850 NORTH 1200 EAST.
Mr. Sowby stated they do not intend for the Planning Commission to take action tonight. They
are hopeful the City Council will give the Planning Commission some direction after tomorrow's
meeting on the whole site. They would like action on these two items concurrently as this plan
goes forward; if the Council wants a PR zone it will require a public hearing. Mr. Sowby pointed
out there cannot be any type of scheme as presented tonight with single family units only; they
would be stuck with lots and no footprint option. They will be asking the Council for some type
of PR zone which will allow a footprint option and at least twin homes. He expressed his
appreciation for being placed on the agenda.
Mr. Despain stated if the City Council wants to go to a PR zone they have to have a public
hearing. Mr. Despain commented that the LDS Church does have interest in this property. He
stated it is a private matter between the Pattersons and the LDS Church and the Planning
Commission cannot base approvals on whether or not the applicants meet those requirements.
Mr. Despain commented he feels the Church would be more approving of a PR zone rather than
a lot by lot subdivision.
Mr. Woffinden stated that he was aware the matter is private between the LDS Church and the
Patterson's but the deed restrictions are still in place and the Planning Commission cannot
approve anything other than single family units as called out until a signed legal amendment is
presented to them.
Mr. Baldwin expressed his concern that the Planning Commission is faced with conflicting
information on what the Church will accept. He indicated there are at least two people on the
Planning Commission that have heard those deeds are in effect; before he could approve plans
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he wants a letter from the Church indicating they will accept it or information that the deed
restrictions are not in effect.

Mr. Baldwin moved to table items nine and ten pending action by the City
Council. Mr. Woffinden seconded the motion. All were in favor. The motion
carried.
Chairman Hansen stated he got a copy of the deed restrictions from the county; they are very,
very restrictive.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A ZONE CHANGE REQUEST FROM THE R1-9,000 TO THE PR-9,000
PLANNED RESIDENTIAL ZONE AT 8SO NORTH MOUNT TIMPANOGOS BOULEVARD.
This item was tabled as stated in the previous motion.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE ANNEXATION AGREEMENT FOR THE ASTON ANNEXATION
CONSISTING OF 1.48 ACRES AT 77S EAST SO SOUTH.
Chairman Hansen stated there was some discussion on this at the last meeting; Mr. Despain had
prepared an agreement. Chairman Hansen indicated the City Attorney has some concerns on
the water rights and development. He asked if the Astons knew what their intent for the
property was. Ms. Aston stated there will be one lot with one home in the near future.
Chairman Hansen asked if they should amend sections 7 and 8 to reflect this? Chairman Hansen
pointed out the current ordinances requires 3 acre feet of water per acre. Mr. Despain stated the
city requires more water if the intentions are not known; Mr. Despain explained that Kevin
Bennett is uncomfortable with accepting less than the 3 acre feet of water without a change in
the ordinance.
Mr. Baldwin commented that on large lots, landscaping has a larger demand than a regular sized
lot. Mr. Hadfield stated there are three inconsistencies with the ordinance and proposed the
staff look at the ordinance concerning water shares to make it consistent. He commented that
Mr. Bennett wants to make sure every applicant is treated equally.
Mr. Despain stated that if immediate annexation is not pressing he suggested they take a month
or so to look at the water rights issue.
Mr. Hadfield stated that until the policy declaration put out tonight is adopted, the annexation
cannot take place. Mr. Hadfield indicated that on SO South there will be a problem with the
street width; there needs to be some engineering on SO South between 700 East and 1100 East.

Mr. Baldwin moved they table action on the annexation agreement for the Aston
Annexation with instructions to the staff to resolve the water requirements on
such annexations and a road review to be sure we have appropriate alignments.
Mr. Christensen seconded the motion. All were in favor. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE ANNEXATION AGREEMENT FOR THE DURRANT ANNEXATION
CONSISTING OF 6.S4 ACRES AT 72S WEST 200 SOUTH.
Chairman Hansen stated this has some of the same issues with the water requirements as the
previous item.
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Mr. Despain stated the primary issue is the water requirements; none of the provisions now with
water rights anticipate agricultural uses. He believes the Planning Commission will need to
make a provision for agricultural uses.
Chairman Hansen commented that the owners of the property in the south side might want to
maintain their rural conditions and suggested that maybe the city should consider an RA-5 zone.
Mr. Hadfield stated the county requires a 5 acre minimum when someone wants to build a
home; in addition they need to provide positive results for septic systems and have access to
water. Mr. Hadfield suggested that maybe the city should require the same.
Mr. Baldwin stated that when they look at water usage on large lots they might need to require
additional rights if the use of the property changes after annexation.
Mr. Hadfield stated that we are in a drought; many people's wells are drying out and they are
wanting to annex into the city. He indicated he does not know why Mr. Durrant wants to annex
but noticed the property is for sale.
Mr. Woffinden asked if the auto repair business in the garage would fit in the zone. Mr.
Hadfield stated it would be a non-conforming use that is grand-fathered in; it is a condition of
annexation but if he chooses to sell he is unsure if that right would continue.
Mr. Despain stated the Durrants are currently on a well and one option is to delay any water
requirement. Chairman Hansen pointed out that Mr. Bennett indicated the current policy states
the water requirement is 3 acre feet.

Mr. Baldwin motioned to table this item pending the Annexation Policy Plan
adoption and the water rights issue resolved. Mr. Woffinden seconded the
motion. All were in favor. The motion carried.
CONTINUED DISCUSSION ON THE LAND USE ELEMENT OF THE GENERAL PLAN.
Mr. Despain stated he had computer problems and lost the information temporarily. He has not
been able to prepare for this discussion as well as he would like but there are a few items that
need to be discussed.
Mr. Despain stated that Councilman Hunter is no longer on the Planning Commission. As a
result, the ordinance needs to be revised deleting the City Council representation from the
Planning Commission. Mr. Despain briefly explained the state law concerning Planning
Commissions. He indicated that they can make changes to their operation if needed. Chairman
Hansen asked if the Planning Commission needs to act on the ordinance; Mr. Despain answered
that it is not necessary. Mr. Hadfield stated that if there is an appeal to the City Council, the
Planning Commission will have to rely on city staff members to represent the Planning
Commission.
Mr. Despain stated the matter with water rights is an increasing issue. He indicated there are a
good percentage of water rights held by the Provo Reservoir that is now going to the Jordan
Water District. He stated the higher quality surface water now demands premium price and the
city is at a disadvantage when it comes to surface water. He indicated the city has a policy that
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allows us to accept surface water or underground water. Mr. Despain stated if they believe the
city is going into a secondary irrigation system, then the city needs to concentrate on getting a
supply of surface water. He commented that as the policy on water shares is being addressed
they need to decide if they want to change what types of water rights are acceptable. There was
a discussion on a secondary irrigation water. Mr. Despain commented he does not think they
should give up well water. He stated he is assuming the city will go forward with the secondary
irrigation system. Mr. Despain stated they need to refine the policy but not just for the number
of water rights required and that he will get some recommendations to them.
Mr. Despain stated the third item he wants to discuss relates directly to the south side. He stated
that as far as the ordinances goes, he was thinking primarily of a conservation subdivision
concept of a heaping emphasis on open space to the effect that they would have small lots and
large areas of open space. With large amounts of open space, there is an issue with ownership
and maintenance; he explained that Highland City has created a Special Service District as part
of the project and taxes the owners as an open space service district. The main question is how
will the open space be used and how will it be maintained; the city may become responsible and
pay for it out of the Parks Department budget or possible a Special Service District. Mr. Hadfield
stated one of the earliest PUD's in American Fork is Temple Meadows; now the single family
residences do not want the responsibility of the open space so they are requesting to be taken
out of the PUD. Paul Washburn stated an SSD was not such a bad idea if it is started it at the
front of the project with a small fee; he explained that if they do an SSD that is attached to the
taxes or the utility bills then it is easier to collect the money. Mr. Despain asked if the Planning
Commission wants large amounts of open space and is there a solution? If they want to large
amounts of open space, the city will directly or indirectly have to get involved.
Chairman Hansen stated that with the state of the parks now, he did not feel they could solve all
the issues. Mr. Christensen stated it is too expensive to have open space which requires lots of
water; he didn't think that agricultural uses would be a bad idea or leave the open space natural
if there are not noxious weeds.
Mr. Despain asked if the advantage of having large amounts of open space is worth the effort it
will take to maintain it? They need to decide this. Chairman Hansen doesn't have a problem
with them taking this on as long as they understand what they are taking on and provide a way
of accomplishing it. Mr. Baldwin stated they should plan for how it is to be implemented, but
the City Council holds the purse strings. Mr. Despain stated they should pursue it with vigor if
that is what they want.
Jim Cates stated that quite a bit of the feature for that area is open space and would be of little
or no cost to the city. There was a short discussion on SSD's and how to collect those fees. Mr.
Despain stated he will explore that avenue a bit more. Mr. Christensen brought up the subject of
renting the land to someone to pasture their animals. Mr. Baldwin likes the idea of conservation
so they can design around good land with the questionable land being left open.
Mr. Despain commented that flexible lot subdivisions do not address the open space feature
thoroughly. There was a discussion on lot sizes; Mr. Washburn stated his opinion on what he
feels is a desirable lot size.
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Jim Cates asked what type of time table before they can tell a developer yes or no? Mr. Despain
answered that it is getting done as quickly as possible. Mr. Hadfield stated there are several
things that need action taken by Council that hasn't been done; it will take money to accomplish
this.
SITE PLAN COMMITTEE REPORT.
Mr. Hadfield had no comments.
OTHER BUSINESS
Mr. Hadfield stated the City Council agenda has included appointments for various committees
on Tuesday night. He'll report on the Planning Commission dinner after new members have
been appointed.
Mr. Christensen read from the Utah Planner dated February 2003 the following which
addresses what was brought up by Keith Richan earlier about liquefaction. "Salt Lake County
Adopts A New Geologic Hazards Ordinance. Recently the Salt Lake County Planning and
Development Services Division amended their Zoning Ordinance, specifically, Chapter 19.7 5,
Geologic Hazards Ordinance (formerly Natural Hazards Ordinance). The amendment included
requirements to address ... surface fault rupture and liquefaction hazards." He asked if they
could include that and require the developers to do that.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE JANUARY 29, 2003, WORK SESSION MINUTES.
Mr. Baldwin stated he had turned his correction into Terilyn Lurker. Mr. Woffinden
commented he had also given his corrections to Terilyn Lurker.

Mr. Baldwin motioned to approve the January 29, 2003, work session minutes
as corrected. Mr. Woffinden seconded the motion. All were in favor. The
motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE FEBRUARY 5, 2003, MINUTES.
The minutes were not in the packet to be reviewed.

Mr. Baldwin motioned to table approval of the February 5, 2003, minutes. Mr.
Christensen seconded the motion. All were in favor. The motion carried.
ADJOURNMENT
Mr. Baldwin motioned to adjourn the meeting. Mr. Woffinden seconded the
motion. All were in favor. The meeting adjourned at 11:00 p.m.

U£~~~

Terilyn Jr~er
Building Inspections/Public Works
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AMERICAN FORK CITY PLANNING COMMISSION
FEBRUARY 5, 2003
*AMENDED- NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Planning Commission will meet in a regular
session on Wednesday, February 5, 2003 , in the City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing
at 7:00 p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
1. Review and action on a site plan for a fire and ambulance station to be located at 96
North Center Street.
2. Review and action on a site plan for a stone-dressing yard at 72 West 400 South in the I-1
zone.
3. Review and action on the preliminary plat of the J.P . Miller Subdivision Plat A consisting
of2 lots at 216 East 500 North.
4. Review and action on the final plat of the J.P . Miller Subdivision Plat A consisting of2
lots at 216 East 500 North.
5. Review and action on an amended site plan for an office-warehouse structure at 331
South 860 East in the GC-1 zone.
6. Review and action on the American Fork Commercial Center Plat A Amended at
approximately 900 West State Road consisting of the further subdivision of Lots 1 & 2.
*7. Review and action on the street and easement dedication plat for the American Fork
Commercial Center Plat C amended at 700 West Pacific Drive.
*8. Review and action on the subdivision plat of Lot 1 American Fork Commercial Center
Plat C Amended at 700 West 130 North.
9. Review and action on the annexation agreement for the Aston Annexation consisting of
1.48 acres at 77 5 East 50 South.
10. Review and action on the annexation agreement for the Durrant Annexation consisting of
6.54 acres at 725 West 200 South.
11 . Review and action on an annexation agreement of the American Heritage Plat B
Annexation consisting of 8.27 acres at 850 North 1190 East.
12. Continued discussion on elements of the General Plan.
13 . Site Plan Committee Report.
14. Other business.
a.
Election of Officers for 2003 .
15 . Review and action on the January 15, 2003, minutes.
16. Adjournment.
Dated this 31 day of January, 2003 .

James S. Hansen, Chairman
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2. Review and action on a site plan for a stone-dressing yard at 72 West 400 South in the I-1
zone.
3. Review and action on the preliminary plat of the J.P. Miller Subdivision Plat A consisting
of2 lots at 216 East 500 North.
4. Review and action on the final plat of the J.P . Miller Subdivision Plat A consisting of2
lots at 216 East 500 North.
5. Review and action on an amended site plan for an office-warehouse structure at 331
South 860 East in the GC-1 zone.
6. Review and action on the American Fork Commercial Center Plat A Amended at
approximately 900 West State Road consisting of the further subdivision ofLots 1 & 2.
7. Review and action on the annexation agreement for the Aston Annexation consisting of
1.48 acres at 775 East 50 South.
8. Review and action on the annexation agreement for the Durrant Annexation consisting of
6.54 acres.
9. Review and action on an annexation agreement of the American Heritage Plat B
Annexation consisting of 8.27 acres at 850 North 1190 East.
10. Continued discussion on elements of the General Plan.
11 . Site Plan Committee Report.
12. Other business.
a.
Election of Officers for 2003.
13. Review and action on the January 15, 2003 , minutes.
14. Adjournment.
Dated this 28 day of January, 2003 .

James S. Hansen, Chairman

AMERICAN FORK CITY
PLANNING COMMISSION
FEBRUARY 5, 2003
The American Fork City Planning Commission met in a regular session on February 5,
2003, at the City Hall, commencing at 7:15p.m. Those present included Chairman
Hansen, Commissioners Alan Christensen, Ken Baldwin, and John Woffinden. Others
present included Rod Despain, J.H. Hadfield, Terilyn Lurker, Jay Christensen, Beau
Chadwick, Stan Street, Lee Cabel, Reed Thompson, Bruce Motogawa, Joshua Vel,
Harrison Smith, Shirley Miller, Kevin Bishop, Dave Tanner, Lynn Woodbury, Debra
Ashton, Steve Sowby, Vaughn Pulsipher, Lance Turner, Dan Van Woerkon, Jim Cates,
Barbara Christiansen, and one citizen.
Chairman Hansen welcomed those present.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A SITE PLAN FOR A FIRE AND AMBULANCE STATION TO BE
LOCATED AT 96 NORTH CENTER STREET.
Bruce Motogawa and Joshua Vel were present to discuss this item. Mr. Motogawa stated
their work would include demolishing the existing facility and constructing the new
building slightly to the east. Mr. Vel explained the floor plan; the administrative offices
and training facilities would be on the main floor in the south section with the locker
rooms, sleeping quarters, and cooking facilities on the second floor. The emergency
vehicles will be located on the north two thirds of the building.
Chairman Hansen asked them to describe the site work. Mr. Motogawa stated there will
be a space between the driveway and the parking area. The public will access the
building through the south side by means of the parking lot; they did not want
pedestrians walking across the approaches to enter the building. There is a space north of
the building which is undeveloped; this area is not in their contract but they believe it will
be developed in the future similar to the area north of the Police and Courts Building.
Mr. Christensen commented he felt the City should landscape that area as they had
required other businesses to do.
Mr. Woffinden asked about t~eet that should run south of the building. He indicated
that in the past there were pl~ns \or a road to run south of the Police and Courts building
as well as the Fire and Ambulance building. He also asked if the sleeping quarters would
meet the needs of the Fire Department in the future; he was told there were six rooms.
Mr. Woffinden stated he would like to see Church Street closed and the building moved
further south so the roads would match up. Mr. Vel stated this site plan is according to
what the City Council desires. Mr. Woffinden commented he wanted to make sure they
planned for the future.
There was a short discussion on ADA parking; it would need to be indicated on the site
plan.
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Mr. Hadfield stated he had no concerns at this time. He indicated that drainage would
remain the same.
Mr. Despain stated that the issue concerning closing Church Street is beyond what the
Planning Commission needs to decide but that their comments should be reflected in the
minutes. He stated the east/west road to the south of the two buildings was an option for
the city and the City Council chose another option. He stated there was another issue
that needed to be addressed concerning the parking spaces. There was a short discussion
on the number of parking spaces required by ordinance and the number of parking
available for the building; it was stated there is sufficient parking to meet the current
needs.
Mr. Baldwin asked if it was critical for the emergency vehicles to access Church Street. It
was explained that the first and second string response vehicles faced Center Street; those
vehicles are backed into the space rather than pulled in through the building. There are a
few vehicles that face Church Street.
Mr. Cabel stated the fire department has been in contact with the architect to make sure
the design fit the needs of the fire department. The Fire Department is supportive of this
site plan.
There was a discussion on pedestrian safety with regards to the railroad tracks.
Currently, there is a sidewalk to the north of that building; with the construction of the
new building that sidewalk will not be replaced. It was the opinion of some of the
members that the sidewalk needs to be replaced.

Mr. Baldwin motioned to approve the site plan for the fire and ambulance
station to be located at 96 North Center Street subject to (1) the
consideration of a sidewalk on the North side and (2) the consideration of
landscaping on the North side. Mr. Christensen seconded the motion. All
were in favor. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE SITE PLAN FOR A STONE-DRESSING YARD AT 72 WEST
400 SOUTH IN THE 1-1 ZONE.
Harrison Smith was present to discuss this item. He explained that he will be chiseling,
sawing, and hammering stone by using electric and gas tools.
Chairman Hansen asked what is permitted in the 1-1 zone. Mr. Despain stated that it
allows virtually all types of industrial activity and processing storage. The primary
requirements for permitted uses are that it needs to be done so that there is screening and
noise limitations on those types of activities that are conducted. He indicated they need
to make sure that the area is shielded from view and that the noise and dust are kept
under control. Mr. Despain stated there is already an existing dwelling on the site but the
primary use would be dressing-out of stone; the dwelling would be considered a caretaker
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cottage.
Chairman Hansen asked Mr. Smith about the round circle on the plans. Mr. Smith
explained that area was for horses; currently there are two horses on the property but the
issue of animal rights is before the City Council to determine whether or not the horses
can stay. Chairman Hansen asked if Mr. Smith wanted an industrial use, agricultural use,
or residential use? Mr. Despain explained that this is a request for an industrial use; if
the horses are allowed to stay, it would be a non-conforming condition. Chairman
Hansen stated his opinion that if they are requesting industrial use, then the horses must
go.
Chairman Hansen stated he had some information from the attorney, Kevin Bennett.
There is some concern that if there is light manufacturing, then they needed to limit
noise, vibration, smoke, odor, dust, and fumes, and that it is consistent with other
activities in the zone. Those limitations must be contained onto their own property and
not seen from others.
There was a discussion on the surrounding properties. There is a house located
approximately 120 to 150 feet away but is used as an office. There was also a discussion
on the noise generated at the stone-dressing yard as well as dust. Mr. Smith stated he ran
water with the saws which kept dust to a minimum and that he planned on working only
during the day out of respect for the homes on the other side of the railroad tracks. There
was also a discussion on fencing; Mr. Smith would like to fence the entire property and
not just the stone-dressing area. Mr. Despain stated the ordinance also requires that
storage areas must be fenced and that landscaping could also be required. Mr. Smith
indicated he did not plan on using such a large area, but made it larger just in case.
Mr. Despain stated the use is permitted in this zone; the question is what conditions are
to be attached to the business.
Mr. Christensen motioned to approve the site plan for a stone-dressing
yard at 72 West 400 South in the 1-1 zone subject to (1) fencing the
perimeter of the stone-dressing out area and (2) landscaping the area
between 400 South and the stone-dressing area. Mr. Baldwin seconded the
motion. All were in favor. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE PRELIMINARY PLAT OF THE J.P. MILLER SUBDMSION
PLAT A CONSISTING OF 2 LOTS AT 216 EAST 500 NORTH.
Shirley Miller and Kevin Bishop were present to discuss this item.
Chairman Hansen stated this item had been to the Board of Adjustment for a variance;
there were conditions attached to the variance. One of the conditions stated the garage
structure must remain attached to the home; how were they going to attach it? Mr.
Bishop stated the home, patio, garage, and shop are all tied together; the garage and
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workshop were built separately and the workshop portion will come down. He indicated
the covered porch will partially be removed; the porch would remain where it was
attached to the garage. Chairman Hansen stated the plat will need to be corrected.
Chairman Hansen stated the second condition was that the driveway for lot #2 must be
on the east side of the lot; this needed to be noted on the plat. It was pointed out that the
current garage was a visual limitation and the driveway for lot #2 needed to be on the
other side to allow for additional visibility.
There was a short discussion on exactly how much of the workshop must be torn down;
the workshop needs to be completely removed as shown. The Board of Adjustment has
indicated the workshop must come down; if that is not acceptable then the subdivision
does not need to take place.

Mr. Baldwin motioned to approve the preliminary plat of the J.P. Miller
Subdivision Plat A consisting of 2 lots at 216 East 500 North subject to the
modification of the plat to comply with the requirements of the Board of
Adjustment. Mr. Woffinden seconded the motion. All were in favor. The
motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE FINAL PLAT OF THE J.P. MILLER SUBDIVISION PLAT A
CONSISTING OF 2 LOTS AT 216 EAST 500 NORTH.
Mr. Hadfield stated he had a couple of engineering concerns. He stated the plat is not in
the format which is acceptable to Utah County; the signature blocks and dedications must
be on the right side. Also, the note for the driveway on lot #2 must be recorded on the
final plat.
Mr. Despain agreed that the note for the driveway does need to be on the plat. The only
other requirement is that lot #2 will require an acre foot of water; Mrs. Miller stated she
had that already and would get with Mr. Despain for the necessary transfer.

Mr. Baldwin motioned to approve the final plat of the J.P. Miller
Subdivision Plat A consisting of 2 lots at 216 East 500 North subject to (1)
the drawing format being corrected for proper recording, (2) that it is
recorded the driveway for lot #2 is on the east side, and (3) the water
rights be transferred to the city. Mr. Woffinden seconded the motion. All
were in favor. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN AMENDED SITE PLAN FORAN OFFICE-WAREHOUSE
STRUCTURE AT 331 SOUTH 860 EAST IN THE GC-1 ZONE.
Dave Tanner was present to discuss this item. He stated they have a building with four
units to the south; this property is an open acre that will have an "L" shaped building.
Mr. Hadfield stated they had seen a plan with the first building went up which included
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developing this property; when the improvements were placed upon the property during
the first phase they stubbed in the water and sewer lines and installed curb and gutter.
He indicated his only concern is that the water from the roof of the building must be
maintained on this property to drain to the asphalt detention areas.
Mr. Despain stated this is basically phase II. This parcel is a separate parcel from the
Chevron station, but it was unclear whether or not the subdivision was recorded.
There was a discussion between the elevation differences between this property and
Covenant Communication's property; there is a block wall that separates the lots. There
was also a discussion on the lights on the building as well as landscaping.
Mr. Tanner stated the building would house warehouses with small offices. Mr. Despain
stated the parking requirements would be met as long as the units remained officewarehouses.

Mr. Baldwin motioned to approve the amended site plan for an officewarehouse structure at 331 South 860 East in the GC-1 zone subject to the
roof drainage be toward the designated detention areas. Mr. Christensen
seconded the motion. All were in favor. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE AMERICAN FORK COMMERCIAL CENTER PLAT A
AMENDED AT APPROXIMATELY 900 WEST STATE ROAD CONSISTING OF FURTHER
SUBDIVISION OF LOTS 1 & 2.
Chairman Hansen stated this was on the agenda for the last meeting but was advertized
incorrectly. He indicated this plan is slightly different from what was seen before.
Lynn Woodbury was present to discuss this item. He stated they will be bringing in site
plans in the near future for three of the lots on this plat. He indicated the reason behind
subdividing lot #1 further is because of difficulties in dealing with Wal-mart and for
easier financing in the future. They do not plan on selling the lots, but if they chose to do
so in the future the lots are already subdivided. Mr. Woodbury explained that the reason
the lots are odd shaped are so they will meet the parking requirements. He indicated the
lots are accessed by the road or by right-of-way easements.
Mr. Hadfield stated there are no concerns on the utilities. He is concerned with the
access for lot # 103; he indicated as long as the proper agreements in place then he will
have no problem with that issue.
Mr. Despain stated there were details that needed to be looked at on the plan that needed
to be made condition items. He indicated it was hard to tell where the Public Utility
Easements became Right-of-Way easements; he suggested they clarify this better. He stated
he has a note that should be added to the plat; he has provided a copy of this. Mr.
Woodbury stated they could show the right-of-way on page 2 of the plans so it is not mixed
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up with the utilities. Mr. Despain commented he felt they needed some type of travel
easement.

Mr. Christensen motioned to approve the American Fork Commercial Center
Plat A Amended at approximately 900 West State Road consisting of the
further subdivision of lots 1 & 2 subject to (1) clearly defining the difference
between Public Utility Easements and public Right-of-Way easements by
separating them on separate sheets, (2) adding a verse on public access on
right-of-ways as per Mr. Despain's recommendation, (3) adding a right-ofway to lot #103, and (4) the city obtaining a subdivision consent form. Mr.
Woffinden seconded the motion. All were in favor. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE STREET AND EASEMENT DEDICATION PLAT FOR THE
AMERICAN FORK COMMERCIAL CENTER PLAT C AMENDED AT 700 WEST PACIFIC
DRNE.

Mr. Hadfield explained that reason for the change on the plat is that the radius on the curve
was adjusted to make it a softer. This brings to plat into compliance with the redesign of
the road.

Mr. Baldwin motioned to approve the street and easement dedication plat
for the American Fork Commercial Center Plat C amended at 700 West
Pacific Drive noting this is a minor modification. Mr. Christensen seconded
the motion. All were in favor. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE SUBDMSION PLAT OF LOT 1 AMERICAN FORK
COMMERCIAL CENTER PLAT C AMENDED AT 700 WEST 130 NORTH.
Chairman Hansen stated that due to the road change, lot #1 is slightly different and was
accommodated to fit the bend in the road. This looks at only lot #1.

Mr. Baldwin motioned to approve the subdivision plat of Lot #1 American
Fork Commercial Center Plat C amended at 700 West 130 North noting this
is a minor modification. Mr. Woffinden seconded the motion.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE ANNEXATION AGREEMENT FOR THE ASTON
ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF 1.48 ACRES AT 77S EAST SO SOUTH.
Chairman Hansen stated this is actually a discussion on the Aston Annexation; they will not
act on this tonight. The City Council will take action on the new Annexation Policy Plan at
the March 11, 2003, meeting and until then the Planning Commission cannot act on this
annexation.
Mr. Despain further explained that the Planning Commission could start the process for
annexation but could not take action until after March 11, 2003. He indicated there were
five items the annexation agreement needed to identify. The first item is the dedication of
road right-of-way area for SO South. The second item is water rights; the amounted
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needed is unsure at this time. The third item is the zone classification. Mr. Despain
pointed out the property with the frontage on 50 South will be a non-conforming parcel
due to the width; there is plenty of square footage on the lot. The fourth item is that a
concept plan needs to be provided. The last item is that the Planning Commission needs to
determine if a nuisance strip exists on 30 North.
Mr. Despain suggested to the Planning Commission to keep in mind the possibility of
development of the Greenland's property on the west side on 30 North. They might want
to ask for a bubble on the Greenland's property, with a small portion on the Aston's
property, to soften the curve on 775 East.

Mr. Baldwin motioned to refer this item back to Mr. Despain to prepare an
annexation agreement to be in compliance with the items discussed. Mr.
Christensen seconded the motion. All were in favor. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE ANNEXATION AGREEMENT FOR THE DURRANT
ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF 6.54 ACRES AT 725 WEST 200 SOUTH.
Chairman Hansen indicated this is also a discussion item only.
Mr. Despain stated there were four items to address. The first is the dedication of road
right-of-way along 200 South. The second item is the water rights. They are unsure at this
time how this property will be developed; it seems that larger lots take more water and
they might want to consider that at time of development. The third item is the zone
classification; they have requested the RA-1 zone which requires a hearing. The last item
deals with a concept plan; no concept plan is required unless additional roads to the
interior of the property are needed.
There was a short discussion on the intended use of the property; it is not known at this
time what is the intent of the property.

Mr. Baldwin motioned to refer this item back to Mr. Despain to prepare an
annexation plan based on this discussion. Mr. Christensen seconded the
motion. All were in favor. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN ANNEXATION AGREEMENT OF THE AMERICAN HERITAGE
PLAT B ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF 8.27 ACRES AT 850 NORTH 1190 EAST.
Chairman Hansen stated that a revision of the annexation agreement was placed before
them. After discussions with the city attorney, revisions were made to the agreement in the
packet. The revisions include deleting some sections of the agreement.
Mr. Despain stated the City Council acted in favor of the senior housing project. A prior
annexation agreement was approved by the City Council but modified and signed by the
applicant; it then died because it contained provisions the Council did not approve. Mr.
Despain stated this is the third draft prepared by him. The question is what elements from
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the previous agreement does the Planning Commission feel should be continued forward.
Mr. Despain stated the one issue of the agreement in question is the matter of density. The
original agreement signed by the owner indicated this would be a Planned Unit
Development and would not exceed 31 units, although the underlying zone allowed for
more units. It is his understanding that this Planning Commission desires the density to
stay at or close to the agreement. This agreement he has prepared places the property in
the R1-15,000 zone. He stated that by placing it in the R1-15,000 zone no concept plan is
anticipated at this time but will be required at the time of development. Mr. Despain
commented that he has heard from the mayor and two council members that they do not
feel this type of project is in the appropriate area. He indicated this seems to be the easiest
route to go forward with the annexation agreement for the City Council so they can address
the critical issues. He stated the question before them now is if they want to send this
forward to the City Council in the R1-15,000 zone.
Mr. Baldwin asked if they can take action other than a recommendation. Mr. Despain
stated the recommendation would be to send this to the Council. Mr. Baldwin stated he
has concerns with the agreement for the purchase of the land from the LDS Church. He
indicated he was promised a copy of that agreement to review and he has never seen it.
Steve Sowby commented that if this property is placed in the R1-15,000 zone they have no
opportunity for any kind of multiple family units; the owners of the property would not
agree with single family residences only in addition to the senior housing that will be
allowed. He commented they have asked for them to consider zone changes on two other
parcels, this annexation agreement and senior housing plan simultaneously; they would
prefer to go that direction. Mr. Sowby stated they want the opportunity to present a plan
of a senior housing project that would fit in the PR-9000 zone. He stated that Lance Turner
is present at the meeting to discuss this plan. Their plan includes multiple family units, not
just single family units.
Dan Van Woerkon agreed with Mr. Sowby that they would like the opportunity to present
their plan. He stated the Mayor had voiced opposition to this plan but they had met with
him later to discuss this plan. He indicated that they had met with Mr. Turner and the
Patterson's and in that meeting the Patterson's committed to have this project turn out as
well as the Temple and the school in the area. Mr. Woerkon stated that after they met with
the mayor they felt they had resolved many of the concerns he had. He stated he has the
preliminary approval from the LDS Church but cannot say they have final approval. He
stated he also has a letter from the American Heritage School; they are excited about the
project. Mr. Woerkon stated those people have had concerns but once they saw the plan
and discussed it their questions had been answered.
Chairman Hansen asked if the Planning Commission members had a mind set to
recommend the R1-15,000 zone. Mr. Baldwin stated the R1-15,000 zone is consistent with
the General Plan. There was a discussion on the zones in the General Plan; this property is
in the R1-15,000. Chairman Hansen noted another proposal came before the Planning
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Commission with a zone change of R1-9 ,000 zone but they denied the request; that
property was developed in the R1-15,000 zone. Chairman Hansen stated he would
recommend to the City Council this property be in the R1-15,000 zone; he indicated he
would consider a PR-15,000 zone.
Mr. Pulsipher stated he does not understand why this has taken a year. They had worked
through the Senior Housing Ordinance and they thought they had some type of agreement
for this plan. He does not understand why they cannot present this plan to the Planning
Commission. Mr. Pulsipher stated this would be a beautiful area. Would they please look
at this plan and then make a decision? He stated they had a study that 77°/o of the people
within a one mile radius of the Temple are senior citizens. He indicated they met with the
Senior Citizens and they supported this project.
Mr. Pulsipher stated this type of project is needed in American Fork and he does not
understand why there isn't a willingness to consider what they have proposed. Chairman
Hansen answered that they are willing to consider this but feels this should be in the R115,000 zone. He indicated that the ordinance as amended allows for senior housing
projects in this zone; they are not turning it down but this allows it to go forward without a
concept plan. It was pointed out that if the City Council chose to do so, they could instruct
the Planning Commission to put it in a different zone.
Mr. Sowby stated that a year ago they applied for a zone change request on the property to
the west; one is currently in the R1-15,000 and one is the R1-9,000 zone. They are asking
for a PR-9000 zone and they would like to know what they are intending to do with those
zone change requests and when they can anticipate those will be on the agenda. Chairman
Hansen stated they will be on the agenda at some point in the future; when this property is
annexed then they can discuss the whole concept plan. Mr. Despain stated the request
carried with it a commitment on a comprehensive plan; that was part of a package and the
annexation is an unresolved portion of the plan. He stated if the City Council is supportive
of their plan, then they will do what is right and will instruct the Planning Commission on
what to do; they cannot go forward to the Council unless the Planning Commission sends
this on. Mr. Sowby asked that the other two zone changes be on the next agenda for
action; Chairman Hansen stated he could do that but there is no guarantee what the
outcome will be.
Mr. Turner stated that the matter of density keeps arising. He stated he sees single family
neighborhoods all the time that are an embarrassment. In this type of project, there is
more control on what will take place in the neighborhood. Mr. Turner stated we have
senior citizens right now and there will be more senior citizens in the future; where are
they supposed to go? It seems no one wants them in their neighborhood. He stated this
plan would be more beautiful and more controlled than any place in the city. He went on
to discuss the design of homes. Mr. Turner stated he wanted to design a place of dignity
for the elderly to spend the last years of their lives. He feels a senior housing project would
be an enhancement to the neighborhood. Mr. Turner stated this would be a project they
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can be proud of; he would not be associated with a project that does not enhance the
community. He asked that they please consider this project.
Mr. Despain stated there is criticism that it is difficult to get before the City Council to
present plans. This is part of the process to get the applicants before the Council. Mr.
Despain explained to Mr. Turner that there is a lot of history to this piece of property,
particularly the matter of density. Mr. Despain commented that if the Planning
Commission sends this forward to the Council with a recommendation, then they will make
a decision. The applicants will have a chance at that point to discuss their proposal and
ask, if they chose to, for the Council to instruct the Planning Commission to change the
zone. Mr. Despain stated that if he were in the applicant's position, he would go to the City
Council and state that he thinks the Planning Commission has erred and there is what he is
proposing.
Chairman Hansen asked if the Planning Commission members would recommend a zone of
R1-15,000. The members indicated they want that zone.
There was a discussion on the flexibility of the Planning Commission. It was pointed out
that they have tried to be flexible in the past, but they have been burned. The Planning
Commission has had to take a rigid stand. Mr. Hadfield stated that he was on the Planning
Commission when this piece of property initially came before them; there was an
agreement at that time that there would be no more than 31 units. A promise was made
and that is why this property is to be in the R1-15,000 zone.
Mr. Baldwin stated the Planning Commission had a work session with the City Council
concerning the ordinance in support of the ordinance. He indicated they are not saying
they are against this type of project. He has a concern on this particular piece of property;
he has been told from different sources conflicting things about promises made. He wants
to see this resolved but this cannot be resolved unless this goes forward to the City Council.
Mr. Baldwin moved that they recommend to the City Council the annexation
agreement as it stands. Mr. Woffinden seconded the motion. All were in
favor. The motion carried.
Chairman Hansen stated he would like to see their revised plan for discussion purposes at
the February 19, 2003, meeting; he did not specify what plan, but that he wants to see the
plan. He limited the discussion to 30 minutes and indicated he would put this toward the
front of the agenda.
CONTINUED DISCUSSION ON ELEMENTS OF THE GENERAL PLAN.
Chairman Hansen asked to defer this item to the next meeting. He did have two items he
would like Mr. Despain to address. The first issue is that he wanted to see an outline sheet
that indicated what ordinances are necessary to implement the General Plan. The second
item is having Mr. Denney come to a meeting to discuss a complete study of the south side
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area. Mr. Hadfield stated he could have Mr. Denney attend the February 19, 2003, meeting
or the March 5, 2003, meeting.
Mr. Despain stated their density classifications talk about densities up to a certain amount.
They have been told in a round about way that their ordinances need to be structures so
they get exactly that. Mr. Despain stated their ordinance needs to encourage what they
want.
SITE PLAN COMMITTEE REPORT
Mr. Hadfield stated he had nothing to report at this time.
OTHER BUSINESS
Election of Officers for 2003

Mr. Baldwin moved that James Hansen be Chairman of the Planning
Commission. Mr. Christensen seconded the motion. Those in favor are Mr.
Christensen, Mr. Baldwin, and Mr. Woffinden. The motion carried.
Mr. Christensen moved the Ken Baldwin be Vice-Chairman of the Planning
Commission. Mr. Woffinden seconded. All were in favor. The motion
carried.
Mr. Hadfield brought up having a dinner for the Planning Commission but suggested they
wait until new members have been appointed.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE JANUARY 15, 2003, MINUTES.
Mr. Baldwin stated he had turned in corrections to Terilyn Lurker for the January 15, 2003,
minutes.

Mr. Baldwin motioned to approve the January 15, 2003, minutes as
corrected. Mr. Christensen seconded the motion. All were in favor. The
motion carried.
ADJOURNMENT

Mr. Baldwin motioned to adjourn the meeting at 10:30 p.m. Mr.
Woffinden seconded the motion. All were in favor.

fiwJv-,
Terilyn Lu er
Building Inspections/Public Works
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AMERICAN FORK CITY PLANNING COMMISSION
MARCH 19, 2003
NOTICE AND AGENDA

Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Planning Commission will meet in a regular
session on Wednesday, March 19, 2003, in the City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing
at 7:00p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Review and action on the final plat of the Carlisle Subdivision Plat B consisting of 3 lots
located at 1069 East 1100 North.
Review and action on a commercial site plan for Pad F of the Alpine Valley Center
located at 600 West Main.
Review and action on a commercial site plan for Pad H of the Alpine Valley Center
located at 600 West Main.
Review and action on a request for additional sign height and a modified site plan for a
sign for Alpine Valley Center located at 700 West Main Street.
Continuation of discussion on a revision of Title 1 of the Development Code, Municipal
Planning, outlining the duties and powers of the Planning Commission and the Board of
Adjustment.
Continuation of discussion on an amendment to the Water Rights Conveyance Ordinance.
Review and action on a proposed residential agricultural zone with five-acre minimums.
Continued discussion on the establishment of Conservation Subdivision Projects
Ordinance.
Continued discussion on the General Plan.
Site Plan Committee Report.
Other business.
Review and action on the March 5, 2003, minutes.
Adjournment.

Dated this 11 day of March, 2003.

James S. Hansen, Chairman

AMERICAN FORK CITY
PLANNING COMMISSION
MARCH 19, 2003

The American Fork City Planning Commission met in regular session on March 19, 2003, in the
City Hall, commencing at 7:04p.m. Those present included Chairman James Hansen, Ken
Baldwin, *John W offinden, Alan Christensen, and Shirl LeBaron. Others present included J .H.
Hadfield, Rod Despain, Melanie Marsh, Megan Wallgren, David Peterson, Ted Didas, and
Dennis Remy.
Chairman Hansen welcomed Shirl LeBaron as a new member of the Planning Commission.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE FINAL PLAT OF THE CARLISLE SUBDIVISION PLAT
B CONSISTING OF 3 LOTS LOCATED AT 1069 EAST 1100 NORTH
Mr. Hadfield said there are no engineering concerns at this point in time.
Chairman Hansen said there has been some previous discussion about the two existing homes
and on previous approvals for the Carlisle Subdivision it has been required that the
improvements be put in for the two existing homes
Mr. Hadfield explained that there are three existing homes that Mr. Carlisle owns on the original
40-acre farm. He said when the new home was constructed on the property the curb and gutter
was required. He said the Planning Commission needs to determine when the two existing
homes should have curb and gutter installed in front of them.
David Peterson said it is intended that the curb and gutter will be put in front of the existing
homes when the curb further to the west is put in so that it is all tied together.
Chairman Hansen asked if Mr. Despain had any concerns.
Mr. Despain stated that the water rights came at the time of annexation, as did the additional
right-of-way for the road. He said the matter of the curb, gutter, and sidewalk and the off-site
improvements are the only matters that still needs to be resolved.

Mr. Baldwin moved to approve the final of the Carlisle Subdivision Plat B consisting of 3
lots located at 1069 East 1100 North.
Mr. Christensen seconded the motion.
Chairman Hansen called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Mr. Christensen, Mr. LeBaron, Mr. Baldwin, and Chairman Hansen.
Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A COMMERCIAL SITE PLAN FOR PAD F OF THE ALPINE
VALLEY CENTER LOCATED AT 600 WEST MAIN
1

*Mr. W offinden arrived from his workplace.
Ted Didas stated that the proposed site plan is consistent with the original plans that were
submitted with Target.
Chairman Hansen asked what the intent is on Pad F.
Mr. Didas stated that the intent is to improve all the parking area, which is more than is needed
for the building. He said the reason for wanting to improve all of the parking area is to "square
off the site."
Chairman Hansen said the parking lot to the east of 600 West needs to be redesigned since 600
West has become a public street and will at some time need to be widened.
Mr. Didas stated that if and when the Kawakami Parcel develops, 600 West will be widened to
the east.
Chairman Hansen said if 600 West is going to be widened at some point in time, then the parking
lot ought to be designed properly so it does not have to be cut up when 600 West is widened.
Mr. Didas stated that he does not know how the access in and out of the Kawakami Parcel will
be designed. He said he understands the concern about wanting the parking lot to be designed
properly now to accommodate the eventually widening of 600 West.
Chairman Hansen asked for the engineering concerns associated with Pad F.
Mr. Hadfield stated that the proposed site plan for Pad F is in compliance with the preliminary
plan. He said they have the drainage calculations to accommodate the entire site. He
recommended that the proposed site plan be amended to show the sewer line being extended in
front of the building so that every business has their own individual lateral into the main sewer
line.
Mr. Baldwin asked if 28 feet is an acceptable cross section for 600 West Street.
In response to Mr. Baldwin's question, Mr. Despain said, "It is an agreed to cross section."

Mr. Baldwin asked if the Police Department and Fire Department agree with the cross section.
In response to Mr. Baldwin's question, Mr. Despain said that he is not sure if the Police

Department and Fire Department have reviewed it. He said the cross section for 600 West was a
matter that was a source of a lot of negotiation.
Mr. Baldwin expressed concern about what the City's liability is if the cross section is not
adequate for fire and police vehicles.
Mr. Despain said the cross section is an adequate width to accommodate traffic and the
emergency vehicles.
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Mr. Hadfield explained that a standard city street in a residential area is a width of 36-feet. He
said on a street that is 36 feet wide one can park an automobile on each side of the street and still
have two travel lanes. He pointed out that there will be no parking allowed on 600 West, which
makes the 28-width cross section adequate.
Mr. Hadfield pointed out that now that 600 West is a public street the City is paying to have it
installed. He raised the question of whether part of Lot #6 should be taken now to accommodate
the widening of 600 West.
Mr. Despain stated that the parking proposed is sufficient for retail uses, but may not be
sufficient for restaurant facilities. He said the proposal shows that the parking for Lot #7 will be
done at the same time the parking for Lot #8 is developed. He said it is not necessary to develop
the parking for Lot #7 at this time because Lot #8 has sufficient.
There was some discussion about the parking lot to the east of 600 West. There was some
discussion about whether the parking lot to the east of 600 West should be designed properly
now in order to accommodate the additional lane in 600 West Street. Mr. Didas stated that
whether they do the parking lot to the east of 600 West now or later, the City still needs to decide
how it wants to widen 600 West because it is the outside curb that the is the concern, not the
parking lot curb. He said the City needs to decide where it wants the east curb on 600 West
whether or not the parking lot happens.
Mr. Despain stated that Mr. Didas is correct in that it needs to decide where it wants the east curb
on 600 West. He said the City assumes that the east curb will be fairly close to the property that
the City holds, which is right to the back of the curb in the parking lot.
Mr. Hadfield said he does not think it is "a killer" to the site plan to rework the parking lot,
which is part of Lot #6.
Mr. Christensen said his concern is that the parking stalls located adjacent to the entrance on US
89 (West State Road) backs out right where people are pulling out off the street. He said some
cities require that parking stalls be located 45 feet from the curb. He asked whether the parking
stalls located adjacent to West State Road should be eliminated.
Mr. Despain stated that the proposed amount of parking spaces is at the right number required.
Mr. Christensen stated that part of the island should be sidewalk instead of landscaping so that
pedestrians have a place to walk.
Chairman Hadfield stated that the concerns relative to Lot #6 are valid concerns, but stated that
they will see Lot #6 again when the developer brings in a site plan for development of that lot.
Mr. Christensen stated that on Woodbury's Project they required them to have some pedestrian
accesses so people could walk within the project. He said it does not appear that there is a plan
to have access from the sidewalk onto State Street and the sidewalks in front of the building.
Mr. Christensen stated that Woodbury's were also required to buffer the dumpster with some
landscaping. He suggested that there be a requirement that the dumpster be buffered with some
shrubs or some type of landscaping.
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There was some discussion about where the sidewalk will be located. There was some
discussion that the sidewalk in front of Building F should be extended to State Street.

Mr. Baldwin moved to approve the commercial site plan for Pad F of the Alpine Valley
Center located at 600 West Main subject to: (1) the adjustment of the parking lot to allow
600 West to be widened to accommodate a future lane (2) the sewer being ran to the front
of the building so that each occupant has a sewer connection (3) the sidewalk in front of
Building F being extended to State Street (4) pedestrian passage being accommodated from
this section to the main section of the Target Building and (5) there being added
landscaping put around the dumpster to soften it.
Mr. LeBaron seconded the motion.
Mr. Despain suggested that the approval of Pad F include the development of the parking areas
adjacent to Lots #6 and 7.

Mr. Baldwin said he amended his motion to include the observation that the approval
includes the parking area for Lots #6 and #7.
Mr. LeBaron seconded the amended motion.
Chairman Hansen called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Mr. Baldwin, Mr. Christensen, Mr. LeBaron, Mr. Woffinden, and
Chairman Hansen. Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A COMMERCIAL SITE PLAN FOR PAD H OF THE ALPINE
VALLEY CENTER LOCATED AT 600 WEST MAIN
Chairman Hansen asked for the engineering concerns.
Mr. Hadfield stated that the proposed site plan meets the intent of the preliminary plan. He said
the parking arrangement is convoluted. He said one condition of approval should be that each
tenant should have an individual connection to the sewer line.
Mr. Despain said the proposed parking meets the parking requirements. He said requiring each
tenant to have an individual sewer connection to the sewer line is a valid concern.
Mr. Christensen said he has the same concerns with the site plan for Pad Has he had for Pad F
relative to not having pedestrian access to Main Street.
Mr. Baldwin asked if there needs to be a cross parking agreement.
Mr. Despain stated that at the final plat stage the parking arrangements were already worked out.
He said there is a statement on the final plat that states that all of the occupants of any lot have
reciprocal parking with every other lot.
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Mr. Christensen expressed concern about the proposed parking spaces that back onto the main
drive. Mr. Hadfield suggested that some of the parking stalls could be moved so that cars would
not be backing into the traveled way.
Mr. Despain said there are two parking stalls identified on the south side of the site plan, but the
landscape plan shows that there will be grass where the parking stalls are proposed. He raised
the issue of whether the two parking stalls proposed on the south side are needed.
Mr. Christensen said the dumpster needs to be buffered from Main Street.
Mr. Baldwin asked if there are provisions being made for lighting in the parking lots.
Mr. Didas stated that the lighting was approved for the entire project in the original approval.

Mr. Baldwin moved to approve the commercial site plan for Pad H of the Alpine Valley
Center located at 600 West Main subject to: (1) individual sewering for each tenant in the
building (2) sidewalks being extended to connect with the Main Street sidewalks (3) the
dumpster being buffered with landscaping (4) review of the two parking spaces in the
middle that are shown as being grass in the landscape plan and if they are not required for
parking, they should be landscaped.
Mr. Despain encouraged Mr. Baldwin to include in the motion that the parking in the island be
re-looked at because the parking may be able to be re-worked to pull the parking off the road and
into the driveway.

Mr. Baldwin amended the motion reword the subject to regarding the two parking spaces
to include that because of the discrepancy in the landscape plan and the site plan regarding
the two parking spaces that the parking in the island area to the west of the building be relooked at by City staff.
Mr. Woffinden seconded the motion.
Chairman Hansen called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Mr. Baldwin, Mr. LeBaron, Mr. Woffinden, Mr. Christensen, and
Chairman Hansen. Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL SIGN HEIGHT AND A
MODIFIED SITE PLAN FOR A SIGN FOR ALPINE VALLEY CENTER LOCATED AT 700
WEST MAIN STREET
Dennis Remy of Young Electric Sign Company said they are proposing to be allowed to have a
sign with an overall height of 37 feet because of the obstruction to the sign, which is created
because of the freeway.
Mr. Baldwin asked if Target is set at 37 feet.
Mr. Remy said the top of Target is at 37 feet.
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It was discussed that the proposed sign is a project sign. It was discussed that the proposed sign
is within 45 feet of the freeway.
Chairman Hansen asked Mr. Remy if the 37 feet is being measured from above the surface on
the freeway.
In response to Chairman Hansen's above question, Mr. Remy said "yes."
Chairman Hansen said if the Planning Commission agrees to allow the proposed sign it has to
find that there is an obstruction of the view of the sign. He said he thinks because of the freeway
there would be an obstruction of the view of he sign, if it were not allowed to be 37 feet high.
Mr. Despain stated that he believes that because of the obstruction of view to the sign that there
is sufficient justification to honor the applicant's request. He said the applicant is only asking for
a two-foot increase in height over what the ordinance allows.
Mr. Hadfield pointed out that the original site plan showed the sign in a different location. He
said the original site plan showed the sign on the berm. He said the berm was created to hold a
detention pond that was made out of native soils, which would not support a sign. He said the
proposed sign location now allows the sign to be placed at ground level in soils that will support
a sign. Mr. Hadfield stated that if the Planning Commission approves the proposed sign it will
also need to approve the new proposed sign location.
Mr. Despain asked if the square footage of the sign is the same size as was earlier proposed.
Mr. Remy said the square footage of the sign is the same size as was earlier proposed.
Mr. Christensen stated that when they discussed the sign before when it was located in the pond
area they talked about not having just dry grasses around the base of the sign. the sign. He asked
what type of landscaping will be around the base of the proposed sign.
Mr. Remy said he did not know what type of landscaping would be around the base of the sign.
Mr. Didas also did not know what type of landscaping would be around the base of the sign.
Mr. Christensen said he would like to see some type of landscaping around the sign.
Mr. Didas asked if the Planning Commission had any ideas relative to what type of landscaping
it would like to see around the sign.
Mr. Christensen said he would just like to see some type of landscaping so it is not just weeds
around the sign.
Mr. Baldwin suggested that maybe an impervious type surface could be put in so that the sign
will not be obstructed.

Mr. Baldwin moved to approve the request for additional sign height and a modified site
plan for a sign for Alpine Valley Center located at 700 West Main (1) with the observation
that the justification for the additional sign height is obstruction of sight and that the
relocation is required to properly support the sign (2) subject to the sign location being
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appropriately landscaped as determined by staff and (3) that the total sign area be in
compliance with the current sign regulations.
Mr. Woffinden seconded the motion.
Mr. Despain asked that the motion include that the sign is being approved from 35 feet in height
to 3 7 feet in height as measured from the closest lane of traffic.

Mr. Baldwin amended the motion to include that the sign is being approved from 35 feet in
height to 37 feet in height as measured from the closest lane of traffic.
Mr. Woffinden seconded the amended motion.
Chairman Hansen called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Chairman Hansen, Mr. Baldwin, Mr. Woffinden, Mr. Christensen, and
Mr. LeBaron. Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
CONTINUATION OF DISCUSSION ON A REVISION OF TITLE 1 OF THE
DEVELOPMENT CODE, MUNICIPAL PLANNING, OUTLINING THE DUTIES AND
POWERS OF THE PLANNING COMMISSION AND THE BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
Chairman Hansen pointed out that Kevin Bennett, City Attorney, has recommended several
wording changes to the proposed revision of Title 1 of the Development Code. He pointed out
some of the changes that Mr. Bennett recommended. One change that Chairman Hansen noted
was on Page 2 where it states that the terms shall expire on December 31 of the scheduled year
of expiration should be changed to January 31.
Chairman Hansen stated that Mr. Bennett is still concerned about the provision on Page 3 where
it talks about the minimum number of four being required for a vote.
Mr. Despain stated that in 20 plus years he has served as the City Planner for American Fork he
has never seen a problem where there have been so few people in attendance that the question of
the vote was a difficulty.
Mr. Baldwin stated that he is the one that raised the issue regarding the number of
commissioners required for a vote at the last Planning Commission Meeting. He said most of the
time the Planning Commission has been able to resolve its concerns with the subject to items in
the motion. He is willing to accept the minimum number of commissioners required for a vote.
Mr. Hadfield pointed out that this item was only scheduled as a discussion item on the agenda.
He said they could put this item back on the next Planning Commission agenda for action.
Chairman Hansen asked for any concerns.

It was discussed that the Plan Review Committee will be addressed in a separate chapter.
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Mr. Baldwin pointed out that on Page 4, Item #9 where it states "Hear and decide matters
designated to by the City Council" needs to be corrected. Mr. Despain stated that Mr. Bennett
has already pointed out that Item #9 on Page 4 needs to be corrected.
Chairman Hansen asked Mr. Hadfield to put this item on the next Planning Commission Agenda
for review and action.
CONTINUATION OF DISCUSSION ON AN AMENDMENT TO THEWATER RIGHTS
CONVEYANCE ORDINANCE
Mr. Despain pointed out that Mr. Bennett also recommended some wording changes to the
proposed amendment to the Water Rights Conveyance Ordinance. He stated that one change
Mr. Bennett recommended is to Paragraph C, Item #3 on Page 6 where it states "any parcel of
real property which existed as an independent parcel within the City prior to January 1, 1980"
shall be changed to read as follows: "any parcel of real property which existed as an independent
parcel capable of development with the City prior to January 1, 1980."
Mr. Baldwin said the Planning Commission feels that the proposed amendment to the Water
Rights Conveyance Ordinance is "in tune" with the City's policy regarding the irrigation system,
but does the City Council feel it is?
Mr. Despain said he does not know how the City Council feels about the proposed amendment to
the Water Rights Conveyance Ordinance. He said the proposed ordinance is originating out of
the Planning Commission and going onto the City Council. He said the proposed ordinance is a
logical follow up to the City Council's action regarding a secondary irrigation system. He said
the studies that have been done in regards to a secondary irrigation system showed that the City
would have "oodles" of well water, but would be deficient in its surface water to run a secondary
irrigation system. He said there needs to be surface water to make a secondary irrigation system
run.
Mr. Hadfield pointed out that there are municipalities in the Salt Lake City Valley that are
pirating Utah County water to get it to their city so they can expand their city. He said the
proposed ordinance is an effort to keep the water which normally flows into American Fork
down through Highland and Alpine into American Fork in the same drainage areas.
Mr. Baldwin asked how the surface water would be utilized if the policy for the secondary
irrigation system were to change.
In response to Mr. Baldwin's question, Mr. Despain said "good point." We already have 1,800

shares that we are going to have to worry about that same thing and a bunch of storage water in
Deer Creek. We have 2,000 acre-feet of CUP Water. We have a bundle of water for which if we
can't use it through out sewer system we get a real change in philosophies about how to utilize
the water."
Mr. Baldwin stated that it is going to get very expensive.
going to get expensive.

Mr. Despain agreed that things are

Mr. Despain explained that the proposed ordinance is not a completely no well right ordinance.
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Mr. Baldwin stated that he supports the proposed ordinance, but it was appropriate to have the
above discussion in the minutes so that the City Council gets some idea about the reasoning and
rationale for the proposed ordinance.
Mr. Despain stated that he does not think the City Council knows the proposed ordinance is
coming.
Mr. Hadfield discussed the importance of having wells on property and the value that they are to
the City.
Mr. Christensen stated that he understands the concern of not wanting the City's water to go to
the Salt Lake City Valley. He asked if there is concern about the cities adjacent to American
Fork using its water. He said that he has a 10-inch well in Lehi and he was thinking about
acquiring some Lehi water shares and he was told that Lehi water shares are difficult to acquire
so he should try to acquire some American Fork water shares. He asked if there is depletion on
American Fork water shares.
Mr. Hadfield said there is not depletion on American Fork water shares. He said American Fork
City has Lehi and Pleasant Grove water shares. He stated that American Fork City takes Alpine,
Highland, and Pleasant Grove water into its system.
It was discussed that this item is just a discussion item. Chairman Hansen asked that this item be
put on the next agenda for review and action.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A PROPOSED RESIDENTIAL AGRICULTURAL ZONE WITH
FIVE-ACRE MINIMUMS
Chairman Hansen stated that Mr. Bennett has recommended a few changes to the proposed
residential agricultural zone.
Mr. Despain explained that the proposed residential agricultural zone is a holding zone. He said
the RA-5 Zone would allow a modest amount of development on very large lots.
Mr. Hadfield stated that the RA-5 Zone allows people to annex their property into the City with
the same conditions as the County places on the property. He said with 5 acres one can get a
well and can prove percolation rates for a septic tank. He said the RA-5 Zone would allow the
City to firm up its boundaries. He said some people can benefit from annexing into the City
because they then can use the library, fitness center, etc. for the resident rate.
Mr. Despain stated that Item # 12 on Page 2 will be deleted from the proposed residential
agricultural zone. He said the item regarding household pets and fences needs to be added to the
proposed zone.
Mr. Despain stated that there are some inconsistencies in the proposed ordinance. One
inconsistency is Paragraph D, Item 1b on Page 3 where it talks about the side setbacks for
interior lots.
Mr. Despain stated that there has been some discussion that because the lots are larger, the
minimum building footprint area should be greater than 900 square feet. He said it has been
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suggested that the minimum building footprint area should be increased to 1,500 square feet. He
said the issue with regards to increasing the minimum building footprint issue is a matter of
aesthetics, rather than livability.
Mr. Despain pointed out that Item #4 under Paragraph E on Page 4 will be deleted from the
proposed ordinance.
Mr. Despain pointed out that Item #2 under Paragraph F on Page 5 will be modified to allow
wells and septic tanks in lieu or in addition to a public water system and sewer.
Mr. Baldwin stated that he did not know if the minimum dwelling size needs to be increased. He
said that when he grew up his home was around 900 square feet and there were seven kids that
lived in his home. He said that he and his siblings enjoyed spending time outdoors. He said
maybe with a 5-acre lot people want to have a lot of open space.
Mr. Hadfield stated that the reason for wanting to increase the minimum dwelling size is an
aesthetic issue more than a livability issue. He said that they do not really want to have someone
put a trailer on 5 acres.
After much discussion on the proposed zone, Chairman Hansen asked if the Planning
Commission wanted to approve the propose zone or if it wanted to it again.

Mr. LeBaron moved to postpone action on the proposed zone until a clean copy with the
changes discussed tonight can be provided to the Planning Commission.
Mr. Christensen seconded the motion.
There was some further discussion about what the minimum size of dwelling should be in the
RA-5 Zone. Mr. Baldwin said he thought the minimum size should be 900 square feet.
Chairman Hansen stated that he thought the minimum home size should be 1,500 square feet.
Mr. Hadfield pointed out that the garage is not included as part of the habitable dwelling area.
He said he does not think a minimum of 1,500 is that far off from being a reasonable minimum
dwelling size. He also pointed out that basements will not be allowed in the area south of I-15
because of the ground water issues.
Chairman Hansen asked Mr. Despain to include in the proposed ordinance that the minimum
dwelling size be 1,500 square feet and they can discuss it more at the next meeting.
Chairman Hansen called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Mr. Baldwin, Mr. Woffinden, Mr. LeBaron, Mr. Christensen, and
Chairman Hansen. Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
CONTINUED DISCUSSION ON THE ESTABLISHMENT OF CONSERVATION
SUBDIVISION PROJECTS ORDINANCE
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Mr. Despain discussed the proposed Conservation Subdivision Projects Ordinance. He stated
that it is hard to have 3 units per acre and not have it look like a standard subdivision with a
modest amount of open space.
There was some discussion about the open space requirement of 35%. Mr. Despain stated that
there are some who will say 35% is too much open space.
Mr. Despain explained that in Highland the criticism is that there are large homes on small lots.
He said in Highland a small lot is 12,000 square feet. He said the vision in Highland in regards
to its conservation ordinance is that the homes would be low profile ramblers scattered about, but
what has happened is that there are very large homes with open space concentrated around them.
He said the problem in Highland is that there is a fairly compact, high impact development
because the houses are out of scale with the lots that have been generated.
Chairman Hansen pointed out that in the proposed ordinance there are several places where it
refers to a town when the reference should be made to a city.
Mr. Christensen asked how open space is determined. He asked if the open space is everything
outside of the road.
Mr. Despain said the open space is everything outside of the lots.
Mr. Despain said he thinks the proposed ordinance is just the City's single family PUD "warmed
over."
Mr. Despain suggested that there ought to be a variety of building sizes in the conservation
ordinance.
It was discussed that the maximum lot size is 8,500, but that there is not a minimum lot size in
the proposed ordinance.

Mr. Christensen asked if there could be some benefits given to people who develop larger lots
and then the open space requirements could be broken up.
Mr. Despain said that maybe they have missed the point with a conservation subdivision
ordinance if it is really large lots that they want.
Mr. Christensen suggested that maybe there could be some attached housing.
Mr. Despain stated that if it is large lots that they want, then it sounds like they would want the
flexible lot subdivision approach as opposed to the conservation subdivision ordinance.
Mr. Despain discussed a proposed conservation subdivision plan that was prepared by Mr.
Washburn. He said Mr. Washburn's proposal was an attempt to show the Planning Commission
what a conservation subdivision would look like.
Mr. Washburn expressed concerns about the proposed density requirements. He said if the
developers are penalized 30% to 50% for open space, they will not be able to get enough homes
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to make a homeowners association work. He said two units per acre is too low of a density. He
suggested that 2.5 units per acre may work well.
Mr. Baldwin said the purpose of the Conservation Subdivision Ordinance is where they have a
certain area by American Fork Creek that they want to reserve and want take into account its
special features and require the developer to build around it.
Mr. Christensen stated that he thinks the proposed conservation subdivision plan prepared by Mr.
Washburn is a great improvement from what they have seen in the past for the area south of I-15.
Mr. Despain pointed out that the Drainage Study will end up as an element of the General Plan.
Mr. Despain stated that now there are two new members on the Planning Commission, they
ought to go over the proposed updates to the General Plan again. He said that he hopes Wendy
Wilson will be serving on the Planning Commission.
Mr. Washburn said that he told Mr. Hadfield that Wendy Wilson called him at about 7:00p.m.
and said she had an emergency at work and would not be able to attend the meeting. He said she
tried to call the City around 7:00p.m., but could not get through to anyone. He said she
apologizes for missing the meeting and takes this assignment on the Planning Commission very
seriously and will be present at the next meeting.
Mr. Washburn stated that if the City creates an ordinance that does not make sense to developers
the City will never get the open space that the ordinance intends to get because developers will
never develop. He said he thinks the proposed ordinance requires too much open space.
There was some discussion about density. It was discussed that a PR-2 Zones allows 2 units per
acre and a PR-3 Zones allows 3 units per acre. It was discussed that the proposed ordinance
needs to be corrected to reflect that a PR-3 Zone allows 3 units per gross acre and a PR-2 Zone
allows 2 units per gross acre.
Mr. Despain stated that he is looking at reorganizing all the PUD Ordinances because the current
system is not universally expandable.
Mr. Despain stated that once the density is set, it is a matter of balancing things. He said if they
focus on big lots, then there will be little open space. He said if they are focus on getting lots of
open space, then they would get smaller lots and the clustering approach would likely be used.
Mr. Washburn stated that people are buying smaller lots today. He said there are some 12,000
square foot lots in Alpine that are not selling very fast.
Mr. Despain said he thinks that based on several discussions that have been had that the desire is
to have a variety. He said one problem that may arise is that they do not want to make one
alternative more appealing than another because if people favor one alternative more than
another, then they will not get the variety they are looking for.
Chairman Hansen jokingly said that one alternative that has not been looked at is 300 people on
one acre with 10 stories and the rest being open space.
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Mr. Baldwin said at the last meeting, they discussed with the City Engineer the characteristics of
the land. He said it was discussed that there may be areas where certain types of development
may be required because of the nature of the perceived problems with the land. Mr. Baldwin
raised the question of how they will be able to give direction to the developer to which type of
development they want the developer to take.
Mr. Washburn said there should be some incentive given to someone who comes in with 100
acres to develop.
Mr. Baldwin said the incentive should be that there is flexibility so that the nature of the land is
accommodated.
Mr. Washburn asked the Planning Commission to keep in mind that lots in the 7,000 to 9,000
square foot range will sell faster than other lots.
Mr. Christensen said it seems that American Fork has provided most of the lots in the market for
the 7,000 to 9,000 square foot range.
Mr. Washburn said that American Fork has not provided most of the market for lots in the 7,000
to 9,000 square foot range. He said the largest lot in Orem is the 8,000 square foot lot. He said
Lehi and Saratoga Springs have provided a lot of homes in the 7,000 to 9,000 square foot range.
Mr. Christensen stated that a lot of people are moving to Highland and Alpine. He pointed out
that Councilman Tom Hunter is going to be moving to Highland.
Mr. Despain stated that he will refine all the PUDs and bring them back for the Planning
Commission to review. He said he will also bring back all the updates to the General Plan for
the Planning Commission's review.
Mr. Washburn stated that if the Planning Commission likes the proposed conservation
subdivision plan, then he could bring back some final tabulation on what the open space is.
There was a brief discussion regarding transfer of development rights. There was some
discussion about where the transfers will go.
Mr. Despain stated that he will bring back the PUD Ordinances at the April16, 2003, Planning
Commission Meeting for review and action.
CONTINUED DISCUSSION ON THE GENERAL PLAN
Chairman Hansen asked Mr. Despain to bring back the General Plan updates for review and
action at the April16, 2003, Planning Commission Meeting.
Mr. Hadfield stated that the affordable housing element of the General Plan needs to be updated.
He said that Shaun Sager of Mountainlands Association of Governments said that he would be
willing to help update the affordable housing element.
Mr. Christensen asked what the difference is between affordable housing and low income.
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In response to Mr. Christensen's question, Mr. Hadfield said it depends on what the mean
income of the person is. He said in the General Plan it cannot be called low income housing it
has to be called affordable housing in order to be politically correct.
Mr. Despain stated that Utah State Law requires that the City have an affordable housing
element. He explained that what defines affordable housing is that which is capable of being
afforded by someone of the 80% median income level. He said Utah State Law does not require
the City to have something in its general plan relative to subsidized housing.
Chairman Hansen directed Mr. Despain to contact Shaun Sager of Mountainland Association of
Governments to see if he will help update the City's affordable housing element of the General
Plan.
SITE PLAN COMMITTEE REPORT
Mr. Hadfield said that the Planning Commission will soon be looking at the plans to extend 500
North and 600 North between 420 West and 560 West.
Mr. Hadfield reported that the Planning Commission will soon be seeing some subdivision plats
and commercial projects.
OTHER BUSINESS
Mr. Hadfield stated that Utah Local Governments Trust will be holding planning seminars in
April, May and June. He said that the new members may want to attend the seminars. He said
he will be providing information on the seminars in the next Planning Commission packet.
There was some discussion about when to hold a dinner party to welcome the Planning
Commission Members and to thank and say good-bye to the outgoing Planning Commission
Members. It was decided to hold the dinner party at Carvers in Sandy on April 11, 2003, starting
with a social at 6:30p.m. and dinner being served at 7:00p.m.
Chairman Hansen again welcomed Mr. LeBaron as a Planning Commission Member.
Mr. LeBaron stated that serving on the Planning Commission will be a great learning experience
and that he is happy to be on the Planning Commission.
Mr. Christensen asked whether residential or agricultural uses more water.
Mr. Despain stated that agricultural uses more water.
Mr. Woffinden said that Horrocks indicated to him that UTA or UDOT was going to be sending
the City a letter regarding 560 West. He asked if the City has received a letter from UTA or
UDOT.
Mr. Hadfield stated that the Engineering Department has not received a letter from UTA or
UDOT regarding 560 West.
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REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE MARCH 5, 2003, MINUTES

Mr. Baldwin moved to approve the March 5, 2003, Planning Commission Minutes subject
to the following corrections:
On Page 1, Line 21 "include" should be changed to "included." On Page 2, Line "swell"
should be changed to "swall." On Page 2, Line 29 "where concerns are" should be changed
to "there are concerns." On Page 3, Line 3 "swells" should be changed to "swalls." On
Page 10, Line 7 "have chance" should be changed to "have a chance." On Page 11, "2.7-2"
should be changed to "2-7.2."
Mr. Woffinden seconded the motion.
Chairman Hansen called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Mr. Baldwin, Mr. Christensen, Mr. Woffinden, and Chairman Hansen.
Mr. LeBaron abstained from the vote. The motion carried.
ADJOURNMENT

Mr. Baldwin moved to adjourn.
Mr. LeBaron seconded the motion.
All voted in favor. The motion carried.
The meeting adjourned at 9:38p.m.

Melanie Marsh
Deputy Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY PLANNING COMMISSION
MARCH 5, 2003
*AMENDED- NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Planning Commission will meet in a regular
session on Wednesday, March 5, 2003, in the City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at
7:00 p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
1. Presentation by RB&G Engineering Inc. concerning the proposed storm drain plan, a
portion of the Public Facilities Element of the General Plan.
2. Review and action on a commercial site plan for an auto repair facility at 143 South 400
East in the GC-1 zone.
*3. Review and action on an amended site plan for the enlargement of a caretaker cottage at
the American Fork Storage at 18 West 100 North.
*.t. Review and action on a modified site plan for outside sa~es at WalMart at 680 South SuO
East.
5. Discussion of a revision of Title 1 of the Development Code, Municipal Planning,
outlining the duties and powers of the Planning Commission and the Board of
Adjustment.
6. Discussion on an amendment to the Water Rights Conveyance Ordinance.
7. Review and action on proposed residential agricultural zone with five-acre minimums.
8. Continued discussion on the establishment of Conservation Subdivision Projects
Ordinance.
9. Continued discussion on the General Plan.
10. Site Plan Committee Report.
11 . Other business.
12. Review and action on the February 5, 2003, minutes.
13 . Review and action on the February 19, 2003, minutes.
14. Adjournment.
Dated this 27 day of February, 2003 .

James S. Hansen, Chairman

AMERICAN FORK CITY PLANNING COI\1MJSSION
MARCH 5, 2003
NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Planning Commission will meet in a regular
session on Wednesday, March 5, 2003, in the City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at
7:00p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
1. Presentation by RB&G Engineering Inc. concerning the proposed storm drain plan, a
portion of the Public Facilities Element of the General Plan.
2. Review and action on a commercial site plan for an auto repair facility at 143 South 400
East in the GC-1 zone.
3. Discussion of a revision of Title 1 of the Development Code, Municipal Planning,
outlining the duties and powers of the Planning Commission and the Board of
Adjustment.
4. Discussion on an amendment to the Water Rights Conveyance Ordinance.
5. Review and action on proposed residential agricultural zone with five-acre minimums.
6. Continued discussion on the establishment of Conservation Subdivision Projects
Ordinance.
7. Continued discussion on the General Plan.
8. Site Plan Committee Report.
9. Other business.
10. Review and action on the February 5, 2003, minutes.
11 . Review and action on the February 19, 2003, minutes.
12. Adjournment.
Dated this 25 day ofFebruary, 2003 .

James S. Hansen, Chairman

AMERICAN FORK CITY
PLANNING COMMISSION
MARCH 5, 2003
ATTACHMENT

The American Fork City Planning Commission met in a regular session on March 5, 2003, at
City Hall commencing at 7:00p.m. Commission members present included Chairman
Hansen, Ken Baldwin, Alan Christensen, and John Woffinden. City staff present included
Howard Denney, Rod Despain, J.H. Hadfield, and Terilyn Lurker. Others present included
Councilman Jim Cates, Ron Christensen, Carl Cook, Mr. & Mrs. Edgar Isla, Mike Tracy,
Martha Tracy, Wendy Mortimore, Nathan S. Somerville, and Paul Washburn.
Chairman Hansen welcomed everyone.
PRESENTATION BY RB&G ENGINEERING INC. CONCERNING THE PROPOSED STORM
DRAIN PLAN, A PORTION OF THE PUBLIC FACILITIES ELEMENT OF THE GENERAL PLAN.
Chairman Hansen stated Carl Cook and Ron Christensen were present for this presentation.
Mr. Cook stated they appreciate the opportunity to address the Planning Commission to
update them on where they are with the Drainage Element of the General Plan. They have
been working for the past month on the tasks that were outlined on their scope of work.
One of the things they were to do included providing a dependable hydrological study; they
developed that and had given copies to city staff to review. They are also preparing a map
of the city's existing system; currently there is not a comprehensive plan and they are
attempting to identify where all of them are; they are working with city staff to prepare the
map. Mr. Cook indicated they were also asked to prepare a draft ordinance and an overall
storm drain plan for the city. He indicated they are closing in on the completion of the
study and should have a copy to city staff by the end of this month.
Mr. Christensen stated the EPA has issued new regulations called the Phase II Stormwater
Regulations. Those regulations apply to American Fork City and the city does have to obtain
a storm water discharge permit. The regulations require the city to address six major items.
The first two items are Public Education and Public Involvement; he stated those are being
handled by the county. There is a draft ordinance that addresses items three, four, and five.
Those items are: item three, Illicit Discharge Detection and Elimination; item four,
Construction Site Program; and item five, Post-Construction Stormwater Management in
New Development and Re-Development. Item six, Pollution Prevention/Good Housekeeping
for Municipal Operations is to be addressed by the city. Mr. Christensen stated they were to
analyze the storm water system of the city. Additionally, they needed to look at two things:
the problems in the city as far as what is undersized and what needs to be fixed to meet the
EPA's regulations in protecting water quality. Mr. Christensen indicated this draft ordinance
addresses items three, four, and five as well as including a spring buffer zone along streams
where development is limited. In the ordinance, they have minimum design standards that
need to be met by developers; one standard addresses controlling large floods to protect the
city from flooding in developments. Mr. Christensen stated that other parts of the ordinance
address the treatment of storm water to keep it from polluting the streams; they have found
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the numerous small storms that produce small runoff pollute the streams. He commented
the EPA's regulations add a second tier to the design parameters an engineer would use to
design a storm water system. The new tier is the control of small runoff, hold it, and treat
the water so when it does discharge into the streams the amount of pollution is at a
minimum. That would require the use of Best Management Practices. They recommended
adopting a manual by the Urban Drainage and Flood Control District in Denver, Colorado
which includes design standards and drawings to help the engineers design stormwater
drainage correctly. The best management practices were listed on page two of the handout
and are as follows. In residential and commercial areas, it includes a grass buffer which
would have runoff cross a grassed area before it would reach anything that would take the
water away. A grass swall would slow the runoff down to give it a chance for infiltration.
Other Best Management Practices include a modular block porous pavement that has soil
and grass in between the impervious blocks; porous landscape detention; extended
detention basins; wetland basins; retention ponds; sand filters; and constructed wetland
channels. For industrial areas, Best Management Practices include covering storage and
handling areas which would prevent rain from getting directly on the materials and spill
containment and control which would contain any possible spill and protect the storm drain
system. This addresses how new development goes and what will happen in new
development. The first thing that is required is the developer would need to minimize any
run off to prevent pollution.
Mr. Cook stated that they are proposing the city look at a way to get rid of water rather than
to collect it. In areas where possible, they are trying to infiltrate into the ground as much of
the water as possible instead of sending it downstream. Mr. Cook stated that in American
Fork there are two areas- well developed and undeveloped areas. The well-developed areas
are north of the freeway and the undeveloped are south of the freeway. These two areas
can be treated differently. In the undeveloped areas, what was discussed by Mr. Christensen
comes into effect. They have developed a computer model to anticipate water runoff; there
was a chart that indicated where they anticipate there are concerns. Mitchell's Hollow is a
concern as the Northwest quadrant of the city drains to Mitchell's hollow and the Eastern
portion of the city is also a concern as it drains to an area between 900 East and 1100 East.
Mr. Cook indicated there are three barriers in American Fork which are the railroad along
Pacific Avenue and then along State Street, I-15, and the railroad on the south side of the
freeway. Generally speaking, the water backs up against those barriers and once it gets
through the barrier there is generally enough downstream capacity to handle it. He
indicated there are concerns with the downstream area. Mr. Cook stated they are
developing ways to deal with the potential problem areas.
Chairman Hansen asked if the city had to acquire land in the areas of concern to contain the
water. Mr. Cook stated that would be part of the proposal for the city to acquire some
property that could be developed as parks; they did not anticipate that these would be
fenced off ponds.
Mr. Despain asked how much can they reduce the storm water by detention facilities? Mr.
Cook stated it would depend on the soil in the area. Ron Christensen stated in some parts of
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the city it can be treated well because it is porous but in areas south of the freeway it is
tighter soils and there will be less opportunity to get the water in the ground. Mr. Despain
stated they have looked at changing the street cross section that would utilize swalls as a
technique. He asked if they go to that will they still need retention basins or can they get rid
of water via the percolation? Mr. Cook stated that part of the problem is that streets are
asphalt with high back curb and gutter; they are looking at modifying that with alternatives.
In response to Mr. Despain's question, he answered that it probably will not eliminate the
detention areas but if they use some of the practices those areas can be reduced.
Mr. Woffinden asked where and how the storm water would be treated. Mr. Ron
Christensen answered that most of it is suspended solids; if we get those removed, much of
the problem gets resolved. There are some solids that cannot get out as well as areas of
direct discharge that would require some type of oil separator, which is high maintenance
and is not recommended for lots of areas. The best thing to do is to keep the flow down.
Mr. Baldwin stated that some concern south of I-15 is the fact that we are in a drought right
now and historically that ground does not absorb much; he hopes they keep in mind the
normal conditions of the area when they come up with their plan. Mr. Cook stated the
analysis is done under normal conditions.
Chairman Hansen stated that sumps are used a lot in the north part of town but they don't
have that opportunity south of the freeway. He asked if some of the recommendations
address the small developments which might have only five lots that propose detention
basins? Mr. Cook stated their recommendation would be to not have a lot of little basins.
Mr. Denney stated the recommendation on the proposal is that residential will be treated
more regional but commercial and industrial will have their own requirements. Mr.
Hadfield stated there are some properties in American Fork, such as WalMart, that have
small detention ponds on their property and can receive credits on their storm drain fee if
they can show the pond is maintained. Mr. Denney stated the good news is they can look at
it in a different way, but that is also the bad news. We need to change our way of thinking
and developing. Mr. Denney stated we will be accountable first to the State and then to the
EPA for clean water.
Chairman Hansen asked about slopes and fill on individual lots and if that was apart of this
plan. It was indicated that it will have to be addressed.
Mr. Hadfield stated dirt cannot be pushed into the curb and gutter any longer; there will be
interesting things that need to be worked through.
Jim Cates asked if they are looking at the drain on Storrs Avenue as short term? Mr.
Denney stated that yes, to some extent it is short term. He stated this will be phased out as
they can but new construction is where the majority of the change will take place.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A COMMERCIAL SITE PLAN FOR AN AUTO REPAIR FACILITY
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AT 143 SOUTH 400 EAST IN THE GC-1 ZONE.
Edgar Isla explained he would like an auto shop at 143 South 400 East. They have worked
there for approximately 6 months and are leasing the property for two years. He indicated
they will use the garage for the shop area, the house as an office with restroom facilities,
and the rear as a parking lot.
Mr. Hadfield stated this property in the GC-1 zone and this type of business is permitted.
The site plan shows two "store rooms" in the house; those should read "storage rooms." He
indicated his concern is the improvements along the front of the property; he would
recommend future improvements which would include piping the irrigation ditch and
placing curb and gutter in front of the property.
Mr. Despain agreed with Mr. Hadfield that this use is permitted in the zone, subject to site
plan approval. He commented this is a two-structure project; the garage has been used as
storage in the past and has no restroom facilities. The office and restrooms are located in
the building to the North. Mr. Despain brought up the possibility of cars accumulating on
the property and left there. He stated the neighborhood has Lumpy's right across the street
and suspects the residents in the neighborhood want it to look better. Mr. Despain felt this
type of project seems to have cars parked there for extended periods of time and thinks they
need to make sure maintenance is done and cars are gone within a reasonable time frame.
Chairman Hansen asked if the ordinance stipulates any time frame when cars must be fixed;
Mr. Despain stated no.
Mr. Despain commented that there is a fence on the north side of the property but he could
not see any fence on the south side and he felt that should be a requirement. Chairman
Hansen stated the special provisions in the ordinance state that all materials must be
enclosed in the building or by fence. He also read that the cars should be in running order
and if they are not in running order they must be enclosed. Mr. Isla indicated they will be
installing the fence the following week.
Chairman Hansen stated he read that all off-street parking must be hard surfaced and asked
if gravel is considered hard surfaced. Mr. Despain replied that gravel is not typically
considered hard-surfaced.
Mr. Baldwin asked if there is an irrigation ditch if they need a letter from the Irrigation
Company; Mr. Hadfield stated that a letter is standard procedure. Mr. Baldwin also asked
about the used oil, antifreeze, etc., and how it will be disposed. Mr. Isla stated they are
recycling oil and antifreeze, etc. He commented there is a substance similar to kitty litter
that is on the ground which will not allow the oil to seep through the floor to the ground.
Mr. Hadfield stated the EPA requires that if "kitty litter" is to be used, it would need to be
double bagged and then could be disposed of at the landfill.
Mr. Baldwin asked if there was lighting and signs on the property; there will be a sign on the
building only and that will comply with the sign ordinance.
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Mr. Baldwin moved they approve the commercial site plan for an auto repair
facility at 143 South 400 East subject to (1) the Irrigation Company's
agreement & determined resolution with engineering for taking care of the
irrigation ditch, (2) other appropriate street improvements be made, (3) that
a 6-foot opaque fence be provided on the south, and with an observation that
he is concerned with derelict autos on the lot and suggest they should not be
there more than 30 days if they are not going to be repaired. Mr.
Christensen seconded the motion. All were in favor. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN AMENDED SITE PLAN FOR THE ENLARGEMENT OF A
CARETAKER COTTAGE AT THE AMERICAN FORK STORAGE AT 18 WEST 100 NORTH.
Mike Tracy stated he lives there with his wife and would like to enlarge the cottage. They
are wanting to make a larger bedroom with a study/sewing room. The total square footage
they are requesting for the enlargement is 360 square feet.
Mr. Hadfield stated they are taking one storage space for more living space. There is a
carport that should not be a problem as long as it does not interfere with the movement of
the vehicles through the storage units. He indicated he has no concerns and feels Mr. Tracy
has done a wonderful job so far.

Mr. Christensen motioned to approve the amended site plan for the
enlargement of a caretaker cottage at the American Fork Storage at 18 West
100 North as presented. Mr. Woffinden seconded the motion. All were in
favor. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A MODIFIED SITE PLAN FOR OUTSIDE SALES AT WALMART
AT 680 SOUTH 500 EAST.
Wendy Mortimore was present to discuss this item. She stated this site plan is for a corral
for all the garden center sale items in the parking lot and it will be fenced off.
Chairman Hansen asked about the current storage containers on site; Ms. Mortimore
commented she was not aware the containers were not supposed to be there until recently.
She indicated three of the containers have been emptied and will be moved shortly; she will
be meeting with Mr. Despain to find appropriate locations for the containers.
Mr. Denney stated this is just the first aisle of parking spaces that will be used. He
commented the peak shopping season is Christmas and the parking spaces lost for this corral
does not really affect the parking. Ms. Mortimore reported the corral will be removed at the
end of the season and the time frame would be March to the middle of September at the
latest.
Mr. Baldwin asked about the parking requirements; Mr. Despain stated he did not recall
how the store met the requirements but that the storage units do take up space. He
indicated parking is generally not a problem except at Christmas. He stated there is an
approved site plan indicating the specific location for the storage containers; he will meet
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with Ms. Mortimore to discuss that.

Mr. Baldwin motioned to approve the modified site plan for outside sales at
WalMart at 680 South 500 East subject to (1) the resolution of the conex
containers, (2) noting this is temporary facilities and will only be allowed
from March to the end of September, and (3) finding this is an incidental
change to the site plan. Mr. Woffinden seconded the motion. All were in
favor. The motion carried.
Mr. Baldwin stated he included the time frame in the motion so that they can use the corral
next year during that same time without appearing before the Planning Commission again.
OTHER BUSINESS
Chairman Hansen stated the Planning Commission had asked Mr. Denney to attend the
meeting to report on items on the south side. He indicated they would talk with Mr. Denney
now and then proceed with the rest of the agenda.
Mr. Denney stated he had Mr. Hadfield get copies of Keith Richan's letter of concerns on the
south side studies. He indicated he agreed with Mr. Richan's concern that they need
individual studies as development occurs on the south side to make sure they address the
critical nature of the land. Mr. Denney indicated one item of concern deals with the type of
soil in that area. Other concerns are the possibility of endangered species of plants and
possible wetlands. Those issues need to be addressed as the development comes along.
Mr. Christensen asked if they would require the developer to do the studies; Mr. Denney
stated that is his recommendation. He also feels they should have the studies on each lot for
soils reports, load capacities, etc. He stated they will need to change their techniques and
have to require a study that addresses the concerns. Mr. Denney feels they need studies
done before they decide whether that site is suitable for building and then studies done on a
lot-by-lot case. He stated there will be people coming before the Commission on both sides
of the development; those that say anything can be built and those who say nothing can be
built. He stated they will need detailed analysis and a study on a concept of development;
they will evaluate the challenges and uniqueness of the area. There are some areas that
they need to be concerned with such as natural water courses to prevent pollution and other
areas that have public values that need to be protected.
Mr. Baldwin stated his concern is that all recent reports reference information that was
collected 50 or 60 years ago; he feels they should be able to get more current assessments.
Mr. Denney stated the wetland studies are from the eighties; Mr. Baldwin re-stated those
studies keep referencing previous studies. There was a discussion on the studies done and
the years the information was obtained. Mr. Baldwin commented that they should be able
to get a geologic study. Mr. Denney stated they do have enough information to flag the
area. Mr. Woffinden stated he feels there are many hundreds of feet of sediment before they
hit bedrock; he wants to know how they define "shallow zone." Mr. Baldwin stated they
are asked to evaluate developments and they are doing that blind. He would like to know
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what the assessment of the geology of that area is. Mr. Baldwin would like an overall
assessment; Mr. Denney stated the city will never be able to afford that and he thinks they
should do it lot by lot. Mr. Baldwin stated he wants an on-site investigation that uses
current data.
Mr. Despain stated that developers will do what needs to be done as cheaply as can be done.
He stated that maybe they need to broaden their depth of studies as a precursor to any
requests for development; possibly the city should act as the client with the developer
paying the city back to avoid a biased report.
Mr. Despain asked how much additional information the city would need to support a single
level residential development. Mr. Denney stated he was unsure if he could answer that.
He suggested they look at Mountain Meadows; they have had water problems in that
subdivision from the start and it looks like some of the curb and gutter in that area is now
flat and water does not flow, although they have had no major problems with the
residences.
Chairman Hansen asked what would happen if they approve a subdivision and when they do
a more extensive study on an individual lot it is reported that a home shouldn't be built;
how would they backtrack? Mr. Denney answered those studies should be done before the
preliminary plat and possibly the concept phase. Mr. Christensen asked if this should be
written in the ordinance, stronger than what is currently there.
Chairman Hansen stated there has been pressure for them to complete the annexations on
the south side. Should they be annexing the property and then get into the studies? Mr.
Denney stated they need to get the studies before. He commented that if he were on the
Planning Commission, he would go to the Engineering office and ask for a critical lands map
of the area with the slews, liquefiable soils, clay soils, and other information highlighted.
Mr. Denney stated if they want new studies, it would require RFP's and financing, etc., to
get the information together.
There was a discussion on what they wanted from the developer. The Planning Commission
needs to define exactly what they want in the report from the developer; they need to
develop a criteria list that addresses those issues but that it won't be site specific.
Mr. Baldwin stated he would like to view at least a map of what they need to be concerned
with.
Chairman Hansen stated that while the school district bus garage was under construction,
they built trenches underneath the bays for the busses, but they had to line and seal all the
trenches to keep the water out. What steps do they need to take to address these concerns?
Mr. Denney stated he will get a critical lands map from Utah County on the land below the
freeway. Also, he'll start a list of concerns on the land in that area. Mr. Baldwin
commented he would also like the date of the original data; he feels the older studies do
have value but he would like current information.
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Jim Cates stated that if the studies done 20 years ago refer back another 30 years, a lot of
things have changed since then but that the method of construction has also changed. He
feels the individual lot studies should solve a lot of the concerns.
Mr. Baldwin commented they need information so they are not blind as they look at the
developments on the south side. He stated he appreciated the support of the Engineering
Department.
DISCUSSION OF A REVISION OF TITLE 1 OF THE DEVELOPMENT CODE, MUNICIPAL
PLANNING, OUTLINING THE DUTIES AND POWERS OF THE PLANNING COMMISSION
AND THE BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT.
Chairman Hansen stated that the City Attorney, Kevin Bennett, had a concern with this
revision. Mr. Bennett had said they were trying to accomplish too much right now and
suggested they back off and take a simpler approach.
Mr. Despain indicated they are discussing this because of actions taken by Mayor Barratt in
removing the City Council member from the Planning Commission. This section of the
Development Code was written over 20 years ago; the State laws have changed substantially
since then. He stated the change by Mayor Barratt caused himself to make the changes that
had been talked about for years.
Mr. Despain indicated he had given copies of the state law concerning the Planning
Commission to the members; he read over the state law. He stated he also included a copy
of the existing Development Code section regarding the Planning Commission and a draft
ordinance of the first two sections in the Development Code.
Mr. Despain stated that because of the changes he has proposed, Mr. Bennett and other staff
members wanted a chance to look at the ordinance. He indicated there was a sense of
urgency to deal with the matter of appointments and so right now they will deal only with
the appointment section. There was a discussion on the number of members, the length of
terms, and the duration of the chairman. They decided to continue with seven members
serving six years with one appointment every five years and two appointments the sixth
year. The Chairman will be appointed every year.
There was also a discussion on the required number of people present for the meeting and
what was needed for a motion to pass. Mr. Despain stated Section 1-3.4 defined a quorum
and the minimum vote required. Mr. Baldwin asked if only four people are there, would
there be a way they can take a 3-1 vote because in a case where one commission member
did not agree with the motion, that person could overrule the Planning Commission
members present. Mr. Despain explained that if four people are in favor of the motion,
whether there be four or seven members in attendance, that is the majority. If only four
members are in attendance at that meeting and one person is against it, who is to say that
the absent three members would not be against it, in which case the motion would not pass.
Mr. Baldwin stated that in the past, he would have voted against the motion so the record
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would show it was not a unanimous vote but did not vote against it so it would pass; it was
an avenue to express his feelings.
Mr. Despain stated Mr. Bennett raised some questions on the rest of the ordinance and
wanted to review the proposal more. Mr. Despain commented he would propose they offer
to the City Council amendments of what had been discussed tonight.
Mr. Despain stated that on page 18, the plan review committee was added as an official
committee and he would propose to add it at the final approval.
DISCUSSION ON AN AMENDMENT TO THE WATER RIGHTS CONVEYANCE ORDINANCE.
Chairman Hansen stated Mr. Bennett did not have a chance to comment on this item at the
meeting earlier in the day. He stated there will be a number of changes as this goes
forward, but turned the time over to Mr. Despain to go over the proposal before them.
Mr. Despain stated the city has had a mandatory requirement on water rights as a condition
of development. Throughout the years, the city has gained experience with the different
types of developments and how much water those developments require. He stated that
with the secondary irrigation system, the city can now accept surface water, or irrigation
shares. The city has plenty of well water rights for build-out but does not have enough
surface water rights. He feels the city needs to change their attitude on the type of water
rights to accept. He stated that American Fork irrigation shares now seem to be going to
municipalities other than to American Fork.
Mr. Despain stated the Planning Commission is now seeing larger agricultural lots being
annexed into American Fork. We have never had a policy that deals specifically with large
agricultural lots and this ordinance will address this issue.
Mr. Despain went over the proposed ordinance (see ATTACHMENT #1) which would
place in one location the water rights requirements. He read over the amount of water
rights needed for residential uses, commercial uses, and unknown uses. Mr. Despain stated
that under Residential Uses, there would be an additional area for agricultural areas only
with no houses. Mr. Despain commented that currently, the city does delay water right
requirements but it is not in the ordinance. Chairman Hansen commented that with the
addition of an "e" under "Residential Uses" they would delete "Unknown Uses" from the
ordinance. Mr. Despain read over what this ordinance establishes as the preferred type of
water rights as well as when they require the water rights to be conveyed to the City.
Mr. Despain explained that there is a problem at the Alpine Valley Center project as well as
the Woodbury Project with the water rights; the city has a choice when they can tell the
developers to get the water rights taken care of before we allow them to continue on with
their projects. When will the city demand the water rights? The only leverage is at the
building permit stage. He indicated that each step farther along in the process, the city has
less muscle.
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Chairman Hansen asked Mr. Despain to clean up the language and he would put it on the
next agenda for action.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON PROPOSED RESIDENTIAL AGRICULTURAL ZONE WITH FIVEACRE MINIMUMS.
Chairman Hansen stated the Planning Commission would not take action on this item as
Kevin Bennett did not have a chance to review it.

Mr. Baldwin motioned to table this item pending input from the City
Attorney. Mr. Woffinden seconded the motion. All were in favor. The
motion carried.
CONTINUED DISCUSSION ON THE ESTABLISHMENT OF CONSERVATION SUBDIVISION
PROJECTS ORDINANCE.
Mr. Despain stated he did not have the discussion ready at this time but did want to cover a
couple of items.
Mr. Baldwin observed that their concern for a conservation subdivision is tied to what was
discussed with Howard Denney earlier; information is needed on the land. Mr. Despain
stated both presentations tonight dealt with concerns on this issue. The first is the drainage
study; the Best Management Practices would be consistent with what they had discussed
with changing the road cross sections. The question with development on the south side is
if they can contain on site the storm water with narrower streets and berms down the side
or if they needed some type of detention facility to accommodate the storm water; they will
still need a drainage plan. The second item is that with the developments proposed, they
saw drainage basins in corners which is what the Planning Commission did not want to see.
The North Park drainage basin was pointed out as a disaster for an example.
Mr. Despain stated that they have four ways of developing. One is the standard subdivision,
which is the type of subdivision that would have no area for any kind of storm/surface water
removal except by roads. The second type of development is the flexible lot subdivision has
a modest open space component. The PUD is the third type of development and has
substantial open space component. Now, with conservation subdivisions there would be
larger areas devoted to open space and smaller areas for lots. Mr. Despain asked how they
develop the south side; do they let the developer decide or make it mandatory as
determined by the city? Chairman Hansen stated this will be somewhat mandatory based
on what is found with the land study. Mr. Despain stated that because of the wetland issues
and drainage issues that they have to produce a forum where those can be accommodated;
traditional subdivisions do not allow for that.
Chairman Hansen brought up Saratoga Springs. He commented he wished there had been
several years of knowledge with what was happening with Saratoga Springs before they had
to make decisions; some subdivisions in that town were built on the shore of the lake.
Mr. Despain stated he raised this because they are at the crunch point because there will be
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those developers who will not want a PUD alternative and will want a standard approach,
which may be difficult in some areas.
CONTINUED DISCUSSION ON THE GENERAL PLAN.
This was discussed with the previous item.
SITE PLAN COMMITTEE REPORT.
Mr. Hadfield stated things are moving along on the west side; they will be seeing additional
site plans in the near future.
OTHER BUSINESS .
Mr. Hadfield stated that Mr. Woodbury has met with staff on the street lighting concepts for
public streets in the American Fork Commercial Center. He stated which type of lights Mr.
Woodbury liked. Mr. Hadfield commented that he and Mr. Despain got with Mr. Beery of
Miller-Weingarten on the lighting to see if they could make it compatible. Mr. Beery
indicated he would use the same type of lights on the Alpine Valley Center except on 600
West. He asked if they wanted to look at this as a standard for commercial developments.
Mr. Baldwin commented he did not like lights that did not point light downward. He stated
you can see the lights from Salt Lake County and these fixtures appear to make it worse. He
commented there is a problem with light pollution throughout the nation.
Mr. Christensen stated that under section 2-7.2 it discusses landscape plans. He asked when
those plans are required. He was told they should come as part of the preliminary plan. He
asked if the automotive site plan should have included a landscape plan. Mr. Despain stated
they could have required that. There was a discussion on landscape plan requirements.
Mr. Baldwin asked of the status of Steve Neilsen and whether or not there would be
additional Planning Commission members appointed soon. It was noted the appointments
for additional members at the March 11, 2003, City Council meeting. The members were
told they could make recommendations to Mayor Barratt.
Mr. Woffinden stated he had some information on 560 West. He stated UDOT and UTA
have now decided which two streets will be closed in American Fork; those streets are 200
East and Church Street and the city no longer has a say in the matter. A letter will be
coming to the city concerning this. Mr. Woffinden asked if the road will be opened on 500
and 600 North between 420 and 560 West; he was told that is in the works with a future
subdivision.
Mr. Despain stated he had been contacted by Mr. Aston and asked that the Planning
Commission suspend all further actions with regards to the Aston Annexation until further
notice.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE FEBRUARY 5, 2003, MINUTES.
It was noted the corrections for these minutes have been submitted to Terilyn Lurker.
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Mr. Baldwin motioned to approve the February 5, 2003, minutes as
corrected. Mr. Christensen seconded the motion. All were in favor. The
motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE FEBRUARY 19,2003, MINUTES.
It was noted that corrections for these minutes have also been submitted to Terilyn Lurker.

Mr. Baldwin motioned to approve the February 19, 2003, minutes as
corrected. Mr. Woffinden seconded the motion. All were in favor. The
motion carried.
ADJOURNMENT

Mr. Christensen motioned to adjourn the meeting. Mr. Woffinden seconded
the motion. All were in favor.
The meeting adjourned at 10:20 p.m.

~{51~

Lurfe'r

Terilyn
Building Inspections/Public Works
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MEMORANDUM
Date: Feb 2 7 2003

To: AFPC
From: Rod Despain
Subject: Amendment to water rights ordinance
Attached is the proposed amendments dealing with the conveyance of water. The
ordinance has been prepared a single amendment to assist discussion, but will
likely be modified to fit better into the Development Code.
The primary purpose of the ordinance is to clarify some of th e practices that we
have developed in dealing with this subject and also, to emphasize that we are
shifting our priorities toward surface water,rather than well wa ter.
This shift is being made to preserve our opportunity to increase the amount of
irrigation water we have to devote to the secondary water system. Other City's
have begun to concentrate on surface water, and we have begun to get only well
rights.
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2-27-03
PC Draft #1
ORDINANCE NO. __________
AN ORDINANCE AMENDING THE SEVERAL PROVISIONS OF THE DEVELOPMENT
CODE RELATING TO THE CONVEYANCE OF WATER RIGHTS AS A CONDITION OF
ANNEXATION AND DEVELOPMENT APPROVAL; AND PROVIDING FOR THE
ENFORCEMENT OF SAID PROVISIONS.
BE IT ORDAINED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF AMERICAN FORK CITY, UTAH:
SECTION 1. Chapter 2-1 of the Development Code of American
Fork City, Utah, is hereby amended by adding a new Section, to ·
read as follows:

Conveyance of Water Rights

2-1.4

Wherever the terms of this Code require the conveyance of water
rights, such conveyance shall conform to the terms of this
Section.
1.

Amount of Water Right Required - The amount of water right

required to be convey ed to the City as part of a request for
approval of an annexation, subdivision, large scale
development, site plan, or building permit shall be the
amount considered sufficient to meet the water use
requirements of the proposed use, to be determined in
accordance with the following:
A.

Residential Uses
a.

One and two-family dwellings on individual lots
having an area of 15,000 square feet or less:
One acre foot per dwelling unit.

b.

Multi-family dwellings on individual lots or when
part of a large scale development :
One acre foot per dwelling unit for the first
Two units in a structure , plus .7 acre feet
per dwelling unit for all units over two.

c.

Large lot developments (lots having an of greater
than 15,000 square feet)
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.45 acre feet per dwelling unit plus 1.66
acre feet per acre of lot area.

d.

Residential-Agricultural projects (one acre or
larger lots) :
Same as c above, except tha t where there is
adequate data to show that t he agricultural
use requirements will be met using other
sources (i.e. a private well or irrigation
shares) the City may waive the portion of the
requirement for agricultural uses.

2.

Commercial Uses .
a.

Retail stores:
An amount sufficient to meet the projected

needs of the proposed development based on an
evaluation of demand characterists for
similar uses, as determined by the City,

b.

Office Buildings :
For 1 and 2 story structure s - 3 acre feet
per acre of lot area.
For 3 story and higher structures - same as
for 1 and 2 story structures, plus an amount
to meet the projected additional demand, if
any.

c.

Industrial uses:
An amount sufficient to meet the projected

needs of the proposed development based on an
evaluation of demand characterists for
similar uses, including any water required
for processing of products, as determined by
the City,

d.

Institutional Uses (Schools, Churches etc.)
An amount sufficient to meet the projected

needs of the proposed development based on an
evaluation of demand characterists for
similar uses, as determined by the City,

3.

Unknown Uses

-2-
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Where the future use of a parcel is unknown or the
use characteristics of a proposed use are
undetermined.
In the instance where the water demand for a
use or project is unknown or cannot be
reasonably deter.mined, the water right
requirement shall be three (3) acre feet per
acre. This shall be referred to as the
"Default Standard".
4.

2.

Exceptions and Adjustments
a.

Where, because of topographic conditions or other
factors, some portion of the lands are permanently
restricted from any use or activity requiring
water, the City may reduce the amount of water
right required. Any request for reduction shall
incl~de enforceable provisions for ensuring the
~e~tricted condition.

b.

Notwithstanding the provisions of this Code, no
water .. right will be required for any existing
dwelli~g which has been .previously connected to
the City's culinary water system or any one-family
dwelling which is subsequently annexed to the
City.

Type of Water Right considered acceptable by the City- The
City Council does hereby establish that the preferred type
of water right acceptable to the City shall be surface water
-- primarily iri the form of irrigation company stock or
similar so~rt~ . capable of delivering surface to the City.
The specifl.c ~·. rrrigatiori Company considered acceptable and
for convey~ric~ - to the City and the quantity allowable for
each shall ~b~ - ~~ follows:
A.

Irrigation Water Stock (Surface Water Right)
Transfer of titl~ shall be by delivery of stock
certificate(s), in the name of American Fork City, from
one or a · combination of the following irrigation
companies : ·
a.

American Fork Irrigation Company - .50 shares per
ac.re -~ foot. . , . ..

b.

Pleasant Grove Irrigation Company - .62 shares per
·acre foot.
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B.

c.

Provo Reservoir Canal - .20

shares per acre foot

d.

Other irrigation Stock - (quantity as determined
by the terms of a previously approved change
application or by City, if not known). Any such
right shall have a source and delivery system
capable of delivering surface water to American
Fork City.

Well Water Rights
The City may accept title to water from a well or other
sub-surface. Transfer of title of rights from to a well
right or other sub-surface source, when approved by the
City, shall be by Special Warranty Deed authorizing the
diversion of a specific quantity of water in acre feet
and shall be subject to the following:
a.

The - Ci~y shall have given prior approval
ip~i~ating its willingness to accept the right
p~OPQ?ed for conveyance.

b.

trie ~ carrent point , of diversion of the well right

proposed for conveyance shall be upon the real
property proposed for annexation or development.
c.

~ c4~nge application for the well right proposed
for ~ conveyance, signed by both the applicant and

the qi.ty, shall have been submitted to the Utah
rendered approving
use in the City.

~tate Engineer and a decision
the ~~11 source for municipal

C.

City to Approve Proposed Conveyance

Prior to --acceptance of a water right, the City shall
evaluate - the water right proposed for conveyance and
may re~~se to accept any right which it believes to be
insufficierit in amount or flow or otherwise unsuitable
for u~e B~ ; the - ~ity.
3

Time of Co~vey~nce - Actual conveyance of the water shall be
as follows: -

A.

For Annexations
For all p~rcels signatory to the request for
annexation, the conveyance of title to water rights
shall oc~ur concurrently with final action on the
annexation by the City Council.
Provided, however,
-4-
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where, because the proposed annexation is large - fifty
acres or greater - or the proposed zone classification
is for agricultural or other non-urban purpose, the
City Coun"cil may authorize a delay in the time of
conveyance of the water rights to a time following
completi'o n of annexation proceedings , subject to the
followin·g findings and conditions:
1.

The Council, with the recommendation of the
Pl~nning Commission determines that there is good
and sufficient reason to delay the time of
conveyance,

2.

There is adequate assurance that the water rights
proposed for conveyance are irrevocably committed
to the City through placement of the rights in a
third party escrow arrangement and/or execution of
a · w~ter transfer agreement. The documentation
establishing the terms of delay shall be
established prior to the action to annex and shall
include the following:
a.
b.

c.
d.

2.

The timing and/or condition for execution of
the conveyance are clearly stipulated in the
agreement,
In the instance of well rights, an
· application seeking approval of a change to
municipal use shall have been filed with the
Utah State Engineer.
; There are no encumbrances on said rights
which may prohibit their subsequent
conveyance without cost to the City.
No development which requires the delivery of
water shall be approved for the parcel until
actual conveyance has occurred.

For Subdivision and Large Scale Development Projects
1.

Water rights, in an amount sufficient to meet the
requirements for the proposed subdivision, large
scale development or similar development project
shall be conveyed concurrently with the action
granting approval of a final plat of a project,
approval of a site plan, or any similar action
which has the effect of authorizing a building
permit or permission to commence construction of a
project.

2.

Any water rights previously conveyed as part of an
annexation shall be considered as a credit toward
satisfying the requirements.
-5-
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C.

For Building Permit
1.

No building permit shall be issued for the
construction of a dwelling, commercial building or
other structure intended for human occupancy
without first conveying to the City water right in
amount sufficient to meet the needs of the
proposed use.

2.

Any water rights previously conveyed as part of an
annexation or project development approval shall
be considered as a credit toward satisfying the
requirements.

3.

Notwithstanding the other provisions of this
Section, any parcel of real property which existed
as an independent parcel within the City pri9r to
-- ~Cin~?t~Y 1, 1980, shall be entitled to a water
-rig·h-t eredit in the amount of one (1) acre foot,
tq ~~ : app~ie4 ip meeting the : w~ter right
r~gijtt~tne:nts for al1-y subsequ~nt development of the
~~d~~rty: ~ Th!s grant of credit is appurtenant to
the ,-- lartd . and shall not be alienated from the
i?~tRgJ.
_which it applies. ·
·
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AMERICAN FORK CITY PLANNING COMMISSION
APRIL 16, 2003
NOTICE AND AGENDA

Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Planning Commission will meet in a
regular session on Wednesday, April16, 2003 , in the City Hall, 31 North Church Street,
commencing at 7:00p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Review and action on a modified site plan for the placement of a sign for BushiBan Karate Studio at 73 5 East Pacific Drive.
Review and action on an Ordinance modifying the rear set back requirements on
corner lots in residential zones.
Review and action on an annexation agreement for the Durrant Annexation
consisting of6.54 acres at 725 West 200 South.
Review and action on a zone change request at 1063 East 50 South from the
existing Rl-9000 to the PO-l , Professional Office zone.
Continued discussion on the establishment of amendments to the PUD, flexibile
lot developments, and Conservation Subdivision Projects Ordinance.
Discussion and action of the draft Public Facilities and Service Element of the
General Plan including the 2003 Secondary Water System Update.
Site Plan Cotnmittee Report.
Other business.
Review and action on the April 2, 2003 , minutes.
Adjournment.

Dated this 8 day of April, 2003 .

James S. Hansen, Chairman

AMERICAN FORK CITY PLANNING COMMISSION
APRIL 16, 2003
*AMENDED- NOTICE AND AGENDA

Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Planning Commission will meet in a
regular session on Wednesday, April16, 2003 , in the City Hall, 31 North Church Street,
commencing at 7:00p.m. The agenda shall be as follows :

* 1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
*9.

10.
11.

Discussion and action on the 2003 Secondary Water System Update a portion of
the Public Facilities and Services Element of the General Plan.
Review and action on a modified site plan for the placement of a sign for BushiBan Karate Studio at 73 5 East Pacific Drive.
Review and action on an Ordinance modifying the rear set back requirements on
corner lots in residential zones.
Review and action on an annexation agreement for the Durrant Annexation
consisting of 6.54 acres at 725 West 200 South.
Review and action on a zone change request at 1063 East 50 South from the
existing Rl-9000 to the PO-l , Professional Office zone.
Continued discussion on the establishment of amendments to the PUD, flexibile
lot developments, and Conservation Subdivision Projects Ordinance.
Site Plan Committee Report.
Other business.
Review and action on the March 19, 2003 , minutes.
Review and action on the April 2, 2003 , minutes.
Adjournment.

Dated this 10 day of April, 2003 .

James S. Hansen, Chairman

AMERICAN FORK CITY
PLANNING COMMISSION
APRIL 16, 2003
The American Fork City Planning Commission met in a regular session on April16,
2003, commencing at 7:20 p.m. at the American Fork City Hall. Planning Commission
members present included Acting Chairman Ken Baldwin, Shirl LeBaron, Wendy Wilson,
John Woffinden, and Alan Christensen*. City Staff present included Rodney Despain,
J.H. Hadfield, and Terilyn Lurker. Others present included Tavis Timothy, Richard
Noble, Travis Sessions, Lawrence and Janet Burton, Paul Washburn, Barbara
Christiansen, and one citizen.
Ken Baldwin excused James Hansen and indicated he would act as Chairman at the
meeting. He indicated Mr. Christensen had run into a problem and would come to the
meeting as soon as possible.
DISCUSSION AND ACTION ON THE 2003 SECONDARY WATER SYSTEM UPDATE A
PORTION OF THE PUBLIC FACILITIES AND SERVICES ELEMENT OF THE GENERAL
PLAN.
Mr. Noble stated the members should have received a copy of the draft update of the
General Plan. This represents the plan that was worked through with the City Council
last fall in which the City Council passed a motion to proceed with a phased approach to
the secondary water system. Mr. Noble went over the titles of each chapter of the plan.
He indicated the plan would serve the city north of the Interstate. He stated he was not
here for a formal presentation but to answer any questions the Planning Commission
members had.
Mr. Woffinden asked if the storage reservoirs will hold enough for the outgrowth for the
future years? Mr Noble stated they were sized for full build-out of the system.
Mr. Woffinden asked if the upper and lower reservoirs will be interlinked. Mr. Noble
stated there will be a pipe to connect the upper reservoir to the lower reservoir to pump
water to the lower system, but not vice versa.
Mr. Woffinden asked if there would be filters on the lines. He commented his mother
lives in Pleasant Grove and has had a problem with weed seeds getting into her grass
and they had problems with the weeds for a while. Mr. Noble explained they have
proposed is a 300 micron filtration system but would recommend each user put in a filter
on their own connections. Mr. Woffinden commented on the poor condition of the roads
in Pleasant Grove since the completion of their system and does not want to see similar
occurrences in American Fork.
Chairman Baldwin asked about the secondary water system south of the freeway; he did
not see any sign of that in this draft. Mr. Noble stated they did as best as they could by
Planning Commission Minutes -April 16, 2003
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the directions from the City Council and city staff; if directed, they could make changes.
Mr. Woffinden asked if the city used only culinary water south of the freeway would that
really saves the city any money. Mr. Noble stated the Secondary Irrigation System is not
only to save money but to conserve culinary water by using surface water; presently
there is only enough surface water to serve the area north of the freeway. If they choose
to include the area south of the freeway they would need to look at alternate water
sources; at this point, the only water sources available for that area is to pump ground
water. Mr. Noble indicated they did look into waste water reuse but it is very expensive
as it has to be treated before use.
Chairman Baldwin asked Mr. Hadfield to identify alternate water sources. Mr. Hadfield
stated that the water sources south of I-15 comes from sloughs or well water; the
American Fork Irrigation Company does not currently have any customers south of the
freeway. They could possibly reuse water from the TSSD and that there is drainage out
of the mill pond. He stated there are a number of options that can be looked at in
addition to the water currently on the properties. He indicated one of the biggest uses
not looked at is the water that comes out of the TSSD plant; that water is treated before
it is released into Utah Lake. Mr. Noble stated they would still need to treat that water.
Mr. Washburn commented that in the next ten years they will have to treat the water
anyway.
Mr. Hadfield stated it was up to the Planning Commission to direct Mr. Noble as to what
they would like to see relative to the Secondary Irrigation System.
Chairman Baldwin stated the question before was an economic one in tearing up the
north area verses putting in a system to feed the south. In discussions held since then,
the Planning Commission feels they should plan on a secondary system for all of
American Fork. The phasing scheme by the City Council was to enlarge the line running
down 100 East and for the initial phase, that will cover most of the city, and then start
out the secondary system in the south and as the system is expanded they would come
back in and install it in the north. Chairman Baldwin commented he understood the City
Council gave different direction but the Planning Commission feels the community
would be better served by a system that went both North and South and in fact start in
the south first.
Mr. Despain stated the City Council, when looking at the total cost, was looking for a
way to phase in the system.
Mr. Woffinden asked what the monthly fees and the hook up fee would be for the
system. Mr. Noble stated the approximate cost was $120 a year; those fees were
estimated with the city building the system within a three year period and receiving a 5
million dollar grant but the grant was rejected. The proposed costs will need to be about
twenty-five to thirty percent higher. Mr. Despain stated the city would bear the cost of
the main stem system; they would not rely on the connections, which were estimated to
Planning Commission Minutes -April 16, 2003
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be around 1,000 connections. Mr. WoffindeJ! commented that in Pleasant Grove,
everyone who hooked on at the start had a cheaper fee but every household had to pay a
certain fee. He commented there has been a lot of confusion on the fees as there has not
been a lot of information available for the residents. Mr. Hadfield stated those who hold
irrigation shares will probably get the water at a cheaper price. Mr. Noble stated if the
existing residents hook onto the system as it comes through, they would get it at a lower
rate. Their study showed the initial hookup fee would be $400.
Mr. Despain stated he was under the impression the upper pressure zone is operated
primarily by water coming out of the canyon; there is no mechanism to send water out of
the J-4 up to the mouth of the canyon. Mr. Noble stated that was incorrect; the Alpine
Aqueduct will have enough pressure for the upper zone.
Mr. Despain stated he had three issues with the draft. The first issue is table Il-l which
defines the upper zones; he indicated you have to get to the rear of the report before the
distinction makes sense and he would suggest they identify what they are talking about
earlier in the report. The second issue is on the figure 3-2, The System Source
Distribution in an Average Year and Drought Year; is the conditions of drought identified
in the report? Mr. Noble stated it is define as when the flow of the American Fork River
is at 50°/o of normal. Mr. Despain stated that issue three is the Required Ordinance and
Policies section; he would suggest they clearly identify the needed changes.
Mr. Despain commented that as he understands it, the heartburn that comes out of the
study is the notion they not develop a parallel system on the south side of the freeway.
Mr. Hadfield suggested they add a couple of paragraphs to the phasing section of the
draft to cover the south side; the Planning Commission's intent is that as development
occurs the developers put it in the secondary water system.
Chairman Baldwin stated that in terms of a phasing plan, if they oversize the line on 100
East and take it to the south, the initial connections to the system might ease the
financial burden. Mr. Noble stated they will do whatever they are directed to do.
Chairman Baldwin stated they are recommending they go back to the City Council with
those things mentioned tonight and get permission to re-write the draft. Mr. Despain
stated the correct approach would be for the Planning Commission to deal with the City
Council and not Mr. Noble to be the go-between. Mr. Hadfield stated the document is
sufficient for the General Plan; this outlines the Secondary Irrigation System and that a
couple of added paragraphs would accommodate their needs.
Chairman Baldwin asked what they need to do. Mr. Despain stated they could approve it
as is or modified however they want but the motion should include a review with the
City Council to raise the issue of the south side.
Mr. Hadfield stated that they need to indicate the secondary system will incorporate all
the community and in the future will include looking into alternate water sources to
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meet the needs of the city.
Mr. Woffinden stated in Chapter 3 he would like to see more detail on cross connections;
how will they make sure the water will not get cross-connected and what kind of valves
would be used? There was a discussion on hooking up of the individual homeowners
sprinkling system and the possibility of cross-connecting the culinary water line and the
secondary system line. Mr. Woffinden stated this will be a major problem if there are
cross connections; this was too important of an issue to brush over the topic lightly. It
must be handled in great detail, as it could be a MAJOR health and safety issue.
Mr. Hadfield stated this should be a broad document. Mr. Despain stated with minor
adjustments this serves the city's needs.
Mr. LeBaron asked the percentage of people who could connect to the system in the first
phase. Mr. Noble stated about a thousand connections, which would be about oneeighth of the city.

Mr. LeBaron moved to incorporate the Secondary Water System Update as
a portion of the Public Facilities and Services Element of the General Plan
with future consideration to alternative surface water and on the basis of
the engineering of the city staff the update be adjusted as needed with
help of city staff to eventually cover the entire town. Mr. Woffinden
seconded the motion. All were in favor. The motion carried.
Chairman Baldwin told Mr. Noble they would be available if any additional help is
needed.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A MODIFIED SITE PLAN FOR THE PLACEMENT OF A SIGN
FOR BUSHI-BAN KARATE STUDIO AT 735 EAST PACIFIC DRIVE.
Mr. Hadfield indicted the request was for a modified site plan for the placement of a
sign. The original plan showed a monument sign and now they would like a pylon sign;
the sign would be twenty-five feet high with a dimension of five feet by ten feet. Mr.
Hadfield stated if they approved this request they should find this is an insignificant
change and recommend this does not go to public hearing, that they approve the sign
location only, and that the size and height will be according to the current sign
ordinance requirements.
There was a short discussion on the direction the sign faces. Mr. LeBaron pointed out
the with direction of the sign as shown on the site plan the west bound traffic might not
see it. Mr. Hadfield stated the way the sign is drawn facing the street could be a mistake
and that is why he asked they approved the sign location only.

Mr. Woffinden moved they approve the modified site plan for the
placement of a sign for Bushi-Ban Karate Studio at 735 East Pacific Drive
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subject to (1) the determination that it is an insignificant change and no
public hearing needed, (2) the sign height and size will be as per city
ordinances as it now stands, and (3) they are approving only the location
of the sign. Mr. LeBaron seconded the motion. All were in favor. The
motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN ORDINANCE MODIFYING THE REAR SET BACK
REQUIREMENTS ON CORNER LOTS IN RESIDENTIAL ZONES.
Mr. Despain stated this revision attempts to address four issues. He indicated the front
setback issue is the only issue the Planning Commission has not discussed. Mr. Despain
stated the City Council had asked that they look into the front setback requirements and
possible allowances for small projections; he was instructed to make some provisions
that would address that. Mr. Despain stated this ordinance would allow projections of
up to 5 feet into the front setback provided it is not more than 20o/o of the width of the
home; this allows some flexibility but not a circumstance where a garage would project
into the area. The second provision, as raised by Chairman Hansen, was to allow for the
projection into the rear yard area for corner lots in the same way interior lots have this
allowance. Mr. Despain stated one other provision added deals with the setback for
garages on corner lots; currently garages can go to within twelve feet of the rear
property line. In discussions, they were concerned the combination of projections may
consume the entire rear yard area; the last page addresses this concern by limiting the
encroachment into the rear year area for corner lots to thirty percent of the required set
back area. Mr. Despain stated Chairman Hansen felt comfortable with the changes.
Mr. LeBaron stated that when they discussed this before it made sense and feels it is
advisable.
Mr. Woffinden brought up the letter from the Davis' application; there was confusion by
the applicant as to the setback and property line locations.

Mr. Woffinden moved they pass the ordinance modifying the rear set back
requirements on corner lots in residential zones as it is written and
forward to the City Council with a recommendation for approval. Ms.
Wilson seconded the motion.
Mr. Burton asked for an explanation of the thirty percent rule and what is considered the
rear yard area. Mr. Despain explained the rear yard area for corner lots. An example is
a 90 foot wide lot; the rear yard area would be 2 700 square feet and the allowable
encroachment is 810 square feet which would include garage, home, and accessory
buildings.
Mr. Despain stated that if this is adopted, he will prepare this in an ordinance form. He
stated it will have a public hearing and then be approved at the City Council meeting
following the hearing.
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Chairman Baldwin called for a vote on the motion. All were in favor. The
motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN ANNEXATION AGREEMENT FOR THE DURRANT
ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF 6.54 ACRES AT 725 WEST 200 SOUTH.
Mr. Despain stated they have a draft of the proposed annexation agreement with a
couple of changes that would need to be made. He stated that what was represented to
him was a home on the property with an attached garage used as an auto repair facility
with water from a well and a septic tank being used. The representation was that the
owner intended to maintain it as an agricultural parcel. In section one, the name would
need to be changed. In section 4, the zone would be changed to the RA-5 zone. Mr.
Despain indicated the matter of section 8, dealing with park land acquisition be
simplified to state that all impact fees would be assessed at time of development. He
indicated there would be no water rights required at this time. Mr. Despain stated they
could act with recommendation to go forward to the City Council for approval.
Chairman Baldwin asked if the Durrants knew of the changes to the agreement. Mr.
Despain indicated they were not aware of the changes. These are the recommendations
of the Planning Commission and if unacceptable to the Durrants, they will let him know.
Mr. Despain stated the annexation agreements are for the best interests of the city, not
the applicant.
Mr. Hadfield stated he had made the copies of the agreement while Mr. Despain was out
of the office. He indicated he did not review this first, which explains the need for the
name changes that would need to be made.

Mr. Woffinden moved they approve the annexation agreement for the
Durrant Annexation consisting of 6.54 acres at 725 West 200 South with
the following change that (1) all references to Patterson be stricken in
Section 1, (2) Section 4 and 6 replace RA-1 with RA-5, (3) that the second
Section 7 be changed to Section 8, (4) all impact fees will be assessed at
time of development, (5) that they send this forward to the City Council
with the changes being accepted by the Durrants, and (6) subject to the
passage of the RA-5 zone. Mr. LeBaron seconded the motion. All were in
favor. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A ZONE CHANGE REQUEST AT 1063 EAST 50 SOUTH
FROM THE EXISTING Rl-9,000 TO THE PO-l, PROFESSIONAL OFFICE ZONE.
Mr. Travis Sessions was present to discuss this item. He indicated this property is known
as Benson Bolts. There are five buildings located next to this property developed by John
Lundin. They would like to change the zone for both properties to match the
surrounding area; if done, they would demolish the commercial building and residence
to build office buildings.
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Mr. Hadfield stated the property has always been a residential zone; the existing
structure has been a non-conforming use and could not be enlarged. There was a short
discussion as to what buildings were currently on the adjacent property.
Chairman Baldwin stated he had a long standing complaint on item four of the zone
change request. He read the item and stated he did not see that addressed in the
answer. Mr. Sessions stated that in removing the Benson Bolt building, the area will be
made safer. Chairman Baldwin indicated that removal of the buildings and placing it in
residential houses would accomplish the same thing. Mr. Sessions agreed but felt a true
professional office building complex would enhance the area more so than having
residential buildings right next to the office buildings. Mr. Hadfield stated if they were
to include a sentence indicating it would eliminating a non-conforming use and eradicate
an eyesore the paragraph would be complete. Chairman Baldwin suggested they include
"a more convenient health services area" to item four.
Mr. Woffinden asked if the occupancy of the buildings would be similar to the Lundin
project. Mr. Sessions indicated it would be similar.
Mr. LeBaron asked if these buildings would be pre-sold or leased. Mr. Session is unsure
at this time; there are two people, dentists, who want to buy the property.
Mr. Despain confirmed that the placement of the buildings on the site does not mean the
city is accepting this plan; they will need to come forward with a site plan at the
appropriate time of development. He commented he is unsure if this property is the
same size as the Lundin property so he is unsure of what can be placed on the property.
Mr. Sessions stated this parcel is seven feet wider than the Lundin project and that the
buildings would be restricted in size according to the parking requirements. Chairman
Baldwin pointed out the action of the body tonight is only for a zone change request.
Mr. Despain stated this area is shown on the General Plan as being in the Professional
Office zone.
Mr. LeBaron asked if the city staff had any concerns with this request. Mr. Hadfield
stated he believes the city did get the width of the streets along 30 North and 50 South
but some deeding of a minor amount might be required.

Mr. LeBaron moved they approve action on the zone change request at
1063 East 50 South from the existing Rl-9,000 to the PO-l, Professional
Office Zone, subject to the added changes to paragraph four that "the
dilapidated structures currently on the property will be removed and the
parcel will be reflective of a more convenient professional office space
and with the elimination of a non-conforming use." Mr. Woffinden
seconded the motion. All were in favor. The motion carried.
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CONTINUED DISCUSSION ON THE ESTABLISHMENT OF AMENDMENTS TO THE PUD,
FLEXIBLE LOT DEVELOPMENTS, AND CONSERVATION SUBDIVISION PROJECTS
ORDINANCE.
Mr. Despain indicated he had distributed two amendments to the draft ordinance. One
deals with revised language to the flexible lot and one with parallel language to what
they have looked at with conservation subdivisions. Mr. Despain explained for the new
members the reasoning behind developing ordinances that would accommodate
development on the south side of the freeway because of the unique features of the land.
He gave a brief description of the allowances proposed for development in that area.
Mr. Despain stated that Flexible Lot Subdivision would allow for a minor amount of open
space but had extensive criteria for the range of lot sizes. He indicated that the lot
requirements for the PR-2 and PR-3 zones began on page four. He commented this has
been looked at by the Planning Commission some time ago but that there was no
conclusion as to what the schedule would hold. He indicated that before action is taken
they need to go over the rational of how they developed the breakdown.
Mr. Despain stated the second section concerns the Conservation Subdivision. This type
of subdivision would have substantial greater open space with relatively small lots. The
densities would still be the same but it would be an increased clustering; this may need
additional tweaking. Mr. Despain stated that on page 8 of this section, the PR-3
indicates about 35 °/o of the project in open space; in PR-2 the open space requirement
would be 50°/o. Mr. Despain stated these are the current versions of the possibilities.
There are two other possibilities, one of which would be to modify the current ordinance
and the last is a combination.
*Alan Christensen arrived.
Mr. Despain stated he wanted to get this to the Planning Commission members for their
review; he did not expect action to be taken.
Paul Washburn stated his concern is the math equations. He is going to look this over
and see what he can come up with but one concern is the minimum lot requirements.
Chairman Baldwin stated they have wrestled with the concept on how to get innovative
designs to preserve natural features, not to make it difficult for the developers.
Mr. Despain stated that one of the things they have never come to grips with is the
revised cross section for streets; currently the street cross section is 60 feet which
includes a five-foot planter strip. If they are aiming to reduce storm water, they may
have to reduce the street widths to minimize storm water. He pointed out they have
talked about various road sections but they have not decided on anything. There is
increased concern about street cross sections, which is addressed in the ordinance by
saying it must meet city standard but they have not yet developed that standard.
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Chairman Baldwin asked that Mr. LeBaron and Ms. Wilson receive copies of the current
cross sections.
Mr. Despain stated that one of the primary differences between the current ordinance
and what is proposed is they have gone from the Net Project Area to the Gross Project
Area. The net project area, which is currently being used, is based on the gross area less
the roads. The gross area includes the roads; the width of the roads are not factored into
the number of units allowed.
Mr. Woffinden asked if this was a good time to bring up the information he passed out at
the last meeting concerning on Geologic Hazards Ordinance just passed by Salt Lake
County; it would fit under the F-2.A section. He feels it needs to be worked into the
ordinance. Mr. Despain stated that is one of the additions to the ordinance that needs to
be looked at.
Mr. Despain suggested they start here with this proposal; he thinks they are getting
closer to what they want to accomplish.
Mr. Christensen stated he is still pondering the comment on the math equations and
straight streets. He feels the developers do not have to have the smallest lot possible;
larger lots are also desirable. Mr. Washburn stated they have developed a plan which
does include large lots but stated the city might want to consider some exceptions. Mr.
Washburn stated he thought the city might like to see single family lots included in the
development. Chairman Baldwin stated they have repeatedly stated they want a mixture
of single family dwellings and attached housing; they do not want a "rich section" and a
"poor section."
Mr. Despain commented the Planning Commission receives pressure from several
different directions. He stated they were asked by elected officials to look into making
larger lots; this is an effort to try to accommodate that request.
Mr. Hadfield asked that the Planning Commission review this and he would put this on
the next agenda. He commented this will give Mr. Washburn time to review the drafts
also.
SITE PLAN COMMITTEE REPORT.
Mr. Hadfield stated the city continues to be busy with development. He encouraged the
Planning Commission members to see the west side area.
OTHER BUSINESS.
Mr. Despain distributed a site plan of Pad H of the Alpine Valley Center; the plan had the
changes he had suggested the night of the March 19th meeting. He stated one item in the
motion for approval dealt with parking spaces backing onto the main travel way along
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the north of Pad H. During the meeting there were some instructions concerning the
layout of that section of parking; the plan came back with changes made, but on-site the
concrete had been poured according to the original plan. Mr. Despain stated he recalled
the Planning Commission members could not agree on the solution and left it up to the
satisfaction of city staff. Mr. Despain stated the developers have stated a number of
reasons as to why the concrete was poured according to the original plan. Mr. Despain
observed this was important because with the addition of the theater to the west, this
route would be frequently used and that the outward movement of traffic would be
significant.
Mr. Hadfield commented the developers have also blown off the individual sewering of
the lots. He stated if the Planning Commission members care about this, their concerns
need to be forwarded to the City Council. Chairman Baldwin stated the Planning
Commission could take the stance that they will not approve plans in the future until the
modifications on the plans have been made. Mr. Hadfield stated there were five subject
too items on the approval for Pad H. At the City Council meeting, he can inform the City
Council of those five conditions and ask that those same five conditions be subject to
items if the Planning Commission would like him to do so. He was instructed to let the
Council know of those conditions.
There was a lengthy discussion on the development of the West Side and the approvals
given to developers and their attitude on following through. Chairman Baldwin felt that
if the developers were not going to abide by the rules as set by the Planning Commission,
then he would not vote for approval on any items unless the site plan is completed to the
city's standard. He felt the concrete should be torn out and replaced with what has been
approved. Mr. Woffinden strongly agreed that the concrete should be torn out and
replaced as approved. The Planning Commission needs to take a stand. Mr. Hadfield
stated he has been increasingly finding the subject too's on the approvals being ignored.
Chairman Baldwin commented to Mr. Despain that it seemed the Planning Commission
members agreed that they strongly objected to conditions being ignored.
Ms. Wilson asked if anyone was aware if the other cities where Woodbury Corporation
develops in just turns their head. Mr. Hadfield stated developers push hard until they
have no resistance.
Chairman Baldwin stated that the attitude of the Planning Commission is that if the
applicants persist in ignoring the conditions set by the Planning Commission then they
can expect the Planning Commission to not approve any plan until the plan is as the
Planning Commission wants it. Mr. Woffinden again stated his approval and support as
to this item.
Mr. Hadfield thanked everyone for Friday night; he indicated he had a great time.
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Mr. Christensen commented that with the Woodbury project, the Planning Commission
approved the site plan subject to individual sewer lines for each unit; has that been
done? Mr. Hadfield stated that had not been completed yet but that the applicants will
be before the City Council asking for an exception.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE MARCH 19, 2003, MINUTES.
Chairman Baldwin stated he had submitted changes to Terilyn Lurker.

Mr. LeBaron moved to approve the March 19, 2003, minutes as corrected.
Mr. Woffinden seconded the motion. All in favor. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE APRIL 2, 2003, MINUTES.
Chairman Baldwin and Mr. Woffinden indicated they had submitted changes to Terilyn
Lurker.

Ms. Wilson moved to approved the April 2, 2003, minutes as corrected.
Mr. Woffinden seconded the motion. All were in favor. The motion
carried.
ADJOURNMENT
Mr. LeBaron moved to adjourn the meeting at 9:40 p.m. Mr. Woffinden
seconded the motion. All were in favor. The motion carried.

Terilyn L ker
Building Inspections/Public Works
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AMERICAN FORK CITY PLANNING COMMISSION
APRIL 2, 2003
*AMENDED - NOTICE AND AGENDA

Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Planning Commission will meet in a regular
session on Wednesday, April 2, 2003, in the City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at
7:00p.m. The agenda shall be as follows: .
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
*1 0.
*11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Review and action on a commercial site plan for Lot 102 of the American Fork
Commercial Center Plat A located at 496 North 990 West.
Review and action on a commercial site plan for Lot 105 of the American Fork
Commercial Center Plat A located at 484 North 950 West.
Review and action on a request by Alpine School District to place a temporary structure
at 575 North 100 East.
Review and action on the preliminary plat of Carrington Estates Plat B Subdivision
consisting of 15 lots located at 550 North 450 West.
Review and action on the final plat of Tanner Subdivision consisting of 3 lots located 351
South 860 East.
Review and action on the preliminary plat of Heirloom Cottages, a planned unit
development consisting of 48 residences, located at 10 South 770 East.
Review and action on a revision of Title 1 of the Development Code, Municipal
Planning, outlining the duties and powers of the Planning Commission.
Review and action on an amendment to the Water Rights Conveyance Ordinance.
Review and action on a proposed residential agricultural zone with five-acre minimums.
Discussion on proposed revision of the Carlisle #5 Annexation.
Discussion on the setback requirements for corner lots.
Continued discussion on the establishment of a Conservation Subdivision Projects
Ordinance.
Continued discussion on the General Plan.
Site Plan Committee Report.
Other business.
Review and action on the March 19, 2003, minutes.
Adjournment.

Dated this 28 day of March, 2003.

James S. Hansen, Chairman

AMERICAN FORK CITY PLANNING COMMISSION
APRIL 2, 2003
NOTICE AND AGENDA

Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Planning Commission will meet in a regular
session on Wednesday, April2, 2003, in the City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at
7:00p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Review and action on a commercial site plan for Lot 102 of the American Fork
Commercial Center Plat A located at 496 North 990 West.
Review and action on a commercial site plan for Lot 105 of the American Fork
Commercial Center Plat A located at 484 North 950 West.
Review and action on a request by Alpine School District to place a temporary structure
at 575 North 100 East.
Review and action on the preliminary plat of Carrington Estates Plat B Subdivision
consisting of 15 lots located at 550 North 450 West.
Review and action on the final plat of Tanner Subdivision consisting of 3 lots located 3 51
South 860 East.
Review and action on the preliminary plat of Heirloom Cottages, a planned unit
· development consisting of 48 residences, located at 10 South 770 East.
Review and action on a revision of Title 1 of the Development Code, Municipal
Planning, outlining the duties and powers of the Planning Commission.
Review and action on an amendment to the Water Rights Conveyance Ordinance.
Review and action on a proposed residential agricultural zone with five-acre minimums.
Continued discussion on the establishment of a Conservation Subdivision Projects
Ordinance.
Continued discussion on the General Plan.
Site Plan Committee Report.
Other business.
Review and action on the March 19, 2003, minutes.
Adjournment.

Dated this 25 day of March, 2003.

James S. Hansen, Chairman

AMERICAN FORK CITY
PLANNING COMMISSION
APRIL 2, 2003
The American Fork City Planning Commission met in a regular session on April2, 2003,
commencing at 7:00 p.m. at the American Fork City Hall. Planning Commission
Members present included Chairman James Hansen, Ken Baldwin, Alan Christensen,
Wendy Wilson, Shirl LeBaron, and John Woffinden*. City Staff present included Rod
Despain, J.H. Hadfield, and Terilyn Lurker. Others present included Ned Stephenson,
Larry Searle, Roger Dudley, David Tanner, Dave Peterson, John Dester, Lynne Phelps,
Robert Carlisle, Lawrence and Janet Burton, Marie Sharon, Leeman Day, Barbara
Christiansen, and two citizens.
Chairman Hansen welcomed Wendy Wilson as a new member.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A COMMERCIAL SITE PLAN FOR LOT 122 OF THE
AMERICAN FORK COMMERCIAL CENTER PLAT A LOCATED AT 496 NORTH 990
WEST.
Mr. Stephenson stated that Woodbury Corporation recognizes the subdivision plat has
not yet been recorded; it is approved but Walmart needs to sign the plat so it can be
recorded.
Mr. Hadfield stated Lot 102 is the strip mall and is in agreement With the revised site
plan that was presented earlier. Mr. Hadfield indicated the drainage issues have not
changed. He commented Woodbury Corporation is proposing sewering the building
through one line coming through the rear portion of the building to service all eight units
but city requirements are that each unit must have its own sewer. He stated the final
plat needs the note added concerning the reciprocal parking agreement. Mr. Hadfield
questioned if there is a drive through on the west side and if so where the stacking and
traffic flow would be. Last of all, Mr. Hadfield felt the signage plan should not be part of
the approval.
Mr. Despain stated they have an amended subdivision plat which has not been recorded
and approval of this site plan should be subject to the recording of the revised
subdivision plat.
Mr. Stephenson stated they had no problem with the approval contingent upon recording
of the subdivision. He indicated they had received the wording on the reciprocal parking
from Mr. Despain and said that has been added to the plat. He commented that as far
the signage is concerned he would ask that the approval be contingent on the signs
meeting the city ordinance. Mr. Baldwin noted the sign locations on the site plan seem
to change once they have been approved initially.
*John Woffinden arrived from his workplace.
Mr. Stephenson stated that in regards to the sewer issue he had a conversation with Mr.
Denney requesting some consideration be given for their proposal running one sewer
1

line. For any tenant that needs a sampling manhole, they proposed running the sewer
lines out underneath the front door, install the sampling manhole, and then return back
180 degrees to the main line that services the building. Mr. Stephenson stated that Mr.
Denney was concerned they may not have enough slope but their calculations show
adequate fall to achieve this. As for the stacking lanes, he commented that he is unsure
what tenant will occupy the end unit so he is unsure of the adequacy of the stacking
lane.
Mr. Baldwin asked if in the future a tenant needs sampling station if they would tear up
a floor. Mr. Stevenson stated that there would be no problem in doing that; for initial
tenants it would be very easy. Mr. Baldwin stated that it seems that individually
sewering the units would be advantageous. Mr. Stevenson stated that provides some
flexibility in the future but may be unnecessary and they are requesting the city to
consider their proposal. Chairman Hansen asked why they could not run the sewer line
in front of the building; it would accomplish the same thing. Mr. Stevenson stated it is a
little longer and the size is different. Mr. Hadfield stated city policy sets the standard
that required separate sewer line for each unit. Chairman Hansen stated they required
Alpine Valley Center to follow standards and feels they need to require this project to
also follow city standards.
Mr. Christensen asked where the dumpster locations are; he hoped the area would be
landscaped and screened.

Mr. Baldwin moved they approve the commercial site plan for Lot 102 of
the American Fork Commercial Center Plat A located at 496 North 990
West subject to (1) individual sewering in accordance with city policy and
as approved by city engineering, (2) that the reciprocal parking
agreement be on the recorded plat, (3) that 'a review of the drive through
stacking on the west side be approved by city engineering, (4) that the
signage is specifically not included in the approval and will come back for
subsequent review, and (5) the approval depends upon the recording of
the subdivision plat. Mr. LeBaron seconded the motion. Those voting
"aye" Mr. Baldwin, Mr. LeBaron, Mr. Christensen, and Chairman Hansen.
Mr. Woffinden and Ms. Wilson abstained. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A COMMERCIAL SITE PLAT FOR LOT 105 OF THE
AMERICAN FORK COMMERCIAL CENTER PLAT A LOCATED AT 484 NORTH 950
WEST.
Mr. Stephenson stated his comments for Lot 102 are the same for Lot 105.
Chairman Hansen asked Mr. Stephenson to identify the little island to the south of the
building; Mr. Stevenson was unsure what the island was.
Mr. Hadfield stated he has reviewed this and it meets the intent of the modified plat that
has been approved. He indicated the drainage calculations are taken care of. He stated
there are three tenants that would be on the same sewer but would recommend
individual sewers. He pointed out the location of the monument sign on 950 West.
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Mr. Despain commented he did not think the Planning Commission needed to exclude
the sign for this approval; he noted there were three units with one sign and assumed
that one sign would apply for all three units. Mr. Despain indicated the parking
appeared to be adequate for this site.
Chairman Hansen stated the dumpster looked like it might be on another lot and asked if
they sharing the dumpsters. Mr. Stephenson stated he believed that was the intent.
Chairman Hansen pointed out the dumpsters are not located on the landscape plan but
should be installed according to the site plan.
It was noted the North arrows are not consistent on the pages of the plan. Mr.
Stephenson stated he would have the architects draw the plans so the directions are
consistent.

Mr. Baldwin moved to approve the commercial site plan for Lot 105 of the
American Fork Commercial Center Plat A located at 484 North 950 West
subject to (1) individual sewering as determined by city policy and
approved by engineering, (2) reciprocal parking be recorded, (3) the
island on the southeast corner be reviewed and approved by city
engineering for appropriate application of the tenant, (4) that the
dumpster location be incorporated in all of the drawings, and (5) pending
the recording of the subdivision plat. He noted the monument sign was
okay as long as it stayed in that location on the site plan. Mr. Woffinden
seconded the motion. Those voting "aye" Mr. Baldwin, Mr. Woffinden, Mr.
LeBaron, Mr. Christensen, and Chairman Hansen. Ms. Wilson abstained.
The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A REQUEST BY ALPINE SCHOOL DISTRICT TO PLACE A
TEMPORARY STRUCTURE AT 575 NORTH 100 EAST.
Chairman Hansen noted that he is employed by Alpine School District and this would be
a conflict of interest.
Larry Searle indicated they were going to use the satellite building as offices and training
area. The building will remain as shown with possible remodeling of the interior. The
utilities for the building will be connected to the existing utilities on the property. He
indicated there will be landscaping along 60 East, in front of the building, and along the
hill. Mr. Searle stated there will be added parking to the north of the building and
possible future parking on the south. They have a storage container on the plan they
would like to temporarily relocate to the south of the structure in the location of future
parking.
Mr. Baldwin asked what the area was where the structure would be located. It is
undeveloped, raw land. Mr. Baldwin asked how they will anchor the building. Mr.
Hadfield stated it will need to be placed on a foundation and strapped down according
to the building codes.
Mr. LeBaron asked how long this will be in place. Mr. Searle stated it is temporary but
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could be there for many years.
Mr. Searle explained the building will look like a modular home with a tan/ orangish
exterior; there has been discussion on whether or not they would cover it with vinyl but
was unsure if that would take place. It was suggested they try to make the exterior
match the existing building. There was a comment that if they put landscaping in front
of the building it would soften the look.
Mr. Hadfield described the location of the building and indicated drainage is currently in
place. He hoped the landscaping would include the entire hill. Mr. Hadfield stated he
counted three conex containers currently on the property; he is unsure if all those
containers belong to the School District or if some belong to the contractor. He stated
this would need to be addressed; Mr. Searle stated they can take care of that tonight.
Mr. Hadfield amended his site plan to include the location of conex containers on the
southwest side.
Mr. Despain stated that parking issue has been raised. The plan indicated 23 added
beyond what was in place and 34 spaces on the south side that could be added. He
stated this structure would take approximately 57 spaces if it stood alone and feels the
"future parking" should be completed at this time. He indicated his understanding was
that the parking lot could be full at times.

Mr. Christensen moved to approve the Alpine School District temporary
structure at 575 North 100 East subject to (1) the south parking be made a
condition of the site plan with paving and landscaping; (2) the
landscaping be completed in the weedy area to the east of the building on
the street frontage, as well as east of the south parking lot, and noting
that safety be considered for the canal, possibly fencing, as part of the
landscaping; (3) that the island in the parking lot to the north be
landscaped; (4) that shade trees be added at least 40 foot on center along
the front and west of the building; (5) the exterior of the building be
made to be architecturally (paint, siding) consistent with the existing
building; and (6) noting the conex containers be shown on the site plan
and limiting the containers to three. Mr. Baldwin seconded the motion.
Those voting "aye," Mr. Christensen, Mr. Baldwin, Mr. LeBaron, and Mr.
Woffinden. Chairman Hansen and Ms. Wilson abstained. The motion
carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE PRELIMINARY PLAT OF CARRINGTON ESTATES PLAT
B SUBDMSION CONSISTING OF 15 LOTS LOCATED AT 550 NORTH 450 WEST.
Mr. Hadfield stated this includes part of the Church's property and with this subdivision
600 North and 500 North will be completed. He indicated this is in the R1-9 ,000 zone
with some lots in excess of 15,000 square feet; it fits in nicely with the surrounding area.
Mr. Hadfield stated he has reviewed the storm drainage but that he does need the storm
drain calculations. He asked for one change on 500 North, that approximately seven feet
be shaved off lot #7 so the transition in road width takes place at 490 West.
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Chairman Hansen asked if there is a sewer problem in 500 North because it is not inside
the plat. Mr. Hadfield explained there is a way around running the sewer line in such a
way that it stays on the property in this plat if the property owner to the south does not
wish to participate. Mr. Dudley stated they are attempting to get the developer of Spring
Hollow Plat "C" to record at the same time.
Mr. Despain stated water shares will come at the time of the final plat approval.
Mr. Hadfield asked if the church is okay with the driveway; Mr. Dudley stated the LDS
Church is okay with the driveway. He indicated they have also added a sidewalk to the
west side of the driveway, along the east side of lot # 1.
Mr. Despain commented the plan shows a storm drain on the west side and assumed it is
a continuation of the storm drain. Mr. Dudley commented the Irrigation Company stated
the ditch is no longer needed for irrigation waste water and could be cut off but if
needed, it could stay there for drainage. It was pointed out the Irrigation Company will
need to fax Mr. Hadfield a letter on the issue.
Mr. Woffinden stated they need a stop sign at 490 West on 500 North as well as the exit
from the church parking lot to 600 North. He pointed out the cross section is
mislabeled; it should read 490 West. He also asked about a fence continuing along the
east side of the church parking lot to 600 North. There is already a partial fence on the
west boundary of that current residence. Mr. Hadfield explained that City Ordinance
does not require fences on standard subdivisions. Mr. Woffinden asked if the utilities on
600 North and 500 North would be connected (looped) at 420 West. Mr. Hadfield
explained the location of the utilities and noted the water lines would be looped
together. Mr. Woffinden also asked about a vehicle gate being placed at 600 North and
the church parking lot. He explained that a Stake Center in Pleasant Grove at 800 North
between 100 East and 100 West had major problems with thru-traffic in their lot until a
gate was placed on 100 East.
It was pointed out that lot #1 would not have access onto the LDS Church's driveway.
Mr. Christensen asked about the planter strip in the cul-de-sac; it does not look like it has
been included in the 490 West cul-de-sac. Mr. Hadfield explained that in cui-de-sacs
they do allow for a curb, gutter, and sidewalk combo. Mr. Christensen asked about the
location of the mailboxes; Mr. Hadfield explained they will need to get with the post
office and will possibly have to locate a ganged mailbox for the subdivision.

Mr. Baldwin moved to approve the preliminary plat of Carrington Estates
Plat B Subdivision consisting of 15 lots located at 550 North 490 West
subject to (1) shaving lot seven as directed by engineering for the
widening of 500 North to 490 West, (2) drainage calculations be provided
to city engineer, (3) Irrigation Company approval be obtained, and (4)
that stop signs be shown at 490 West 500 North and the Church parking
lot on 600 North. Mr. Woffinden seconded the motion. Those voting
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"aye," Mr. Baldwin, Mr. Woffinden, Mr. LeBaron, Mr. Christensen, and
Chairman Hansen. Ms. Wilson abstained. The motion carried.
Mr. Baldwin complemented Ivory Homes on the size of the lots.

REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE FINAL PLAT OF TANNER SUBDMSION CONSISTING
OF 3 LOTS LOCATED AT 351 SOUTH 860 EAST.
Chairman Hansen asked why it was stated this was a three-lot subdivision. There was a
short discussion on the reason this was placed on the agenda for three lots.
Mr. Hadfield stated the radiator shop was replaced by a car wash. He mentioned this is

part of a site plan which has previously been seen and approved. He stated the
improvements have been put in and drainage has been taken care of; there is a section of
sidewalk that needs to be installed. He reminded them there is a fee that needs to be
paid prior to this going forward to the city council.
Mr. Despain stated there is a note attached to the plat. He indicated these lots are mirror
images of each other with a common courtyard. Mr. Despain commented the cross
easements for access and utilities are necessary because the sewer comes out of Lot # 1
and goes to Lot #2. He commented the city attorney has suggested the cross access and
utility easement language be changed and that parking be made subject to. Mr. Despain
stated the road dedication has already taken place and so the street dedication should be
taken off the plat. Mr. Despain stated that the water rights were met at the time of
annexation in 1988 and no further water rights would be needed.
Mr. Baldwin asked about individually sewering of the units; Mr. Hadfield explained the

units will have their own sewer connection.
Mr. Woffinden pointed out the vicinity map had two 860 East roads; one should be 740

East.
Mr. LeBaron commented on the eyesore to the West and asked if there was anything they

could do about that. He stated he actually owns the property and indicated they are in
the process of cleaning that area up.
Mr. Baldwin asked if there are legal problems with the agenda stating three lots; he was

told there would be no problem.

Mr. Baldwin moved to approve the final plat of the Tanner Subdivision
consisting of two lots located at 351 South 860 East subject to (1) the fee
being paid before recording, (2) the cross easement language be revised
as directed by the city attorney, (3) that the subdivision monuments be
established in compliance with city engineering, and with a finding that
the water rights have meet met at the time of annexation. Mr. Woffinden
seconded the motion. Those voting "aye," Mr. Baldwin, Mr. Woffinden,
Mr. LeBaron, Mr. Christensen, and Chairman Hansen. Ms. Wilson
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abstained. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE PRELIMINARY PLAT OF HEIRLOOM COTTAGES, A
PLANNED UNIT DEVELOPMENT CONSISTING OF 48 RESIDENCES, LOCATED AT 10
SOUTH 770 EAST.
Chairman Hansen stated this is the Vacher Annexation. Mr. Despain stated the water
rights have not been delivered and one more deed is needed before the annexation can
be recorded; those were administrative items.
Mr. Hadfield stated they had only one copy of the landscape plan.
John Dester stated the presentation has not changed from the time of the Annexation
discussions. Mr. Dester indicated this is in the R3-7,500 zone; there are 48 units that are
joined at the garages; the units are clustered in such a way which results in one driveway
serving 4 garages with a couple of exceptions; the architecture varies from home to
home with three different floor plans, exteriors, and colors which should result in 48
different homes; and this project is not age restricted, but their target is retirees.
Mr. LeBaron asked what other amenities will be offered, such as a barbeque or Pavilion.
Mr. Dester stated the project is too small for a pavilion but each home has a private,
fenced off patio. There is a pathway on the project.
Mr. Hadfield stated the engineering concerns included a list but Mr. Peterson had
addressed those concerns. He indicated there are gaps and overlaps to the west and
north that needs to be resolved. There is an irrigation ditch which would require the
Irrigation Company's approval; Mr. Peterson stated he had met with them and seemed
okay with what was proposed. Mr. Hadfield stated another item was the fees needed to
be paid; it was pointed out that has been taken care of. Mr. Hadfield stated the last item
of concern is the impervious surface requirements ordinance requires no more than 50
percent be impervious.
Mr. Despain stated there is a 25 percent open space requirement which does not include
the setback areas or separation areas. He indicated the open space requirements and
impervious areas seem to be closely arrived at. Mr. Despain stated if the tabulations are
taken at face value they have sufficient open space but too much impervious areas and
the motion should include how they calculated their open space.
Mr. Dester explained how they came up with their calculations; they used AutoCad to
come up with the percentages. He stated they are barely short of the impervious space
requirement; they have looked over everything to see where they can get the last 2. 9
percent. Mr. LeBaron asked about removing one full building; Mr. Dester stated that
seemed to be quite a bit to remove. Mr. Hadfield stated there was some ingenious
reworking on this project which required them to enlarge the road; this added to the
impervious area. Mr. Baldwin asked what kind of authority the Planning Commission
has on giving allowances to that requirement; he felt the impervious areas are too high
because of the layout of the garages. Mr. Despain stated the ordinance is not very
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accommodating. Mr. Hadfield indicated there are other alternatives that could make this
work; they need to follow the ordinance in order to avoid possible lawsuits. Mr. Dester
stated he understands they can't put aside what the ordinance requires. There were
some suggestions on how to meet the 50°/o requirement.

Mr. Despain stated the maximum number of units in the annexation agreement is 48
units; they can have fewer units if needed.
Chairman Hansen asked if the annexation agreement indicating improvements on 50
South in front of the existing homes; it was noted there are requirements of which the
developer is aware. There will be sidewalk placed in front of the Phelps home as well.
Mr. LeBaron asked about the gazebo on the plan; it was noted that will be in place.
Mr. Christensen stated there are no trees in the park strips and feels a motion should
include street trees in the park strip through the project. Mr. Dester commented there is
no park strip but trees would be added. Mr. Christensen suggested they require 2"
caliper trees.
Mr. Woffinden asked about item number 13 on the plat; Mr. Dester stated it was placed
there in error and would be deleted. Mr. Woffinden asked about the fence and how will
it be implemented in two phases? Mr. Dester explained how and when the project will
be fenced.
Mr. Christensen commented the homes shown to the Planning Commission before were
very nice. There was a short discussion on landscaping.
Lynne Phelps had wondered about the sidewalk in front of her house; it would be
installed as part of the agreement.

Mr. Baldwin moved they approve the preliminary plat of Heirloom
Cottages, a planned unit development consisting of 48 residences, located
at 10 South 770 East subject to (1) the annexation being completed, (2)
the gaps and overlaps be resolved to the satisfaction of the city engineer,
(3) irrigation company approval be obtained, (4) verification of open
space be provided, (5) impervious area meet city standard of 50 percent
or less, (6) improvements comply with the annexation agreement along
50 South, (7) trees along the street be included in the landscape and
should be a minimum of 2" caliper, (8) note 13 be stricken and verified by
engineering, and (9) the gazebo be installed. Mr. Christensen seconded
the motion.
Mr. LeBaron asked if the streets were private; he was told they are private. There was a
short discussion on the width of the road.
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Chairman Hansen called for a vote on the motion. Those voting "aye,"
Mr. Baldwin, Mr. Christensen, Mr. LeBaron, Chairman Hansen, and Mr.
Woffinden. Ms. Wilson abstained. The motion carried.
Mr. Baldwin expressed his appreciation for all the effort to get the garages off the street.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A REVISION OF TITLE 1 OF THE DEVELOPMENT CODE,
MUNICIPAL PLANNING, OUTLINING THE DUTIES AND POWERS OF THE PLANNING
COMMISSION.
Chairman Hansen stated they have discussed this several times; the attorney has asked
for a few minor changes; he went over the corrections. He indicated the City Attorney,
Kevin Bennett, had commented on the requirement for not less than four votes in favor.
Mr. Baldwin stated his concern that this does not address a vice-chairman. Mr. Despain
stated he would include a provision concerning the vice-chairman.

Mr. Baldwin moved to forward the draft to the City Council for adoption
with the corrections discussed. Mr. LeBaron seconded the motion. Those
voting "aye," Mr. Baldwin, Mr. LeBaron, Mr. Christensen, Chairman
Hansen, and Mr. Woffinden. Ms. Wilson abstained. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN AMENDMENT TO THE WATER RIGHTS CONVEYANCE
ORDINANCE.
Chairman Hansen stated that the City Attorney, Kevin Bennett, had only a few minor
corrections to be made to this ordinance but felt very good about it.

Mr. LeBaron moved to approve the amendment to the Water Rights
Conveyance Ordinance as discussed and written as amended by the City
Attorney and to send forward to the City Council with a recommendation
for approval. Mr. Woffinden seconded the motion. Those voting "aye,"
Mr. LeBaron, Mr. Woffinden, Mr. Christensen, Chairman Hansen, and Mr.
Baldwin. Ms. Wilson abstained. The motioned carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A PROPOSED RESIDENTIAL AGRICULTURAL ZONE WITH
FIVE-ACRE MINIMUMS.
Chairman Hansen stated Mr. Bennett had some minor corrections on this item as well.
Mr. Despain explained the intent of this zone; this created a zone for larger lots that
would not require the extension of sewer and water hookups immediately. He indicated
they would not need an annexation concept plan for this zone. He pointed out the
downside to this is the sufficient fire flow problems but that is a dilemma whether
located in the city or county.
Mr. Baldwin commented that if they have a greater setback on these lots that would put
some crimps in the future development. Mr. Despain agreed that it might put a crimp in
development but indicated the reason for this setback is to facilitate the conveyance of
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property for streets.

Mr. Baldwin moved they approve the draft and forward it to the City
Council for approval. Mr. Christensen seconded the motion. Those voting
"aye," Mr. Baldwin, Mr. Christensen, Mr. LeBaron, Chairman Hansen, and
Mr. Woffinden. Ms. Wilson abstained. The motion carried.
DISCUSSION ON PROPOSED REVISION OF THE CARLISLE #5 ANNEXATION.
Chairman Hansen stated that this was before them because Robert Carlisle has had a
change of a heart concerning the annexation previously approved. He turned the time
over to Mr. Despain.
Mr. Despain stated the annexation agreement has to be revised; what the city had was
no longer valid. He asked what changes to the annexation agreement the Planning
Commission would want to include based on the water rights philosophy, proposed
development, and Mr. Carlisle's intent for the use of the property. Mr. Despain stated he
put together a memorandum which addressed the issues; he had intended to rewrite the
agreement but had questions that needed to be answered. He indicated he saw two
possibilities for the Planning Commission to consider. The first option would be to
divide the annexation into two properties, annexing in the lower portion at a later date.
The second option would be to annex the entire property, allowing Mr. Carlisle to
continue to farm the lower portion as a non-conforming use, then converting it to the
PUD without needing to start the process over again. Mr. Despain stated they have tried
to link annexation concept plans with annexations with a few exceptions. With the
Carlisle Annexation, the entire property was to be in the PR-9,000; there was a large
annexation concept plan provided at the time. Mr. Despain stated Mr. Carlisle would
prefer the second option; he would also like the water rights conveyance to be delayed
until such time as development.
Chairman Hansen stated a third option is to annex the north in the PR zone and the
south portion in the RA-5 zone.
Mr. Despain indicated the cleaner option is to annex the property separately. He stated
he is looking to the Planning Commission for some direction.
Mr. Dester stated that they would prefer Mr. Despain's second option. He indicated that
as this process went along, it had happened so quickly that it took all of Mr. Carlisle's
farm a little faster than he would have preferred; he would like to keep the farm for a
while along with his animals. When they looked into the animal rights, it affected
things; the animals would be allowed as a non-conforming use but a count of animals
was needed to determine the number that would be allowed to continue. Mr. Dester
explained this would guarantee Mr. Carlisle his animal rights. He told the Planning
Commission that the whole property would be annexed but would be developed in
phases which would allow Mr. Carlisle a little more control until he discontinued his
farm. There was the issue of water rights; he needed the rights to continue farming his
property.
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Mr. Carlisle stated he wants what is in the best interest of himself, the project, and the
community. He couldn't sign the annexation policy because there were a couple of
issues. He wants to keep his cows, horses, and chickens, etc., but still wants to annex
into the city; how does he accomplish this? He is hoping to sign a new annexation
agreement where he could keep his farm as a non-conforming use.
There was a discussion on water rights and what would be required. Mr. Carlisle was
asked how many animals he currently has; he indicated he has 35 horses, 55 cows,
thousands of chickens, and would have up to six sheep and goats. He stated the
annexation size is 30 acres and he had given 4 7 acre feet of water shares. He wants to
turn in water shares at time of annexation. He does not want it to drag out and is asking
the city to accept what he has already turned in. Mr. Carlisle stated that he tried to turn
in well water rights, he was told the city does not accept Utah Lake well water rights. He
asked if he turned in well rights the city does accept, would they accept it? Mr. Despain
explained that the city in the past did not care what type of water they accepted; when
the City Council adopted the Secondary Irrigation System, they found they had plenty of
well water but was short surface water. Mr. Despain stated that if the Water Rights
Conveyance Ordinance passed as written, the city would accept well water rights, but
they would only accept the rights if the well was on the property in question.
Mr. Carlisle asked what would be required of him. Chairman Hansen verified that he
only wanted to develop the north portion; Mr. Carlisle did not know the answer to that.
Mr. Baldwin stated his opinion that if the city annexed the property, they will want a
commitment to how it will be developed; if property is used in a non-conforming
manner, it is accepted. He stated if they annex the entire property, they will want a
development plan for the entire thing. He thinks they would accept phased
development, with the remaining part being in non-conforming use but future
development would have to comply with the plan.
Mr. Carlisle said he is concerned with the fact that water right requirements have
changed twice since he began developing; he needs to make sure he has enough water to
farm his land. He needs to maintain his surface water for flood irrigating and
commented he is willing to give them any water rights the city wants.
Mr. Despain stated that the original number of acre feet required was predicated on the
plan they had seen; the water shares were to be conveyed at that time with phasing to
occur. Mr. Baldwin commented he thought they could write into the agreement that the
surface water shares would be turned into the city as development of the farm occurred.
Mr. Carlisle stated his request was to change the annexation agreement to read "X"
number of animals and receive whatever acre foot of water the balance comes to so he
does not need to worry about what type of water rights the city would accept.
Mr. LeBaron moved they table this item until the water issue is resolved. Mr.
Christensen seconded the motion. Mr. Hadfield stated this item was for discussion
purposes to give Mr. Despain some direction. He indicated Mr. Carlisle wants to annex;
they have an agreement that includes a concept plan; if there are concerns, they need to
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give them to Mr. Despain so he can draft this in such a way that would be agreeable to
both parties. Chairman Hansen stated he did not think they could solve the water right
issue. Mr. Carlisle commented he does not want this to be a long, drawn out process; he
wants to know if the request will be approved.
Mr. Despain stated that there are two issues with the annexation agreement. The first is
to address the animal rights which he felt would not be a problem. The other issue is
water rights; he commented he would have heartburn writing in the agreement the city
would accept well water even though he knows that is not the direction the city is
heading. He suggested they could delay water rights until such time as development
according to the current water rights requirement, which he felt would be surface water.
Mr. Despain indicated Mr. Carlisle has made it clear he would like the annexation
agreement to state the city will take the 4 7 feet of Pleasant Grove Irrigation and an
amount sufficient to meet the residual requirements in the form of well water.
Chairman Hansen stated they leave the water rights requirement alone with a deferral
until development occurs. Mr. Despain stated they would have to base the requirements
off of the concept plan which would be approximately 98 acre feet of water.
Mr. Hadfield stated that relative to animals, the number of animals should dwindle as
the farm property size dwindles. Chairman Hansen stated that they could write in the
agreement the number of animals should be reduced as the size of property is reduced.
Chairman Hansen stated that in the phasing, the PUD portion should have the proper
density and open space.
Mr. Carlisle asked about water rights and what is the present policy? Mr. Christensen
agreed with Mr. Despain in that they can delay water right requirements until
development occurs and that the water rights should be required under the current
policy. Mr. Despain stated the current policy states that water rights can be accepted at
the discretion of the city. Mr. Carlisle asked what type of water right they would require
of him and if they would accept the well water rights. Chairman Hansen stated that
under the new ordinance which was accepted earlier in the meeting and sent onto the
City Council they would refuse the well water rights. Mr. Carlisle asked if they were
delaying him until after the ordinance was approved; Chairman Hansen stated they were
not delaying him.
There was a discussion on the annexation agreement, water rights requirements, and the
time table of the second annexation agreement request. Mr. Despain asked if he were to
write an annexation agreement which called for half surface water and half well water
rights, would the Planning Commission accept it? Chairman Hansen and Mr.
Christensen commented they would not accept it. Mr. Christensen pointed out that the
current ordinance states the type of water right the city accepts is at the discretion of the
Planning Commission.
Mr. Hadfield stated he did not see a collaborative effort to delay the project. The issue is
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the value of water rights; surface water rights are worth more than well water rights.
DISCUSSION ON THE SETBACK REQUIREMENTS FOR CORNER LOTS.
Chairman Hansen stated he was contacted by Mr. and Mrs. Burton concerning the
setback requirements on corner lots. They had wanted to add onto the rear of their
property but would not be allowed to do so because it would extend into the rear
setback. Chairman Hansen stated that he looked into it and discovered that the rear
setbacks are different for interior lots; interior lots are allowed an additional 5 feet on
the rear of the home as long as it is less than 50 percent of the width of the home. The
rear yard setback for a corner lot is 30 feet. Chairman Hansen indicated that accessory
buildings are allowed on all lots as long as they do not exceed 25°/o of the rear yard area.
Corner lots do have an allowance that garages attached to the rear of the home can go to
12 feet from the rear property line; there is no specification on the size of the garage. He
indicated there had been some discussion on how to amend the ordinance to allow
corner lots the same privilege of adding onto the rear of the home.
Mr. Despain explained the history of the setback allowance on the rear portion of the
property. Interior lots were given the allowance because of the increasing number of
smaller lots with homes that fill the lot. He indicated he was unsure why corner lots
were left out of the setback allowance. Mr. Despain explained that for interior lots, the
total percentage that can be taken out of the rear yard area between the five-foot
exception and the accessory building size is approximately 31 o/o; 25°/o for the accessory
building and approximately 6°/o for the addition. He would propose corner lots also have
a total of 31 °/o which could project into the rear yard area; one factor would be that the
depth of the lot would need to be 100 feet.
Mr. Despain stated he would propose, if the Planning Commission agrees, to look into
changing the requirements. He was instructed to go ahead and prepare the changes.
CONTINUED DISCUSSION ON THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A CONSERVATIVE
SUBDNISION PROJECTS ORDINANCE.
This item was not discussed.
CONTINUED DISCUSSION ON THE GENERAL PLAN
This item was not discussed.
SITE PLAN COMMITTEE REPORT
Mr. Hadfield indicated the sewer is already in place at American Fork Commercial
Center. There was a discussion on sampling manholes. Mr. Baldwin felt that if the
Planning Commission requires other developers to install individual sewers to multiple
tenant buildings then they need to require Woodbury Corporation to follow the same
rules.
OTHER BUSINESS
Chairman Hansen stated there was the "Certified Community Planner Seminar" flyer for
each Planning Commission member; if interested, speak with Mr. Hadfield.
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Mr. Hadfield reminded them of the Planning Commission dinner on April 11 rh at Carvers
in Sandy. He indicated he had the March 19, 2003, Planning Commission minutes
which will be included in the next meeting.
Mr. Despain stated the Durrant Annexation will need to go onto the agenda; he assessed
the annexation agreement would be written to delay water rights and would be placed in
the RA-1 zone.
Ms. Wilson stated she was impressed with the meeting. She indicated she did not vote
because she felt she did not know enough of the process yet.
Mr. LeBaron stated he was excited to be here; he has learned many things.
Mr. Christensen brought up the question of Conflict of Interest. He stated he may have a
conflict of interest with Woodbury Corporation as he may be the landscaper for the
project. It was pointed out that Planning Commission members can vote even in conflict
of interest items; the members are expected to have more commitment to the public
welfare and if the person cannot be fair that person should step down. The proper thing
to do would be to disclose your relationship and then continue on with the discussion.
Mr. Woffinden had some information on the liquefaction of soils for each member and
gave them a copy of Salt Lake County's Regulations on Geological Hazards, for their
review and possible use as reference material in future annexation issues, namely with
the area south of I-15 to the lake shore.
Mr. Baldwin stated that at the April16rh meeting Chairman Hansen will be out of town.
Chairman Hansen stated he will be in town in the morning and will attend the 10:00
a.m. meeting to discuss the meeting. Mr. Baldwin will conduct the April 16th Planning
Commission meeting; he is welcome to attend the 10:00 a.m. meeting.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE MARCH 19, 2003, MINUTES
The minutes were not included in the packet and will be placed on the next agenda.
ADJOURNMENT
Mr. LeBaron motioned to adjourn the meeting at 11:00 p.m. Mr.
Christensen seconded the motion. All were in favor. The motion carried.

~vr~
Terilyn Lurker
Building Inspections/Public Works
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AMERICAN FORK CITY PLANNING COMMISSION
MAY 21 , 2003
NOTICE AND AGENDA

Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Planning Commission will meet in a
regular session on Wednesday, May 21 , 2003 , in the City Hall, 31 North Church Street,
commencing at 7:00p.m. The agenda shall be as follows :
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11 .

Review and action on a request for additional security fencing height at 425 West
Pacific.
Review and action on a plan to extend utilities on 700 North at approximately
1250 East.
Review and action on a site plan for placement of a Summit School at the
Developmental Center at approximately 830 East 800 North.
Review and action on an amended final plat of the Greene-Okey Subdivision Lot
301 and 302 to adjust the common wall lot line at approximately135 East 250
South.
Review and action on an amended annexation agreement for the Carlisle #5
Annexation consisting of 16.25 acres at 1300 North 900 East.
Review and action on amendments to the PUD, Flexible Lot Developments and
Conservation Subdivision Projects Ordinance.
Discussion on burial of power lines and elimination of power poles.
Site Plan Committee report.
Other business.
Review and action on the May 7, 2003 , minutes.
Adjournment.

Dated this 13 day ofMay, 2003.

James S. Hansen, Chairman

AMERICAN FORK CITY PLANNING COMMISSION
MAY 21 , 2003
*AMENDED- NOTICE AND AGENDA

Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Planning Commission will meet in a
regular session on Wednesday, May 21 , 2003 , in the City Hall, 31 North Church Street,
commencing at 7:00 p.m. The agenda shall be as follows :
1.
2.
3.
4.

*5.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Review and action on a request for additional security fencing height at 425 West
Pacific.
Review and action on a plan to extend utilities on 700 North at approximately
1250 East.
Review and action on a site plan for placement of a Summit School at the
Developmental Center at approximately 83 0 East 800 North.
Review and action on an amended final plat of the Greene-Okey Subdivision Lot
301 and 302 to adjust the common wall lot line at approxitnately135 East 250
South.
Review and action on a commercial site plan for Building Band Building C of the
Alpine Valley Center at 608 West Main Street.
Review and action on an amended annexation agreement for the Carlisle #5
Annexation consisting of 16.25 acres at 1300 North 900 East.
Review and action on amendments to the PUD, Flexible Lot Developments and
Conservation Subdivision Projects Ordinance.
Discussion on burial of power lines and elimination of power poles.
Site Plan Committee report.
Other business.
Review and action on the May 7, 2003 , minutes.
Adjournment.

Dated this 15 day of May, 2003 .

James S. Hansen, Chairman
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AMERICAN FORK CITY
PLANNING COMMISSION
MAY 21, 2003
The American Fork City Planning Commission met in regular session on May 21, 2003,
at the American Fork City Hall, commencing at 7:10p.m. Planning Commission
members present included Chairman James Hansen, Alan Christensen, Ken Baldwin,
John Woffinden, and Wendy Wilson**. City Staff present included Rodney Despain, J.H.
Hadfield, and Terilyn Lurker. Others present included Richard Smith, Robert Smith,
Larry Searle, David Holdaway, Doug Nielsen, DeR Greene, Jolene Greene, Ted Didas,
and Megan Wallgreen of NewUtah.
Chairman Hansen welcomed everyone. Shirl LeBaron was excused.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL SECURITY FENCING HEIGHT
AT 425 WEST PACIFIC.
Mr. Richard Smith explained he would like a six foot fence with slats to secure his
property for security reasons.
Mr. Hadfield stated he had looked at the site; he explained the different heights of the
fence along the property. He stated the request is to remove the four foot fence currently
in place and replace it with a six foot fence.
Mr. Despain had nothing to report on this item.
Chairman Hansen asked for information on the Development Code and what findings, if
any, would they need to note if the request was approved. Mr. Despain read from the
Development Code on page 2-5-3 the information on exceptions for fencing
requirements. He explained the normal requirement is 48 inches along the front
property line but the Planning Commission has the ability to allow for higher fences if
the property meets the requirements. Mr. Despain indicated this property is a vehicle
impound lot which would meet the requirement. He commented there are no driveways
adjacent to either side of this property that would be affected by the higher fence. He
indicated there is no hazard generated but if the use of the property changes in the
future they would need to re-address the fence issue.
Mr. Baldwin asked if the fence was on the property line would it interfere with any
future improvements; it was stated the fence would not interfere.
Mr. Christensen asked if there are any safety concerns for ingress and egress. Mr.
Hadfield stated his only concern is a closed gate with a semi truck coming to drop off
equipment and needing a place to stop while the gate is opened. Mr. Hadfield
commented he believes the fence is to keep the neighborhood kids out of the equipment
and off the property.
Mr. Baldwin asked if there was lighting on the property. Mr. Hadfield explained the
location of the lights. It was commented the lighting in the area was poor. Mr. Baldwin
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also asked if the slates in the fence would create any additional hazzards; he was told it
would not.

Mr. Baldwin moved they approve the request for additional security
fencing height at 425 West Pacific Drive with the finding that the six foot
fence is appropriate for security due to the activity within in the
compound. Mr. Woffinden seconded the motion. All were in favor. The
motion carried.
**Ms. Wilson arrived.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A PLAN TO EXTEND UTILITIES ON 700 NORTH AT
APPROXIMATELY 1250 EAST.
Mr. Hadfield referred the Planning Commission to the zoning map in order to illustrate
the location of the proposed sewer line. He explained the owner, Mr. Rushton, would
like to build an addition to his home which would require installation of the sewer line.
Mr. Rushton was given his choice of two options on sewering his property; he chose this
option, which would accommodate growth on his property.
Chairman Hansen asked if the sewer line was in the asphalt or on private property. Mr.
Hadfield stated he has not verified that, but it is the responsibility of the developer to
make sure the location was in the appropriate place.
Mr. Despain stated this is the best option for sewering.
Chairman Hansen asked Mr. Hadfield where he would recommend the sewer line stop.
Mr. Hadfield stated he would recommend the line stopping at Mr. Rushton's east
property line; there was no reason for the sewer line to extend to his west property line
as there would not be enough depth for any additional properties to hook onto the sewer
line.

Mr. Christensen moved they approve the plan to extend utilities on 700
North at approximately 1250 East subject to obtaining the necessary
easements or placing the sewer line on city property. Mr. Baldwin
seconded the motion. All were in favor. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A SITE PLAN FOR PLACEMENT OF A SUMMIT SCHOOL AT
THE DEVELOPMENTAL CENTER AT APPROXIMATELY 830 EAST 800 NORTH.
Chairman Hansen stated he is employed by Alpine School District and would not
participate in the discussion. He commented there were four people in attendance from
the School District.
Mr. Hadfield stated he was approached by Mr. Searle concerning this parcel of land. Mr.
Searle indicated there was discussion on acquiring land for the placement of the Summit
School. Mr. Searle wanted to know when the next meeting would be that the Planning
Commission could discuss this item. Mr. Hadfield indicated that because there is no
meeting on June 4th and the next meeting would be June 18th but he agreed to put this
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on the agenda as a way to speed up the process even though the City Council would not
be discussing this until May 27, 2003.
Mr. Smith stated that Alpine School District would like to purchase the site in question
for the Summit School. They have talked with the City Administrator concerning this
issue with the potential of mutually developing the parking lot. He stated he had talked
to Chairman Hansen about the process of purchasing land from the city and because of
that lengthy process they are looking at a potential lease situation.
Mr. Baldwin asked if the school district leases the land do they have any assurance that
they could legally keep the school there if the city sells the property to another owner.
Mr. Smith stated one option they have talked about is a lease that guarantees the
property would not be sold until the lease was up. Mr. Holdaway stated at the end of
the lease the Board would have a chance to look at options.
Mr. Baldwin stated it is unusual for a proposal without legal control for the project. Mr.
Hadfield stated he did not think leasing was out of the question; the city does have other
property that has been and is currently being leased out. He explained the location of
the proposal; the large modular unit currently at Forbes Elementary would be relocated
to this property. He commented the parking lot would be used during the day by staff
but after hours and on weekends by those who used the amphitheater. He stated the
summit school has been in the neighborhood for several years. Mr. Hadfield stated he
did not think the Planning Commission could go before the City Council and make a
recommendation for the School District to purchase the property but that they could
comment the lease money could improve the parks.
Mr. Christensen asked what type of landscaping would be around the building. Mr.
Holdaway stated that typically they would have a plan which would have drainage,
landscaping, etc., but because of the time table they did not have time to do all that. He
indicated the school district wanted to get with the Planning Commission to address
whether or not this would be a feasible project and then they would come up with
landscaping plans in conjunction with the Parks Department. Mr. Christensen stated that
the restrooms recently put in were specifically made to fit in with the area aesthetically
and he feels that is important.
Mr. Baldwin asked about the parking space requirements for that type of use. Mr.
Hadfield explained the location of the current parking area at the Developmental Center
Park. Mr. Holdaway stated there were approximately 83 parking stalls in their lot; only
25 would be needed by the school. Mr. Christensen commented that since the number of
parking spaces actually needed was far less than what was there, he asked that they put
in some planter islands in the parking lot. Mr. Smith commented that would be possible
but the reasoning behind the large number of parking stalls was for additional parking
for the amphitheater.
Mr. Baldwin asked for any plans for lighting in the parking lot as it would be used at
night. Mr. Nielsen stated there are some street lights there but it is not very well lit; the
addition of lighting would be an improvement. Mr. Smith asked what the typical
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requirements are for lighting. Mr. Hadfield indicated where the current lights are and
stated the city asks Utah Power and Light to determine the lighting requirements.
Mr. Woffinden stated he had a couple of concerns. It shows the building over the water
line and that ADA parking is not identified on the plan. Mr. Holdaway stated the ADA
parking is not on this plan but would be on future plans. Mr. Hadfield stated city staff
will work with them on that. Mr. Holdaway stated in addition to what is on the plans,
more fire hydrants will need to be installed; they will add the fire hydrants when they reroute the water line. Mr. Holdaway commented the water line on the map is an
approximate location.
Chairman Hansen stated that there is a large drop off to the concrete pad on the west
end of the building; how close are they to that drop off? Mr. Holdaway stated they are
approximately 35 feet from the edge of the building to the concrete pad.
Mr. Baldwin commented that his dilemma is the Planning Commission is being asked for
review and action on this item but there is a question on the legality of placing the
structure on the property. In addition to that concern, there are other considerations
that need to be addressed such as landscaping, lighting, ADA requirements, fire hydrants
and water lines, just to name a few. He can support the concept, but finds it difficult to
approve it with that many questions outstanding.

Mr. Baldwin moved they table this item with a positive indication of the
purpose of the site plan but table it pending the resolution of some of the
questions addressed tonight so they can realistically approve the
proposed action. Mr. Christensen seconded the motion.
Mr. Despain stated he understands the option of lease verses ownership will be discussed
by the City Council but asked if there was any recommendation to the City Council on
the subject? Mr. Baldwin stated he personally felt it would be best if they owned the
land. Mr. Despain observed that the current structure used for this purpose is directly to
the North of the proposed building on the State's property. He stated the city acquired
this property primarily for long term recreation purposes but is unsure what the short
term plans are. He has some apprehension to do the school district a favor this quickly.
He does not think the city has any current plans for recreation purposes but ten years
down the road they might. He feels the city's best action is not to sell it; he doesn't have
a problem with leasing. Mr. Despain commented this is a temporary structure and how
long would it be in use? He doesn't have a problem with the use but does not know if
they want to make a permanent decision for a trailer house. Mr. Baldwin stated the
motion was to table this item because of issues such as this.

Mr. Christensen withdrew his second based upon what was said. He
commented he did not want to give this an affirmative indication. Mr. Despain stated
the affirmative is favorable of the placement of the structure. Mr. Christensen
commented he was concerned that if the citizens knew what the Planning Commission
was thinking of doing, they would be upset.
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Mr. Woffinden seconded the motion. He commented there were still too many
loose ends that need to be resolved. Mr. Baldwin there were many things that need to be
resolved and that is why he moved to table the item.
Chairman Hansen asked Mr. Baldwin if he would like to include in his motion any
recommendation of a lease or purchase. Mr. Baldwin stated the minutes will clearly
reflect the issues that need to resolved and will give the City Council adequate
understanding of the concerns.
Mr. Woffinden stated he feels for the time restraint, but that there are too many loose
ends to approve the request at this time. He commented the Planning Commission has
been burned too many times by having subject to's in the motion and the developers
ignoring them.
Mr. Hadfield re-stated the concerns of the Planning Commission; those are the water
line, fire hydrants, landscaping, drainage, handicap access, and lighting. Mr. Baldwin
added the legal situation for leasing or purchasing the land and commented there could
be others once they re-look at the request.
Mr. Christensen commented he is trying to find ways to make the building compatible
with the surrounding area. Mr. Woffinden stated the legal issue should override
everything else at this time.

The voting on the motion was as follows: "Aye," Mr. Baldwin, Mr.
Woffinden, and Ms. Wilson. Chairman Hansen and Mr. Christensen
abstained. The motion failed.
Mr. Baldwin moved to table this item because of the concerns raised by
the Planning Commission at the meeting. Mr. Woffinden seconded the
motion. The voting was as follows: "Aye," Mr. Baldwin, Mr. Woffinden,
Ms. Wilson, and Mr. Christensen. Chairman Hansen abstained. The
motion carried.
Mr. Despain stated the minutes will reflect his point of view. Mr. Baldwin asked if Mr.
Despain is the spokesman for the Planning Commission at the City Council meetings.
Mr. Despain stated he would be the spokesman and would pass this information on to
the City Council.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN AMENDED FINAL PLAT OF THE GREENE-OKEY
SUBDIVISION LOT 301 AND 302 TO ADJUST THE COMMON WALL LOT LINE AT
APPROXIMATELY 135 EAST 250 SOUTH.
Mr. Woffinden stated he is declaring a conflict of interest; Mrs. Greene is his cousin.
Mr. Despain started this discussion by explaining they have an existing subdivision where
the lots were divided into two for twin homes. One particular lot would be extremely
difficult in designing a home where the existing lot line currently is. Mr. Despain stated
it is his understanding they are still intending to put a twin home or duplex on this lot
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but are unprepared to put a center line at this time. He indicated they want to do away
with the center line but in the future they would re-establish the line when they are able
to design a building. Mr. Greene explained they would like to get the building built and
then define the line. Mr. Despain stated that there is perhaps a mechanism which falls
short of an amended plat; that mechanism is an "exchange of title" which the owners of
the lots may exchange titles of those portions if approved by the Planning Commission.
One option then, would be to create this exchange of title until they can resolve this
problem. It was questioned on how a building permit could be issued for a twin home
without a center line; the explanation was that it would be built as a duplex and in the
future would be divided into the twin home. Mr. Despain stated it is not uncommon for
subdivisions with twin home lots to come back and be modified because the building did
not get placed in the correct place.

Mr. Christensen moved they approve the amended final plat of the
Greene-Okey Subdivision to eliminate the common wall line for lots 301
and 302 to make it a single lot. Mr. Baldwin seconded the motion. Those
voting "aye," Mr. Christensen, Mr. Baldwin, Ms. Wilson, and Chairman
Hansen. Mr. Woffinden abstained. The motion carried.
Mr. Despain stated this would move onto the City Council. He commented a consent
agreement signed by all owners of the lots would be needed in order to speed up the
process; this would be needed at the City Council meeting in three weeks.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A COMMERCIAL SITE PLAN FOR BUILDING B AND
BUILDING C OF THE ALPINE VALLEY CENTER AT 608 WEST MAIN STREET.
Chairman Hansen stated Building Band Building Care in a portion of Lot 3.
Ted Didas with T3 Engineering explained the proposal is for two large anchor stores at
the west end of the project; those would be Ross and Pier One Imports. He stated the
site plan is consistent to what has been submitted in the past. There are colored
elevations included.
Chairman Hansen stated that on the second page the islands shown in front of Ross have
been moved from the original site plan and asked if they have been installed according
to this plan. Mr. Didas stated they are in place and needed to move south. It was noted
six parking stalls had been lost due to the move but did not affect their compliance with
the parking requirement.
Mr. Hadfield stated everything is taken care of as for parking, drainage, utilities, etc. and
gives a positive recommendation of the site plan. He indicated the sewer and water are
both stubbed in as well as the concrete approach in place.
Mr. Despain asked if there would be a sidewalk adjacent to the west side of Building C;
yes, there will be a sidewalk which would be eight inches above the asphalt. Mr.
Despain also stated this is a specific site plan for a portion of lot #3 and the motion
needs to be clear that it addresses the sites of Building Band Building C of lot #3 with
the parking scheme for the entire parcel. He stated that what is not approved is the site
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plan related to parcel A. Mr. Despain stated they should also approve the landscape plan
for lot #3.
Mr. Hadfield reported that the parking for Building H has been corrected on the
drawing; the concrete has been removed and the stakes are in the proper place. He also
indicated the buildings have been individually sewered.
Chairman Hansen stated he had taken a ride on the project; there is a lot of activity.
Mr. Hadfield stated the City is now in the ownership of the 130 North tie-in and that the
developers are in the process of tying into State Street.

Mr. Baldwin moved they approve the commercial site plan for Building B
and Building C of the Alpine Valley Center at 608 West Main Street
observing the parking for the entire parcel is approved, and that Building
A is not included in the approval of Lot 3. Mr. Woffinden seconded the
motion.
Mr. Christensen commented he will find it hard to approve because he feels it is
important that the Planning Commission require the owners of this property the same as
they have required owners of The Meadows. He stated he feels it is important to provide
pedestrian access as well as having the islands in the parking lot landscaped instead of
painted.

The voting was as follows: "aye," Mr. Baldwin, Mr. Woffinden, Ms. Wilson,
and Chairman Hansen. Mr. Christensen voted "nay." The motion carried
with a vote of four to one.
Mr. Despain asked Mr. Didas about status of the water rights for this project. Mr. Didas
stated he has not been involved in that but that he would ask Mr. Pruit about the status.
It was noted the application was filed approximately six months ago but that the process
does take time. Mr. Woffinden commented that six months is adequate time to resolve
the water rights issue. Mr. Didas was instructed to find out about the water rights and
have it resolved before their next request to the Planning Commission.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN AMENDED ANNEXATION AGREEMENT FOR THE
CARLISLE #5 ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF 16.25 ACRES AT 1300 NORTH 900 EAST.
Chairman Hansen stated this was reviewed at the last meeting and was sent back to Mr.
Despain for some changes.
They discussed the changes. On page 2, section 5, in the last sentence reading "... a
reduction in the number of units ... " they have taken out "reduction" and replaced it with
"modification." In Section 7 on page 3, the last sentence states "other developer" but
will be replaced with "other individual or entity." The third correction is that the
clarification of the owners of the parcels; Mr. Despain stated the question is who is the
trustee of the parcels because the deed needs to be executed by the person who has the
power.
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Mr. Christensen moved they recommend the amended annexation
agreement for the Carlisle #5 Annexation consisting of 16.25 acres at
1300 North 900 East with the changes recommended and noting that this
is the Substitute Draft #2 of the Carlisle #SA. Mr. Baldwin seconded the
motion. All were in favor. The motion carried.
Mr. Despain stated they needed to be precise in noting it was #SA because the city
already had an annexation agreement for # 5.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AMENDMENTS TO THE PUD, FLEXIBLE LOT
DEVELOPMENTS AND CONSERVATION SUBDIVISION PROJECTS ORDINANCE.
Chairman Hansen stated as Mr. Despain had indicated this was more of a discussion item
rather than an action item.
Mr. Despain stated that what they have is three forms of PUD's for the south side, but not
necessarily unique to the south side. This will most likely replace the existing PUD
ordinance. As they develop the south side, they have these three alternatives; the type
used will be indicated at the time of annexation. These are the three PUD alternatives
they want to encourage in this area. Mr. Despain stated that one section added to all
three alternatives is the notion that a project can be combined. He stated some other
additions have been made based on the previous discussions and changes have been
made.
It was noted that page 33 was missing. Mr. Despain indicated the same information has
been included in the other two sections and should be the same in this sections; it would
be corrected.
Chairman Hansen asked that they turn to page four to discuss project density. Mr.
Despain noted this would apply to all three sections. He stated that there has been some
concern, including legal issues, in not granting some kind of benefit for land that can not
be developed. He stated the city runs a risk if they use their regulations to prohibit
development without giving something to the developer; by allowing a density credit, the
developers have been given a reasonable value for the property. Mr. Christensen asked
what would happen if a developer approaches the city with 100 acres with only 10 acres
that are developable. Mr. Despain stated that is a risk but did not think that could
happen. Mr. Despain stated the wetland areas are a different situation and will have
other requirements. Mr. Christensen stated he is concerned about the potential number
of units if only a small amount of land can be developed. Mr. Woffinden asked if there
was a way to make it site specific. Mr. Despain indicated the density would be set by the
underlying zone in which the property is located. Mr. Despain observed the courts have
held that in order to represent a true taking, you have to take all the land and render it
valueless. There was a lengthy discussion on the value of land that can not be built upon
and what should be given in terms of credits. Mr. Despain commented that what he has
heard from developers is that only a small amount would be considered unbuildable.
Mr. Christensen pointed out that according to the EPA, the sloughs would require buffer
zones which would be an undevelopable area. Mr. Woffinden stated that as a geologist,
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he knows that liquefaction is a major issue on the south side; the information he
provided to the Planning Commission members at a past meeting indicates the State
even considers it a major factor.
Mr. Baldwin had a concern that the layout and size of lot will be greatly affected by road
design and that has not been addressed. Mr. Despain stated that it had been referenced,
but was not specific because the Planning Commission has not settled on what the road
standards would be. Mr. Baldwin stated this needs to be addressed. Mr. Despain stated
developers have said that it takes 28 percent of the land for requirements of 60 foot
rights-of-way. He commented the Planning Commission has indicated they are willing to
look at other right-of-way requirements.
Mr. Despain asked if they had any new instructions; this may not be the way they want
to handle the non-buildable territory but that this is his effort to address the subject. Mr.
Baldwin stated they need to get the road design settled.
Mr. Despain stated that on page 4, under section G, Chairman Hansen had raised a
question on the minimum lot size for single family dwellings. He indicated he has taken
a look at that section and would propose that the minimum lot size on a one-family
dwelling be changed to 9,000 square feet and that the maximum lot size be changed to
40,000 square feet. There was a short discussion on twin home lots and whether or not
they should be required or allowed.
Mr. Despain stated the PR-2.3 is the rough equivalent to the PR-15,000 zone. The PR-3
is a slight change from before in terms of average lot size; the average lot size of 9,000
square feet is more realistic.
Mr. Baldwin stated he found good progress in this draft compared to what they have
seen in the past.
Mr. Despain asked that they turn to page six to discuss the Design Criteria. He indicated
this links the ordinance, design, and General Plan together. The section "One" under
Design Criteria states that development must meet the requirements of the General Plan.
Section "Two" requires the applicant to provide an analysis map of the development
area. Mr. Christensen asked if they could include vegetation in the map. Mr. Baldwin
asked if Howard Denney had the maps the Planning Commission requested a couple of
months ago; Mr. Hadfield stated he is unsure of the status and would get with Mr.
Denney. Mr. Despain explained the next section discussed streets and travelways; there
was a discussion on public and private streets.
Mr. Despain stated that on page eight, item five indicates the requirement for off street
parking. He stated the current standard has been 2 spaces per dwelling in a garage or
carport but not in the setback area. In an effort to address this, a requirement would be
4 spaces, two which must be covered. He stated this was different from what was
required and suggested they go back to two off street parking spaces and exempt the
driveway area to be consistent with the current plan. Mr. Despain stated they would also
require visitor parking spaces but suggested it not be public owned. He commented that
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off-street parking would also need to be included on page 9 under the "Public Street
Option."
Mr. Despain stated that on page ten, one feature of the Planned Unit Development is the
required Open Space requirement. There is a minimum of 11 percent of required open
space. He commented that Open Space is what keeps a Planned Unit Development a
Planned Unit Development; if there is no open space, it should be called a standard
subdivision.

Mr. Baldwin moved they refer this item back to Mr. Despain for the
inclusion of items discussed tonight and to include this on a future
agenda. Mr. Christensen seconded the motion. All were in favor. The
motion carried.
DISCUSSION ON BURIAL OF POWER LINES AND ELIMINATION OF POWER POLES.
Chairman Hansen stated he had this added to the agenda. He has noticed that lately
some utility companies are now coming in with higher, bigger poles and wanted to know
how the other Planning Commission members felt about the subject. Mr. Hadfield stated
that the city has been trying to eliminate poles, but it seems like the Power Company
keeps adding them. Mr. Christensen stated he would like to see them underground and
Mr. Baldwin commented he would like to see the city minimize power poles.
Chairman Hansen asked Mr. Despain to work on an ordinance which addresses this. Mr.
Despain stated he would work with Kevin Bennett to see what rights the city has with the
franchise agreement.
SITE PLAN COMMITTEE REPORT.
Mr. Hadfield stated the city is still very busy and will see more on the west side.
OTHER BUSINESS.
Mr. Hadfield reminded everyone of the June
Commission meeting that night.

4th

celebration; there will be no Planning

Mr. Despain updated the Planning Commission on the Meadows Project. He indicated
that the revised Plat "A" has not been recorded yet; Walmart has not yet given their
approval. Woodbury Corporation is now requesting that lot # 1 remain as a single
parcel; the question now is whether or not they have to go back through the entire
process for a final plat, which is a combination of the first two plats. Mr. Despain
commented that as a Planning Commission they have reviewed both and asked if they
would have heartburn if Woodbury provides a revised final plat incorporating both plats
previously approved if they would allow the Chairman to sign the plat. Mr. Baldwin
commented he is unappreciative of the way Walmart does business and does not feel
inclined to be accommodating. Mr. Despain asked what course they want to follow.
There was a lengthy discussion on the Woodbury project and the changes that have been
made since initial approvals had been made. All three plats have had changes that
would need to be re-approved; the roundabout had been relocated, road dedications and
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easements would need to be resolved, and a possible nuisance strip would need to be
resolved. The Planning Commission members needed to decide how to handle this
situation.
It was the general consensus of the Planning Commission members that Woodbury

Corporation would need to bring back all three plats to the Planning Commission to be
r
reviewed and re-approved.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE MAY 7, 2003, MINUTES.

It was noted the minutes were not available for review and will be done at the next
meeting.

Mr. Baldwin moved to table action on the May 7, 2003, minutes. Mr.
Christensen seconded the motion. All were in favor. The motion carried.
ADJOURNMENT.

Mr. Woffinden motioned to adjourn the meeting at 10:10 p.m. Ms. Wilson
seconded the motion. All were in favor. The motion carried.

Terilyn
ker
Building Inspections/Public Works
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AMERICAN FORK CITY PLANNING COMMISSION
MAY 7, 2003
NOTICE AND AGENDA

Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Planning Commission will meet in a
regular session on Wednesday, May 7, 2003, in the City Hall, 31 North Church Street,
commencing at 7:00p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Review and action on the final plat of Carrington Estates Plat B consisting of 16
lots at 490 West 600 North including an amendment to the 700 North Street
Church Subdivision Plat A.
Review and action on a revised final plat of Lakeside Planned Industrial Park
Subdivision at 1600 South 600 East consisting of 12 lots.
Review and action on an amended annexation agreement for the Carlisle #5
Annexation at 1300 North 900 East.
Review and action on the establishment of a Conservation Subdivision Projects
Ordinance.
Continued discussion on elements of the General Plan.
Site Plan Committee report.
Other business.
Review and action on the April 16, 2003, minutes.
Adjournment.

Dated this 29ay of April, 2003.

James S. Hansen, Chairman

AMERICAN FORK CITY
PLANNING COMMISSION
MAY 7, 2003

The American Fork City Planning Commission met in a regular session on May 7, 2003,
commencing at 7:00p.m. at the American Fork City Hall. Planning Commission members
present included Chairman James Hansen, Ken Baldwin, Shirl LeBaron, Wendy Wilson,* John
W offinden, and Alan Christensen. Others present included Rod Despain, J .H. Hadfield, Melanie
Marsh, ReedS. Swenson, John Heiner, Roger Dudley, Stephen Sowby, Paul Washburn, and
Barbara Christiansen, a member of the press.
THE FINAL PLAT OF CARRINGTON ESTATES PLAT B CONSISTING OF 16 LOTS AT
490 WEST 600 NORTH INCLUDING AN AMENDMENT TO THE 700 NORTH STREET
CHURCH SUBDIVISION PLAT A
Mr. Dudley stated that the LDS Church will be signatory to the plat.
Mr. Hadfield stated that on the proposed plat in the title block it states "CARRINGTON
ESTATES INCLUDING A VACATION OF 700 NORTH STREET CHURCH SUBDIVISON."
He said he is not sure the proposed plat is a vacation, but rather it is more of a revision. He
suggested that Mr. Dudley work with Mr. Despain and himself to come up with the appropriate
wording to put on the plat.
Mr. Hadfield said there are some issues with the proposed plat that he has already discussed with
Mr. Dudley. He suggested that any approval be subject to the corrections that he has already
discussed with Mr. Dudley, the project engineer.
Chairman Hansen asked if there are water shares required.
Mr. Despain stated that there will be water shares required, which need to be taken care of before
the plat is acted upon by the City Council.
Mr. Hadfield pointed out that the proposed plat completes the undeveloped parcel between 700
North and 500 North. He also pointed out that some of the proposed lots will be 18,000 square
foot lots.
*Mr. Woffinden arrived from work.

Mr. Baldwin moved to approve the final plat of Carrington Estates Plat B consisting of 16
lots at 490 West 600 North including an amendment to the 700 North Street Church
Subdivision Plat A subject to: (1) correction of the title block (2) the engineering
corrections that were discussed with Mr. Dudley, the project engineer being completed and
(3) the water share requirements being met.
Mr. Christensen seconded the motion.
Chairman Hansen called for a vote on the motion.
1

Those voting aye: Mrs. Wilson, Mr. LeBaron, Mr. Christensen, Chairman Hansen, and
Mr. Baldwin. Mr. Woffinden abstained from the vote because he was not present for the
entire discussion. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A REVISED FINAL PLAT OF LAKESIDE PLANNED
INDUSTRIAL PARK SUBDIVISION AT 1600 SOUTH 600 EAST CONSISTING OF 12
LOTS
Mr. Sowby explained that the applicants are now proposing to divide the property into twelve
lots instead of just three lots. He stated that other than creating more lots everything else will
remain the same. He said the owners have decided that they can sell the lots better if the lots are
smaller lots. He stated that all the utilities will stay the same except that there will be more
sewer and water laterals.
Chairman Hansen expressed concern that the various easements on Lot 12 consume much of that
lot. He also expressed concern about the easements on Lots 1,2,3 ,4 & 11 because of the sewer
and power lines through those lots.
John Heiner stated that all of the lots have a footprint that will accommodate a building. He
said Lot 12 is the only lot that is really a challenge. He said they have taken into account that the
sewer line can't be built over. He pointed out that buildings up to 12 feet high are allowed
under the power lines. He stated that they are looking for several uses for Lot 12. He said they
have thought about putting some storage unit type buildings on Lot 12.
Chairman Hansen asked Mr. Heiner if he had a report that discusses the specific restrictions on
the easements.
Mr. Heiner stated that he has copies of all the easements and what the restrictions are.
Chairman Hansen said the Engineering Department would appreciate a copy of the report that
discusses the easements.
Mr. Heiner stated that he would be happy to provide a copy of the report that discusses the
easements to the City.
Mr. Despain stated that Harold Dudley of Pacific Corp. has indicated to the City that nothing can
be built under power line easements.
Mr. Heiner stated that he has talked to Mr. Dudley several times and he has not indicated that
there would be any problem with building under the power line easements on their property. He
stated that Mr. Dudley has had some concerns with buildings being located under the power lines
on some of Alpine School District's property.
Chairman Hansen stated that there is some concern with the two notes on the proposed plat. He
asked if it is still possible to have each lot provide storm water detention for 75% of impervious
area created with the smaller lots that are now proposed.
In response to Chairman Hansen's above question, Mr. Sowby said "yes."
2

Chairman Hansen said Note #2 on the proposed plat that says "no human occupancy allowed on
Lots 2 & 3 that cannot be served by a gravity sewer" is no longer correct. He said he thinks Note
#2 should be corrected to refer to Lots 5,6,7,8 and 9 and possibly Lot 10.
Mr. Sowby stated that he forgot to change Note #2. He said Note #2 should be corrected to refer
to Lots 5,6,7,8 and 9.
Mr. Hadfield said that he would like to see the revised preliminary so that he can see how some
of the sewer connections are being done. He stated that the sewer line may have to be run in a
parallel line in order to accommodate Lot #1 and #2.
Mr. Hadfield said there is a closure error, but he was not able to meet with the City's mapper to
discuss where the closure error is because the City's mapper had to leave work early today and
he did not get a chance to meet with him to discuss that. He said he will meet with the City's
mapper and let the petitioners know where the closure error is.
Mr. Hadfield asked Mr. Despain if the proposed smaller lots will meet all the requirements of the
BP-1 Zone in regards to setbacks.
Mr. Despain stated that the proposed smaller lots should be able to meet the requirements of the
BP-1 Zone.
Mr. Hadfield pointed out that when Questar came to put the gas line for the bus garage that was
just recently built he had them put the gas line back of curb so the petitioners should not have to
mess up the utilities when they hook onto the gas line.
There was some discussion about the relocation of 500 East. There was also some discussion
about a three-foot derelict parcel. Mr. Despain asked who owns the three-foot derelict parcel.
Mr. Sowby stated that Legacy Investments owns the three-foot derelict parcel.
Mr. Despain said the three-foot derelict parcel needs to be addressed.
Mr. Sowby stated that they can deed the three feet to the City so it will not be a derelict parcel.
Mr. Despain stated that deeding the three-foot derelict parcel is one option that could be used to
eliminate the derelict parcel.
Mr. Hadfield stated that he has the addresses for the final plat. He stated that some lots can be
gravity fed and some lots will have to be on a corporation or privately owned lift stations.
Mr. Hadfield asked if there are additional water shares that will be required since 12 lots are now
being proposed instead of three.
Mr. Despain stated that the City took the water rights at annexation time based on the acreage so
additional water rights will not be required unless there are really heavy water users that will be
coming 1n.
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Mr. Despain told the petitioners that they need to find the property comers for the property to the
north to see how things line up.
Mr. Sowby stated that he talked to Reed Bromley and the surveyor should have already found
the property comers.
Mr. Hadfield stated that there are currently flags placed on the right hand side of the property to
the north so it looks like the surveyor has found the property comers.
Alan Christensen expressed concern about buildings being built under the power lines due to
various hazards like earthquakes and the potential hazards of cancer due to being too close to the
power lines.
Mr. Heiner stated that they have built homes on the east side of Pleasant Grove and Cedar Hills
and have been close to power lines and they have found nothing that would indicate there are
concerns about the potential of people getting cancer.
Mr. Heiner said Lot #12 is the only lot that they have concerns about in regards to the power
lines. He said all of the rest of the building pads will be away from the power lines. He stated
that Lot #12 has a small pad in front of the power line.

Mr. Baldwin moved to approve the revised final plat of Lakeside Planned Industrial Park
Subdivision at 1600 South 600 East consisting of 12 lots subject to: (1) a transfer of the
easement restrictions to the City (2) correction of the notes concerning occupancy of the
lots (3) resolution of the closure error (4) the three feet in question being placed in a
condition where it will not be a derelict parcel and (5) proposed sewer details being
provided to the City Engineer.
Mr. Woffinden seconded the motion.
Chairman Hansen called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Mr. LeBaron, Mrs. Wilson, Mr. Baldwin, Mr. Woffinden, and
Chairman Hansen. Mr. Christensen abstained from the vote. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN AMENDED ANNEXATION AGREEMENT FOR THE
CARLISLE #5 ANNEXATION AT 1300 NORTH 900 EAST
Mr. Despain discussed the reasons for the proposed amended annexation agreement. He stated
that the proposal is to proceed with the northern portion of the Carlisle #5 Annexation and that
the lower portion will come back to the City at a later time when Robert Carlisle decides that he
no longer wishes to farm the southern portion of the property.
Chairman Hansen stated that there are a number of corrections that need to be made to the
proposed amended annexation agreement. One thing that needs to be verified is who the
property owners are. He said that he noticed that Attachment #5 shows a different property
owner signing the right-of-way deed as compared to the property owner listed on Page 1 of the
proposed annexation agreement.
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Mr. Despain said he will make sure they find out who the correct property owner is. He said he
will talk to Dave Peterson, the engineer for the proposed project to find out who the correct
property owner is.
Chairman Hansen stated that on Page 2, Section 5 where it states, "as may be modified to more
fully conform to the terms of the development code" should be changed to "as may be modified
to conform."
Chairman Hansen expressed concern about the statement in Section 7 where it states "or other
developer within the City."
Mr. Despain stated that the statement "or other developer within the City" should be taken out.
He said the water could be sold to someone other than the developer.
Chairman Hansen stated that Mr. Bennett, City Attorney, pointed out that the City's address in
Section 12 should be corrected to be 51 East Main Street instead of 31 North Church Street.
Chairman Hansen pointed out that the proposed annexation still proposes that the property will
be placed in the Rl-9000 Zone and the PR-9000 Zone. He stated that there has been some
discussions about placing some of the property in the Rl-15,000 Zone, but they have approved
the Rl-9000 Zone and the PR-9000 Zones near the area proposed for annexation. He asked if
the Planning Commission had any comments or thoughts about the proposed zones.
In response to Chairman Hansen's question about the proposed zones, there were no comments
from the other Planning Commission members.
Mr. LeBaron asked if the water issues have been resolved.
Mr. Despain stated that the proposed amended annexation agreement attempts to address the
water issues. He said the City has received water rights in the amount of 4 7 acre feet and within
the reduction of area that is proposed for development at this time the applicant is within 3 acre
feet of having sufficient water, if the project does not develop as a senior housing project. He
said if the project develops as a senior housing project, which is their proposal then the number
of water rights required will increase.
Chairman Hansen stated that if additional water rights are required that will be the responsibility
of the developer and not the petitioner for the proposed annexation.
Mr. Despain pointed out that the wording relative to the water rights requirements is quite
different than it was in the original annexation agreement. He said the matter regarding the
water rights is addressed in the proposed annexation agreement.
Mr. Hadfield asked why the annexation agreement includes a "20% (density) kicker" and
commits the applicant to a senior housing element. He asked if the it would be better to have the
"20o/o kicker" provided at the time of development when the City gets to see the homeowners
association documents and all the other things that verify that it is in fact a bona fide legitimate
senior housing element. He again asked why the "20% (density) kicker" was being included at
the time of annexation. Mr. Hadfield expressed concern about giving the applicant a guarantee
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and the applicant being vested. He said he is not sure the City wants to guarantee the applicant a
senior housing complex and authorize him a "20% (density) kicker" until he performs.
Chairman Hansen stated that the annexation does state that the senior housing element has to be
approved and that the 20% density kicker is not guaranteed.
Mr. Despain explained that the 20% density kicker comes with a whole host of strings attached,
which are not a subject at the time of annexation. He said if the policy of the City is that the
degree of commitment of the City is commensurate with the degree of detail that it has relative to
a proposed project, then what the City would be doing if it approved the proposed annexation
agreement is giving a commitment beyond what it has detail to support. He said the plans have
been based on the notion that it is intended that the City will give the 20% density kicker.
Mr. Baldwin said they do not know what the density kicker will do in terms of reassuring that the
project stays a senior housing project.
In response to Mr. Baldwin's above statement, Mr. Despain said, "that is at the heart of it."
Mr. Baldwin said the ordinance allows for the 20% density kicker only when the details are
there.
In response to Mr. Baldwin's above statement, Mr. Despain said that is correct.
Mr. Hadfield expressed concern about including the 20% density kicker in the annexation
agreement. He pointed out that the City use to offer some density bonuses in PUDs when there
was a superior plan, but the problem with allowing the density bonuses was because it was hard
to legally define what a superior plan was. He pointed out that some developers would present a
plan with great amenities like playground equipment and so the City would give a density
bonuses and then when the developer brought in the playground equipment it was a $79 swing
set that was really not that great. Mr. Hadfield said he is cautious about dangling the carrot in
front of the rabbit and then not being able to give it to him when he performs.
There was a lot of discussion about the 20% density kicker proposed in the annexation
agreement.
Chairman Hansen suggested that maybe the density kicker should be taken out of the proposed
annexation agreement.
Mr. Baldwin agreed that the density kicker should not be included in the proposed annexation
agreement.
Mr. Baldwin asked if the Rl-9000 Zone in the area proposed for annexation is what is shown on
the General Plan.
Mr. Despain stated that the General Plan shows the area proposed for annexation to be three
units per acre. He said they have allowed development in the three units per acre to be the Rl9000.
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Mr. Christensen pointed out that when the project came in just east of the LDS Temple, the
petitioners asked for a zone other than the 15,000 Zone and the Planning Commission told them
that they needed to stick with the 15,000 Zone. He asked why the Planning Commission should
allow the petitioners to come in under the 9,000 Zone when they would not let other people to do
the same thing.
Mr. Despain explained that the property proposed for annexation is surrounded on all sides with
either R1-9000 or PR-9000 whereas the project that was proposed east of the LDS Temple was
surrounded on all sides by the R1-15,000 Zone of the PR-15,000 Zone. Mr. Despain stated that
the way the current ordinances are the R1-15,000 and the R1-9000 Zone both comply with the
three units per acre requirement.
Mr. LeBaron said it seems cleaner to take the 20% density kicker out of the proposed annexation
agreement.
Mr. Despain said it would be his recommendation to take out the 20% density kicker.
Mr. Hadfield said it would be better to see the homeowner's association documentation and then
award the density bonus based on that.
After much discussion about the 20% density kicker, Mr. Despain stated that he will eliminate
from the proposed agreement the density incentive.

Mr. LeBaron moved to defer the Carlisle #5 Annexation Agreement at 1300 North 900 East
until the changes are made to the proposed annexation agreement.
Mr. Baldwin seconded the motion.
Chairman Hansen called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Chairman Hansen, Mr. Baldwin, Mr. Christensen, Mr. Woffinden, Mr.
LeBaron, and Mrs. Wilson. Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE ESTABLISHEMENT OF A CONSERVATION
SUBDIVISION PROJECTS ORDINANCE
There was no discussion on this item because Mr. Despain was still working on making some
revisions to the conservation subdivision projects ordinance.
CONTINUED DISCUSSION ON ELEMENTS OF THE GENERAL PLAN
Mr. Despain discussed the status of the General Plan updates.
Mr. Despain pointed out that the 2000 census data has revealed that the City has not grown as
fast as the prior General Plan indicated that it would. The 2000 census data has also revealed
that the average family size of the City has become smaller than was anticipated. He explained
that the reason for doing population projections is so that the City can get some hint of how
active the City needs to be in terms of upgrading its utilities. He explained that the City's
projections that were made when the last General Plan update was done are actually higher than
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what the 2000 census data have shown, but the City's high projections actually work to its
advantage because the City is actually ahead of its schedule in terms of upgrading its utilities.
Mr. Despain discussed the Land Use Element of the General Plan. He explained that the City
Council has agreed to approve annexations based on compliance with the proposed General Plan.
He stated that most of the petitioners who have had annexations recently that have gone forward
have been happy to buy into the notion of the proposed General Plan rather than waiting until the
General Plan update is complete.
Mr. Despain said the current flavor for development is multiple family housing apartments. He
said he constantly gets inquiries from developers about where they can put a bunch of
apartments.
Mr. Hadfield stated that when developers ask where they can put multiple family housing
apartments he and Mr. Despain direct them to Thanksgiving Pointe and Strawberry Pointe.
Mr. Despain said that Mr. Sowby has came to the City and asked why the City does not open up
the 860 East 400 South area, which is now being designated as a Planned Industrial for
residential uses. He said there are other property owners who have also made the same pitch to
the City about opening up this area to residential uses.
Mr. Despain explained one thing different about American Fork is that they try to accomplish or
continue a neighborhood concept. He said American Fork is really not interested in finding
places just to warehouse people. He said that American Fork does not have an "apartment
sacrifice zone." He said they do not want an "apartment sacrifice zone" in American Fork.
He said if there is going to be multiple or attached housing, then they ought to be mixed within
the community and not concentrated in one location.
Mr. Despain said that he has told the people who have asked if 860 East near 400 South (The
Max Graff and Floyd Vest properties) can be redesignated as residential that they should get
every one of the property owners involved and have them come to the City with a proposal for a
new residential neighborhood.
Mr. Despain raised the question of whether he should quit talking about this land use area (The
Max Graff and Floyd Vest properties) as being residential.
Mr. Hadfield said that he believes that every residential zone in American Fork includes some
single-family homes, twin homes, and a sampling of multiple family homes.
Mr. LeBaron asked if there are any plans to have some high-end apartments like what is on 800
North in Orem.
In response to Mr. LeBaron's above question, Mr. Despain said, "the dilemma you have with
zoning is that you set standards for livability. Whether it comes in as high end or not is really a
private function. Can't say this is a zone for high end. Have to say if they are adequate that is
sometimes taken care of indirectly through densities."

Mr. LeBaron pointed out that it is frustrating when you hope to get a high-end project like what
is on 800 North in Orem, but you end up with a Strawberry Pointe because you have no control.
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Mr. Despain stated that you can control the design, but you can't control the quality. He said
there are developers who are prone to build high end, expensive kinds of projects. He said there
is some need for some upscale housing, but most of the housing needs are for average people.
Mr. Despain stated that he will quit discussing the notion of converting that area (referring to the
Max Graff and Floyd Vest properties) to a residential area. He stated that when the City is
looking at proposed plans it has to look at things in the long run and not necessarily at what will
sell at the moment in order to create a well-rounded community. He said the City can't base its
plan on what is hot at the moment or the City will not have a plan at all.
Mr. Despain then discussed the Transportation Element of the General Plan. He stated that the
City just received the revised draft of the major street plan and staff is currently reviewing it.
He stated that the Land Use Plan and the Transportation Element go hand in glove. He said he
thinks that the Transportation Element will be able to go forward fairly quickly.
Mr. Despain pointed out that the City has commissioned a firm to look at producing an impact
fee for streets.
Mr. Hadfield stated that Transportation Element is substantially larger than it was before because
there has to be some indication about what roads need to be built to accommodate growth in
order to justify the impact fee. He said the Transportation Element has not been modified
greatly from where it was before, but it will have more detail.
Mr. Baldwin asked if the Transportation Element has information relative to the road crossings at
the railroads.
In response to Mr. Baldwin's above question, Chairman Hansen said no.
Mr. Baldwin suggested that the Transportation Element should include something about the road
closings at the railroad crossings because the traffic patterns are going to be affected by the road
closures.
Mr. Hadfield stated that the City will not know what road crossings will be closed until UTA
tells them which ones are going to be closed.
Mr. Despain said UTA's comments about commuter rail are so variable that is hard to do any
significant planning because of the uncertainty of that.
Mr. Baldwin said they may not know the specifics, but they certainly can plan on the basis that
there will be fewer railroad crossings.
Mr. Hadfield stated that the City Council has really had a difficult time trying to get 560 West
opened and finding two other streets that cross the railroad to close. He said he is not sure the
Planning Commission wants to get into planning what streets will be closed at this time.
Mr. W offinden said the trouble is that no matter which street the City chooses to close someone
will complain and the City Council will change which street it is going to close. He said it is a
given that no matter which street the City Council chooses to close, someone will complain
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about it. He said the City Council is just going to have to "bite the bullet and decide"which road
to close. He said 560 West is a collector that needs to be opened regardless of whether UTA
comes in or not with commuter rail.
Mr. Despain said the problem is not the one that needs to be opened (referring to 560 West).
In response to Mr. Despain's comment, Mr. Woffinden said, "you are exactly right."
Mr. Woffinden said the problem is that the City Council will not decide which two roads to close
and stick with it.
Mr. Despain said there is a public hearing next Tuesday regarding which roads to close.
Mr. Woffinden said that he will lay money that the City Council will still not decide on Tuesday
which roads to close.
Mr. Despain then discussed the Public Facilities Element of the General Plan. He said that some
of the recommendation in the Public Facilities Element may no longer be valid since the City has
decided to proceed with a secondary irrigation system. He said there may need to be some
adjustments made to the Public Facilities Element, but it is recommended that the Planning
Commission continue using the current plan until construction of the pressurized irrigation
system.
Mr. Despain stated that Frandsen and Noble recently completed a General Plan version of the
pressurized irrigation system, which was recently presented to the Planning Commission. He
said the Planning Commission has felt that the General Plan should be modified to include a dual
water system in the southern are of the City. He said the Engineers have expressed some
uncertainty about the change in the plan relative to having a dual system since the plan approved
by the City Council included only a single system for the side south. He said a joint Planning
Commission/City Council Meeting should be scheduled in the near future to resolve the
difference.
Mr. Despain stated that he supports having a dual water system on the south side for a variety of
reasons, but the City Council will have to support that. He said one of the primary changes that
he thinks will have to come is whether or not the ordinances will change to require the placement
of a second water line in as a subdivision improvement before development occurs on both the
south side and north side.
Mr. Despain suggested that it might be good to ask the City Council if the issue of the secondary
irrigation system could be discussed with the Planning Commission at one of its Thursday work
session meetings.
Chairman Hansen said he will talk to the Mayor to see when the Planning Commission and City
Council can meet in a joint work session to discuss secondary irrigation.
Mr. Despain pointed out that the sanitary sewer plan was revised about two years ago and it
appears that it is still a valid plan.
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Mr. Hadfield stated that on both culinary water and sewer they have used the capital
improvement plans every year and the City Council has been good about giving them the funds
they need to do improvements that are needed. He said the culinary water and sewer plans have
been validated year after year and are two of the City's strongest plans.
Mr. Despain stated that the City has a contract with RB&G Engineering to provide the City a
storm water plan.
Mr. Hadfield said the storm water plan is not complete because they are still mapping and
inventorying the waterways, the sumps, and the storm drain systems that have to be built in the
City.
Mr. Despain stated that the drainage plan may have an impact on the land use element,
particularly on the south side. He said it would be helpful to have some of the preliminary
recommendations regarding the drainage plan done before the General Plan is adopted. He said
they actually do have some preliminary recommendations regarding the drainage plan done.
Mr. Despain said the storm water system in the north end of the City has been handled largely
through sumps. He said there are a few basins, but they are primarily sumps. He stated that
using sumps on the south side is an alternative that is almost impossible because the water table
is close to the surface. Mr. Despain explained that soon the federal government will not refer to
sumps as sumps, but will refer to them as injection wells.
Mr. Woffinden pointed out that the federal government is currently creating a whole new set of
injection rules that will be in effect in a year or two.
Mr. Despain said it would be nice to have a firm decision on the storm water element of the
General Plan, but he does not think they can wait to complete the storm water element before the
General Plan is approved.
Mr. Despain reported that the City has a draft of the open space and trails element of the General
Plan. He said the open space and trails element was updated as part of the 1996 General Plan
update. He said with passage of the bond issue for park improvements that was approved in
February, the Parks Task Force Committee has been busy trying to figure out how best to spend
the bond money. He said when the Parks Task Force is completed with its work the Planning
Commission will need to revisit the open space and trails element.
Mr. Despain next talked about the affordable housing element of the General Plan. He said a
draft of the affordable housing element was prepared by the City, but was never submitted for
hearing or adoption. He said the draft affordable housing element was also prepared before the
new census report came out. Mountainlands Association of Government will help the City
rewrite its affordable housing plan.
Mr. Despain stated that he believes the City is in better shape in regards to providing adequate
affordable housing than it was in 1996 when the General Plan was last updated. He said
actually the City was not really in bad shape in 1996 in regards to providing affordable housing,
but there was an assumption that American Fork City would be grossly inadequate in regards to
providing affordable housing.
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Mr. Hadfield said there are some people who come to the City and tell them that they will solve
the City's affordable housing problems and so he and Mr. Despain tell them that the City does
not have an affordable housing problem.
It was discussed that the transportation element and the land use plan should be able to be

approved fairly soon.
SITE PLAN COMMITTEE REPORT
Mr. Hadfield reported that the City should see a lot more plans for the west side. He said a lot of
things are happening out on the west side of the City.
Chairman Hansen asked when Target will open.
Mr. Despain stated that Target should be opening in July.
Mr. Despain reported that the remaining piece of 130 North Street has now been purchased by
the City.
Chairman Hansen pointed out that the building permits for the new movie theaters on the west
side have been issued.
Mr. Hadfield reported that IHOP and Sonic also have their building permits. He also reported
that the concrete work has been started on the Home Depot. He said City staff is now
reviewing the plans for the Super Wal-Mart.
Mr. Baldwin stated that since the last Planning Commission Meeting the Planning Commission
does not have good feelings about Woodbury's trustworthiness. He said he does not think he
will agree to approve anything for Woodbury until they have made all of their corrections. He
said he is not happy that the Woodbury ignored the Planning Commission's subject to items.
Mr. W offinden said Woodbury "cut their own throats by ignoring the concrete and parking area
that they talked about a couple of weeks ago."
Chairman Hansen suggested that Mr. Despain and Mr. Hadfield might want to inform Woodbury
about how the Planning Commission feels. He said the Planning Commission is not going to
approve Woodbury's plans with subject to items.
Mr. Despain stated that the Planning Commission's recommendations regarding the two out
parcels for Woodbury's project were sustained by the City Council. He said the moment of truth
is going to come when the north part of Woodbury's project is completed.
Mr. Hadfield reported that Ned Stephenson of Woodbury called him today and asked why the
City was holding up Pad 102 and 105 and why it was not on the City Council agenda. He said he
told Mr. Stephenson that there were a long list of things that need to be cleaned up before Pad
102 and 105 could go onto the City Council for approval.
OTHER BUSINESS
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Mr. Woffinden passed out a Liquefaction-Potential Map for a part of Utah County. He stated
that everything south of the freeway has a high probability of liquefaction.
Chairman Hansen said the liquefaction areas should be included as part of the land use plan.
The Planning Commission decided not to hold a Planning Commission meeting on June 4, 2003,
so that everyone could attend the City's 1501h Birthday Party Celebration.
Mr. Woffinden reported that he would not be in town on June 18, 2003, so he would not be
present at the Planning Commission Meeting on June 18, 2003.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE APRIL 16, 2003, MINUTES

Mr. Baldwin moved to approve the April16, 2003, Planning Commission Minutes subject
to the following corrections:
On Page 1, Line 33 "lived" should be changed to "lives." On Page 1, Line 34 "and had"
should be changed to "and has had." On Page 1, Line 37 "the condition of the roads in
Pleasant Grove" should be changed to "the poor condition of the roads in Pleasant Grove,
since completion of their system and does not want to see similar occurrences in American
Fork." On Page 1, Line 42 "freeway and ir' should be changed to "freeway would." On
Page 2, Line 6 "use" should be changed to "uses." On Page 3, Line1 "if is" should be
changed to "if it is." On Page 3, Line 25 "look" should be changed to "looking." On Page
3, Line 31 "the sprinkling system" should be changed to "the individual home owners
sprinkling system." On Page 3, Line 34 after "lightly" the following should be added: "It
must be handled in great detail, as it could be a major health and safety issue." On Page 4,
Line "they notice" should be changed to "the determination that it is a significant change."
On Page 5, Line 12 "him there was" should be changed "him was." On Page 5, Line 18
"right" should be changed to "rights." On Page 7, Line 43 "on Geologic Hazzards
Ordinances" should be changed to "just passed Salt Lake County on Geologic Hazards
Ordinance." On Page 8, Line 25 "cement' should be changed to "concrete." On Page 8,
Line 46 after "approved" the following sentence should be added: "Mr. Woffinden
strongly agreed that the concrete should be torn out as replaced as approved!! The
Planning Commission needs to take a stand." On Page 9, Line 10 after "it" the following
sentence should be added: "Mr.Woffinden again stated his approval and support as to this
item!"
Mr. Woffinden seconded the motion.
Chairman Hansen called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Mr. Baldwin, Mr. Woffinden, Mr. LeBaron, and Mrs. Wilson. Mr.
Christensen and Mr. Hansen abstained from the vote. The motion carried.
ADJOURNMENT

Mr. Baldwin moved to adjourn.
Mr. Woffinden seconded the motion.
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All voted in favor. The motion carried.

(

The meeting adjourned at 8:45p.m.

Melanie Marsh
Deputy Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY PLANNING COMMISSION
JUNE 18, 2003
NOTICE AND AGENDA

Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Planning Commission will meet in a
regular session on Wednesday, June 18, 2003, in the City Hall, 31 North Church Street,
commencing at 7:00p.m. The agenda shall be as follows :
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11 .
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Presentation by the Woodbury Corp on the Master Plan for Plat C of the
American Fork Commercial Center located at 180 North 750 West.
Review and action on Lot #1 American Fork Commercial Center Plat C amended
at 180 North 750 West.
Review and action on an amended Road Dedication plat for American Fork
Commercial Center Plat Cat 180 North 750 West.
Review and action on a revised commercial site plan for Sonic Drive In at 147
North West State Road.
Review and action on commercial site plan for Jones Paint and Glass to be located
at 65 South 500 East.
Review and action on a commercial site plan for Alyson's Framing and Furniture
Cottage located at 285 East Main Street.
Review and action on a commercial site plan for J & C Sales, an automotive sales
lot to be located at 578 South 500 East.
Review and action on the preliminary plat of Afton Meadows Plat F consisting of
3 lots at 878 North 290 East.
Review and action on the preliminary plat of Plum Tree Lane Subdivision
consisting of 8 lots at 3 00 South 100 East.
Review and action on the final plat of Heirloom Cottages PUD, Phase I consisting
of 20 homes at 10 South 800 East.
Review and action on an annexation agreement for the Nash Annexation
consisting of 4.42 acres at 900 West State Road.
Site Plan Committee report.
Other business.
Review and action on the May 7, 2003, minutes.
Review and action on the May 21 , 2003, minutes.
Adjournment.

Dated this 10 day of June, 2003 .

James S. Hansen, Chairman

AMERICAN FORK CITY
PLANNING COMMISSION
JUNE 18, 2003
The American Fork City Planning Commission met in a regular session on June 18, 2003, at
the American Fork City Hall, commencing at 7:00 p.m. Planning Commission members
present included Chairman James Hansen, Wendy Wilson, Shirl LeBaron, Alan Christensen,
and Ken Baldwin. City Staff present included Rodney Despain, J.H. Hadfield, and Terilyn
Lurker. Others present included Lynn Woodbury, Ned Stephenson, Roger Dudley, John
Wilhite, Gus Gustafson, Matt Judd, Arlo Liebelt, George Guy, Ray Jensen, LaVern Nerdin,
David Peterson, John Dester, Debbie Dester, Don Butler, Adam Maher, Barbara Christianson,
and two citizens.
Chairman Hansen excused John Woffinden as he was on active duty. He welcomed
everyone to the meeting.
PRESENTATION BY THE WOODBURY CORPORATION ON THE MASTER PLAN FOR PLAT
C OF THE AMERICAN FORK COMMERCIAL CENTER LOCATED AT 180 NORTH 750 WEST.
Mr. Stephenson and Mr. Woodbury were present to discuss this item. Mr. Stephenson
apologized that the information was late in getting to the members; they neglected to get
the information to Mr. Hadfield in time. He indicated several weeks ago he had some
concerns that the Planning Commission had not fully been made aware of some of the
changes that were happening with the development; he felt they owed the Planning
Commission an update. He indicated the intent tonight is to present the development as
they are currently seeing the project. Mr. Stephenson stated Kohl's department store has
signed a letter of intent and will be located in the north end of the Plat C. With Kohl's intent
to arrive, the roundabout had to be relocated; they quickly made field changes with the
contractor without the approval of the Planning Commission and then realized they had
made a mistake. This is a case where they had to rethink the decisions and approvals that
had been made; they feel the relocation of the roundabout will be a benefit to the city and
will be safer.
Mr. Hadfield explained the location of the improvements that are in place at this time and
updated the progress of construction on the buildings. Mr. Stephenson stated the Walmart
store has been bid last week; they do not know who the contractor is at this time but
understand that the contractor will be here within the week.
Chairman Hansen stated the changes moved the buildings and in the parking has been
removed from along the street. Mr. Stephenson stated they are trying to bring the buildings
close into Meadow Lane. Mr. Woodbury stated that there had been some concern about the
diagonal parking along the street. He explained the reasoning behind moving the
roundabout; the depth of Kohl's building is much deeper than they had anticipated and so to
line up the roads they had to move the roundabout. Mr. Woodbury explained that one
purpose for them being at the meeting tonight is for feedback on what the Planning
Commission would like to see. He stated they are aiming for site plan approval by the end
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of August for the Kohl's building.
Chairman Hansen asked how much of Plat C they would be bringing back into the Planning
Commission for approvals. Mr. Woodbury stated they would bring in a plat that included
the area north of Pacific Drive and east of Meadow Lane; the plan before them is conceptual
and what their current plan is but is subject to some changes. He commented the
agreement with Kohl's states they will leave a view corridor which will limit what can be
built between that store and the freeway.
Mr. Stephenson stated the area west of the theaters is currently being developed; those
plans are not on this plan.
Mr. Despain stated the primary purpose in why this is before them is because the
commission needed to see a revised overall site plan. The change in the roundabout is a
little unorthodox and city staff met on the site with the developer when this came to light;
from the staffs perspective, they allowed the contractor to precede realizing it would need
to come back to the Planning Commission. This was ultimately done with the
acknowledgment of the staff. Mr. Despain stated that items two and three on the agenda
deal mainly with the shift of the roundabout. He stated that as for input, he would suggest
they take a good look at the landscaping along the boulevard.
Mr. Christensen commented that if this is going to be a walkable community, they need to
make sure there are sidewalks on the project for pedestrians. Mr. Hadfield stated there is
sidewalk currently on the project but that they will make sure sidewalk is installed. Mr.
Woodbury stated there is an internal sidewalk connecting the north of the project with the
south; this allows for a break in the parking lot for landscaping.
Mr. LeBaron asked if the future expansion for Kohl's will be asphalt or landscape. Mr.
Woodbury was unsure at this time; he had suggested to Kohl's to put in grass. He explained
that when the building is expanded, there will be sufficient parking spaces already there.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON LOT #1 AMERICAN FORK COMMERCIAL CENTER PLAT C
AMENDED AT 180 NORTH 750 WEST.
Chairman Hansen stated the change is the road dedication on the east side as it connects
into 130 North. Mr. Despain stated this is a minor change and should be noted in the
motion as such.
Mr. Hadfield stated that all the pads have been stubbed into this lot. They are almost half
way done with the asphalt. The out parcels have been identified and the curb ~s in. He
commented this is basically a housekeeping item and they should find that this is an
insignificant change.

Mr. Woodbury stated there is one other minor change; the boundary has been slightly
changed between this project and with Target. This map reflects the boundary line
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agreement with Target. Mr. Despain asked if the agreement followed the property line that
Target gave us. Mr. Woodbury stated there is an adjustment and it is minor. Mr. Despain
asked for a copy of the boundary line agreement.
Mr. Despain stated an appropriate motion would be to approve the amended lot with a
finding that it represents a minor change.
Mr. Christensen declared a conflict of interest as he is the landscaping contractor for the
project but he will be unbiased and still vote on the motion.

Mr. LeBaron moved they accept Lot #1 American Fork Commercial Center
Plat C amended at 180 North 750 West noting this is an insignificant change.
Mr. Christensen seconded the motion. All were in favor. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN AMENDED ROAD DEDICATION PLAT FOR AMERICAN FORK
COMMERCIAL CENTER PLAT CAT 180 NORTH 750 WEST.
Chairman Hansen stated this would be changing the rest of the area and getting the proper
road alignment.
Mr. Hadfield stated that at the time they noticed the change with the roundabout, he told
Woodbury Corporation to take care of this quickly.
Mr. Stephenson stated the roundabout is only about 20 percent improved; they stopped
when they realized they needed to get the approval of the Planning Commission. Mr.
Woodbury stated that the purpose of the roundabout is for traffic control; the new location
helps serve this purpose better.
Mr. Hadfield stated he had encouraged the Woodbury's to resolve any question on the fees
for this project prior to recording of the plats.

Mr. LeBaron moved they recommend approval to the City Council the
amended Road Dedication plat for American Fork Commercial Center Plat C
at 180 North 750 West. Ms. Wilson seconded the motion. All were in favor.
The motion carried.
Chairman Hansen commented they still have not recorded the amended Plat A; that needs
to be recorded as soon as possible. There was a short discussion on what still needs to take
place with plat A.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A REVISED COMMERCIAL SITE PLAN FOR SONIC DRIVE IN AT
147 NORTH WEST STATE ROAD.
Mr. Hadfield turned the time over to Roger Dudley. Mr. Dudley explained there are some
minor changes to the site plan. The drainage, parking, and dumpster location have been
changed slightly; those changes are mainly along the west side. He indicated the building,
canopy, and the number of parking spaces have remained the same.
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Chairman Hansen stated the original plan called for a canopy on the north side of the
building and this plan does not; he asked if there was a canopy in that location or not. Mr.
Dudley explained there is not a canopy at that location; that area will be parking for the
carhops and for the customers who chose to dine inside.
Mr. Baldwin stated they had requested some of the parking stalls be accommodating to
larger vehicles and he saw nothing on this plan for that request. Mr. Dudley explained the
parking to the north accommodates them.
Mr. Hadfield stated he had reviewed the drainage for this site and he finds this to be
adequate. He commented it looked like the landscaping had been improved. Mr. Hadfield
stated if the Planning Commission approves this site plan they need to find this is an
insignificant change.
Mr. Christensen commented he did not see improved landscaping; he pointed out there were
no trees indicated on the plan. He commented he would like to see shade trees added as
well as some shrubs. Mr. Dudley stated they would be happy to comply with the
requirements of the Planning Commission. Mr. Christensen asked about the location of the
dumpster and asked if it included landscaping. It would be in the northwest corner and
would be completely enclosed. Mr. Christensen asked for some shrubbery around the
dumpster and trees in the picnic area.

Mr. Baldwin moved to approve the revised commercial site plan for Sonic
Drive In at 147 North West State Road subject to (1) the landscaping being
brought into conformity with the surrounding areas, (2) that shrubberies are
added around the dumpster, (3) that trees be in the picnic area, and (4)
noting this is an insignificant change. Mr. Christensen seconded the motion.
All were in favor. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A COMMERCIAL SITE PLAN FOR JONES PAINT AND GLASS TO
BE LOCATED AT 65 SOUTH 500 EAST.
Mr. Wilhite, the architect for the project, stated this parcel is an odd shaped lot; Mr. Jones
owns the two homes and will be demolishing them. He indicated the road would be
widened and dedicated to the city. He stated that two large trees will have to be removed
because it they are in the curb, gutter, and sidewalk area but will be replaced with nice,
smaller drought tolerant trees. He indicated there is a triangular area on the north of the
project which will be used as an employee picnic area and does have a tree and grass in the
area. Mr. Wilhite described the building; the look will be similar to the buildings in Provo
and St. George.
Mr. Hadfield commented he finds at this time everything to be in compliance.
Mr. Despain stated the zone for this building is correct, the parking is sufficient, and there
would be no additional water rights required. He feels this is appropriate for the area. He
asked they include in the motion a subject to the review of the right-of-way deed.
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Mr. Baldwin commented the dumpster looked to be enclosed in a concrete bunker and asked
if there was anything they could do to enhance the look of the enclosure. Mr. Wilhite stated
they could make it look similar to the building. Chairman Hansen stated they should
landscape around the dumpster.
Mr. LeBaron stated he feels this should improve the area.

Mr. Baldwin moved to approve the commercial site plan for Jones Paint and
Glass to be located at 65 South 500 East subject to (1) review of the deed for
completion, (2) that the trash enclosure is brought into compliance with the
design of the main building, and (3) the addition of some landscaping. Mr.
LeBaron seconded the motion. All were in favor. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A COMMERCIAL SITE PLAN FOR ALYSON'S FRAMING AND
FURNITURE COTTAGE AT 285 EAST MAIN STREET.
Mr. Gustafson was present to discuss this item. He explained this was an old house built in
1885 in which they would like to open a picture framing and specialty furniture shop.
Mr. Hadfield stated he has met with Mr. and Mrs. Gustafson. He recommended they need to
bond for the curb and gutter improvements. He indicated there is no need to pipe the
irrigation ditch; they could fill it in if they chose to do so. He said they may need to extend
the storm drain piping closer to this property which would require minor engineering. Mr.
Hadfield stated he would recommend the addition of curbing around the parking spaces to
protect the landscaping and parking spaces. He feels this is a good use of the property.
Mr. Despain stated he has no concerns. He commented they barely qualify with enough
parking spaces. Mr. Hadfield stated the site meets the intent of the zone.
Mr. Christensen asked if the landscaping plan will be implemented. Mr. Gustafson said that
they do intent to complete the landscaping. Mr. Baldwin asked about exterior lighting; Mr.
Gustafson stated the hours of operation would be basically daylight but believed there was a
porch light.

Mr. Baldwin moved to the approve the commercial site plan for Alyson's
Framing and Furniture Cottage located at 285 East Main Street subject to (1)
bonding for the curb and gutter improvements, (2) that the run off is
resolved to engineering satisfaction, (3) that the curbing as specific by
engineering is provided, and (4) finding the parking is adequate for the use
of the building. Mr. Christensen seconded the motion. All were in favor.
The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A COMMERCIAL SITE PLAN FOR J & C SALES, AN
AUTOMOTIVE SALES LOT TO BE LOCATED AT 578 SOUTH 500 EAST.
Mr. Guy stated the intent for this property is a used car lot.
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Mr. Judd explained the improvements to the project; they will be improving the rest of the
parking lot north of Carl's Jr. by adding about 2 feet of asphalt and then curbing. They will
be adding sidewalk added along 500 East as well as improving the planter strip with grass
and trees to fit in with the landscaping requirements on 500 East. The drainage calculations
show that 80 cubic feet of water detention would be required; the normal drainage path is
to the west and Mr. Liebelt has agreed to let the drainage continue to flow to that area.
Chairman Hansen asked if they are planning on developing only the portion of the property
in question. Mr. Judd stated this is the only portion that will be developed; it is
approximately 60 feet by 250 feet and will remain gravel. He added a sales trailer will be
added on the south side.
Mr. Hadfield stated he read through the drainage calculations but saw nothing about a
detention pond but it makes sense since the drainage would be on the property to the west.
He asked if there is a cross easement for parking between Carl's Jr. and this property; there
is a cross easement and Mr. Liebelt will get a copy of that to Mr. Hadfield.
Mr. Despain stated the landscape requirements for this zone is 10 percent of the area; he
noted there is landscaping out front but none on the site. He commented that if they
landscape the front of the building it should meet the intent. Mr. Despain stated this is an
initial site plan and will have to go to the City Council as well as having a public hearing.
Chairman Hansen noted that in the GC-2 zone, this is part of the permitted uses. He feels
the landscaping should go along with the landscaping plan for 500 East. Chairman Hansen
noted that the landscaping requirement of the ordinance is that not less than 10 percent will
be landscaped as well as a landscape stripe at least ten feet wide around the perimeter; he
feels they should meet that requirement regardless of the ten percent.
Mr. LeBaron asked if there was a requirement on the number of cars that can be displayed?
There is not a requirement for the number of cars.
Mr. Despain stated that in comment to Chairman Hansen's note on landscaping, he
indicated that in the past they have not required all sides to be landscaped just the street
frontage; he pointed out that on Carl Jr's property only the two street front sides have been
landscaped. He pointed out that although Chairman Hansen is right, they will want to look
at possibly changing the requirement to fit what they have approved in the past.
Mr. Despain felt that with all the available property around this land, this use might only be
temporary. He commented that Mr. Morrill has been out to look at the trailer and assumes
it will meet the building code.
Mr. LeBaron commented he feels they need to be concerned with this property because it is
on a major artery into the city; they do not want it to be unsightly. There was a discussion
on the feelings of the Planning Commission members concerning the landscaping for this
project. Mr. LeBaron felt they should require landscaping on the South, East, and North.
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Mr. Baldwin felt only the East side should be landscaped as they did not require Carl's Jr. to
landscape the perimeter of their property. Mr. Despain suggested landscaping along 500
East only.
Mr. Baldwin asked about oil separation and if there was a concern with that potential
problem. Mr. Hadfield stated that they do not monitor what falls off the automobile and is
not a concern for this project.
Mr. Baldwin asked if this request has to go to the City Council; it does. He also asked about
lighting for the project. Mr. Hadfield stated that each of the Utah Power & Light power
poles adjacent to the site have lights on them.

Mr. Baldwin moved to approve the commercial site plan for J & C Sales, an
automotive sales lot, to be located at 578 South 500 East subject to (1) the
verification of the cross easement for parking with Carl's Jr., (2) landscaping
along 500 East is consistent with the ordinance and the 500 East Corridor
plan, and (3) with at least 10 percent landscaping around the building.
Mr. Christensen stated he could see how the 10 feet around the property is excessive but
there is the issue of what the ordinance requires. Mr. Christensen asked where the entrance
was to this project. Mr. Hadfield explained they would access the property by the common
drive west of Carl's Jr. There was a discussion on the landscaping requirement as well as
the access of the property. Mr. Christensen commented he would like to see landscaping on
the south of the property between the trailer and the asphalt.

Mr. Baldwin withdrew his motion.
Mr. Despain stated the plan would need to be modified to show the 10 foot landscaping
along 500 East. He asked if their concern is the landscaping to the south. Mr. Christensen
stated it was a concern.

Mr. Christensen moved to approve the commercial site plan for J & C Sales,
an automotive sales lot, subject to (1) the verification of the cross easement
for parking with Carl's Jr., (2) landscaping along 500 East be consistent with
the ordinance and the plan for 500 East, (3) with at least 10 percent
landscaping around the building, and (4) the addition of landscaping
between the parking and the building on the south side from the sidewalk up
to the front door. Mr. Baldwin seconded the motion. The voting was as
follows: "aye," Mr. Christensen, Mr. Baldwin, and Chairman Hansen. "Nay,"
Ms. Wilson and Mr. LeBaron. The motion did not pass.
Chairman Hansen stated the applicants need to redraw the site plan showing a greater
landscaping and come back before the Planning Commission. Mr. Judd asked if this could
go to the City Council without the Planning Commission's approval. He was told they could
appeal the decision to the City Council by talking to Richard Colborn. Mr. Hadfield
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suggested they clean up this site plan and come before them again.
Mr. Judd asked Ms. Wilson and Mr. LeBaron to state their reasons for voting against the site
plan. Ms. Wilson stated her concern is the parking along 500 East; she does not feel that
people will understand how to access the parking lot and will park on the busy street. She
indicated another concern is that there might be confusion on people going to the drive up
window expecting to reach the parking lot. Mr. LeBaron stated he did not have any specific
comments.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE PRELIMINARY PLAT OF AFTON MEADOWS PLAT F
CONSISTING OF 3 LOTS AT 878 NORTH 290 EAST.
Mr. Jensen stated that with the death of Afton Nerdin, the family would like to sell her home
but not the land, thus the subdivision of her property.
Mr. Hadfield stated one concern is that the fees need to be paid; Ms. Nerdin stated she paid
those fees at City Hall. Another concern Mr. Hadfield had was the approval of the irrigation
company; Ms. Nerdin stated she has tried to contact them without success. Mr. Hadfield
commented the address needs to be corrected on the existing home; that has been done.
Mr. Hadfield stated the improvements are in along 290 East; the only vacant lot is lot
number two.
Chairman Hansen commented that there is a lot currently south of this property.
Mr. Despain stated that with this subdivision, they are modifying one lot of Plat C. The
applicants will either need to get the consent of the owners of Plat C or go through the
public hearing process.

Mr. Baldwin moved to approve the preliminary plat of Afton Meadows Plat F
consisting of 3 lots at 878 North 290 East subject to (1) the irrigation
company's approval and (2) the resolution of the plat amendment
requirements. Mr. Christensen seconded the motion. All were in favor. The
motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE PRELIMINARY PLAT OF PLUM TREE LANE SUBDMSION
CONSISTING OF 8 LOTS AT 300 SOUTH 100 EAST.
Mr. Judd was present to discuss the changes from the Featherstone subdivision to what they
had before them. He explained that the previous plan showed only five twin home lots.
This plat uses a cul-de-sac, has two single family lots with an existing home on one lot, and
six twin home lots.
Mr. Hadfield commented this is a superior plan to what was presented previously; the lots
are nice sized with building footprints. He indicated that lot 802 is a concern on the corner
where there is a safe sight area. He would suggest they include on the plat a note that the
garage for this lot must meet the safe sight requirements. Mr. Hadfield stated this plat
would require the irrigation company's approval and the appropriate fees to be paid.
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Mr. Despain stated he had no concerns and feels this is a better design also. He would also
suggest that the final plat contain a note concerning the garage on lot 802; he does not
believe the garage can be accessed off 300 South and meet the requirements.
Mr. Hadfield stated that they had discussed the needed drainage easement from Alpine
School to access the American Fork River; he was reminded that there is a dedicated 300
South street and that if they are wise, they can run the drainage across a dedicated city
street where they would not have to have an easement to access the American Fork River.

Mr. Baldwin moved the approve the preliminary plat of Plum Tree Lane
Subdivision consisting of 8 lots at 300 South 100 East subject to (1) the
house on lot 802 meet site requirements and access the garage off 100 East,
(2) the irrigation company's approval is obtained, (3) the fees are paid to the
city, and (4) that the 100 East cross section be 66 feet. Mr. LeBaron
seconded the motion. All were in favor. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE FINAL PLAT OF HEIRLOOM COTTAGES PUD, PHASE I
CONSISTING OF 20 HOMES AT 10 SOUTH 800 EAST.
Mr. Peterson explained this is a final plat; the overall project has 48 units and this is the first
20 units. He stated the gap and overlap concerns have been taken care of. He indicated the
irrigation company is satisfied with his plan, although they are still waiting on the
documentation.
Chairman Hansen asked if the neighbors were concerned on the fence; Mr. Peterson stated
the people on the north were wanting to know where the fence would be. It was noted they
were satisfied on the location of the fence, which will be where the existing fence is.
Mr. Hadfield stated the Planning Commission needs to look at the improvements and
whether or not all the improvements are installed up front, which would include bonding for
the full improvements along 50 South, the fence surrounding the entire project, as well as
looping the water line for fire protection. He asked for verification of the fence line
agreements.
Mr. Peterson addressed the boundary line agreements; he indicated that some property
owners would not gain any land but others might gain a bit. Mr. Despain stated the city
needs to see those documents.
Mr. Despain stated they need the copies of the floor plans because it is part of the approval
process. He stated the Planning Commission has approved a phasing scheme, which is not
consistent with the ordinance; it turns out the minimum project area in an R3 zone is 4
acres but there is some ambiguity in the wording which could mean the total project area or
the first phase. Mr. Despain also pointed out that Mr. Dester is hesitant to improve the road
on 50 South for the entire project; he needs to complete the improvements because that was
agreed upon at the time of annexation. Now is the time of development and that needs to
be in place. Mr. Despain also discussed the need for a circular water route for the property.
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Mr. Peterson asked about the looping of the water and if he could get with Mr. Parker on
the adequacies on dead ending the line if that would be okay. Mr. Hadfield stated they
would need to get with Mr. Parker and Mr. Denney on this issue.
Mr. Despain stated he is nervous about the project not getting completed as Mr. Dester does
not own the phase two property and that is why they need to put the improvements in. Mr.
Peterson asked if Mr. Dester could get reimbursed if someone else purchases the property as
Mr. Dester will be putting in a lot of improvements. Mr. Despain stated it would depend
upon what he had committed to do at time of annexation.
Chairman Hansen stated this is a private development and feels it should be identified as
such with a monument.
Mr. Christensen questioned the temporary turnaround area and what it will be made of; Mr.
Peterson stated it will most likely be gravel. Mr. Christensen was concerned about the
landscaping; he doesn't feel it has been depicted as the original plans showed. Mr. Peterson
. . stated they did add landscaping to the plan as recommended by the Planning Commission at
the original plan. Mr. Christensen commented that the current pictures have only one tree
in front of each building.
Chairman Hansen stated he feels that 50 South has got to be widened all the way and
improvements completed; he thinks that was part of the agreement. He also stated he is
concerned with the water line looping and perimeter fence with phased projects. Mr.
Christensen agreed.
Mr. Hadfield mentioned the CC&R's has made it through to the city attorney but Mr. Bennett
has not yet reviewed them.

Mr. Baldwin moved to approve the final plat of Heirloom Cottages PUD,
Phase I consisting of 20 homes at 10 South 800 East subject to (1) bonding
for completion of improvements on 50 South (the entire width of the
project), (2) fencing the entire proposed project, (3) looping the water line
or obtaining city approval for an alternate to ensure adequate flow for fire
protection, (4) the fence line agreements are provided to the city with the
appropriate actions if necessary to resolve any property exchange, (5) the
floor plans and elevations of the project are provided to the Engineering
Department, (6) finding this is a logical design unit for the proposed project
for the initial phase, and (7) that there be a private road notification
provided. Mr. LeBaron seconded the motion. The voting was as follows:
"Aye," Mr. Baldwin, Mr. LeBaron, Ms. Wilson, and Chairman Hansen. "Nay,"
Mr. Christensen. The motion carried.
Mr. Christensen explained he voted against approval because of the landscaping differences
on what they saw before and what was on the plan now.
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REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN ANNEXATION AGREEMENT FOR THE NASH ANNEXATION
CONSISTING OF 4.42 ACRES AT 900 WEST STATE ROAD.
Chairman Hansen indicated this annexation is important with the completion of The
Meadows project to line up 900 West with that project. He stated there were some items in
section six that the city has agreed to do as part of the annexation.
Mr. Despain stated this intersection is critical to the development of the Meadows project;
there is a sense of urgency because of the semaphore that will be installed shortly. He
indicated that after meetings with Mr. Nash, the city agreed that if there would be no cost to
the land, the city would put in the improvements. He stated this is a little different than the
usual agreements. He pointed out the one uncertainty is accessing the sewer line; they do
not have an easy sewer connection onto American Fork City Sewer at this location but they
can connect to Lehi City Sewer. Mr. Hadfield stated this is down stream from Lehi's
metering station so they will not be affected; apparently, Lehi City did not get approval from
American Fork City when they put in their sewer line.
Mr. Despain stated he knows there are some uncertainties but would recommend the
Planning Commission recommend approval.

Mr. LeBaron moved they recommend to the City Council the Nash Annexation
consisting of 4.42 acres at 900 West State Road as recommended by city
staff. Ms. Wilson seconded the motion. All were in favor. The motion
carried.
SITE PLAN COMMITTEE REPORT
Mr. Hadfield stated that residential permits have tapered off but commercial is booming.
They should be seeing more of the Westside development shortly.
OTHER BUSINESS
Mr. Hadfield asked if Ms. Wilson and Mr. LeBaron had made it to their training in Salt Lake
City; they did and both enjoyed the seminar. He stated included in the packet were minutes
from the joint public hearing for them to read; that requires no action at this time. Mr.
Hadfield indicated that the summer party could take place in late July or early August and
that they would need to decide in the near future where and when to hold it; Mr.
Christensen stated they are welcome to have it at his home again. He reminded the
Planning Commission the July 16th will be held at the Alpine School District office if
possible.
Mr. LeBaron asked if there was any addition information at this time with regards to the
underground utilities. He was told that Mr. Despain would be getting with Mr. Bennett to
discuss this issue. Chairman Hansen stated that on 200 East and 500 North the Power
Company cut out sidewalk to place a pole. There was a short discussion on the utilities and
franchise agreements.
Mr. Christensen commented he was unable to attend the public hearing on the irrigation
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water; he feels that in addition to looking at saving water, they need to look at saving
money for the residents . There was a discussion on the cost of using culinary water and
pressurized irrigation. It was indicated that the next step is that they need to review what
was discussed at the public hearing and to send any recommendations to the City Council.
Mr. Despain stated the notion of a partial system is not as strong now as it was when the
issue was first discussed; the City Council is now leaning for a full system. The commission
members felt the pressurized irrigation system should be a full system and needs to come
back to the Planning Commission. It was indicated that Richard Noble will be invited to the
next meeting.
Mr. Despain handed out a copy of a letter he received from the Mayor to the Planning
Commission members concerning the revision of the sign ordinance.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE MAY 7. 2003, MINUTES.
The minutes were unavailable at this time for approval. It was explained that Melanie
Marsh has been extremely busy with the city celebrations that have and will take place and
was unable to deliver the minutes this weekend.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE MAY 21, 2003, MINUTES.
The corrections had been given to Mrs. Lurker.

Mr. Baldwin moved to approve the May 21, 2003, minutes as corrected. Mr.
Christensen seconded the motion. Those voting "aye," Mr. Baldwin, Mr.
Christensen, Ms. Wilson and Chairman Hansen. Mr. LeBaron abstained as he
was not at the meeting. The motion carried.
ADJOURNMENT
MrG Baldwin moved to adjourn the meeting at 10:08 p.m. Mr. LeBaron
seconded the motion. All were in favor. The motion carried.

~rd&~
Terilyn Lurker
Building Inspections/Public Works
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AMERICAN FORK CITY PLANNING COMMISSION
JULy 16, 2003
NOTICE AND AGENDA

(

Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Planning Commission will meet in a
regular session on Wednesday, July 16, 2003, in the Alpine School District Offices at
575 North 100 East, commencing at 7:00p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Review and action on a site plan for a shaved ice ancillary structure at 124 West
Main Street.
Review and action on a preliminary plat of Brookside Town Homes consisting of
10 units located at 35 East 150 North.
Review and action on a commercial site plan for TRA Snow Brackets to be built
on Lot #5 Lake Side Planned Industrial Park at 1657 South 500 East.
Review and action on amendments to the City's Sign Ordinance.
Review and action on amendments to the PUD, Flexible Lot Development, and
Conservation Subdivision Projects Ordinance.
Site Plan Committee Report.
Other business.
Review and action on the July 2, 2003, Planning Commission minutes.
Adjournment.

Dated this 8 day of July, 2003.

James S. Hansen, Chairman

AMERICAN FORK CITY
PLANNING COMMISSION
JULY 16, 2003
ATTACHMENTS (2)

The American Fork City Planning Commission met in a regular session on July 16, 2003,
at the Alpine School District offices located at 575 North 100 East, American Fork,
commencing at 7:25p.m. Commission members present included Chairman James
Hansen, Wendy Wilson, Ken Baldwin, and John Woffinden. City Staff present included
Rodney Despain, J.H. Hadfield, Jim Hardy, and Terilyn Lurker. Others present included
Lance Peacock, Anna Peacock, Tyler White, Taylor Smith, Grant McKinney, Bonnie
McKinney, Rebecca McKinney, Carl Ingersoll, Alan Anderson, Karen Schaack, Richard
Gardner, Terry Anderson, Lynn Woodbury, Neil Zaugg, Trena Zaugg, Kevin Tea, Sam
Dallin, Richard Byrnes, Phyllis Crookston, John Bair, Mark Price, Greg Ware, one citizen,
and Barbara Christiansen, a member of the press.
Chairman Hansen welcomed everyone to the meeting. He excused Shirl LeBaron and
apologized for the meeting starting so late.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A SITE PLAN FOR A SHAVED ICE ANCILLARY STRUCTURE
AT 124 WEST MAIN STREET.
Mr. Hadfield stated the shaved ice structure currently has a temporary permit but the
owners are now applying to be an ancillary structure. He explained the site plan has
been included. Mr. Hadfield stated he had one question on how they are handling the
waste, that he would like the letter from the host structure giving them the authorization
to use the parking lot, and that the required fees would also need to be paid.
There was a discussion with Mr. and Mrs. Peacock concerning the waste from the
business. Mrs. Peacock explained there is a plumbing system in the structure which uses
a five gallon bucket for the waste which must be emptied every night.
Mr. Despain stated most ancillary structures are occupied in parking areas larger than
the theater parking lot. He indicated there is a concern on the number of parking spaces
lost; it is a small parking lot and a significant number of spaces would be consumed by
this structure. He commented there is also a concern on the location and how it affects
the movement of vehicles in and out of the parking lot. Mr. Despain commented that
this request is the first in which the question of adequate access, off-street parking,
waste, and other essential elements are raised. He commented that the other elements
of the ordinance are satisfied. Mr. Despain also brought up a complaint from the owner
of a Snow Shack in the parking lot to the west of this ancillary structure; he observed
that the city is not in the business of protecting one business or another.
Chairman Hansen asked what the ordinance states about electrical services. Mr. Despain
explained he is unsure if the ordinance specifies any requirements but the Building Codes
may have requirements. Mr. Hadfield stated there had been a complaint about the
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generator they had used but that problem had been resolved when they hooked up
power to the ancillary structure.
Mr. Peacock stated they are taking up only three parking spaces; there is currently a
semi-truck trailer parked there taking up more space but that should be removed shortly.
He indicated there is not a lot of vehicular traffic create by their business; they usually
have only one or two cars at a time with most of their customers being patrons of the
theater or kids on bikes.
Mr. Hadfield stated the parking problem is most likely created by design and not the
ancillary structure.
Mr. Baldwin asked if the hours of operation coincide with the hours of the host business
for access to restroom facilities. There was a discussion on the hours of operation for all
four businesses; the owner of the theater opens its doors at noon for cleaning which
would provide the restroom facilities.
Mr. Despain asked if a Health Department letter was provided; Mrs. Peacock indicated
she had the letter but did not bring it to the meeting. Mr. Despain stated the city would
need a copy of that letter.

Mr. Baldwin moved to approve the site plan for a shaved ice ancillary
structure at 124 West Main Street subject to (1) the appropriate fees
being paid, (2) the letter from the host be provided, (3) a copy of the
letter from the Health Department be provided to the city, and (4) finding
that the impact on the host facility appears to be satisfactory. Mr.
Woffinden seconded the motion. All were in favor. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A PRELIMINARY PLAT OF BROOKSIDE TOWN HOMES
CONSISTING OF 10 UNITS LOCATED AT 36 EAST 150 NORTH.
Mr. Smith stated their plan is to construct ten town homes on the property located at 36
East 150 North. He indicated the units will look similar to the Northgate Townhouse
project North of Smiths Food and Drug. The town homes will be two stories with a
basement; square footage will be 1200 feet finished and 600 unfinished in the basement.
Mr. Hadfield stated that any approvals given should require approval of the irrigation
company. He indicated there are possible conflicts with the owners on the north by way
of overlaps and gaps, the storm drain calculations are adequate, and that they will need
to see the PUD documentation. Mr. Hadfield stated he could not figure how they
calculated the front yard landscaping requirement of 70 percent.
Mr. Despain stated this proposed a development could not get any closer to the setback
requirements; it is maxed out in terms of development. He also questioned whether the
70 percent landscaping requirement has been met and commented one concern is that
the design turns the front yard into a parking lot. Mr. Despain explained the number of
units is in compliance with the ordinance and that the criteria for frontage and square
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footage has been met. The real question is whether or not the other requirements can be
met; it is a use by right but all requirements must be met. Mr. Despain explained this
proposal will have to go to the City Council and also requires a public hearing.
There was a discussion on the front yard landscaping requirement and whether or not
the proposed plan meets the requirement. According to Mr. Despain's calculations, this
project has only 3800 square feet of landscaping but would require approximately 1000
square feet of additional landscaping.
There were several citizens present to voice their concerns on this development. Bonnie
McKinney stated they live next to this piece of property and that they, as well as the
neighborhood, are against this project. They feel the development of this property would
destroy the natural habitat of the property, the historical value of the property, and is
inappropriate for the area which mainly consists of single family dwellings. She
commented that Indians had used that area for a camp site. They feel it is too much for
the area. Mrs. McKinney gave Chairman Hansen a signed petition requesting the
Planning Commission deny the request. See attached petition (ATTACHMENT # 1).
Alan Anderson asked if the road would accommodate the added traffic due to the
project. Mr. Hadfield stated when the road is finished it will be a standard road and will
accommodate the development; he does not feel this will put a burden on the street.
Chairman Hansen asked how many of the petitioners were present; they raised their
hands. He asked how many of those present had seen the plan before they had signed
the petition; those same citizens raised their hands.
Mr. Woffinden asked Mrs. McKinney how long ago the Indians had camped at that area
and if it could be considered a historic property. Mrs. McKinney stated this area is where
the fort was located. There was a discussion on the property and when the Indians were
there. Mr. Woffinden stated that if it can be classified as a historic area, it changes
everything concerning development.
Mr. McKinney voiced his concern that the habitat would die. Mr. Ingersoll stated the
habitat would not survive; the creek runs continually except for short periods of time
when it is shut off to be cleaned out. Mr. Woffinden asked if they knew what type of fish
were in the stream; Mr. Ingersoll stated he knew of trout in the stream. Mr. White asked
if the creek is piped from the south of this property. It was explained where the creek
was uncovered and covered. Neil Zaugg asked why the city had allowed the creek to be
piped. Mr. Ingersoll explained that at the time the stream was piped, which was in the
1920's, they probably had no concerns about it. Mr. Woffinden stated that times and
rules change; there are many more environmental rules now than there were even five
years ago.
Karen Schaack commented there are few places in American Fork where there is an
opportunity to save the natural habitat of an area; this project does not improve the land.
It would take a special type of development to save the area. Mr. Hadfield stated that in
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the past, an owner for this particular piece of property had to go to the Irrigation
Company for approval to pipe the ditch; the Irrigation Company gladly gave approval as
a way to reduce their liability. Mr. Hadfield stated that if the owners feel so strongly that
the area stay the same, then they should have purchased the property. He agreed with
the comments made by the citizens but the owners of the property have a vested
interested in the property and do have a right to develop the land. He indicated that
under the current ordinance, the zoning for this property does allow for a ten-plex.
Mrs. Crookston stated that there are many people who would give a lot of money for the
property because of the trees, water, etc., and commented that she hopes people 100
years down the road does not cuss them for what they have allowed to happen to the
land.
Chairman Hansen stated that the landscaping is a major issue and needs to be corrected
before the Planning Commission can act upon it. Mr. Despain suggested they remove
one unit and see if that would increase the percentage of landscaping for the project. He
could not recommend approval because it does not meet the requirements of the
ordinance. Mr. Despain commented he had many times wished they could deny projects
because he would like to have seen something more attractive done with the property
but that the property owners have certain rights.

Mr. Baldwin moved to table this item because of the concerns which
include (1) the 70 percent landscaping requirement, (2) the PUD
documents need to be included, (3) the question on the boundary line on
the north needs to be resolved, (4) the Irrigation Company's approval
needs to be resolved, with an observation they do not have any power to
address the concerns of the citizens. Ms. Wilson seconded the motion. All
were in favor. The motion carried.
Mr. Despain stated the citizens should visit with the Mayor and the City Council to see
what the city could do for them. Mr. Woffinden agreed and suggested they check with
the State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) in Salt Lake City to see if the property
could qualify as a "Historic Property" due to the Indians use & the old fort being located
thereon.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A COMMERCIAL SITE PLAN FOR TRA SNOW BRACKETS TO
BE BUILT ON LOT #5 LAKE SIDE PLANNED INDUSTRIAL PARK AT 1657 SOUTH 580
EAST.
It was noted the correct address is 165 7 South 580 East.
Mr. Anderson explained their company, TRA Snow Bracket, is a manufacture of snow
retention devices for roofs. These devices are sold all over the United States and Canada
as well as Japan and Sweden. He noted there are brackets on the new Police and Courts
building. He explained the business is currently located in American Fork but is in need
of a larger building; their plan is to expand their business on the south side of town at
this location. They intend to have an office area with a manufacturing facility. Mr.
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Anderson stated they do not make a lot of noise and that they do plan on painting the
brackets at some time in the future. He explained the design of the building and pointed
out the colors are red, white, and blue. He explained the design of the roof and
commented they want this structure to be very attractive. Mr. Anderson explained there
are at this time five full time employees and two part time employees. There are plenty
of parking spaces now and growth for the future is available.
Mr. Gardner stated that was a good synopsis of the request. They want to accommodate
all the requirements of parking, access, landscaping, etc. He indicated the water, sewer
and other utilities are run into the building lot. He commented that soils reports are
available.
Mr. Hadfield stated this is one lot of a twelve lot subdivision; it does meet the intent of
the zone. He stated they verified the location of the building in relationship to the
overhead power line easement. He indicated the detention area does accommodate the
storm water. Mr. Hadfield commented they are looking to get the subdivision recorded
so they can continue on with this process. He stated if this is considered for approval it
should include a recording of the subdivision plat and payment of fees.
Mr. Despain stated this is a specific site plan for an industrial planned unit development
and does need to go the City Council for a public hearing. It does comply with the
landscaping requirement. Parking is sufficient for the present employees but there is the
potential for a change over in use, in which case parking could be a problem; he
suggested the area of undeveloped land on the site plan be changed to future parking.
He commented the water rights were satisfied at time of annexation.
There was a discussion on the size of the property, the building dimensions, and the
setbacks.
Mr. Woffinden asked if there would be a need for special footings because of the special
design of the building. Mr. Anderson stated the engineer stated the soils are good and
that the water level is about 5.5 feet down. He commented the engineer did not see a
problem with construction except that they would need to bring in a lot of fill to get
proper flow of the waste water. Mr. Woffinden reminded Mr. Anderson that we are in a
drought year and the water level could be higher; Mr. Anderson replied that his engineer
told him the water level would fluxuate as much as a foot but because of the fill that
would be needed the water should not be a problem
Mr. Hadfield stated he has watched the progress of this subdivision closely; the street has
been heavily used and seems to be holding up quite nicely.
Chairman Hansen asked how the sewer was for the project. Mr. Hadfield replied that
this is gravity fed to the south and will go into a private lift station to be owned by the
owners of the project.
Mr. Baldwin asked if there was an exterior lighting plan. Mr. Gardner stated that
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lighting would mainly be on the north side of the building. Mr. Baldwin commented he
would like them to keep the lights pointing down as much as possible. There was a short
discussion on the color of the roof; it was observed that a white roof would be more
energy efficient than a blue roof.

Mr. Baldwin moved to approve the commercial site plan for TRA Snow
Brackets at 1657 South 580 East subject to (1) the recording of the
subdivision, (2) verification of payment of the appropriate fees, and (3)
that the undeveloped area be designated as future parking. Mr.
Woffinden seconded the motion.
Mr. Tea asked if they recommend landscaping on commercial developments. Chairman
Hansen stated landscaping is required and has been met; there are trees shown on the
site plan.
Mr. Anderson asked if they can go to the City Council without the subdivision being
recorded. Mr. Hadfield stated there are a handful of items that need to be corrected.
Mr. Despain stated that generally, they will schedule the hearing even if there are
concerns but won't act on it until all the concerns have been met.

Chairman Hansen called for a vote on the motion. All were in favor. The
motion carried.
Mr. Baldwin observed that this is appropriate for the community.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AMENDMENTS TO THE CITY'S SIGN ORDINANCE.
Mr. Despain started by explaining that the Planning Commission was instructed to revise
the sign ordinance. After discussions with Chairman Hansen, he had prepared a copy of
the draft ordinance incorporating the discussions from the last meeting. Mr. Despain
stated he used the proposed sign plan of The Meadows as prepared by Woodbury
Corporation as a model. He indicated the draft amendment included an additional type
of commercial development, re-wrote two existing paragraphs, and added a new
paragraph.
Mr. Despain read through sections of the proposed ordinance. See attached
memorandum and proposed draft of the sign ordinance. (Attachment #2) Mr. Despain
commented that the way this ordinance is written, there is no spacing requirement
between signs. He read through paragraph (e) concerning each sign face requirements
and paragraph (I) on page four of the draft ordinance which explains that Project
Identification Signs are approved non-accessory signs.
Mr. Despain commented that he has had subsequent discussion with Lynn Woodbury
concerning the draft ordinance. Mr. Woodbury has suggested a few changes. One
change would be to raise the minimum area to something larger than 15 acres; Mr.
Despain advised against that as there would be potential lawsuit it could be seen as
unfair to the Target project. One other change is the 100,000 square feet minimum in
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Section 5 (e) should be 60,000 feet; Mr. Woodbury feels there are large stores that
would want to be included in the sign that do not meet the minimum of 100,000 square
feet. Another change would be an alternate way to determine the number of pylon signs
allowed; they are requesting three pylon signs, but only one is allowed under the current
ordinance. Another issue is which stores would have entitlement to being included on
the pylon sign; they would like the minimum to be 12,000 square feet in the store to be
displayed on the sign and not 100,000 square feet as proposed.
Mr. Despain stated he is unsure of how the City Council feels about this draft but the
Planning Commission does need to take action.
Mr. Woodbury stated he had hoped the Planning Commission would be able to come up
with a favorable recommendation to the City Council as they feel there is a justification
for the change given the unique characteristics to this large scale development. Mr.
Woodbury commented he feels the ordinance was written for smaller developments. He
stated if they want to set the minimum acres to 15 for Major Commercial Projects then
that would be okay. He commented he would like to see the requirement of 100,000
square feet reduced to 60,000 square feet when dealing with the size of the commercial
establishment being identified on the sign because there are a number of potential users
in their project and other projects that would be less than 100,000 square feet. The
other recommended change is that there will be stores sitting back 600 to 700 feet from
the major streets and the sign would announce their location. He feels that larger
developments with broken segments are being penalized because of the size of their
development. He commented there is one other provision they had suggested that was
not added; if a project was going to have many signs, they believe it would be wise to
add a provision that requires some sort of sign uniformity.
Mr. Baldwin suggested that as far as the changes with extra signs, he suggested they
have only one on an average of 900 feet between signs; Mr. Despain stated they could
add attachments to the proximately of signs to each other. Mr. Baldwin stated he
believes there is a valid argument that a 120 acre project does need some consideration
to accommodate what was requested; he did not know if there was a way to write that in
other than to allow one at every major access. Chairman Hansen suggested something
similar to one every 1,000 feet but no closer than 750 feet. Mr. Baldwin commented he
liked the idea of design consistency among the signs and that he likes the minimum area
of 15 acres but does not have a preference on the size of the buildings.
Mr. Woffinden agreed that uniformity among the signs is important; he does not want to
see clutter along the highway. He feels that if you know where the store is you don't
need a huge signs and that if you want to go somewhere you are going to at least know
where you are going. He does not want every little store to have a sign along the road.
Ms. Wilson asked if Mr. Woodbury has any other projects of this size and if he is asking
for the same signs at those projects. Mr. Woodbury stated that with University Mall, they
have added pad lots and that the city has agreed that monument signs are needed for
each lot. He stated they have three approved pylon signs at the University Mall but only
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have two constructed. He indicated there are stores, such as Sears, that will reject this
site if they do not get an identification sign along the main road. Ms. Wilson clarified
that just to get the anchor stores to sign on with the project then they want signs to be
included in the package. She commented that since this is centrally located this could be
looked at differently.
Mr. Hadfield stated he has included copies of Sandy City's Sign Ordinance to see how
they approach signs. He believes there needs to be some type of sign regulation. Mr.
Hadfield stated they were given a plan of signs from Woodbury and asked if that plan
had changed; Mr. Woodbury commented the sign locations are where the plywood signs
are located. Mr. Despain stated the first sign plan met the ordinance; the new plan does
not meet the requirements of the present ordinance.
Kevin Tea commented that he felt that Mr. Woodbury presented a lot of good things to
be considered. He commented there are already lots of pylon signs along State Street
that has created clutter of signs. His opinion is that 35 foot high signs are too high; he
likes 25 feet signs. He commented he also liked the idea of uniform signs.
There were several business owners present at the meeting to voice their complaints and
concerns on the sign ordinance. Those business owners felt they were being picked on
by the city because they were continually being asked to remove their illegal signs
because they were not allowed, that some businesses were not asked to remove illegal
signs, and that application of the law was selective as to what is being enforced.
One business owner, Trena Zaugg, commented she feels like her business does not count
because she has a small business. She owns a business on 500 East and stated that if she
does not have a sign then people do not know her business is there. They need the signs
to stay in business. Other business owners from that business complex agreed; they
want the enforcement of signs on all businesses. The business owners feel that if so
many businesses are ignoring the sign ordinance then they should consider changing the
ordinance to allow for those type of illegal signs.
It was commented that the business owners in the rear of the McCabe Commercial
Complex did not have adequate signage for their companies. Chairman Hansen
commented the McCabe Commercial Center was not approved to be a strip mall; it was
approved as an office/warehouse complex. He stated they are allowed the sign out front
as well as the facia sign on the front of the business. It was commented by a business
owner that it should apply to all businesses. It is not the case; it depends upon what was
approved. Mr. Despain explained that Mr. McCabe presented a plan to the Planning
Commission with a plan for stores on 500 East and warehouses to the rear; technically,
any retail establishment in the rear is in violation of city ordinance. Mr. Despain was
unsure why business licenses were granted for retail businesses in the rear. It was stated
that the way to correct the sign problem was to take down the illegal signs along 500
East. Chairman Hansen stated the city approved ordinances by which the citizens and
business owners were to abide; if people chose not to abide by the rules then the
Enforcement Officer is sent out. He stated that if the city wants to enforce the
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ordinances, then the businesses which were not approved for the location could have
their licenses revoked.
It was noted there are other businesses in violation of the sign ordinance; there are
business all over town ignoring the sign ordinance. The Planning Commission was
looking at revising the sign ordinance at the request of the Mayor concerning The
Meadows Project, not for the illegal sign concerns.
Greg Ware asked what process the business owners would have to go through to get a
change in the ordinance so their signs would be in compliance with the law. He was told
to get with the elected City Leaders.
Chairman Hansen stated that the sign ordinance has been looked out several times by
the Planning Commission but the decision has been to make no changes. The City
Council has, against the recommendation of the Planning Commission, made some
changes to the ordinance.
Mr. Hardy stated he had given a copy of the sign ordinance to those businesses he had
made contact with so they are aware of the requirements.
Chairman Hansen asked what the members wanted to see happen with the sign
ordinance.
There was a discussion on the possible changes to the draft ordinance they had before
them; any additional changes would need to be addressed at a different time. The
different possible changes discussed are signs can be located on average of 1,000 feet
apart but no closer than 750 feet, that there is some type of uniformity between the
signs, and to leave the square footage of an anchor store at 100,000 square feet with a
note to the City Council indicating the argument put forth by Woodbury Corporation for
lowering the square footage. They also discussed a change to Section 5 (e) to allow
smaller businesses an opportunity to advertise on the pylon sign, thus eliminating the
possibility of the large stores being the only advertised store.
Mr. Despain commented that he will make some changes and bring a new draft back to
the Planning Commission for review.

Mr. Baldwin moved to refer this item back to Mr. Despain for revisions as
discussed concerning the Major Commercial Development. Mr. Woffinden
seconded the motion. All were in favor. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AMENDMENTS TO THE PUD, FLEXIBLE LOT
DEVELOPMENT, AND CONSERVATION SUBDIVISION PROJECTS ORDINANCE.
Chairman Hansen commented that although he did not want to skip this item, he
suggested they hold this over to the next meeting because of the late hour. He explained
that Ms. Wilson was ill but attended the meeting so they would have a quorum.
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Mr. Baldwin moved to table item five. Ms. Wilson seconded the motion.
All were in favor. The motion carried.
Mr. Washburn commented that this item has been discussed at the end of the meeting
every time it is on the agenda and request this appear at the front of the agenda for the
next meeting. Chairman Hansen asked Mr. Hadfield to put this item on the front of the
agenda.
SITE PLAN COMMITTEE REPORT
This item was not discussed.
OTHER BUSINESS
This item was not discussed.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE JULY 2, 2003, PLANNING COMMISSION MINUTES.
There were not enough members present to approve the minutes.
ADJOURNMENT
Mr. Woffinden moved to adjourn the meeting at 10:40 p.m. Ms. Wilson
seconded the motion. All were in favor. The motion carried.

Terilyn L ker
Building Inspections/Public Works
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PETITION
We, the undersigned, citizens of American Fork City, hereby petition the members of the
American Fork Planning Commission and the American Fork City Council to deny the current
request to develop the land located at 35 East 150 North, American Fork, Utah. We oppose the
development because it will destroy the urban forest with the-wildlife which live-the-rein; it will
cover the historical open water way with the fish which live therein; and it will provide too
much density in an area that is mostly single family dwellings. We believe the-city offic-ials
should recognize the historical value of the land, wildlife, and open stream on the real property
and the value that it has to the downtown area. Consequently, we respectfully request the
Planning Commission and City Council deny the current request for development.
Name (Print)

Address
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PETITION
We, the undersigned, citizens of American Fork City, hereby petition the members of the
American Fork Planning Commission and the American Fork City Council to deny the current
request to develop the land located at 35 East 150 North, American Fork, Utah. We oppose the
development because it will destroy the urban fore.st with the wildlife which live therein; it will
cover the historical open water way with the fish which live therein; and it will provide too
much density in an area that is mostly single family dwellings. We believe the city offic-ials
should recognize the historical value of the land, wildlife, and open stream on the real property
and the value that it has to the downtown area. Consequently, we respectfully request the
Planning Commission and City Council deny the current request for developtnent.
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PETITION
We, the undersigned, citizens of American Fork City, hereby petition the members of the
American Fork Planning Commission and the American Fork City Counc-il to deny the current
request to develop the land located at 35 East 150 North, American Fork, Utah. We oppose the
development because it will destroy the urban forest with the wildlife which live. there-in; it will
cover the historical open water way with the fish which live therein; and it will provide too
much density in an area that is mostly single family dwellings. We. believe the. city offic-ials
should recognize the historical value of the land, wildlife, and open stream on the real property
and the value that it has to the downtown area. Consequently, we respectfully request the
Planning Commission and City Council deny the current request for developtnent.
Date
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PETITION
We, the undersigned, citizens of American Fork City, hereby petition the members of the
Alnerican Fork Planning Commission and the American Fork City Council to deny the current
request to develop the land located at 35 East 150 North, American Fork, Utah. We oppose the
. development because it will destroy the urban forest with the-wildlife which live therein; it will
cover the historical open water way with the fish which live therein; and it will provide too
much density in an area that is mostly single family dwellings. We believe the city officials
should recognize the historical value of the land, wildlife, and open stream on the real property
and the value that it has to the downtown area. Consequently, we respectfully request the
Planning Commission and City Council deny the current request for development.
Address
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MEMORANDUM
Date: July, 11 2003
To: AFPC

From: Rod Despain
Subject: Draft revisions to the sign ordinance
Attached is a copy of possible amendments to the Sign Ordinance
to meet the instructions from the Council, identified as Draft
#2.
This draft is slightly different than draft #1 which was
passed out at the last PC meeting.
If you kept that one to
review, throw it away.
The draft amendment introduces the idea of an additional type of
commercial development project, referred to as a Major Commercial
Oev~lopmen~.
Section 1 of the draft provides a definition. The
~ol~ · purpose of - the new classification is to make such projects
~Jigible for additional signage and to set forth the conditions
for approval of such signs.
Section 2 of the draft includes a re-write of two existing
Paragraphs - 3 and 4 - and a new Paragraph 5.
Paragraph 5 has
been added _to set forth the requirements for eligibility for the
additional signage to be allowed for Major Commercial Projects.
Paragraph 3 addresses the signage options and requirements for
indi vidua'l commercial uses l~ocated on their own lot. The changes
to this para_~raph are minima·l.
Paragraph 4 · addresses signage for small multi-tenant projects
such as the one at 500 East and US89. The major change here is a
change in name from project ~dentification sign to Common Project
Sign.
The wording in Paragraph 5, if left as wr~tten, would allow a
non-accessory pylon sigri -for the Woodbury Project at the 900 west
and also at the Pacific access points. Their plan calls for
three pylon signs in the vicinity of 900 West.
If the ordinance
needs to allow more than one pylon sign for each frontage segment
(Woodbury wants 3) then we need to come up with different
cri-teria for setting the number other than frontage on a
collector class road. One possibility would be to allow such a
sign at each access point to the project. With that change,
Woodbury _ could have up to 7 .Pylon signs in the vicinity of 900
West.
Certa__inly 18 signs (7 Pylon signs and 11 monument signs)
along that stre-t ch of us· 89 (about ~ mile) should be adequate and
prob~bly sat~sfy _9P_
t:l). the Woodbury and the Council, or at least
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would not give Woodbury cause for further complaint to the
Council.
Such a change would also give the Target project an entitlement
to at least one more pylon sign on .US 89 at 130 north and two
more pylon sign on Main Street. Also, K-mart would be entitled to
a couple more pylon signs, as would the future developers of the
Kawakami property. When added together that would provide a
possibility for 14 pylon signs and 19 monument signs, a possible
total of 33 signs along the ' perimeter of the project.
I suspect
that even the most liberal sign advocates would agree that 33
signs would be enough to get the word out, but, as noted in an
earlier memo, it would probably be easier to repeal the sign
ordinance direct rather than force a convoluted approval process
which ends up at the same place.
In a related matter, a group of commercial users along 500 East
have gone to the Council to complain about the sign restrictions
there. As I understand, rather than suggesting that they live
with the regulations that were agreed to when the respective
projects were approved, the Council has referred them to the PC
to secure further amendments to solve their particular problem.
The repeal option, which started out as an extreme reaction, now
appears to be a probable end result.
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7-11-03
PC Draft #2

ORDINANCE NO.
AN ORDINANCE AMENDING PORTIONS OF SECTION 7-2 (DEFINITIONS) AND
2-4.31 OF THE DEVELOPMENT CODE OF AMERICAN FORK CITY, RELATING TO
SIGNS; AND PROVIDING FOR THE ADOPTION AND ENFORCEMENT OF THE
AMENDMENTS .

Section 7-2, entitled List of Definitions, is
SECTION 1.
hereby amended by adding a new definition, to read as follows:

36C. Major Commercial Development - A development
project containing only retail commercial and
service establishments serving the general
public. To qualify as a Major Commercial
Development the project must conform to the
following criteria:
1.

2.

3.

The project shall have been approved as
a approved as a planned commercial
development or planned shopping center
development in accordance with the
provisions of Section 2-6.11 or 2-6.5 as
applicable.
The project shall have a minimum project
area of fifteen (15) acres and a minimum
area developed or in the process of
being developed of 15 acres or more.
more.
The project shall include one or more
individual business establishments
having more than 100,000 square feet of
retail floor area.

SECTION 2.
Section 2-5.31, Paragraph D-3 et.seq., is
hereby amended in its entirety, to read as follows:

3.

Accessory Free-Standing Signs - Pylon and/or
Monument Signs . A permanent, accessory, freestanding pylon sign identifying and advertising
the name of the business, the products sold, trade
names and/or the business activity conducted may
be erected upon the premises occupied by the
business, subject to the following:
(a)

The sign shall be located upon the same
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parcel as the structure containing the business.
The parcel shall abut upon a public street
adjacent to the proposed location of the sign.
The length of the abutting side parcel to which
the sign is appurtenant shall be not less than 150
lineal feet, except, that,
The Planning
Commission may approve the placement of a pylon
sign on a parcel having an abutting side less than
150 lineal feet, upon a finding that the
substandard abutting side has not been created for
the primary purpose of establishing an entitlement
to an additional pylon sign, the parcel includes
adequate width for vehicular access to the
business activity and the sign can be located
without establishing a safety hazard.
(b)
Each separate parcel shall include not
more than one (1) free-standing pylon sign.
©)
The maximum height of any pylon sign
sh~ll be thirty-five (35) feet above the level of
the closest public street.
(d)
Each pylon sign shall have a maximum of
two (2) sign faces.
The maximum area of each sign
face shall be determined by the length of the
abutting lot boundary adjacent to the street
closest to the proposed location of the sign, in
accordance with the provisions of Chart 2-5.31-B.
(e)
No portion of any sign shall project
into the air space above a public right-of-way.
(f) In addition to the pylon sign authorized
pursuant to this paragraph, where the lot abuts
upon two (2) or more public streets, a freestanding monument sign may be constructed adjacent
to each abutting boundary, not including the
boundary upon which the pylon sign is constructed.
Each free-standing monument sign shall have a
maximum of two (2) sign faces.
Each face shall
have a maximum sign face area of not more than
sixty (60) square feet and shall be designed and
constructed in accordance with Chart 2-5.31-D.
(f)
No free-standing pylon or monument sign
shall be placed or constructed in such a manner as
to produce an unsafe visual clearance at any
intersection or driveway location.
(g)
A free-standing monument sign may be
substituted for the free-standing pylon sign
permitted pursuant to this Paragraph.
4.

Accessory Common Project Signs for Multi-tenant
Projects authorized.
Where a project area contains more than four (4)
acres and includes five (5) or more separate
business establishments, whether located on
individual lots or a common lot, the City, at the
request of the developer, may allow the use of a
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Common Project Sign, in-lieu of independent pylon
and monument signs (as authorized under Paragraph
3 above) . Where a developer proposes the use of
the Common Project Sign option, such signs shall
conform with the following:
(a)
The project area for which a Common
Project Sign is proposed shall meet the criteria
for qualification, set forth above, and shall be
approved as a Planned Shopping center or Planned
Commercial Development Project in accordance with
the applicable provisions of 2-6.5 or 2-6.11.
(b)
Each project area shall be permitted to
contain one (1) free-standing Common Project sign,
to be located adjacent to the lot boundary which
abuts a public street, provided, however, where
the project area abuts upon two or more Collector
or Arterial class roads (as designated on the
City's Major Street Plan), for a distance of not
less than three hundred (300) feet along each
road, the City may approve an additional freestanding Common Project Sign.
©)
The maximum height of any Common Project
Sign shall be thirty-five (35) feet above the
level of the adjacent street.
(d)
Each Common Project Sign shall have a
maximum of two (2) sign faces. The maximum area of
each sign face shall be determined by the length
of the abutting lot boundary adjacent to the
street closest to the proposed location of the
sign, in accordance with the provisions of Chart
2-5.31-B.
(e)
The sign face shall include a notation
identifying the name of the project and may
include a registry identifying the owners/tenants
of business' within the project. Independent freestanding pylon or monument signs identifying a
specific owner/tenant within the project shall be
prohibited.
(f)
No portion of any Common Project Sign
shall project into the air space above a public
right-of-way.
(g)
No Common Project Sign shall be placed
or constructed in such a manner as to produce an
unsafe visual clearance at any intersection or
driveway location.
5.

Project Identification Signs for Major Commercial
Projects Authorized.
The provisions of this
Paragraph shall be applicable to Major Commercial
Projects as defined in this code.
In addition to other signs, an commercial
development project which qualifies as a Major
Commercial Project shall be entitled to one or
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more Project Identification Signs, subject to the
following:
(a)
A Project Identification Sign shall be
permitted at the perimeter of the project area,
adjacent to each contiguous segment of the project
area which abuts upon a collector or arterial
street, as shown on the major street plan. For
purposes of this paragraph, portions of the
project area separated by public streets or
separately defined lots within the project shall
be considered as a contiguous segment.
(b) The sign shall have a maximum of two sign
faces, each with a maximum sign face area of not
more than three hundred and fifty (350) square
feet per side. The maximum height of the sign
shall be thirty-five (35) feet above the adjacent
ground level.
©)
Each Project Identification Sign shall
be located in the immediate vicinity of the major
point of access to the project area, unless an
alternate location is approved by the City. The
specific location of any Project Identification
Sign shall be shown on the signage plan for the
project as required pursuant to the provisions of
Paragraph E of this Section

(d)
Where a project plan proposes the use of
a Project Identification Signs all signage for
individual establishments or multi-tenant
buildings within the project area shall consist
only of monument signs conforming to the standards
for such signs, as set forth under Section 2-5.31D.
Individual pylon signs or Common Project Signs
shall be prohibited.
(e)
Each sign face shall include a notation
identifying the name of the Major Commercial
Project, which shall occupy not less than 25% of
the total sign face area, and may include a
registry identifying the name of any commercial
establishment located within the project area
having a total floor area of 100,000 square feet
or greater.
(f)
No Project Identification Sign shall
project into the air space above a public rightof-way.
(g)
No Project Identification Sign shall be
placed or constructed in such a manner as to
produce an unsafe visual clearance at any
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intersection or driveway or to project into the
air space above a public right-of-way.
(h)
The documentation for the Planned
Commercial or Industrial Project shall provide
that the Project Identification Sign constitutes a
common amenity of the project. The documentation
and shall include provisions establishing
ownership of the Project Identification Sign and
the right to construct and maintain the sign, in
the instance where the sign is situated on
·
property owned by a party other than the owner of
the sign.
(I) For purposes of compliance with the
provisions of this Code, any Project
Identification Sign shall, when approved pursuant
to the provisions of this Paragraph, be considered
an approved non-accessory sign.
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AMERICAN FORK CITY PLANNING COMMISSION
WLY 2, 2003
NOTICE AND AGENDA

Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Planning Commission will meet in a
regular session on Wednesday, July 2, 2003, in the City Hall, 31 North Church Street,
commencing at 7:00p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

11.
12.
13.

Further discussion on a secondary irrigation system for American Fork City.
Review and action on the final plat of Afton Meadows Plat F consisting of 3 lots
at 878 North 290 East.
Review and action on the final plat of Plum Tree Lane Subdivision consisting of 8
lots at 300 South 100 East.
Review and action on American Fork Commercial Center Plat B amended
consisting of 4 lots located at 805 West State Road.
Review and action on a commercial site plan for Lot #7 of American Fork
Commercial Center located at 769 West Grassland Drive.
Review and action on a commercial site plan for J&C Sales, an automotive sales
lot to be located at 578 South 500 East.
Discussion on burial of power lines and elimination of power poles.
Review and action on amendments to the PUD, flexible lot developments and
conservation subdivision projects ordinance.
Site Plan Committee Report.
Other business
a.
Report on review of sign ordinance by City staff.
b.
Location of July 16, 2003, Planning Commission Meeting.
c.
Date of summer outing.
Review and action on the May 7, 2003, Planning Commission Minutes.
Review and action on the June 18, 2003, Planning Commission Minutes.
Adjournment.

Dated this 24 day of June, 2003.

James S. Hansen, Chairman

AMERICAN FORK CITY
PLANNING COMMISSION
JULY 2, 2003
ATTACHMENTS (2)
The American Fork City Planning Commission met in a regular session on July 2, 2003 , at the
American Fork City Hall commencing at 7:05p.m. Commission members present included
Chairman Hansen, Wendy Wilson, Shirl LeBaron*, Alan Christensen, and Ken Baldwin. City Staff
present included Rodney Despain, J.H. Hadfield** , and Terilyn Lurker. Others present included
Richard Noble, Tavis Timothy, Grant Leonard, Ray Jensen, LaVern Nerdin, Matt Judd, Lynn
Woodbury, Ned Stephenson, Arno Leibelt, George Guy, Paul Washburn, Kevin Tea, Robert Hall,
and two citizens.
Chairman Hansen excused John Woffinden. He welcomed everyone to the meeting.
FURTHER DISCUSSION ON A SECONDARY IRRIGATION SYSTEM FOR AMERICAN
FORK CITY.
Chairman Hansen stated there was a joint Work Session with the City Council and the Planning
Commission on June 10, 2003. He explained that Mr. Despain had a memorandum that outlined
what was stated by the public at that meeting. He turned the time over to Mr. Despain.
Mr. Despain explained his memorandum concerning the Secondary Irrigation System and what he
perceived as the discussion at the joint work session with the City Council. See attached
memorandum (ATTACHMENT 1). He commented that he believed very modest wording changes
would be required in order to get it to the City Council and that anything they could do to expedite
this would be appropriate.
Mr. Noble concurred with Mr. Despain concerning the minor revisions of the draft document to
satisfy item number four to include the south side of town in the irrigation system.
Chairman Hansen asked about a full system in the north and if that would require revisions in the
document. Mr. Noble stated that the report describes the full system and only in general terms
discusses phasing. There is only one paragraph on page 4-1 which describes phasing but that they
could change that paragraph if needed.
Mr. Baldwin commented he feels they need to go forward with this. He commented he is disturbed
by the prospect of losing the area of the reservoir. They need to move forward as water and its use is
a significant factor in the development of the community. Mr. Despain commented that in reference
to item number three, Mr. Denney had discovered the debris basin is in the hands of the county. Mr.
Noble stated that Mr. Denney needed to get with him to discuss the debris basin as there are
requirements and elevations that need to be met which might be a problem; he agreed that there is
some urgency in obtaining that property.
Mr. Christensen asked if the citizens who currently have water shares will retain those shares until
they have the opportunity to hook to the secondary irrigation system. Mr. Leonard stated that no,
they will not get the water. He indicated there is a water shortage and the last date water will be
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available will be July 22nd. Mr. Leonard stated the Irrigation Company wants a full system because
they do not feel there will be enough water for the interior of the town. Mr. Noble commented they
did the study in two phases; one study was a backbone system and the other a full system. After
looking at the study, the City Council decided to go for a full system but that initially only the
backbone system would be installed. Mr. Christensen clarified that those people who own water
shares and are not along the backbone system will not get water anymore. Mr. Noble stated that
would not be acceptable but they are not sure how to accomplish getting those people the water. Mr.
Despain stated the city has chosen to go with an option similar to Alpine; the people would not lose
their irrigation shares but would get their shares through a pipe instead of a ditch.
*Mr. LeBaron arrived.
Mr. Christensen commented the only option that really works is a system that delivers to everyone
who currently gets water. Mr. Noble stated there will an interim operational plan because the system
will take time to build. He described an option similar to Alpine City where those people who rely
on receiving water by ditch will have the water on the weekends while pressurized irrigation would
take place during the week.
Mr. Leonard stated if the city depends upon using the canyon water then there will not be enough
water. If they only do a backbone system, there won't be enough water in the ditches. He feels the
approach is a dual system. Everyone in the Irrigation Company wants the pressurized irrigation
system but does not want to lose their water in the interim.
Chairman Hansen asked what they expect from the outcome tonight. Mr. Despain stated the
Planning Commission needs to decide if there are any changes they want made to the document. He
commented that Mr. Noble could make the corrections and it could be passed onto the City Council
once city staff is satisfied or they can have the item come back before them before it goes to the City
Council for their review and adoption. Mr. Baldwin commented he believed they had instructed
them to proceed forthwith and feels it does not necessarily need to come back except as information
for them. Mr. Christensen would like to see something with a full-blown system as soon as possible.
Mr. LeBaron stated he felt like the majority of the people at the joint work session wanted a full
system and feels like they should recommend a full system be implemented as soon as possible. Ms.
Wilson agreed. Chairman Hansen agreed also and stated they could have the revisions at the next
Planning Commission meeting as an action item.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE FINAL PLAT OF AFTON MEADOWS PLAT F CONSISTING
OF 3 LOTS AT 878 NORTH 290 EAST.
Mr. Jensen was present to discuss this item; he commented it was not different from what they had
seen at the last meeting.
Mr. Hadfield stated this contains the necessary items for final plat and that he had no concerns.
Mr. Despain stated he was just handed the consent form for the owners of Afton Meadows plat C
with the necessary signatures. His only concern is that one acre foot of water right would be
required; that would be equal to .5 irrigation shares. Mrs. Nerdin stated they had turned their shares
over to the city years ago and did not have any additional water shares. She was told they would
need to secure half a share of water for this development. Mr. Despain stated his second item of
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concern is the final plat fee needs to be paid prior to recording.

Mr. Baldwin moved to approve the final plat of Afton Meadows Plat F consisting of 3 lots at
878 North 290 East subject to (1) the resolution of the water rights and (2) the fees being paid.
Mr. Christensen seconded the motion. All were in favor. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE FINAL PLAT OF PLUM TREE LANE SUBDIVISION
CONSISTING OF 8 LOTS AT 300 SOUTH 100 EAST.
Mr. Judd commented that they met with the Irrigation Company; they are checking to see if there are
any down stream users to see if they need to pipe the ditch. The ditch has been shown as an 18-inch
pipe as recommended by Travis Fraughton but that the ditch may possibly be filled in depending on
the outcome of whether or not there are any down stream users that need the ditch. Mr. Christensen
stated he understands that people have to either use the water shares or lose it but that the developers
could be blamed if the users cannot access their water. It was suggested the developers purchase the
water shares if possible from the downstream users.
Mr. Hadfield asked that the Northings and Eastings be included on the subdivision monuments. He
commented he has reviewed the changes as requested at preliminary plat stage and those have been
done but he believes the fees still need to be paid.
Mr. Despain stated this will require 12 acre feet of water which equals six irrigation shares. He
indicated he is unsure on whether or not the boundary line agreement has been resolved. Mr. Judd
stated he did not see any problem and neither did the county. It was noted that Robert Autrey has
been gone and could not check this project. Mr. Hadfield stated in the past the Featherstone project
did have a problem and that is why it was brought up.

Mr. Baldwin moved to approve the final plat of Plum Tree Lane Subdivision consisting of 8
lots at 300 South 100 East subject to (1) the resolution of the irrigation ditch questions, (2) that
the water rights be provided to the city, (3) that they add the monument designations as
specified by engineering, and (4) that fees are paid prior to recording. Mr. Christensen
seconded the motion. All were in favor. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AMERICAN FORK COMMERCIAL CENTER PLAT B AMENDED
CONSISTING OF 4 LOTS LOCATED AT 805 WEST STATE ROAD.
Mr. Woodbury stated this was a clean up of half a dozen minor changes so that it agrees with what
actually was put down in the field.
Mr. Hadfield stated there was some tweaking of lot lines between six and seven. This is a clean up
item and does correct three minor adjustments and is technical in nature.
Mr. Despain stated his questions were that a verse had been left off; there was a short discussion and
it was discovered that note had been added. He commented the plat does conform to the requests
that were made and should be approved. It was pointed out that the property owner' s signatures
would be required on the plat.
Chairman Hansen stated they will need to find out if the subdivision has any discrepancies but that
cannot be done until Robert Autrey returns from vacation. Mr. Hadfield requested any approval
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include a condition that all engineering technicalities are correct. It was brought up that the fees also
need to be paid.

Mr. LeBaron moved to approve the American Fork Commercial Center Plat B amended
consisting of 4 lots located at 805 West State Road subject to (1) the appropriate signatures
needed be obtained, (2) engineering concerns be taken care of, and (3) the payment of fees.
Ms. Wilson seconded the motion. Those voting "aye," Mr. LeBaron, Ms. Wilson, Chairman
Hansen, and Mr. Baldwin. Mr. Christensen abstained because of the conflict of interest. The
motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A COMMERCIAL SITE PLAN FOR LOT #7 OF AMERICAN
FORK COMMERCIAL CENTER LOCATED AT 769 WEST GRASSLAND DRIVE.
Chairman Hansen stated he did not see that all of lot #7 is included in the drawings. He indicated
part of lot #7 is going to be developed as off site improvement for lot #6 but needs to be shown on
the plat. Mr. Stephenson stated they had seen that portion as part of a previous site plan approval
and they did not think to include it here. Mr. Woodbury explained that the Planning Commission
would like to improve that section at this time in conjunction with the Home Depot construction.
Mr. Stephenson stated their intent is that the entire parking lot is completed now. Mr. Woodbury
stated they believe this is consistent with the overall master plan of this project. He commented they
are not asking for approval on a possible future building site as shown on the plat by dashed lines.
Mr. Hadfield stated he has compared this with the original site plan; although there are changes,
there is plenty of parking as per this plan. If there is a building in the future pad there may not be
adequate parking. The drainage is part of the overall plan which has been previously approved and
that each of the units have individual sewer and water lines.
Mr. Despain had no issues other than parking, which was brought up by Mr. Hadfield. He agreed
with Mr. Hadfield that if there is a building in the future space there may not be sufficient parking.
He indicated that this does not include the commitment by the city for development on that area.
The water shares are still unresolved but that they should hear back from the State Engineer's office
soon. Mr. Stephenson stated they are committed to get this resolved.
Chairman Hansen asked about the nuisance strip on Plat A; Mr. Despain stated it is still unresolved.
There was a short discussion on the problem with the potential nuisance strip and what options are
available. Mr. Woodbury stated the private engineer made a mistake; they never intended to create a
nuisance strip and that they do intend to enter into a written agreement with the city on the nuisance
strip.
Mr. Baldwin commented there are quite a few problems with the subject to ' s on this item. He
indicated those items are the entire lot being addressed, the future pad should be deleted, resolution
of the nuisance strip, and that the water shares are still a major concern. Mr. Despain commented
that they could possibly let the water rights concern slide based on representations the city has at this
time from the State Engineer. Mr. Baldwin asked if the city can withhold issuing building permits
until the water concern has been taken care of as a type of hold the city has in order to assure the city
gets what is needed. Mr. Hadfield stated that is a possibility. Mr. Woodbury stated he feels it is
irresponsible for the city to withhold permits because of the issues. Mr. Baldwin asked Mr.
Woodbury if he would have a problem removing the future pad K from the drawings. Mr.
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Woodbury stated that would be fine.

Mr. Baldwin moved to approve the site plan for Lot #7 of American Fork Commercial Center
located at 769 West Grassland Drive subject to (1) the correction of drawings to include all of
lot 7 and (2) that future pad K be deleted from the drawing. Mr. LeBaron seconded the
motion. Those voting "aye," Mr. LeBaron, Ms. Wilson, Chairman Hansen, and Mr. Baldwin.
Mr. Christensen abstained because of conflict of interest. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A COMMERCIAL SITE PLAN FOR J & C SALES, AN
AUTOMOTIVE SALES LOT LOCATED AT 578 SOUTH 500 EAST.
Chairman Hansen stated this was seen at the last meeting but was not approved because of some
items of concern. This plan was before them again with some changes. He turned the time over to
Mr. Judd.
Mr. Judd stated he has tried to implement the concerns addressed at the last meeting. One item of
concern was possible parking on 500 East. He commented that the only way to keep people from
parking on 500 east would be to paint that curb red. They plan on putting directional signs at the
north of the property to direct customers to the access and parking for this project. Mr. Judd
indicated the landscaping has been addressed; Carl Jr.' s has 30% landscaping on their property and
they have 34% on this property. He indicated the landscaping will be in front of the trailer as well as
the 10-foot strip along the front of the property and along the south of the property. The trees
required along 500 East street will be done according to the 500 East corridor plan; he will get that
information from Mr. Hadfield.
Mr. LeBaron asked what materials the sign will be made of; it is plywood and is a temporary sign
because the lot is of a temporary nature.
Mr. Hadfield stated the engineering concerns have been resolved. Mr. Despain had no concerns with
this project.

Mr. Baldwin moved to approve the commercial site plan for J & C Sales located at 578 South
500 East. Mr. Christensen seconded the motion. Those voting "aye" were Mr. Baldwin, Mr.
Christensen, Ms. Wilson, and Chairman Hansen. Mr. LeBaron abstained. The motion
carried with a four to one vote.
DISCUSSION ON BURIAL OF POWER LINES AND ELIMINATION OF POWER POLES.
Chairman Hansen passed out copies of pictures along 200 East at approximately 500 North showing
the location of the power poles recently placed. There was a discussion on the desire of the Planning
Commission to monitor where the placement of power poles takes place. It was noted there is a
safety hazzard to the location of some power poles and that public safety must be an issue when the
location is considered.
Mr. Hadfield stated the city has received complaints on the some new poles recently placed in the
city. He commented that we are unsure of what powers the city has until the City Attorney, Kevin
Bennett, looks at the agreement.
Mr. Despain stated he will get with Kevin Bennett on the agreement to find out what options are
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available to the city.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AMENDMENTS TO THE PUD, FLEXIBLE LOT
DEVELOPMENTS AND CONSERVATION SUBDIVISION PROJECTS ORDINANCE.
Mr. Despain stated that this item was on the June 18, 2003, meeting but they had only gotten to
approximately page 13 before they ended the discussion and held it over to this meeting. He had
given a memorandum to each member outlining his discussion of the amendments. See attached
memorandum (ATTACHMENT #2).
Concerning the initial project area, they discussed the possibility of lowering the 15-acre minimum.
Mr. Washburn explained that financing a larger project with 15 acres would be hard to accomplish;
financing for 15 to 20 lots is easier. It was noted that areas in the north side of town could also
benefit from the flexible lot subdivisions but would not have the larger acreage required. Mr.
Despain felt the larger area would be best in the preliminary stage but the final plat could be less than
15 acres as long as that area was encompassed in the preliminary plan, but he did remind them of the
concern of the phasing of projects. Mr. Despain suggested lowering the area to five acres in the PR3 zone and seven acres in the PR-2 zone.
**Mr. Hadfield left the meeting early as he was leaving for vacation.
With the discussion of twin homes and duplexes in the PR-2.0 zone, Chairman Hansen mentioned
his notes indicated the twin home/duplexes would not be required but would not exceed 15. Mr.
Despain stated they would need to determine the lot size.
There was a lengthy discussion on the open space requirement of 11 percent. Mr. Washburn has
suggested that the Planning Commission have the power to adjust the percentage if they felt it would
be appropriate to the project. Mr. Despain stated that by requiring 11 percent, it would max out the
small lot requirements. Chairman Hansen asked Mr. Washburn if he had a problem with a smaller
requirement such as five percent. Mr. Washburn replied that it would depend upon the area the
subdivision is located. Mr. Christensen commented he had looked at other areas in the country and
some places require as much as 25 percent open space and the lowest he had seen was 10 percent; he
believes that larger lots are just as desirable as smaller lots and that people are moving out of
American Fork in search of the larger lots. Mr. Despain asked if the Planning Commission members
had any feeling on what direction to go with regards to this topic. He would be concerned with
doing away of any mandatory number but there could be an option in which they could force the
issue of adequate trails, etc. Mr. Christensen commented that the existing land constraints will limit
the open space. Chairman Hansen feels they need to reduce the requirement. Mr. Washburn
suggested that it remain at 11 percent unless the lots exceed the minimum square footage then the
percent could be reduced if the Planning Commission allows it. Mr. Despain observed that a
reduction would have to be for reasons other than just making other lots bigger.
Concerning the size of comer lots it has been suggested that those lots be larger. Also, the maximum
of 8,500 square feet on the lot should be readdressed.
Concerning the percent of gross project area, the suggestion had been to lower the 35 to 50 percent
open space requirement to 30 percent in the PR-3 zone and to 40 percent in the PR-2 zone. Mr.
Despain stated he isn't prepared at this point to make a recommendation. Mr. Despain also
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commented that Special Service Districts have been discussed before as an option to finance the
maintenance of the open space; this needs to be created up front and will need to be discussed
further.
Mr. Despain stated they would need to decide if they could have a logical design on less than five
acres when it comes to the minimum final plat area. That would need to be addressed and possibly
reduced if they see fit.
Mr. Despain stated he would go over his notes and make possible changes.
Chairman Hansen stated they need to get the Land Use Element of the General Plan finished up and
sent to the City Council.
SITE PLAN
Mr. Despain stated the Kawakami property could possibly be developed in the near future.
OTHER BUSINESS
Sign Ordinance
Chairman Hansen stated Mayor Barratt sent a letter to himself and Mr. Despain telling the Planning
Commission to make revisions to the sign ordinance in conjunction with the Woodbury Corporation.
He turned the time over to Mr. Despain.
Mr. Despain stated the members have his memorandum he prepared for the sign ordinance revision.
He indicated he had passed out to the members a map which showed the proposed location of the
pylon signs as well as the monument signs for each building adjacent to US-89 in The Meadows
project. He indicated that as he went through the request, he has concluded the current ordinance
must be changed. The initial memorandum indicates the City Council is not asking for the Planning
Commission's opinion, but told that they need to change it. His memo included three alternatives;
those options would be to repeal the sign ordinance, accept the draft submitted by Woodbury
Corporation, or to draft an ordinance which would give Woodbury Corporation what they want but
attempt to preserve some limitations.
Mr. LeBaron stated that if what the Planning Commission want is moot, then why not have the City
Council do what they want without instructing the Planning Commission to change the ordinance?
Mr. Despain explained that State Law requires Planning Commission approval before the City
Council can act on it.
Mr. Despain asked what is the comfort level of the Planning Commission? He explained the sign
ordinance to the new commission members. Chairman Hansen stated he has compiled a packet of
past memorandums on amendments to the sign ordinance; he noted that usually they have not
changed the ordinance. Chairman Hansen stated he has a problem with the statement from
Woodbury Corporation that restaurants will not come here unless they have a monument sign for
their building; he feels that there are several restaurants that will locate here even if they do not have
a monument sign. His feelings are that if people are going to go to the business, they will know
where to find it and do not need huge, flashy signs. He felt that having a huge facia sign and a
monument sign is too much.
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Mr. Despain stated he has thoughts and feelings on the subject but that he does not have a choice in
the matter. The discussion tonight is to find out the feelings of the Planning Commission members.
Chairman Hansen asked if7-2-03 PC draft #1 is the draft with the changes proposed which would
give Woodbury Corporation the signs they desire. Mr. Despain stated it is but there are still some
changes that need to be made.
Mr. Despain stated that repealing the sign ordinance is not a practical option; he feels the only option
they have is the proposal which accomplishes what Woodbury Corporation wants but still keeps
some limitations. He stated this would propose a new form of commercial development and provide
some definitions as to what constitutes a major development. They would reword sections three and
four slightly and in section 5 they would introduce project identification signs for major commercial
projects. He stated they may want to review the content of the proposed ordinance. He commented
the way this is written allows the project identification sign at every point the project touches a
collector class road. Mr. Despain stated this is a significant shift from their current philosophy.
Mr. LeBaron commented he would like to study this before they have more discussion on it.
Mr. Christensen commented they need to decide on what they want to see. He commented that signs
can be nice or degrading; he does not want the signs to be cluttered. Mr. LeBaron commented that
signs communicate messages. Chairman Hansen stated he cannot read all the signs in some areas of
the county due to the large number of them in a small area. There was a discussion on signs in
surrounding cities.
Mr. Woodbury commented he appreciates the discussion and the concerns of the Planning
Commission. He stated The Meadow's project has 3,500 feet of frontage but is being held to the
same standard as a one acre project. He commented it is not their intent to open the floodgates.
What they are requesting is the same as what was before the Planning Commission two years ago;
the intent has remained the same. Mr. Woodbury described what they are requesting for signs on
their project; they have design uniform signs that each pad must conform to. He believes what they
have proposed is responsible, attractive, an asset to the city, and would meet the needs of the
occupants in the project. He feels they are being penalized because they are such a large
development. All they are asking for is a total of three pylon signs and one monument sign in front
of each building.
Chairman Hansen agreed that Woodbury Corporation is probably being penalized because of their
size. He commented that he did not need to see lots of signs to indicate stores.
There was another discussion on what Woodbury Corporation is proposing; there would be nine
monument signs for each pad and three major identification signs along US-89. Mr. Woodbury
commented this project is larger than the University Mall.
Mr. LeBaron questioned the signs currently in American Fork and how they got permits if they are
illegal. It was pointed out that most of the signs are okay, but there is one notable violation; most
violations are the banner signs.
Chairman Hansen asked that Mr. Woodbury get a copy of this proposed ordinance, review it, and
then discuss it again at the next meeting. He commented if they are unable to attend the next
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meeting they can send a letter expressing their opinions.
Mr. Stephenson clarified that along the south and east side of wetlands, it is their intent that a 4th
pylon sign be located there.
Location of the July 16, 2003, Planning Commission Meeting.
The Planning Commission members were reminded that the next meeting will be at the Alpine
School District Office. Mr. LeBaron stated he will be on vacation for that meeting.
Date of Summer Party
The members discussed possible dates for the summer party. It was decided the date would be
August 7th at Mr. Christensen's home.
Other
There was a lengthy discussion concerning the instruction to the Planning Commission to change the
sign ordinance. Some members of the Planning Commission did not appreciate the manner in which
they were told to change the sign ordinance. There was a discussion on the current signs placed
throughout American Fork.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE MAY 7, 2003, PLANNING COMMISSION MINUTES.
Mr. Baldwin indicated he had submitted corrections to Mrs. Lurker.

Mr. Baldwin moved to approve the May 7, 2003, minutes as corrected. Mr. LeBaron seconded
the motion. All were in favor. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE JUNE 18,2003, PLANNING COMMISSION MINUTES.
Mr. Baldwin stated he had submitted corrections to Mrs. Lurker for these minutes also.

Mr. Baldwin moved to approve the June 18, 2003, minutes as corrected. Mr. LeBaron
seconded the motion. All were in favor. The motion carried.
ADJOURNMENT
The meeting adjourned at 10:35 p.m.

~vr~
Terilyn LurKer
Building Inspections/Public Works
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ATTACHMENT #1 TO THE JULY 2, 2003, PLANNING COMMISSION MEETING- PAGE 1 OF 2

MEMORANDUM
Date: June 26, 2003
To: AFPC
From: Rod Despain
Subject:Discussion regarding the Secondary Irrigation System
Upon further review of the state law, separate hearings on
elements of the General Plan are required by the PC and Council.
Thus, the joint hearing held on June 10, 2003, counts only as the
PC hearing.
Two members of the PC attended the hearing and may
report separately on the outcome. My , view was as follows:
1.

There is a desire on the part of the Council to move forward
quickly to complete adoption and start construction of the
Secondary system, particularly the main stem features.

2.

Several members of the Council feel that we should revisit
the notion of constructing only the main stem features in
the first phase. The need and desire to get connectors to
the system to help start generating some cash flow seemed to
be more important than just keeping the construction cost
down, which I believe was the primary motive of the Council
with their earlier decision to proceed with a main stem only
alternative.

3.

There was a need to move quickly to tie up a upper reservoir
site at the mouth of American Fork Canyon, probably to take
over the debris basin as the re~ervoir site.
It appears
that the Briggs acquisition of the state land at the mouth
of the Canyon, which included our ~acking off submitting a
bid based ·on the promise that we let hi~ _ ~uy ~t uncontested
he would provide us the opportunity to by · a portion for our
reservoir s~te at a favorable · rate, has gone sour. As I
understand, he has deeded the same land to both Cedar Hills
and Highland, and we are left asking what happened.

4.

The Council also indicated their general support to the
notion that a separate distribution system for the south
side area should be required, rather than assuming that a
single combined system app~oach _ for that area was the
appropriate alternative. The single system approach was
based on the notion that there was insufficient irrigation
rights and other surface water available to serve the south
side area, thus, a dual system was not necessary.

. ATTACHMENT #1 T<? THE JULY 2, 2003, PLANNING COMMISSION MEETING- PAGE 2 OF 2

Such an option would eliminate , ·any possibility of using
reuse water (currently being studied by the TSSD) or the
potential of use of slough water other ~~rfate~.
Some modification to the plan to indicate the intent of
constructing a dual system for the south side area should be
added.
The next course for the PC would be to formulate a report and
recommendation for changes to the element and send it on to the
Council for their · hearing and adoption.

, . ATTACHMENT #2 TO THE JULY 2, 2003, PLANNING COMMISSION MEETING- PAGE 1 OF 1

MEMORANDUM
Date: July 2, 2003
To: AFPC
From: Rod Despain
Subject: Revised PUD Ordinance
When we last addressed this issue we got to about page 13 in the
review.
I would assume that is where we would take up the
further review. Beginning with. the Conservation Subdivision
alternative.
Since the last meeting I have met with Paul Washburn to review
his suggestions. A summary of the major ones follows:
Page 3 - Paragraph E. He has expressed that the 15 acre initial
project area ~s too large. The question is, how large an area
constitutes a logical planning area?
Page 5 - Paragraph G-1.
duplex/twin home units?
be too small.

Should the PR-2.0 include provisions for
If so the duplex lot size on page 5 may

Page 10 - Paragraph 6-a. This section requires that variable lot
projects still have 11% open space.
His position is that the 11%
could be bette~ used by making the lots bigger.
The reason for
retaining · the ·open· space component is to provide some · incentive
for including trails in a project and as a basis for creating a
HOA to administer common amenities.
Page 20 - Paragraph _4. -Add provisions which make corner lots
larger, particularly in small lot and twin home situations.
I
agree
Page 21 - Paragraph_ 8 - Add provisions to require establishment
of a special -service district, with taxing powers, to better
facilitate the _I!lc:tintenance of common open space. We hC!-ve talked
about this issu~ ~ _ The addition of an additional paragrap~ ' at . this location seems appropriate.
Page 2 6 Initial p _r oj ect area. See comments for page 3 on same
subject.

(

AMERICAN FORK CITY PLANNING COMMISSION
AUGUST 20, 2003
NOTICE AND AGENDA

\

Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Planning Commission will meet in a regular
session on Wednesday, August 20, 2003, in the City Hall, 31 North Church, commencing at 7:00
p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11 .
12.
13.

Pledge of Allegiance.
Offering of a prayer.
Review and action on a Subdivision Plat for parcel 2C, American Fork Commercial
Center amended consisting of3 lots at 700 West 200 North.
Review and action on a commercial site plan for retail establishments on Lots 201 and
202 of American Fork Commercial Center Plat C Amended at 642 and 724 West 240
North.
Review and action on an amended preliminary plat of Village Green Condominiums
consisting of32 units located at 30 South 700 East.
Review and action on an amended final plat of Village Green Condominiums consisting
of32 units at 30 South 700 East.
Discussion of terms and conditions relating to the Browns Annexation consisting of
16.62 acres at 140 South 1100 East.
Review and action on the Land Use Element of the General Plan.
Site Plan Committee report.
Other business.
Review and action on the July 16, 2003, minutes.
Review and action on the August 6, 2003, minutes.
Adjournment.

Dated this 12 day of August, 2003 .

James S. Hansen, Chairman

AMERICAN FORK CITY
PLANNING COMMISSION MINUTES
AUGUST 20, 2003

The American Fork City Planning Commission met in a regular session on August 20, 2003,
commencing at 7:00p.m. at the American Fork City Hall. Planning Commission members
present included Chairman James Hansen, Ken Baldwin, Shirl LeBaron, *John W offinden,
Karen Schaack, and Alan Christensen. Others present included Rod Despain, J.H. Hadfield,
Melanie Marsh, Matt Judd, Brandon McDougald, Lynn Woodbury, Greg Schmidt, Kevin Tea,
John Tucker, Victor Hansen, Glen Arnell and Barbara Christensen of New Utah.
The Planning Commission and audience stated the pledge of the allegiance.
Chairman Hansen stated that Kevin Bennett, City Attorney, advised him that because of recent
rulings from the 1oth Circuit Court and because of suits against both Salt Lake City and Murray
City that the Planning Commission should not have a prayer at its meetings until further study is
made of the issue. He stated that he is going to follow Mr. Bennett's advice and they will not
have a prayer tonight.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A SUBDIVSION PLAT FOR PARCEL 2C, AMERICAN FORK
COMMERCIAL CENTER AMENDED CONSISTING OF 3 LOTS AT 700 WEST 200
NORTH
Lynn Woodbury stated that no changes have been made to the roads. He said they are just
subdividing the large parcel of ground between Pacific Avenue and the wetlands and Meadow
Lane. He said they are subdividing the parcel for Kohl's. He stated that the lot adjacent to
Kohl's will be occupied by other retail tenants. He said the lot across from Kohl's will be for
future consideration. He said they are not asking for any approvals or actions for the lot across
from Kohl's.
Mr. Hadfield stated that the Engineering Department has reviewed the plat and found it to be
correct. He said the applicants were asked to stub the sewer and water into the two future lots,
and they have complied with that request. He pointed out that they do not know who the tenants
will be on the two future lots and so it should be noted that the parking will be completed as
designed, but depending on what tenants come will determine the amount of parking needed.
Chairman Hansen stated that Mr. Hadfield's comments relative to parking really pertain to the
next item on the agenda.
Mr. Despain stated that Mr. Bennett would prefer that the language on the plat regarding
reciprocal parking easements be the same language that was used formally on the other plats. He
suggested that the petitioner modify the language on the proposed plat regarding the reciprocal
parking easements, which is Note #5 on the second sheet of the proposed plat.
Chairman Hansen asked a question not directly related to the proposed plat. He stated that early
on they talked about access to an easement at the bend of the road somewhere in the Kmart area
so that they did not cut off the circulation of traffic, which he does see specifically stated on the
proposed plat. He asked if they are still planning on having access to the easement at the bend of
the road.
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In response to Chairman Hansen's above question, Mr. Woodbury said, "that was actually
created in conjunction with the Plat C Road Dedication. There is an easement that has been
created there." Mr. Woodbury said they have now purchased the remaining undeveloped
property that surrounds the Kmart Store and are in the process of coming back to the City with a
development plan to combine the undeveloped Kmart Property with the America First Property
and the "funny shaped" parcels that were remaining on the south side of the Meadows Project.

*Mr. Woffinden arrived from work.
Mr. Baldwin moved to approve the Subdivision Plat for parcel 2C, American Fork
Commercial Center amended consisting of 3 lots at 700 West 200 North subject to: (1) Note
#5 on the second sheet being brought into compliance with the prior approved language for
the parking easements.
Mr. LeBaron seconded the motion.
Chairman Hansen called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Mr. Baldwin, Mr. LeBaron, Karen Schaack, and Chairman Hansen.
Mr. Christensen and Mr. Woffinden abstained from the vote. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A COMMERCIAL SITE PLAN FOR RETAIL
ESTABLISHMENTS ON LOTS 201 AND 202 OF AMERICAN FORK COMMERCIAL
CENTER PLAT C AMENDED AT 642 AND 724 WEST 240 NORTH
Mr. Woodbury stated that Kohl's will occupy Lot 201 and adjacent to Kohl's to the west there
will be multi-tenant buildings for other compatible retail users. He said the parking lot areas in
front and around the buildings are being proposed to be developed. He stated that at the bottom
part of the plat, where it talks about future buildings, that part will be left as a gravel pad for
now. He explained that they are not asking for any action relative to where the drawings
designate for future buildings. He said the road in front of the area where the future buildings
will be and the road extending up from 700 West will be developed at this time.
Mr. Woodbury stated that they have tried to maintain the same basic landscaping and
development schemes as have been approved in other portions of the project. He said they
believe that the proposed development is ofthe same basic nature of those that have been
previously approved. He said they are excited to have Kohl's come into American Fork. He
pointed out that Kohl's is one of the up and coming, successful Midwest department stores. He
said Kohl's merchandise is in the middle to higher end. He pointed out that Kohl's sells only
soft goods. He stated that Kohl's price points are very competitive.
Mr. Hadfield stated they have reviewed the computations and calculations regarding drainage
and find them to be in compliance. He again stated that they did ask that the sewer and water be
stubbed into the two future parcels. He said they also requested that the parking for Lot #3 be
constructed, but that does not mean approval of the parking numbers for Lot #3. He said the
parking for Lot #3 will not be approved until the City sees who the tenants will be for the future
pads.
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Mr. Hadfield told the petitioner to make sure that the street addresses for the final plat are
included on the plat or the County will not record the plat.
Mr. Despain stated that they have reviewed the site plan for parking adequacy for Lots 201 and
202. He said the parking for the Kohl's portion exceeds the parking requirement, including the
proposed 19,000 square-foot potential expansion of Kohl's.
Mr. Despain stated that they have looked at the parking requirement for what is defined as the
two retail establishments and it appears that the parking will also meet the parking requirements.
There was some discussion about the proposed landscaping. Mr. Despain stated that his
proposed plan does not show the landscaping on the two additional pads.
Mr. McDougald said the proposed plan does not show the landscaping on the two additional
pads. He said if they remove that 10 to 15 feet that is within that future pad, then the proposed
landscaping would probably be about 12 to 15 percent.
Mr. Woodbury said one thing to remember with the SID Project is that there will be continuous
landscaping along Pacific Drive for a distance that is 26 feet behind the curb. He said there will
also be landscaping along Meadow from the edge of the curb to the end of the landscaping,
which is actually 10 feet beyond the right-of-way line. He explained that there will be some
additional landscaping added in conjunction with Kohl's and the lot next to Kohl's where there is
an additional 10 to 15 feet of landscaping added onto those lots. He said where the future
buildings are show they do not plan to augment the landscaping along the public roads until such
time as they come in for some approval for those buildings.
Mr. Despain asked if the augmented landscaping on the future pads is included with the 16
percent.
In response to Mr. Despain's question, Mr. Woodbury stated that right now it is included in the
16 percent.
Mr. Despain asked Mr. Woodbury if he was telling him that the landscaping outside of the rightof-way on the private property is also being financed by the SID.
In response to Mr. Despain's question, Mr. Woodbury said yes, there is a 10-foot strip.

Mr. Despain explained that the rules associated with the City's SID is that they spend SID
monies on lands owned by the City for the easement covered by the City. He said in order to be
eligible for SID financing then that needs to be a landscape easement.
Mr. Woodbury said it is a public easement. He sai4 if they have to have the word landscape
easement on the plat they can do that.
Mr. Despain said the word landscape PUE needs to be added on the plat.
Mr. Despain explained that the standard landscaping requirement in the SC-1 Zone is about 10
percent. He said for purposes of SID financing, the right-of-way is covered. He said for
purposes of meeting the 10 percent landscaping requirement, the right-of-way is not covered. He
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said he does not know whether the 16% includes the portion on the public right-of-way, but he
assumes that it does not.
Mr. Woodbury said the landscaping in the right-of-way is in addition.
Mr. Despain stated that the intent for Lot 203 at this time is to build the parking and travel way
components and leave the pad sites to some future approval.
Chairman Hansen stated that the only thing that they would be approving at this time is Lots 201
and 202. He stated that the improvements made to Lot 203 will be off-site improvements.
Mr. Despain stated that they have not seen the elevations for all the proposed structures, which is
usually part of the approval process.
Mr. Despain stated that if the Planning Commission is satisfied with the proposed project, then
an appropriate motion would be to recommend approval of the specific site plans for Lots 201
and 202 and also the parking and roadway system on Lot 203 subject to whatever conditions the
Planning Commission would like to attach to the approval.
Mr. Despain stated that it would be appropriate for the minutes to indicate that the approval of
the parking scheme and roadway scheme on Lot 203 does not automatically result in approval of
building and parking adequacy for Lot 203 because we do not know what the uses will be.
Mr. Woffinden said on the proposed plan it calls out Pacific Drive, but the title block on all the
sheets states Pacific A venue. He asked if Pacific should be called Pacific A venue or Pacific
Drive.
Mr. McDougald said it is Pacific Drive.
Mr. LeBaron asked about the native grass that is proposed on the south end. He asked if the
native grass will be a type of seed that is planted.
In response to Mr. LeBaron's question, Mr. McDougald said it will be a native seed mix that will
be planted and that will have to be maintained.
Mr. LeBaron asked if the north side will be a barren area. He expressed concern that there
should be more of a buffer of vegetation on the north side.
Mr. McDougald said they will be seeding the north area as well. He said they do plan on seeding
the upland area.
Mr. LeBaron said that he would like to see some trees or small bushes planted on the north side.
Mr. Woodbury stated that the proposed landscaping is part of the mitigation plan with the 404
Permit obtained from the Army Corp. of Engineers. He said the 404 Permit designates what
kinds of shrubs and plants need to be in place on the slope areas down to the wetlands and also in
the upland portions.
Mrs. Schaack asked if there is any flexibility on the design of the buildings. She said that she
was not on the Planning Commission when the other projects were approved, but she drove
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through the project this week and she thought that she was going to see something different from
what she has seen. She said she thought she would see more unique architecture. She said she
thinks the Home Depot "does not look very exciting." She again stated that she thought
something unique was going to be designed in the Meadows Project. She said that she was "all
supportive of this (the Meadows Shopping Plaza), but I do not see anything unique happening as
far as architecture or I thought we would have a little more walkability between areas." She said
the Meadows Project currently looks like another retail strip going up. She said she is curious to
know if they can create something a little more unique in the architecture.
Mr. Woodbury apologized for not having building elevations present tonight. He said the
proposed buildings tonight will be of the same basic character of the retail buildings that were
approved in conjunction with Lot #1. He said there is some interesting and unique architecture
for the buildings on Lot # 1. He said if one looks at the Home Depot that is being built in
American Fork and compares it to the standard Home Depot one will see that they have
incorporated quite a bit more detail in their wall panels and colorization. He pointed out that
Home Depot's sidewalks will have some colored bands in them.
Mr. Woodbury said it is hard to judge things right now because all you can really see is the
Home Depot Building and the Cinemark Building. He said you are really are not seeing the
landscaping yet. He said the criticism regarding the project not being very unique is a valid
criticism, but they have not yet adequately demonstrated what the elevations of both retail
buildings are at this point. He said he would be happy to come back to the Planning Commission
and present those building elevations. Mr. Woodbury pointed out that they are looking at a
partially completed project right now. He encouraged the Planning Commission to wait until the
project is completed so they can see the unique aspects of the project.
Mrs. Schaack said the problem is that if they wait until the project is complete, then everything is
done and there is not a lot that can be done. She again stated that she does not see anything
unique happening. She said the project just looks like a regular retail plaza.
Mr. LeBaron said there are a couple of things that are new about the Meadows Project, which are
not seen at places like the University Mall. He said one thing that he likes is the landscaping in
front of the building. He said he also likes the pedestrian walkways.
Mr. Baldwin stated that he is familiar with Kohl's and said Mr. Woodbury's description of the
type of department store Kohl's is accurate.

Mr. Baldwin moved to recommend to the City Council approval of the Subdivision Plat for
parcel 2C, American Fork Commercial Center amended consisting of 3 lots at 700 West
200 North subject to: (1) the street addresses being added to the plat (2) landscaping being
clarified to the satisfaction of the City Planner (3) a note being provided to the City Council
that the parking in Lot #203 is an offsite improvement (4) the title block being corrected
with regard to the street name and (5) when the plat comes to the City Council that they
have details of the landscaping on the north side of Kohl's future expansion.
Mr. LeBaron seconded the motion.
Chairman Hansen called for a vote on the motion.
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Those voting aye: Mr. Baldwin, Mr. Woffinden, Mr. LeBaron, and Chairman Hansen.
Mrs. Schaack and Mr. Christensen abstained from the vote. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AMENDED PRELIMINARY PLAT OF VILLAGE GREEN
CONDOMINIUMS CONSISTING OF 32 UNITS AT 30 SOUTH 700 EAST
Glen Arnell stated that the Planning Commission approved Village Green Condominiums with
the understanding that a clubhouse would be built. He stated that they now would like to do
away with the clubhouse idea and put in some RV Parking in its place. He said as they have
started to market the Village Green Project they have asked the customers what they would
prefer and they have indicated that they would prefer RV Parking to a clubhouse.
Mr. Arnell stated that they would like to put in 11 RV parking spaces on the south side of the
road. He said they are very cautious about the height of the RV parking. He explained that the
asphalt will be 4 foot below. He said they will landscape around the RV parking area so that it
basically will be unseen. He said they are not proposing to do the RV parking until they begin
the second phase of the project.
Mr. Arnell explained the phasing concept is something new with the proposed plat. He said
originally when they came to the City for approval they were planning to do the entire project in
one phase. He said the reason they are now proposing to do the project in phases is because he
was never able to get enough money to do the whole project at once. He said he has been able to
get a new loan with Far West Bank to complete the project. He explained that they have a
rolling basic option with Far West Bank as they sell five units in each building, then they go
back in and apply for another loan. He said they have pre-sold a unit in Phase I.
Mr. Arnell discussed the proposed changes to the plat. One change is RV parking instead of the
clubhouse. Another change is to allow the project to be developed in four phases, rather than
just one phase. Another change is relative to the detention basin.
Mr. Arnell explained that they are proposing to increase the size of the detention basin in
conjunction with Woodhaven.
Mr. Arnell stated that in Phase I they want to complete the current building, which they refer to
as Building 100. He said they are currently in the process of landscaping Building 100. He said
in Phase II they will do the detention basin and the RV Parking.
Chairman Hansen had some questions about the expansion of the pond onto the Woodhaven
PUD Property. He asked Mr. Arnell if he has the documents from the Woodhaven Homeowners
that approve the expansion of the pond onto thee Woodhaven PUD Property.
In response to Chairman Hansen's question, Mr. Arnell stated that they do not have the
documents from the Woodhaven Homeowners. He said he has talked to the Woodhaven
Homeowners. Mr. Arnell explained that they have met with City staff and have given them a
second design with respect to the detention basin if the homeowners in the Woodhaven PUD are
not in favor of the proposed detention basin being partially on their property. He said the other
design just takes the detention basin to the property line. Mr. Amell said they feel the detention
basin will still work if it is only taken to the property line, however, they feel it would work
better if part of it could go onto the Woodhaven Property.
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Chairman Hansen said the reason he asks whether Mr. Arnell has gotten approval from the
homeowners in the Woodhaven PUD is because he has had experience with some of the
homeowners in the Woodhaven PUD who have "marched on City Hall" in the past because of
things that have been left undone or not done as part of that development. He said that he has
concern that a unit has been pre-sold in Phase I. He asked if the pre-sold unit was done on the
basis that there would be a clubhouse or RV parking.
Mr. Arnell said they have made it very clear to Mrs. Johnson, the individual that they have presold a unit to, that the clubhouse is what is approved, but that they are going to go to the City and
propose that the plan be revised to allow for RV parking instead of the clubhouse. He said they
did not hide anything.
Chairman Hansen stated that there were promises made in the Woodhaven Development and
certain things were not done and the homeowners "marched on us" (the City). He does not want
Woodhaven "marching on us" and the homeowners in the proposed Village Green marching on
the City because they were promised certain things and they are not done.
In response to Chairman Hansen's above statement, Mr. Arnell stated "That is a fair request.
That will not happen."

Chairman Hansen stated that the proposed plan carries a lot baggage.
Mr. Arnell said he understands that the proposed plan carries a lot of baggage.
After much discussion about the proposed detention basin and obtaining approval from the
homeowners in the Woodhaven PUD, Chairman Hansen asked for the engineering concerns.
Mr. Hadfield stated that the proposed plat is not an amended plat. He said the plat has been
amended before so it should be a second amended plat. He said the plat was amended to put the
roundabout on it.
Mr. Arnell said he does not think that they have ever amended the plat just for the roundabout.
He said he thinks that they decided that if they were going to come back and amend it then they
would do the roundabout and deed it to the City.
In response to Mr. Amell's above comment, Mr. Hadfield said, "that may be the case." He said
Mr. Despain just mentioned to him that they may have a version that has not been recorded.

Mr. Hadfield said the proposed plat is not a preliminary plat. He said the proposed plat has a
phasing scheme. He said Hubble was the original engineering firm under contract with Village
Green when the plan was approved originally. He said there is no longer a Hubble Engineering.
He said now you will see a Dunn Construction name on the plat along with Hubble
Engineering's name and Procube's name. He said there are some things that need to be cleaned
up on the plat.
Mr. Hadfield said they have reviewed the proposed detention pond and are comfortable with it.
He said the proposed detention pond has a larger capacity than the one that was proposed earlier.
He said they see the detention pond as a landscape feature rather than a stark, concrete feature so
they saw it as an enhancement.
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Mr. Hadfield said a phasing scheme is a portion of the preliminary plat. He said tonight they
have a phasing scheme before them. He said they would ask that before the proposed plat goes
to City Council that the applicant put the plat in the correct preliminary format.
Mr. Hadfield explained that the phasing scheme proposed came at the request of City staff. He
said they would all like to see all of the landscaping and curb and gutter put in with the first
Phase I, but due to the nature of Mr. Arnell's financing this is not possible so they understand the
phasing plan for the improvements. He said with the requirements that have been placed on the
first phase, it will allow people to live there and have some landscaped area.
Mr. Arnell stated that they have poured the footings for the second building, which they will
back fill and make it really nice and then they will put up a fence that will take into account the
two holes that are in the rear and also the foundation in the detention area so it protects more of
the finished building.
Mr. Hadfield stated that there will be some additional infrastructure requirements that will need
to be met as they continue on with Phase II. He said right now all the requirements are in for
Phase I to accommodate sufficient fire flows and drainage.
Mr. Despain said when you think about it 32 units is really not enough units to maintain a
clubhouse. He said he believes that the people who live in the proposed project will have more
interest in RV parking as compared to a clubhouse.
Mr. Despain said the phasing scheme is not a phasing scheme for approval, but it is a phasing
scheme for development. He said the existing recorded plat was recorded in a lump sum. He
said it is proposed to replace the existing plat with a new plat with phases.
Mr. Woffinden said all the verbiage on the plat calls out 11 RV parking spaces, but the drawing
shows that there will be 12 RV parking spaces. He asked why the RV parking is not being
included in Phase I. He said it seems like the RV parking would be an up front selling item. He
asked what type of security will be in the RV parking area. He asked if there will be a fence
around the RV parking area to keep kids and vandals out of it.
Mr. Arnell said they will have a fence around the RV parking area. He said the main reason the
RV parking is not in Phase I is because the bank would not allow it to be developed in Phase I.
Mr. W offinden said the verbiage and drawing regarding the RV parking needs to be in
agreement.
It was discussed that the number ofRV parking spaces will stay at 11, but the parking spaces

will be a little bigger than what is proposed.
There was some discussion about the number of RV parking spaces proposed. It was discussed
that 11 RV parking spaces is really not a lot of spaces for 32 units.
Mr. Arnell said they are for sure going to fence the backside of the RV parking area, which is the
side that faces 50 South. He asked Mr. Woffinden if he was recommending fencing the entire
R V parking area.
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Mr. W offinden said that he was suggesting that the entire RV parking area be fenced to make
sure the vehicles are secure and to keep out animals and people. He said most RV s are not
cheap and if he had one parked in there he would want it to be secure.
Mr. Arnell said the landscape plan shows that there will be vinyl fence or ornamental fence
around the RV parking. He said they want to get a feel of the elevation when they go to put in
the RV parking. He said they have not decided yet where to place the fence around the RV
parking area.
Mr. Tucker said fencing around the front of the RV parking area will be difficult. He said the
fence around the front will have to be a gate.
Mr. Woffinden said he is just looking for some type of security for the RVs that will be parked in
the R V parking area.
Mr. Baldwin expressed concern about the proposed detention basin. He said if the slope is
gentler and there is grass it will be more appealing to children. He asked if the detention basin is
fenced.
Mr. Arnell stated that the detention area will not be fenced. He explained that there will be a
concrete wall. He said the reason they are putting in a concrete wall is so that they can tie the
sewer against it so it can't settle. He said they do not want to fence all the way across the
detention basin. He said they have thought about doing a half court basketball area near the
detention area.
Mr. Baldwin said the reason for the question about a fence around the detention area is because if
they have a storm that fills up the detention area with water and if there is access to the detention
area, then there will be kids playing in the detention area.
Mr. W offinden pointed out that if the detention area fills up with a lot of the water and there is
access to it, the depth of water could become very dangerous and there could be some liability
ISSUeS.

Mr. Arnell said when the study was done for the detention area it was done for 225 acres. He
said right now, if the detention area was built and operable there is no way 225 acres of water
can get to the proposed detention area. He said he would bet that only about 50 acres can get to
this site.
Mr. Christensen stated that maybe the study ought to be re-looked at.
In response to Mr. Christensen's comment, Mr. Amell said, "It has already been done." He said
the reason for the size of the proposed detention pond is because the City wanted 225 acres
covered. He said it is his opinion that if they have a 100-year storm that 225 acres of water will
not get to the proposed detention pond.

Mr. Hadfield explained that the pond bottom is at 8,700. He said the water would be 5 12 feet
deep at the peak of the 100-year event. He said how long the water stays in the detention area
depends on the series of drains and sumps that are placed around it. He said he is not sure that
water in the detention area is a bad thing. He said many communities have parks with soccer
fields that when the 100-year event comes they will be under water. He said to make the pond
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deep enough that a person can't get out is a threat. He said when there is a three to one slope
there is not a problem. He said even if a fence is put around the detention pond kids will climb
the fence to play in the water.
Mr. Arnell stated that if there were a two to one slope there would be a lot more concern.
Mr. Hadfield explained that the prior proposed detention pond was going to have concrete walls
and it was going to be fenced. He said the only way people could get out of the earlier prop sed
detention pond was by cutting the lock on the gate and walking out the driveway. He said that he
and Mr. Denney feel comfortable with the proposed detention pond because it is a landscape
feature instead of a stark wall. He said on a three to one slope it can be used for day-to-day
activities as well as sporting events until that 100-year event comes.
Mr. Baldwin asked how the detention pond will be maintained.
homeowners association will maintain the detention pond.

It was discussed that the

Mr. Baldwin said he raised the question about whether the detention pond will have a fence
around it because if there is water that is 5-feet deep in the detention pond he is concerned about
safety issues.
Mr. Christensen said that he will have to abstain from voting on the proposed project because he
was hired to do the first plan landscape plan for the project. He said that he is now going to
make some comments as a citizen. He said about a year ago he called to see if he could give a
bid for the landscape construction and he does not know who was on the other end of the phone,
apparently it was another landscaper. He said the comment that he heard on the phone is that
"don't worry we do not have to do that kind of landscaping here." He said he immediately got
on the phone and called someone on the City Council that he thought would care. He said he
called Council member Juel Belmont. He said he expressed his concerns to Council member
Belmont and she told him that it has gone to the City Council and that there is nothing they can
do. He said Council member Belmont told him that they will just have to wait to see if an
inspector picks up on it. He said we get a landscape plan here tonight that has about 30 trees
and there are no buffers on the roads and no shrubs around the buildings. He said he is really
disappointed in the proposed landscape plan.
Mr. Arnell told Mr. Christensen that he does not think he will be disappointed when it is all said
and done. He told Mr. Christensen if he would like to meet with them out on site they would be
happy to do that. He told Mr. Christensen that he does not have a problem with him having a
frustration with the landscaping. Mr. Arnell said, "I am not a landscaper. I am not a landscape
architect. I do not know anything about it. What they would like to work out is to put in what
will work over a long time period. My only fault originally is that we have never really done
planned unit developments in the past. We are typically a single-family homebuilder."
He explained that originally he had Hubble Engineering prepare the landscape plan. He pointed
out that he did not even have a landscaper prepare the original landscape plan. Mr. Arnell said
they want to make the proposed development look beautiful. He said that he now has an expert
in landscaping that is working with him. He pointed out that everyone has different opinions
about what type of landscaping looks beautiful.
Mr. Arnell apologized if anyone has the impression that they are trying to sneak anything
through or do something inappropriately.
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Mrs. Schaack raised the question about what will make the people who move into the project
want to stay living in the project. She said that she would think that more landscaping would be
a plus to help encourage people to live in the project longer. She said there does seem to be only
minimal landscaping proposed.
Mr. Tucker explained the proposed landscape plan. He stated that there will be shrubs all around
the buildings.
Chairman Hansen explained that typically landscape plans have specific numbers on the plans to
identify what will be planted and how many of each type of plant will be planted.
Mr. Arnell said that Mr. Tucker, who is the landscaper, is also part owner in the proposed
project.
Mr. Despain suggested that the landscape plan be more specific because there is a bond related to
the landscaping and right now there is a situation where the bond says one thing and the plan
says something else.
It was discussed that there should be more shrubs around the buildings. It was discussed that the
landscape plan needs to be more detailed. Mr. Despain stated that all the larger trees that will be
put in need to be identified on the landscape plan.

Mr. Baldwin moved to recommend to the City Council approval of the amended
preliminary plat of Village Green Condominiums consisting of 32 units located at 30 South
700 East subject to: (1) the documentation on the retention area being provided when it
goes to City Council (2) the correct preliminary format being provided to City Council (3)
that the phasing plan is an amendment from the original plan and is acceptable (4) with the
note that the proposed preliminary deletes the clubhouse and adds 11 RV parking spaces
(5) fencing being provided to isolate the phases and (6) the landscaping plan including
specific details when it goes to City Council so that it can be appropriately bonded and
inspected.
Mr. Woffinden seconded the motion.
Chairman Hansen called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Mr. Baldwin, Mr. Woffinden, Mrs. Schaack, and Chairman Hansen.
Mr. Christensen and Mr. LeBaron abstained from the vote. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN AMENDED FINAL PLAT OF VILLAGE GREEN
CONDOMINUIMS CONSISTING OF 32 UNITS AT 30 SOUTH 700 EAST
Mr. Hadfield said the easements should be listed on the final plat. He said on every PUD they
always encourage that the open space be designated as a public utility easement. He said on the
proposed plan it shows the hatched area as being private and it also shows common area, but it
also should be called a public utility easement. He suggested that the note on the plat regarding
the common area should also state that the common area is a public utility easement.
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Mr. Despain said any approval of the final plat should be predicated upon the receipt of evidence
of the proposed drainage plan by the homeowners of Woodhaven. He said the evidence needs to
be in the form of a utility easement in favor of the City.
Mr. Despain explained that the proposed plat represents a change of a project that was already
recorded. He said they have to decide if the proposed change is a minor adjustment or a major
adjustment that requires a public hearing.
Chairman Hansen stated that he thinks that a change from a clubhouse to an RV parking area is a
major change, which means that a hearing would be required.
Mr. Baldwin agreed that he also believes the proposed plat is a major change.
Mr. W offinden said it was mentioned that Hubble Engineering is no longer in business, but they
are referenced on all the pages. He wondered if the references to Hubble Engineering should be
cleaned off the plats.
Mr. Victor Hanson explained that because the project has already gone through and a lot of the
original design is still in place by Hubble Engineering they have kept their name on the plat. He
pointed out that the changes that are proposed are designed by Procube and Dunn Construction
so that is why they are also included on the plat with Hubble Engineering.
Mr. Woffinden said the reason he asked the question is because he was just concerned about
cluttering pages.
Mr. Woffinden said that on Sheet C-2-2.1 under the Planning Commission review you have the
date as "19_" and that needs to be cleaned up.
Mr. Hadfield explained that the only thing that is going to be recorded is the final plat in two
sheets and it will not have Dunn Construction or Hubble on it. He said it is in a different format
and the only name that appears on the plat is the surveyor.
Mr. LeBaron complimented the principals on the progress of the proposed project. He said that
he passes by the area on the south of the proposed project. He stated that he has a proprietary
interest in the LeBaron Complex. He said he would like to explain why he abstained from voting
on the proposed project on the previous action item and why he will abstain from voting on this
item. He said the reason he abstained is because his property is so close to the property
proposed for development. He said the property proposed for development certainly has been an
eye sore for a long time and it is starting to look nice. He said the reason for abstaining is
because some of the principals of Panda Homes approached his late father to ask for his
assistance and as his counsel and son he was able to be privy to some of the information
regarding the proposed project. He said that he does not feel comfortable voting for or against
the proposed project.

Mr. Baldwin moved to approve the amended final plat of Village Green Condominiums
consisting of 32 units at 30 South 700 East subject to: (1) listing of the easements as
directed by the City Planner (2) the drainage plan from Woodhaven being incorporated as
an off-site utility easement and (3) with the judgment of the Planning that the proposed
plan constitutes a major change.
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Mr. Woffinden seconded the motion.
Chairman Hansen called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Mr. Baldwin, Mr. Woffinden, Mrs. Schaack, and Chairman Hansen.
Mr. Christensen and Mr. LeBaron abstained from the vote. The motion carried.
DISCUSSION OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS RELATING TO THE BROWNS
ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF 16.62 ACRES AT 140 SOUTH 1100 EAST
Mr. Despain said the first issue that needs to be addressed is the zone classification of the
property proposed for annexation. Section 4 of the proposed annexation agreement proposes that
the property will be placed in the R3-7500 Zone and the PO-l Zone. He said John Lundin, the
owner of the property, has showed the City some plans of what he would like to do on the
property. He said he would like to build some office buildings and a housing project.
Mr. Despain said the lower property under the name of Bussio is not signatory, which is an
unusual situation. He said it is his understanding that Mr. Lundin has discussed the annexation
with Mr. Bussio and he is happy to be included in the annexation, but has no interest in
developing at the present time.
Mr. Despain said they do need to discuss certain circumstances with the Bussio Property with
Mr. Lundin. He said they need to make sure that the proposed zoning is satisfactory and to find
out if there is to be any additional deeding of the right-of-way on 1100 East. He said they would
hope that Mr. Lundin and Mr. Bussio will deed to the City the necessary property to widen 1100
East. He said it still needs to be determined how much additional right-of-way will be required
on 11 00 East.
Mr. Despain stated that Section 7 of the proposed annexation agreement addresses the water
rights. He said there are a number of blanks in Section 7 because they do not have an adequate
plan yet to calculate the amount of water rights that will be required. Mr. Despain explained
that the water rights will have to come in the form of irrigation shares.
Chairman Hansen asked if the proposed zones meet the intent of the Land Use Plan of the
General Plan.
In response to Chairman Hansen's question, Mr. Despain said, "Yes." He said the only question
that he would have is with regard to the Bussio Property because what is proposed may be a
bigger PO-l Zone than the Bussios want.
Mr. Hadfield said the plan was that Bamberger Drive would continue onto and tie into 1100 East.
He said at some point in time they should be concerned about Bamberger Drive connecting to
1100 East.
Mr. LeBaron asked if it will be the developer's responsibility to take Bamberger Drive through
to 11 00 East.
In response to Mr. LeBaron's question, Mr. Hadfield said, "It is."
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Mrs. Schaack expressed concern about the proposed zone for the multiple-family housing
because there is a lot of nice homes to the north of the proposed project. She expressed concern
about protecting the property values of the existing homes in the area near the property proposed
for annexation. She said that she is not sure she wants part of the property zoned for multiple
family dwellings. She said that she would like to leave the option open for single-family
dwellings to be built.
Chairman Hansen pointed out that the Land Use Element of the General Plan identifies the
property proposed for annexation as medium density. He said one thing that needs to be
remembered is that when they talk about high density in American Fork it is not as high as it is in
other communities.
Mrs. Schaack said that she would prefer to see more single-family homes verses multiple family
homes.
Mr. Hadfield stated that just because a property is zoned R3 does not mean that multiple family
homes must be built on the property. He said that a developer can build single-family homes in
the R3 Zone.
Mr. LeBaron said what he thinks Mrs. Schaack is saying is that we do not want a Strawberry
Point.
Mr. Hadfield said he thinks that the neighbors in the area of the proposed annexation should have
a vote in what the property is zoned and that is why they will hold a public hearing when it
comes time to establish the zone.
Chairman Hansen stated that Mr. Lundin has family ties in the area near the property proposed
for annexation and most of the homes owned in the area are owned by his relatives so he is
dealing with his relatives.
Mr. Hadfield stated that Mr. Lundin has a very good track record with his developments.
Mr. Judd explained that Mr. Lundin's intent in the R3 Zone is to develop a retired, adult
community similar to Courtyard, which is located on 350 West.
It was discussed to leave the proposed zone designations in the proposed annexation agreement
as they are and then when they discuss the proposed annexation again they can address it.

Mr. Baldwin stated that the proposed zone classifications in the proposed annexation agreement
is consistent with the General Plan.
Mr. Hadfield said he will put the proposed annexation on the September 3, 2003, Planning
Commission Agenda for action.
Mr. Despain asked Mr. Judd to get them a copy of the current version of the proposed office
complex so they can put it in the Planning Commission packets for the next meeting.
Mr. Judd told him that he would get him a copy of the current version of the proposed office
complex.
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REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE LAND USE ELEMENT OF THE GENERAL PLAN
Mr. Despain explained that the General Plan states what they would like to do and then there is
an implementation element that states how they intend to get where they want to get. He said
they have spent the last year trying to develop the ordinance structure that they feel will support
the General Plan.
Mr. Despain discussed the proposed Land Use Element of the General Plan.
Mrs. Schaack asked if they have any record of building permits that shows what percentage have
been done for single-family homes and multiple family homes.
Mr. Despain said they do have a report that shows what percentage of building permits were
issued for single-family homes and for multiple family homes.
Mr. Despain explained that the zone map and the General Plan are different. He said the zone
map shows what the areas are zoned for.
Mr. Despain pointed out that the south planning district is the one district that has undergone the
most change.
Mr. Despain stated that a land use plan is not an extensive document. He said a land use plan is
not intended to rise to the level of the zoning ordinance where every little detail is defined. He
said a land use plan identifies the policy calls.
Chairman Hansen stated that the last time the land use plan was discussed they recommended
adding an Item #7 to the Specific Plan Recommendations, which talked about larger lots and
more upscale developments.
Mr. Hadfield stated that in the commercial planning district it talks about the present status and
there is a section that talks about the shopping center development and the Mill Pond Center and
that is now a reality so that section needs to be updated.
Mr. Despain stated that he realizes that there are some things that need to be updated because
many things have taken place since 1996.
There was some discussion about satellite commercial zones. Mr. Despain said the notion of the
City going into satellite commercial has been something that they have said they will not do, but
when the south side starts to develop the infrastructure really needs to be provided so people do
not have to travel into the center of town. He said they are now looking at the prospect of some
neighborhood commercial uses, but not in the form of strip commercial.
Mr. LeBaron asked what the status of the Carlisle Annexation is.
Mr. Despain stated that the Carlisle Annexation is currently on hold.
Chairman Hansen asked what the status is with the KWR Annexation.
Mr. Despain stated that the KWR Annexation is also on hold.
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Mr. Despain stated that the philosophy about the General Plan from the 1996 version has not
changed.
Mr. LeBaron asked what is happening around the golf course.
Mr. Despain stated that nothing is currently happening around the golf course. He said Garth
Wilkinson has approached them a couple of times about doing a development around the golf
course, but nothing is currently happening.
Mr. Despain said they are about ready to send the proposed Land Use Plan onto the City
Council.
Chairman Hansen asked if the changes to the proposed Land Use Plan could be submitted to Mr.
Despain so that the Planning Commission can take action on it at the September 3, 2003,
Planning Commission Meeting.

Mr. Baldwin moved to postpone action on the Land Use Element of the General Plan until
September 3, 2003.
Mr. Woffinden seconded the motion.
Chairman Hansen called for a vote on the motion

Those voting aye: Mr. Baldwin, Mr. Woffinden, Mr. Christensen, Mrs. Schaack, Mr.
LeBaron, and Chairman Hansen. Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
Mr. Woffinden asked if now is the time to bring up liquefaction in the south side while Mr.
Despain is fine-tuning the Land Use Element.
Chairman Hansen said liquefaction is an important issue in the south side that needs to be
addressed.
Mr. Despain said there is a section in the background area of the General Plan that talks about
the constraints to development. He said the constraints to development need to be identified in
the General Plan, but they do not need to be that specific. He said the review process is the time
to look at the constraints and make sure they are properly reviewed.
Chairman Hansen suggested that Mr. Despain should look at the language in the south planning
district of the Land Use Plan with regard to liquefaction of soils.
Mr. Woffinden said he is particularly interested in liquefaction south of the freeway. He said
liquefaction is going to be a major problem south of the freeway. He said it would only take one
small earthquake and there would be a major disaster south of the freeway. He said it seems like
they just keep putting off addressing the liquefaction issue south of the freeway.
Mr. Despain said the issue is that liquefaction is a problem, but does it prohibit development?
He raised the issue of whether liquefaction is a factor that you tell the developer that he or she
has to address in order to develop south of the freeway. He said the current thinking about
liquefaction is that it is a problem, but it is a problem that can be addressed by using engineering
techniques.
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Mr. Woffinden said, "speaking as a geologist, I would not build a house down there (south of the
freeway) right now."
SITE PLAN COMMITTEE REPORT
Mr. Hadfield reported that they are still keeping very busy and more site plans will be presented
to the Planning Commission on September 3, 2003.
OTHER BUSINESS
Chairman Hansen reported that he has provided each of the Planning Commission Members a
copy of an ordinance regarding constitutional takings per the request of Mr. Bennett. He asked
the Planning Commission Members to review the ordinance.
Mrs. Schaack asked if there is any interest in developing an ordinance for a design review
committee. She said that she is aware that some cities have a design review committee.
Mr. Despain stated that most cities that have a design review committee are for commercial
developments. He said that he does not know of many cities that have design review
committees for residential developments.
Mr. Despain explained that Mr. Bennett is not favorable to having a design review committee.
He said that Mr. Bennett has the opinion that a city can't have a design review committee, but
that flies in the face of the fact that a lot of cities have a design review committee. He said there
are books on how to develop design review ordinances. He said if they really wanted to develop
a design review committee they really could. He said having a design review committee has
been a constant theme of Council member Belmont. He said the question is whether design
review is brought to the point where every house has to pass through someone' s aesthetic review
process. He raised the question of whether they want to review residential homes and get that far
into people's business. Mr. Despain stated that commercial development is another matter.
Mrs. Schaack stated that she would like to see American Fork City have a design review
committee to review commercial projects.
Mr. LeBaron asked if they have a design review committee for PUDs.
Mr. Despain explained that the City has a system with commercial PUDs. He said commercial
PUDs have certain submittal requirements. One requirement being that elevations are provided.
It was discussed that residential PUDs are addressed in a different manner than commercial
PUDs. Chairman Hansen explained that a lot of times a developer will bring a picture of nice
looking building for a PUD and the Planning Commission will agree that it looks good and
approves it. He stated that often what happens though is that when the project is built it looks
nothing like the picture that was brought in and that was approved.

Mr. Hadfield stated that he remembers a developer that came in and talked about a lifestyles
center and likened his proposed project to Riverwoods in Provo. He said this developer also
talked about how his development would be walkable and unique. He said tonight we got a
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presentation from that same major developer and it is the 4th big box that is going in. Mr.
Hadfield raised the question of where the lifestyles center is and the unique shops.
In response to Mr. Hadfield's above comments, Mrs. Schaack said "That is exactly what I was
trying to say earlier in the meeting" when the Meadows Project was being discussed.
Mr. Hadfield said the bottom line is that they design for what they can sell.
Mrs. Schaack raised the question of what kind of statement they want for American Fork City.
She said that they are now stuck with the buildings that are already built in the Meadows Project.
Mr. Hadfield said they have to be careful with design review committees. He stated that you
can't legislate beauty.
Mr. Despain stated that they have a modest opportunity to deal with design review. He said if
they want to push the review and approval of elevations to another group that has some expertise
in that, then that would be a possibility.
Mr. Despain said the dilemma with commercial projects is that if it pays sales tax, there is a
segment of the community, which is government that can see no wrong in the proposed
commercial project. He said so long as a commercial project produces tax revenue it is beautiful.
In response to Mr. Despain's above comments, Mrs. Schaack asked, "Is that what this group
thinks?"
Mr. Hadfield said, "This group (the Planning Commission) is a recommending group. The
approving group is the elected officials and so many times they can say what they think is
important, but when it comes down to the vote" by the City Council that is when things might
change from what the Planning Commission has approved.
Mr. Christensen said the thing that is disappointing to him is that even when they make a
statement about what should be done and it goes into the minutes, no one ever cares about what
is to actually be done in the approved project. He said he looks at Sonic Burger and they said it
had to have some plants around the dumpster and some street trees, and none of that stuff is
there. He asked why Sonic Burger does not have the landscaping that was discussed in the
meeting. He asked why they do not get an inspector that tells the developer that they can't get
occupancy until all the requirements are met; otherwise why is the Planning Commission even
bothering to tell the developers what they need to do. He said if the developers do not have to
do what the Planning Commission is telling them to do, then why is the Planning Commission
even spending the time to look at the plans and tell the developers what needs to be done.
Mr. Hadfield stated that he did the inspection on the Sonic Burger and he wrote them up for not
having landscaping by the dumpster and some other items and somebody went over him and he
was told to give them the occupancy permit.
Chairman Hansen encouraged the Planning Commission Members to talk to their elected
officials about enforcement issues. He said sometimes the message from the elected officials is
that the Planning Commission should give the commercial developers whatever they want. He
said that is the message that was sent from some of the elected officials with respect to the sign
ordinance and it is the direction of some of the other statements that have come from some of the
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elected officials. He said if they want something different, then they need to talk to their elected
officials.
Mr. Hadfield stated that they need to elect someone who has some backbone.
Mr. Woffinden stated that the rules are no good unless they are enforced.
Mr. Baldwin apologized for not being at the Planning Commission Summer Party. It was
discussed that the party was a lot of fun.
Mr. LeBaron said, "I just want to know where all these water deficient Commissioners are
referring to a former Mayor's letter to the editor."
Mr. Hadfield said Mr. LeBaron is referring to a letter to the editor that talks about the Planning
Commission approving a full pressurized irrigation system, which Jess Green took exception to.
Mr. LeBaron said "I just want it on the record that I take exception to that (Jess Green's letter to
the editor) because I think all of you (referring to the Planning Commissioners) are very
knowledgeable in water issues."
In response to Mr. LeBaron's above comment, Mr. Christensen said, "I second that."
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE JULY 16,2003, MINUTES

Mr. Baldwin moved to approve the July 16, 2003, Planning Commission Minutes subject to
the following corrections:
On Page 4, Line 22 "need" should be changed to "needs." On Page 5, Line 2 "parking
spaces and growth for the future" should be changed to "parking spaces now and growth
for the future is available." On Page 5, Line 9 "intend" should be changed to "intent."
Plus additional corrections provided by Mr. Woffinden, which were presented at the
August 6, 2003, Planning Commission Meeting.
Mr. Woffinden seconded the motion.
Chairman Hansen called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Mr. Baldwin, Mr. LeBaron, Mr. Woffinden, Mr. Christensen, and
Chairman Hansen. Mrs. Schaack abstained from the vote. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE AUGUST 6, 2003, MINUTES

Mr. LeBaron moved to approve the August 6, 2003, Planning Commission Minutes subject
to the following conditions:
On Page 5, Line 39 "has" should be changed to "was." On Page 6, Line 21 the following
should be added after the word "beds": "(Utah Code 73-3-29, Relocation of Natural
Streambeds." On Page 6, Line 31after the word "Rights" "SLC #538-7404" should be
added. On Page On Page 11, Line 6 "leave as" should be changed to "leave it as."
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Mr. Woffinden seconded the motion.
Chairman Hansen called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Mr. Woffinden, Mr. LeBaron, Mr. Christensen, Mrs. Schaack, and
Chairman Hansen. Mr. Baldwin abstained from the vote. The motion carried.
ADJOURNMENT

Mr. Baldwin moved to adjourn.
Mr. Woffinden seconded the motion.
All voted in favor. The motion carried.
The meeting adjourned at 10:22 p.m.

Melanie Marsh
Deputy Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY PLANNING COMMISSION
AUGUST 6, 2003
NOTICE AND AGENDA

Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Planning Commission will meet in a
regular session on Wednesday, August 6, 2003, in the City Hall, 31 North Church,
commencing at 7:00p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13 .
14.

The Board of Adjustment will address the Planning Commission.
Review and action on amendments to the PUD, Flexible Lot Developments, and
Conservation Subdivision Projects Ordinance.
Review and action on a preliminary plat ofBrookside Town Homes consisting of
9 units located at 35 East 150 North.
Review and action on the preliminary plat of Lakeside Planned Industrial Park
Plat B consisting of2 lots at 576 East 1700 South.
Review and action on the final plat of Lakeside Planned Industrial Park Plat B
consisting of2 lots at 576 East 1700 South.
Review and action on the confirmation of Spring Hollow Subdivision expired
preliminary Plat C consisting of3 lots at 497 West 500 North.
Review and action on the final plat of Spring Hollow Subdivision Plat C
consisting of3 lots at 497 West 500 North.
Review and action on the BJW Annexation consisting of2.94 acres at 1180 East
300 North.
Review and action on amendments to the Sign Ordinance.
Site Plan Committee Report.
Other business.
Review and action on the July 2, 2003, minutes.
Review and action on the July 16, 2003, minutes.
Adjournment.

Dated this 29 day of July, 2003 .

James S. Hansen, Chairman

AMERICAN FORK CITY
PLANNING COMMISSION
AUGUST 6, 2003
ATTACHMENTS (4)

The American Fork City Planning Commission met in regular session on August 6, 2003, at
the American Fork City Hall commencing at 7:00p.m. Commission members present
included Chairman James Hansen, Shirl LeBaron, Wendy Wilson, Alan Christensen, John
Woffinden, and Karen Schaak. City Staff included Rod Despain, J.H. Hadfield, and Terilyn
Lurker. Board of Adjustment members present included Chairman Wayne Christensen,
Kathy Gagon, and Rob Shelton. Others present included Councilman Jim Cates, Paul
Washburn, David Peterson, Taylor Smith, Grant McKinney, Bonnie McKinney, Phyllis
Crookston, Colleen McTague-Storrs, Carl Ingersoll, Steve Sowby, Ralph Rupp, Kevin Tea,
Pam Helmandollar, Matthew Reid, Lynn Woodbury, Ned Stephenson, and Barbara
Christiansen.
Chairman Hansen welcomed everyone. He excused Ken Baldwin and welcomed new
member Karen Schaak.
THE BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT WILL ADDRESS THE PLANNING COMMISSION.
Wayne Christensen started off by explaining the Board of Adjustment had a request before
them by Brian Green concerning the Little Hill subdivision. Mr. Greene has asked that the
Board of Adjustment allow him to build a twin home on lots 501 and 502 with the driveway
located within the 45 foot clear site setback area. Mr. Christensen stated Mr. Greene has
indicated that because of the need for the thru street instead of the cul-de-sac, his layout of
lots had to change. Mr. Christensen indicated they need clarification on who requested that
350 West to be a thru street for future development rather than a cul-de-sac.
Chairman Hansen stated that when the Little Hill subdivision originally came before the
Planning Commission they looked at the inner block area and various options for
development to allow for the best access. It was felt the best way for the development was
for a thru street. Chairman Hansen indicated that the Planning Commission had sent back
the developer of Little Hill with a request for development with a thru street.
Mr. Hadfield stated the original development included the Runolfson and Searle property,
on which the bubble cul-de-sac was located; the final plat did not include the Runolfson and
Searle property.
Mr. Despain stated that the claim made by Mr. Greene for the hardship is that because the
plan had to change, the layout had to change and the developers could not do what they
wanted. He indicated there are two options for the layout of that building that can be done
by Mr. Greene but he does not want to do it; those options would meet the requirements of
the ordinance. Mr. Despain stated if the claim is that they can't conform to the rules, then
they are mistaken.
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Mr. Christensen asked if the Planning Commission could put that information in writing for
their records before the next Board of Adjustment meeting. Mr. Despain stated he would
give the Board of Adjustment a copy of the material he had given to Ron Morrill. He
indicated that Mr. Greene has been shown how to comply but he does not want to. He
stated that if the Board feels that the applicant has proven there has been a hardship, he can
provide information to the contrary.
Mr. Christensen stated they were at this meeting for a clarification and an understanding of
the matter.
Chairman Hansen stated he had reviewed the plat and found the building envelope is
dashed on the plat; it does not show where the driveway is located. He stated that the
building can be located within any portion of the building envelope, whether it be at the
front or the rear of the envelope. Mr. Hadfield stated there was a claim that the ordinance
was adopted after their plat was approved, that is not true. Mr. Despain stated that how the
Planning Commission feels about the decision is immaterial; his belief is that the facts
presented shows that the applicant can conform to the requirements. Mr. Christensen stated
that what was represented was the cul-de-sac, which would have had the lots in compliance,
had been changed to a thru street which affected their development. Mr. Christensen
commented his personal feelings would be to have right angles instead of curves that would
comply with the ordinance.
Mrs. Lurker stated that she had spoken with Michael Privett, a Board of Adjustment member
not present at this meeting. Mr. Privett wanted to know if the Planning Commission
realized at the time of approval of the subdivision that the driveway would be within the 45
foot setback requirement. It was stated that the Planning Commission did not know where
the driveway would be located; that information is discovered at the time building permits
are applied for.
Mr. Christensen thanked the Planning Commission for their time.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AMENDMENTS TO THE PUD, FLEXIBLE LOT DEVELOPMENTS,
AND CONSERVATION SUBDIVISION PROJECTS ORDINANCE.
Chairman Hansen noted that Kevin Bennett, City Civil Attorney, had reviewed the entire
proposal and has a number of corrections and questions; most of them will not affect .the
discussion.
Mr. Washburn stated he found two places where minor changes were needed. He stated
one other concern is the section that deals with off street parking and garage requirements;
he feels garages are not totally appropriate for all types of dwellings, such as town homes.
Mr. Despain started the discussion on page 15, Conservation Subdivision Project. The intent
of this type of development is that the lots are relatively small with a heavy open space
component; he indicated that Highland has used this technique. On page 17, Section E,
there are three zones for this type of development; the numbers reflect the gross density of
the project. He stated one change would affect the PR-3.0 zone; it would include duplexes
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and needs to be changed. He described the formula to determine the number of allowable
units in that particular project. Mr. Despain indicated that one factor in determining the
number of allowable units is the Transfer of Development Rights; TDR's have been discussed
in the past and an ordinance had been prepared but Mr. Bennett has suggested this not be
included unless they are willing to go forward with the TDR ordinance. Chairman Hansen
commented the ordinance had been prepared but was not completed because they needed
to come up with a map.
Mr. Despain stated that section G deals with design standards; the design standards are
fairly common through all three developments. The plans submitted for review would need
to be consistent with the major street plans, trails, and other elements of the General Plan.
He indicated that page 19 talks about road options; they do aliow for private streets now
and the section includes the rules for those private roads as well as the rules for public street
options. Page 22, Section 7 deals with amount of Open Space required. There is a
percentage of open space requirements per zone; the PR-3.0 requires 30 percent, the PR-2.3
requires 35 percent, and the PR-2.0 zone requires 40 percent of Open Space. Mr. Despain
stated that Open Space to be preserved would be accomplished in one of three ways; those
options are that open space would need to be dedicated to the City, ownership would go to
a homeowners association, or convey ownership to a third party such as an open space
preservation agency. Mr. Despain stated that Section H on page 24 talks about the
combined projects authorized. He stated Sections I and J are technical in nature.
Chairman Hansen asked if page 16 discussed the permitted uses. Mr. Despain went over
what is allowed, one of which is accessory apartments. He indicated there is a real issue
with accessory apartments. · He indicated that for the most part, "Mother-In-Law"
apartments are illegal; they were never approved as such nor were they assessed impact fees
as if they were a duplex. Those people who want legal duplexes are required to pay those
fees. He commented that few people will come to the city to make their duplexes legal but
they will have to address this at some point in the future. This intends to get them started
toward addressing accessary apartments; those lots with apartments would have to be
identified up front and would count as a duplex.
Mr. Despain stated that on page 26, the third alternative for development is the Low Density
Attached Housing Projects; these would typically be town homes. He indicated it would be
very difficult to meet all the requirements in any one particular way; they would have to
have an extremely efficient design to get maximum density. He stated that most projects
would have to include attached housing. His hope is that they will be relatively small and
not large structures like Orem. He stated that cities need a balance of housing styles in
order to comply with affordable housing.
Mrs. Schaak asked if they knew of the percentage of affordable housing. Mr. Despain stated
he does not have that information at hand but it was noted American Fork City does comply
with the affordable housing requirements.
Mr. Christensen commented that concerning the statement that some developments might
have difficulty in obtaining the number of allowed dwelling units, he wondered if they
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should make a statement that the developers do not have to get every unit allowed and they
would look favorably on not getting every single unit. Mr. Despain stated that cities set
their standards and they have to be prepared to live with what is allowed.
Mrs. Schaak asked if they could include a standard quality of value in the flexible lot
subdivision so that the value of homes in established areas are not compromised. Mr.
Despain stated the standard set is the International Building Code; they hope that
developers chose designs that are suitable to the area.
Colleen McTague-Storrs asked about the geographic considerations of concentrating the low
income housing in one area; are there any ways to spread the housing throughout the
community? Mr. Despain stated that if they have attached housing spread throughout the
development then they won't have the low income housing in that one area. She
commented that the low income housing seems to be concentrated around the central area
of town. Chairman Hansen stated that it is tough to go into an established area and change
the standard to allow for higher density; if cities do that, then they are "taking" a right from
the property owners in the area who bought their property expecting certain standards. Mr.
Washburn addressed Karen's concern; he commented that when cluster housing is
developed, the developer has to come up with a way to buffer the area.
Mr. Despain stated that the format for Low Density Attached Housing is the same as the
Conservation Subdivision Project. They have the same formula as well as similar design
standards. This also allows for private and public street options. He stated that Mr.
Washburn had brought up the off-street parking spaces requirements; he stated there is
some logic to the concerns of Mr. Washburn and that they need to be more accommodating
for town homes. Mr. Despain asked how the members wanted to handle garage
requirements. Chairman Hansen asked if they could require garages only in the lower
density zone. Mr. Despain stated this concern needs to be addressed and he would think
about the possibilities.
Chairman Hansen asked if there is a minimum square footage for dwelling units; Mr.
Despain stated he did not include that requirement but it could be added. Mr.-Washburn
felt there should be a minimum standard set and feels it would be reasonable. Mr. Despain
was asked to work that requirement in the ordinance.
Mr. Christensen stated that on page 18 he was in favor of the Transfer of Development
Rights but he is concerned about the number of units that can be transferred. Mr. Despain
stated he had an ordinance that dealt with TDRs and he would need to get them to the
commission members. There was a short discussion on Transfer of Development Rights.
Mr. Christensen commented that he was concerned with landscaping plans and felt they
should have some landscape drawings with the preliminary plan. Mr. Despain stated the
current ordinance does have that requirement but the city has not been diligent in looking at
those plans.
Chairman Hansen stated that Mr. Washburn is anxious for this to get moving. He asked Mr.
Despain if they were prepared for this to go forward with the Land Use Element. Mr.
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Despain stated they have dealt with the Land Use Element of the General Plan but the
biggest question is the language concerning the south side area. He stated these two should
go forward to the City Council together and that they should be getting close to sending
these forward. Chairman Hansen asked if they should schedule a public hearing on the
Land Use Element. Mr. Despain stated they should get a copy of that to all the members of
the Planning Commission; they will schedule the review at the next meeting and then get
the hearing scheduled thereafter. Mr. Hadfield stated they could schedule public hearings
for several items of the General Plan at one time.
Mr. Despain stated he would make the changes as suggested by Mr. Bennett.
There was a short discussion on the open space requirements. Mr. LeBaron asked Mr.
Washburn if he felt the open space requirement is satisfactory. Mr. Washburn indicated
they would be okay as long as the development is a larger area.
Steve Sowby asked if this would be sent to the City Council. Chairman Hansen stated there
were too many minor changes that needs to be corrected first.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A PRELIMINARY PLAT OF BROOKSIDE TOWN HOMES
CONSISTING OF 9 UNITS LOCATED AT 35 EAST 150 NORTH.
Mr. Peterson stated this proposal has one less unit than what the Planning Commission had
seen at the last meeting. He indicated the parking is now in the rear and the 70 percent
landscaping has been met. He stated that by eliminating one unit the side setback is now 20
feet on each side. Mr. Peterson explained the piping of the irrigation ditch is within the
travel area and can be maintained easier; a copy of the plans had been submitted to the
Irrigation Company but he does not have their response.
Chairman Hansen asked where the landscape plan is. Mr. Peterson stated he had indicated
that on the plan. Chairman Hansen stated that the plan was not adequate and wanted to
see something more specific. Chairman Hansen also asked where the drainage plan was;
Mr. Peterson stated he normally does not provide a detailed drainage plan until the final
plat but did submit the calculations to Mr. Hadfield; Mr. Hadfield indicated he did not get
the calculations.
Mr. Despain stated he has had contact with Glen Roundy regarding this plan but is unsure
what the Irrigation Company's outcome is; he knows there are some concerns. Mr. Peterson
stated one concern could possibly be the enforcement as to what is installed in the field;
some contractors do not install the pipe according to their specifications. Colleen McTagueStorrs was present at the meeting with a letter from the Irrigation Company; this project was
not approved nor dis-approved.
Mr. Despain stated that at the last meeting there were several citizens against this
development as proposed. Apparently, it was discussed at the Irrigation Company's meeting
last night. He commented the Irrigation Company is greatly concerned about liability as
they are the owner of the irrigation channels and are responsible to maintain the ditches.
He is unsure if the Planning Commission can approve anything until they hear from the
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Irrigation Company.
Chairman Hansen read the letter from the Irrigation Company; see attached letter
(attachment #1). He commented that if the Irrigation Company denies the request the
whole plan would have to be redrawn. He asked the Planning Commission members if they
want to discuss this project now or wait until they get approval from the Irrigation Company
has been given. It was suggested they wait for discussion on this item. Mr. Christensen
voiced his opinion that he does not like the design of this development; he would like to see
a design which would utilize the trees currently on the property.
Mr. Peterson stated this type of development is allowed in this zone. There was a discussion
on the property and what the neighbors wanted to see done with the land.

Mr. LeBaron moved to table this item until further recommendation from the
Irrigation Company is obtained. Mr. Woffinden seconded the motion.
Mrs. McTague-Storrs stated she owns the property right above the development. She stated
she told the Irrigation Company that they would be liable for any flooding on her property if
the ditch is piped. She indicated this is the original natural waterway for the American Fork
River and that she had a copy of the Utah State Code concerning any alterations of natural
stream beds; see Utah Code 73-3-29, Relocation of Natural Streambeds. See attached code
(attachment #4). She read from the code that the city nor the Irrigation Company can
allow any alteration to natural creek bed banks until they obtain the approval of the State
Engineer. There are thirteen committees involved in the approval process; one approval
required is from the adjacent property owners and she believes 100 percent of the owners
adjacent to the project are against it. So according to the State Code, it is in direct violation
'
if they cover up the stream.
Mr. Despain stated this applies to natural streams but he is unsure of who would make that
determination. Mrs. McTague-Storrs stated to alter that bank they have to get the approvals
required. She stated she had spoken with Chuck Williamson, Stream Alteration Specialist
with the Division of Water Rights (SLC #538-7404), and clarified that this applies to
irrigation channels also. Mrs. McTague-Storrs commented that she is not saying this can not
take place, but in order to pipe the irrigation ditch they would need to obtain the approval
of the thirteen groups.

Mr. LeBaron amended his motion to include the Irrigation Company's
recommendation and also the approval of all applicable State Agencies. Mr.
Woffinden agreed to the amendment.
Phyllis Crookston wanted to know if the developer would be living there. Mr. Taylor Smith
stated his sons would be living there. Chairman Hansen stated that the Planning
Commission has to make sure the requirements of the Development Code have been met; if
those requirements have been met then they have to give approval. If the neighbors do not
like the project, they can either appeal the Planning Commission's decision to the City
Council or buy the property.
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Citizens voiced their opinion of the development.
Mr. Despain stated he wanted copies of the material provided by Mrs. McTague-Storrs and
indicated the city will need to make independent contact with the State. There was a short
discussion on property owners' rights.

Chairman Hansen stated there was a motion to defer this item. He called for
a vote on the motion. Those voting "aye," Mr. LeBaron, Mr. Woffinden, Mrs.
Wilson, and Chairman Hansen. Mr. Christensen and Mrs. Schaak abstained.
The motion carried.
Mr. LeBaron suggested they go on a field trip to look at the property before they discuss this
again.
Mrs. McKinney handed in an additional page to the petition turned in at the last meeting
and indicated she will continue to obtain signatures. See attached petition (attachment
#2).

REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE PRELIMINARY PLAT OF LAKESIDE PLANNED INDUSTRIAL
PARK PLAT B CONSISTING OF 2 LOTS AT 576 EAST 1700 SOUTH.
Mr. Sowby stated Lakeside Planning Industrial Park Plat "A" had already been approved;
this subdivision is two lots. He indicated they are asking for a revised preliminary plat so
the lot lines on plat "B" are as they should be on the final plat.
Mr. Hadfield stated in the Technical Review meeting they discussed the preliminary plat "B"
but the plans submitted indicate it is a revised preliminary on the entire piece. He indicated
that as an additional requirement they have discovered something they need to address; that
is the FEMA flood map and what says must be done. Mr. Hadfield stated that the elevations
for lots 13 and 14 fall beyond the elevation which FEMA dictates is the flood zone. He
commented this is a logical addition to what has been previously completed. There is an
adjustment to the lot line that is technical in nature. He indicated the improvements are
going in on 500 East. Mr. Hadfield stated lot #5, which was approved for TRA Snow
Brackets, is out of the flood zone. He restated that most of lot 13 and all of lot 14 are in the
flood zone and that there will be requirements on those two lots.
Mr. Sowby explained that the flood zone would require the owners will need to obtain an
Elevation Certificate which will certify that openings will be a minimum of one foot above
the flood elevation. It was stated that they need to make sure all of the potential developers
are aware of the flood zone.
Mr. Despain stated there are specific requirements dealing with the sewer lines; they need to
be water tight lines.
Mr. Hadfield stated this is not a revised preliminary. Mr. Sowby stated they did revise the
entire thing by adjusting the lot line on lot #7. Chairman Hansen stated the advertisement
for this item is wrong if they consider anything other than the two lots.
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Mr. Hadfield stated he would recommend several changes in the general notes. The zone is
Planning Industrial, but portions of the first phase is in the BP Zone. Note #7 needs to be
corrected to show lots 1 through 14; the phasing scheme should identify which lots are in
the plan.
Mr. Despain stated he had no other concerns other than the reference concerning the flood
zone.
Mr. Christensen asked if they should note that the buildings should be one foot above the
flood elevations. Mr. Despain answered that would come at the final plat. Mr. Christensen
asked about the water tight sewer requirements. Mr. Despain stated the sewer lines are
already in and they would have to get with Howard Denney concerning that issue.
Mr. Hadfield noted he was unsure if the appropriate fees had been paid and that approval
should be subject to verification those fees were paid.

Mr. Christensen moved to approve the preliminary plat of Lakeside Planned
Industrial Park Plat B consisting of 2 lots at 576 East 1700 South subject to
(1) the payment of fees and (2) changes to the General Notes explained by
Mr. Hadfield. Mr. Woffinden seconded the motion. All were in favor. The
motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE FINAL PLAT OF LAKESIDE PLANNED INDUSTRIAL PARK
PLAT B CONSISTING OF 2 LOTS AT 576 EAST 1700 SOUTH.
Mr. Sowby stated he would add in the note about the correct FEMA panel number and will
also add the note indicating the buildings are to be one foot above the flood plain.
Mr. Hadfield indicated that approval should also include the verification of fees paid.
Chairman Hansen asked if there should there be a Public Utility Easement between lots 13
and 14. Mr. Sowby stated they did not include an easement because they did not think
utilities would be there; it was stated the PUE should be added.
Mr. Despain asked if the correct FEMA panel number is on the plat. Mr. Sowby stated it is
correct; they now have updated FEMA maps. Mr. Despain noted that all subsequent site
plans would need to conform to the rules of the ordinance. The third item of concern is that
utilities would need to meet that ordinance. Mr. Despain asked what utilities are public and
private; Mr. Sowby stated that everything in the street right-of-way is public and the lift
station and grinder pump is private. Mr. Despain asked if there was a line from the grinder
pump to the lift station; it is in the public street and is public owned.
There was a short discussion on the sewer lines and if they were privately owned. Chairman
Hansen commented there is a note on lots 5 and 6 that there is a two inch private pressure
sewer main. Mr. Despain stated he would visit with Kevin Bennett on this issue.

Mr. Christensen moved to approve the final plat of the Lakeside Planned
Industrial Park Plat B consisting of 2 lots at 576 East 1700 South contingent
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upon (1) providing a 20 foot easement for the sewer as directed by Mr.
Hadfield, (2) future site plans and utilities for this project conform to the
flood hazard ordinance, and (3) the payment of fees. Mr. Woffinden
seconded the motion. All were in favor. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE CONFIRMATION OF SPRING HOLLOW SUBDIVISION
EXPIRED PRELIMINARY PLAT C CONSISTING OF 3 LOTS AT 497 WEST 500 NORTH.
Mr. Despain explained they have to take action again on the preliminary plan of Spring
Hollow Plat C because preliminary plan approvals have a life of one year; they can be
extended or must be re-done before the final plat.
Mr. Hadfield stated he has reviewed Plat "B" that was adopted and recorded; the lot lines do
comply. It needs to be recognized that it has been reviewed and finds that it does comply
with the intent of the preliminary and will then consider the original preliminary plan
appropriate.
Mr. Woffinden asked if all the "subject to's" from 1998 have been completed. Mr. Hadfield
stated they were taken care of as part of plat "B."

Mr. Christensen moved to confirm the Spring Hollow Subdivision preliminary
plat "B" and "C." Ms. Wilson seconded the motion. All were in favor. The
motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE FINAL PLAT OF SPRING HOLLOW SUBDIVISION PLAT C
CONSISTING OF 3 LOTS AT 497 WEST 500 NORTH.
Mr. Hadfield indicated his concern were the payment of fees, that he would like to see a
letter of agreement between Mr. Patterson and Ivory Homes, that the elevation on 500
North street will create a run-off issue and that the city will want some type of bonding on
drainage issues. There was a discussion on the storm drain line along 500 North and the
path of run-off water; there is a concern for the quality of life for the existing homes.
Mr. Despain stated the water shares were satisfied at the time of annexation.

Mr. Christensen moved to approve the final plat of Spring Hollow
Subdivision Plat C consisting of 3 lots at 497 West 500 North contingent
upon (1) payment of fees, (2) obtaining the letter of agreement between
Patterson and Ivory Homes, and (3) insuring the drainage does not impact
the adjacent property. Mr. Woffinden seconded the motion.
Mr. Sowby stated he has Patterson's signature on the letter of agreement but will need to get
the signature from Ivory Homes.

Chairman Hansen called for a vote on the motion. All were in favor. The
motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE BJW ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF 2.94 ACRES AT 1180
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EAST 300 NORTH.
Mr. Despain stated he has gone over the draft; three of the required attachments are not
included because the applicants did not get the information to them in time. Mr. Despain
explained this property is immediately to the East of the American Fork Medical Center. He
stated this may require some property for widening the road 200 North and possibly 300
North. Mr. Despain explained that Section 7 & 8 address water rights. They have
determined that 7.5 acre feet of water rights will be required and will be met by irrigation
stock and rights from a well on that property, which would provide approximately 1.5 acre
feet and not the 7.56 acre feet as written in the agreement. He explained there has been
some mis-communication on the future two-story office building on the north of the
property; it would be inconsistent with the RA-1 zone that was assigned to that area on the
annexation.
Mr. Rupp stated there was one share of water rights with the property when it was
purchased. The well is still in the name of Beverly Woods. They met with the Irrigation
Company and they are willing to write a letter in support of the plan with some conditions;
the Irrigation Company wants a $1000 bond, to get a letter from the Belnaps that they agree
with the plan, and that Grant Leonard will approve the ditch when it is piped. Mr. Rupp
indicated there are three entities that are willing to deed the property for the road along the
south side of the project. Mr. Rupp stated they would prefer to finish the whole road only
half way but are willing to do what is required. Mr. Sowby will be providing the legal
descriptions for the deeding.
Mr. Rupp stated they would like this zone to be consistent for the entire piece of property,
which would be the Professional Office zone.
Chairman Hansen stated there are some wording changes that would need to be made.
There was a discussion on the zoning intent of the area.
Mr. Sowby explained the design of the property. They have the required amount of parking
spaces, the landscaping around the property, and would include a cross easement for
parking. The plan involve two phases, the initial phase would include the access off of 300
North.
It was noted that they could not review or approve any site plan until the annexation was

complete.
There was another discussion of the property owners in the surrounding areas and what the
Planning Commission had envisioned for the area. Chairman Hansen stated the Land Use
Map indicated this property is in the Professional Office zone along the south of the 300
North and low density zone on the north area. Mr. Hadfield stated that IHC has a major
interest in this area and he sees they will continue to expand. Mr. Despain explained the
north portion of the property was put in the RA-1 zone to be consistent with the existing
homes on 300 North.
Mr. Rupp stated he would like to see this go forward, whatever their recommendation. The
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information in the annexation packet shows the property is in both the PO-l zone and the
RA-1 zone. Mr. Hadfield stated that the process includes a public hearing which includes
establishing the zone; the Planning Commission just sends this forward to the City Council
with a recommendation.
Mr. Despain stated he sees only deeds and water rights as an issue. He stated they need to
remove the north building and leave it as residential. Mrs. Schaak clarified that they are
approving only the annexation and not the zone.

Mr. Christensen moved to approve the BJW Annexation consisting of 2.94
acres at 1180 East 300 North contingent upon (1) providing an amended
annexation concept plan showing the residential area, (2) providing deeds
for the road, and (3) firming up the water rights. Mr. LeBaron seconded the
motion. Those voting "aye," Mr. Christensen, Mr. LeBaron, Chairman
Hansen, Mr. Woffinden, and Mrs. Schaak. Mrs. Wilson abstained. The
motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AMENDMENTS TO THE SIGN ORDINANCE.
Chairman Hansen stated that Mr. Despain had made revisions. He turned the time over to
Mr. Despain for review.
Mr. Despain started the discussion by commenting that the sign ordinance has been revised
to address large scale projects. The Target project is approximately 20 acres; if it is their
intent to separate the Woodbury project from the Target project, they need to have the large
scale project larger than 20 acres. He read through his memorandum; see attached
memorandum (attachment #3). Mr. Despain stated that he had left blanks in draft #2 of
the proposed sign amendment ordinance for the Planning Commission members to fill in.
Mr. Hadfield stated he had invited Pam Helmandollar to the meeting to show the Planning
Commission that the sign ordinance affects more developments. He invited Ms.
Helmandoliar to explain why she was at the meeting. Ms. Helmandollar passed out pictures
of what could possibly be requested by Cinemark. There was a short discussion on what
Cinemark has proposed. Chairman Hansen stated they were not prepared to discuss this
issue tonight. Mr. Hadfield stated the reason he brought this by City Staff that concerns
signs.
Ms. Wilson commented the Woodbury project area is totally commercial and does not affect
any residences; Chairman Hansen pointed out there will be residential homes that will be
impacted by the signs and lights of the development. Mr. Christensen commented that the
sign ordinance is a way to organize the signs in the development; he sees main street as sign
pollution but feels that what Woodbury has asked to do is okay.
Councilman Cates asked what the distance is between monument signs; there is no distance.
There was a lengthy discussion on signs and what is being done in surrounding
communities. Mr. LeBaron feels that less is better but to look at it on a case by case basis.
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It was noted the City Attorney, Kevin Bennett, stated to make the changes to the large scale

development.
Mr. Stephenson commented that he has walked State Street in Sandy several times; there
are no uniformity to the design of the signs, with one exception. What they are requesting is
something very nice. He feels they should address the large development right now and
then with visual pollution later.
Mr. Despain asked for the Planning Commission to insert the numbers they feel need to be
in the ordinance. The outcome was as follows:
Page 1, Section 1.36C.2: 35 acres and 17 acres, respectively. There was a discussion
on the reasoning behind the minimum 35 acres instead of a 20 acre minimum which would
allow the Target project additional signs. Some of the members felt that the Target project
was more of one main tenant, instead of several large buildings with multiple large scale
tenants as what was in the Woodbury project.
Page 1, Section 1.36C.3: change 100,000 to 80,000 square feet
Page 3, Section 2.4.C:
1,000 feet
Page 4, Section 2.5.B:
1,000 feet
Page 4, Section 2.5.B:
change included/excluded to included
Page 5, Section 2.5.C:
750 feet
Page 5, Section 2.5.D:
350 and 35, respectively
Page 5, Section 2.5.F:
15 percent
Mr. Woodbury stated he did not feel it was unreasonable to require a distance such as 100
feet between monument signs feet. Mr. Despain explained that each independent building·
had the right to a monument sign. Mr. Despain was asked to add in a requirement of 100
feet between monument signs as well as a section on sign uniformity.

Mr. LeBaron moved to forward the Sign Ordinance as discussed and
corrected to the City Council. Mr. Woffinden seconded the motion.
There was a short discussion on the Target project, the allowed signs for the project, and the
tenants that will be located on that project. Mr. Christensen commented that people will
drive past Target and not realize it is a separate project.
Mr. Woodbury commented that on page 5, paragraph e, last line, he thinks it should read
"along the boundaries" because in the future they would like to add a sign along Meadow
Lane. It was decided no change would be made.
Mr. Hadfield was asked to have Ron Morrill extend the graph in the sign ordinance for facia
signs to accommodate the larger buildings.

Chairman Hansen called for a vote on the motion: Those voting "aye," Mr.
LeBaron, Mr. Woffinden, Ms. Wilson, Mr. Christensen, and Ms. Schaak.
Chairman Hansen voted "Nay." The motion carried.
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It was clarified that adding the paragraph concerning sign uniformity was part of the

changes to be made and sent onto the City Council.
SITE PLAN
Mr. Hadfield had nothing to report.
OTHER BUSINESS
Mr. Hadfield stated he would see everyone at the party the following night.
Mr. LeBaron asked if they could have the pledge and prayer before the meetings; it was just
a suggestion. He stated he believes that prayer is fine but different religious prayers can be
offered. There was a short discussion and it was decided they would start the meeting with
the pledge and a prayer. Mr. LeBaron also suggested a time deadline for the meeting.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE JULY 2, 2003, MINUTES.
Mrs. Wilson moved to approve the July 2, 2003, minutes. Mr. LeBaron
seconded the motion. Those voting "aye," Mrs. Wilson, Mr. LeBaron, Mr.
Christensen, and Chairman Hansen. Mr. Woffinden and Mrs. Schaak
abstained. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE JULY 16, 2003, MINUTES.
There were not enough members present to approve the minutes.
ADJOURNMENT
Mrs. Wilson moved to adjourn the meeting. Mr. Woffinden seconded the
motion. All were in favor. The meeting adjourned at 11:30 p.m.

~d~
~~rilyn eu:ker
Building Inspections/Public Works
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American Fork Irrigation Co.
P.O. Box412
American Fork, UT 84003

August 6, 2003
American Fork City
attn: Rod Despain
PO Box 397
American Fork, UT 84003
Subject: American Fork Irrigation Company Board review of irrigation plan(s) for
development at 150 North Street, current status of project
Dear Rod:
At our monthly Board meeting last night, there was a discussion of the innerblock development at 150 North Street, currently known as the Brookside
Town homes development. We are also in receipt of the Irrigation Plan & Profile
provided by Excel Engineering (dated 8/5/03) for this project. The Board
members asked me to review the minutes of prior meetings to determine if any
board action had taken place regarding this development. The purpose of this
· letter is to confirm with all parties involved the current status of this project with
respect to the American Fork Irrigation Company Board.
As of this date, the Board of Directors of the American Fork Irrigation Company
has not formally approved or disapproved of any particular irrigation plans for this
site, nor has the Board specifically imposed any formal requirements regarding
piping the current ditch or altering the current water flows. At various meetings
over the past few years, discussions have taken place regarding the pros and
cons of piping the existing ditch and the particular aspects of this location - but
no formal Board action has taken place.
Thank you very much.
Sincerely,

Mike Shumway
Secretary-Treasurer
ms
CC:

Glenn Roundy
Ms. Colleen McTague Storrs
David Peterson, Excel Engineering
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PETITION
We, the undersigned, citizens of American Fork City, hereby petition the members of the
American Fork Planning Commission and the American Fork City Council to deny the current
request to develop the land located at 35 East 150 North, American Fork, Utah. We oppose the
development because it will destroy the urban forest with the. wildlife which live therein; it will
cover the historical open water way with the fish which live therein; and it will provide too
much density in an area that is mostly single family dwellings. We believe the city offic-ials
should recognize the historical value of the land, wildlife, and open stream on the real property
and the value that it has to the downtown area. Consequently, we respectfully request the
Planning Commission and City Council deny the current request for developtnent.
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MEMORANDUM
Date: July 31 2003

To: AFPC
From: Rod Despain
Subject: Draft revisions to the sign ordinance
Attached is a copy of the current version of the sign ordinance
amendments which includes the changes from Draft #2, as requested
at the meeting by Woodbury and agreed to by the PC.
To better facilitate establishing the criteria the PC wants to
adopt, I have left several blanks to be filled in by the PC at
the meeting.
Please come prepared to add those numbers.
In summary, the changes are as follows:
Section 1 adding the definition of a Major Commercial Development
is the same as the earlier version, except that the acreage and
size of building numbers are left blank.
It should be noted that
the Target project has 20 acres and the Woodbury project has 120.
If you want to give Wal-mart the privilege of substantial pole
sign exposure but not Target, you should set the number
accordingly.
Paragraph 4c. This allows small multi-tenant projects to have a
Common Project Sign adjacent to each public street frontage upon
a Collector or Arterial street. The current ordinance limits the
number of Common Project Signs regardless of the amount of
frontage to two.
However, this version does not permit such
small projects to have both a Common Project Sign and independent
monument sign along the same street frontage, as with the
Woodbury project.
Paragraph Sb. This Paragraph is the most changed. The effect of
the amendment is to allow an additional pylon sign for each 1000
lineal feet of perimeter frontage.
With Woodbury, this would
allow at least 3 and probably 4 pylon signs in the vicinity of
900 West.
The final number will likely depend on whether the
intersecting public streets are included in the frontage number.
The Paragraph also allows for a separation requirement between
pylon signs, but does not place a separation requirement between
pylon and monument signs. Such a requirement may limit the number
of monument signs and would be resisted by Woodbury, and given
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the current climate, their resistence to a requirement is the
kiss of death to the requirement.
The past policy of the City has been to limit the number, size
and frequency of signs. The basic thrust of the amendments is to
make the sign ordinance more accommodating to the desires of
developers, and to facilitate an increase in the number of signs.
Clearly, both the PC and the CC have concluded that a more
liberal sign policy is appropriate and the proposed draft heads
us in that direction.
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7-31-03
PC Draft #3

ORDINANCE NO.
AN ORDINANCE AMENDING PORTIONS OF SECTION 7-2 (DEFINITIONS) AND
2-5.31 OF THE DEVELOPMENT CODE OF AMERICAN FORK CITY, RELATING TO
SIGNS; AND PROVIDING FOR THE ADOPTION AND ENFORCEMENT OF THE
AMENDMENTS .

PART I
TEXT OF AMENDMENTS

SECTION 1.
Section 7-2, entitled List of Definitions, is
hereby amended by adding a new definition, to read as follows:

36C. Major Commercial Development - A development
project containing only retail commercial and
service establishments serving the general
public. To qualify as a Major Commercial
Development the project must conform to the
following criteria:
1.

2.

3.

The project shall have been approved as
a planned commercial development or
planned shopping center development in
accordance with the provisions of
Section 2-6.11 or 2-6.5 as applicable.
The project shall have a minimum project
area of
acres and a
minimum area developed or in the process
of being developed of
acres or more.
The project shall include one or more
individual business establishments
having more than 100,000 square feet of
retail floor area.

SECTION 2.
Section 2-5.31, Paragraph D-3 et.seq., is
he r eby amended in its entirety , to read as follows:
-1-
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3.

Accessory Free-Standing Signs - Pylon and/or
Monument Signs. A permanent, accessory, freestanding pylon sign identifying and advertising
the name of the business, the products sold, trade
names and/or the business activity conducted may
be erected upon the premises occupied by the
business, subject to the following:
(a)
The sign shall be located upon the same
parcel as the structure containing the business.
The parcel shall abut upon a public street
adjacent to the proposed location of the sign.
The length of the abutting side parcel to which
the sign is appurtenant shall be not less than 150
lineal feet; except that, The Planning Commission
may approve the placement of a pylon sign on a
parcel having an abutting side less than 150
li~eal feet upon a finding that the substandard
abutting side has not b~en created for the primary
purpose of establishing an entitlement to an
additional pylon sign, the parcel includes
a~equate width for vehicular access to the
business activity and the sign can be located
without establishing a safety hazard.
(b)
Each separate parcel shall include not
more than one (1) free-standing pylon sign.
(c)
The maximum height of any pylon sign
shall be thirty-five (35) feet above the level of
the closest public street.
(d)
Each pylon sign shall have a maximum of
two (2) sign faces.
The maximum area of each sign
face shall be determined by the length of the
abutting lot boundary adjacent to the street
closest to the proposed location of the sign, in
accordance with the provisions of Chart 2-5.31-B.
(e)
No portion of any sign shall project
into the air space abov~ a public right-of-way .
. ,.
(f) In addition to the pylon sign authorized
p~rsuant to this paragraph, where the lot abuts
\{p6n two (2) or more public streets, a free$fanding monument sign may be constructed adjacent
tb each abutting boundary, not including the
boundary upon which the pylon sign is constructed.
Each free-standing monument sign shall have a
~aximum of two (2) sign faces.
Each face shall
pave a maximum sign face area of not more than
sixty (60) square feet and shall be designed and
GOnstructed in accordance with Chart 2 - 5.31-D.
(f)
No free-standing pylon or monument sign
shall be placed or constructed in such a manner as
-2-
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t ·o produce an unsafe visual clearance at any
intersection or driveway location.
(g)
A free-standing monument sign may be
substituted for the free-standing pylon sign
permitted pursuant to this Paragraph.
4.

Accessory Common Project Signs for Multi-tenant
Projects authorized. Where a project area
contains more than four (4) acres and includes
five (5) or more separate business establishments,
whether located on individual lots or a common
lot, the City, at the request of the developer,
may allow the use of a Common Project Sign(s) in
lieu of independent pylon and monument signs (as
authorized under Paragraph 3 above) . Where a
developer proposes the use of the Common Project
Sign option, such signs shall conform with the
:Eollowing:
(a)
The project area for which a Common
Project Sign is proposed shall meet the criteria
for qualification, set forth above, and shall be
approved as a Planned Shopping Center or Planned
Commercial Development Project in accordance with
the applicable provisions of 2-6.5 or 2-6.11.
(b)
A project area shall be permitted to
-~oi).tain one ( 1) free- standing Common Project sign.
sa~d sign shall be located adjacent to the project
are~ boundary which abuts a Collector or Arterial
Class Street (as shown on the City's Major Street
Plan), in the vicinity of the project entrance and
in the location shown on the approved project site
plan.
(c)
Where the project area abuts upon two
or more Collector or Arterial class roads (as
shown on the City's Major Street Plan), for a
d{stance of not less than three hundred (300) feet
along each road, the City may approve an
additional free-standing Common Project Sign for
each such additional frontage. Said additional
sign(s) shall be located adjacent to the p~oject
area boundary which abuts the additional Collector
6r Arterial street, but not less than
( )
l,_il}.eal feet from any other Common Project Sign.
:·
(d)
The maximum height of any Common Project
~ign shall be thirty-five (35) feet above the
le~el of the adjacent street.
_ (e)
Each Common Project Sign shall have a
m?ximum of two (2) sign faces. The maximum area of
each sign face shall be determined by the length
of the abutting lot boundary adjacent to the
$~reet closest to the proposed location of each
-3-
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sign,. in accordance with the prov isions of Chart
2-5.31-B.
(e)
The sign face shall include a notation
identifying the name of the project and may
include a registry identifying t he owners/tenants
of businesses' within the project. Independent
free-standing pylon or monume nt s i g ns identifying
a specific owner/tenant within the project shall
be prohibited .
(f ) No portion of any Common Project Sign
shall project into the air space a bove a public
right-of -way.
(g)
No Common Project Sign shall be placed
or constructed in such a manner as to produce an
unsafe visual clearance at any intersection or
driveway location.
5.

Project Identification Signs f or Major Commercial
Projects Authorized.
The provisions of this
Paragraph shall be applicable to Major Commercial
Projects as defined in this code .
In addition to other signs , a commercial
development project which qualifies as a Major
Commercial Project shall be entitled to one or
more Project Identification Signs, subject to the
followi n g :
(a ) Each Project Identif i cation Sign shall
be located at the perimeter of the project area ,
located adjacent to the outer boundary of the
Project Area abutting a Collector or Arterial
Class Street (as shown on the City 's Major Street
Plan), in the vicinity of the project entrance and
at the location shown on the approved project site
plan.
(b)
Where the outer boundary of the Project
Area consists of a continuous boundary abutting
upon a Collector or Arterial class street for a
distance of more than one thousand (1,000) lineal
feet , an additional Project Identification Sign
shall be permitted for each additional
l lineal feet, or portion thereof, along said
continuous boundary.
For purposes of compliance
with this Paragraph , a Project Area boundary
intersected b y a public or private streets shall
be considered as a continuous boundary.
For
purposes of determining the length of a continuous
boundary , any portion of the segment occupied by
intersecting public and priv ate streets shall be
i nc l ude d /excluded
- 4-
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(c)
Each Project Identification Sign shall
be located no closer than
to any
other Project Identification Sign or pylon sign
located on the same side of the street within the
project or an adjacent parcel.
(d)
The sign shall have a maximum of two
sign faces, each with a maximum sign face area of
not more than
' square feet per
side. The maximum height of the sign shall be
feet above the adjacent ground
level.
(e)
Where a project plan proposes the use of
a Project Identification Signs, all signage for
individual establishments or multi-tenant
buildings within the Project Area, whether located
on separately described parcels or common
property, shall consist only of monument signs
conforming to the standards for such signs, as set
forth under Section 2-5.31-D. No other individual
pylon signs or Common Project Signs shall be.
permitted within the boundaries of the Project
Area.
(f)
Each sign face shall include a notation
identifying the name of the Major Commercial
Project, which shall occupy not less than
(
) percent of the total sign face area, and
may include a registry identifying the name of any
commercial establishment located within the
project area.
(g)
No Project Identification Sign shall
project into the air space above a public righto'f-way.
(h)
No Project Identification Sign shall be
placed or constructed in such a manner as to
produce an unsafe visual clearance at any
intersection or driveway or to project into the
0.ir space above a public right-of-way.
(I)
The documentation for the Major
Commercial Project shall provide that the Project
Identification Sign constitutes a common amenity
of the project. The documentation shall include
provisions establishing ownership of the Project
Identification Sign and, in the instance where the
sign is situated on property owned by a party
other than the owner of the sign, the right to
construct and maintain the sign,
(j)
For purposes of compliance with the
provisions of this Code, any Project
Identification Sign shall, when approved pursuant
to the provisions of this Paragraph, be considered
an approved non - accessory sign.
-5-
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SECTION 3.
Section 2-5.31, Paragraph E-1, entitled Prohibited
Signs, Non-Accessory Signs - Billboards is hereby amended in its
entirety, to read as follows:
1.

Non-Accessory Signs - Billboards
Non-accessory signs shall not be
permitted within the City except when
located and approved in accordance with
the applicable provisions of Section 25.33, 2-5.31-D-5, or other provision of
this Code which specifically authorizes
non-accessory signs.
PART II
PENALTY AND ADOPTION

SECTION i ·. - · Conflicting Provisions. Whenever the
provisions of this Ordinance conflict with the provisions of any
other Ordinance, resolution or part thereof, the more stringent
shall prevail.
SECTION 2 - Provisions Severable. This Ordinance and the
various sections, clauses and paragraphs are hereby declared to
be severable.
If any part, sentence, clause or phrase is
adjudged to be unconstitutional or invalid it is hereby declared
that the remainder of the ordinance shall not be affected
thereby.
SECTION 3 - Amendment to be Added to Development Code.
The City Council hereby authorizes and directs that insert
pages reflecting the provisions enacted hereby shall be made and
placed in the official copies of the American Fork Development
Code .
SECTION 4 - - Penalty. Hereafter these amendments shall be
construed as part o,f the Development Code of American Fork City,
Utah, to the same effect as if originally a part thereof, and all
provisions of said Code shall be applicable thereto, including,
but not limited ~ to, the enforcement, violation and penalty
provisions.
SECTION 5 ~ -- Effective Date.
This Ordinance shall take
effect upon its _ p~ssage and publication as required by law.
PASSED AND ORDERED PUBLISHED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF AMERICAN FORK
CITY, UTAH, THIS _ . - DAY OF
2003.
I

-6-
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Mayor
ATTEST:
City Recorder

-7-
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73-3-29. Relocation of natural streams -- Written permit required-- Emergency work-Violations.
(1) Except as provided in Subsection (2), a state agency, county, city, corporation, or person may
not relocate any natural stream channel or alter the beds and banks of any natural stream without first
obtaining the written approval of the state engineer.
(2) (a) The state engineer may issue an emergency permit or order to relocate a natural stream
channel or alter the beds and banks of a natural stream as provided by this subsection and Section
63-46b-20.
(b) If an emergency situation arises which involves immediate or actual flooding and threatens
injury or damage to persons or property, steps reasonably necessary to alleviate or mitigate the threat
may be taken before a written permit is issued subject to the requirements of this section.
(c) (i) If the threat occurs during normal working hours, the state engineer or his representative
must be notified immediately of the threat. After receiving notification of the threat, the state engineer
or his representative may orally approve action to alleviate or mitigate the threat.
(ii) If the threat does not occur during normal working hours,·action may be taken to alleviate or
mitigate the threat and the state engineer or his representative shall be notified of the action taken on
the first working day following the work.
(d) A written application outlining the action taken or the action proposed to be taken to alleviate
or mitigate the threat shall be submitted to the state engineer within two working days following
notification of the threat to the state engineer or his representative.
(e) (i) The state engineer shall inspect in a timely manner the site where the emergency action was
taken.
(ii) After inspection, additional requirements, including mitigation measures, may be imposed.
(f) Adjudicative proceedings following the emergency work shall be informal unless otherwise
designated by the state engineer.
(3) An application to relocate any natural stream channel or alter the beds and banks of any natural
stream shall be in writing and shall contain the following:
(a) the name and address of the applicant;
(b) a complete and detailed statement of the location, nature, and type of relocation or alteration;
(c) the methods to be employed;
(d) the purposes of the application; and
(e) any additional information that the state engineer considers necessary, including, but not limited
to, plans and specifications of the proposed construction of works.
(4) (a) The state engineer shall, without undue delay, conduct investigations that may be reasonably
necessary to determine whether the proposed relocation or alteration will:
(i) impair vested water rights;
(ii) unreasonably or unnecessarily affect any recreational use or the natural stream environment;
(iii) unreasonably or unnecessarily endanger aquatic wildlife; or
(iv) unreasonably or unnecessarily diminish the natural channel's ability to conduct high flows.
-==--------~------=--=

-=- ==-=--- --------

-====- --------

(b) The application shall be approved unless the proposed relocation or alteration will:
(i) impair vested water rights;
(ii) unreasonably or unnecessarily adversely affect any public recreational use or the natural stream
environment;
(iii) unreasonably or unnecessarily endanger aquatic wildlife; or
(iv) unreasonably or unnecessarily diminish the natural channel's ability to conduct high flows.
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(c) The state engineer may approve the application, in whole or in part, with any reasonable terms
to protect vested water rights, any public recreational use, the natural stream environment, or aquatic
wildlife.
(5) No cost incurred by the applicant, including any cost incurred to comply with the terms
imposed by the state engineer, is reimbursable by the Division of Water Rights.
(6) Any officer or employee of any state agency, county, city, or corporation, or any other person
who violates the provisions of this section is guilty of a class B misdemeanor.
Amended by Chapter 61, 1992 General Session
Download Code Section Zipped WP 6/7/8 73 03032.ZIP 3,564 Bytes
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AMERICAN FORK CITY PLANNING COMMISSION
SEPTEMBER 17, 2003
*AMENDED - NOTICE AND AGENDA

Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Planning Commission will meet in a regular
session on Wednesday, September 17, 2003, in the City Hall, 31 North Church Street,
commencing at 7:00p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
*8.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Pledge of Allegiance.
Review and action on amendments to the Sign Ordinance.
Review and action on amendments to the Zoning Ordinance concerning uses
within the Historic Preservation Overlay Zone.
Review and action on a zone change request for .62 acres located at 1156 East
300 North from the RA-1 Residential Agricultural Zone to the R1-15,000
Residential Zone.
Review and action on a preliminary plan for American Fork Medical Properties
Subdivision consisting of two lots located at 1159 East 200 North.
Review and action on the final plat of American Fork Medical Properties
Subdivision consisting of two lots located at 1159 East 200 North.
Review and action on a commercial site plan for American Fork Medical
Properties located at 1159 East 200 North.
Review and action on amendments to the annexation agreement for the Hunter
Annexation Plat B located at 776 West 450 North.
Review and action on a revised preliminary plan of the Plat D portion of the
North Park Estates PUD, consisting of 16 lots, located at 776 West 450 North.
Review and action on a revised final plat of North Park Estates PUD Plat D
consisting of 16 lots located at 776 West 450 North.
Review and action on the preliminary plat of Aurora Subdivision Plat A
consisting of 3 lots located at 626 North 100 East.
Review and action on the final plat of Aurora Subdivision Plat A consisting of 3
lots at 626 North 100 East.
Review and action on the annexation agreement for the Browns Annexation
consisting of 16.62 acres located at 140 South 1100 East.
Site Plan Committee Report.
Other business.
Review and action on the September 3, 2003, minutes.
Adjournment.

Dated this 11 day of September, 2003.

James S. Hansen, Chairman

AMERICAN FORK CITY PLANNING COMMISSION
SEPTEMBER 17, 2003
NOTICE AND AGENDA

Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Planning Commission will meet in a regular
session on Wednesday, September 17, 2003, in the City Hall, 31 North Church Street,
commencing at 7:00p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11 .
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Pledge of Allegiance.
Review and action on amendments to the Sign Ordinance.
Review and action on amendments to the Zoning Ordinance concerning uses
within the Historic Preservation Overlay Zone.
Review and action on a zone change request for .62 acres located at 1156 East
300 North from the RA-1 Residential Agricultural Zone to the R1-15,000
Residential Zone.
Review and action on a preliminary plan for American Fork Medical Properties
Subdivision consisting of two lots located at 1159 East 200 North.
Review and action on the final plat of American Fork Medical Properties
Subdivision consisting of two lots located at 1159 East 200 North.
Review and action on a commercial site plan for American Fork Medical
Properties located at 1159 East 200 North.
Review and action on amendments to the annexation agreement for the Hunter
Annexation Plat located at 776 West 450 North.
Review and action on a revised preliminary plan of the Plat D portion of the
North Park Estates PUD, consisting of 16lots, located at 776 West 450 North.
Review and action on a revised final plat ofNorth Park Estates PUD Plat D
consisting of 16 lots located at 776 West 450 North.
Review and action on the preliminary plat of Aurora Subdivision Plat A
consisting of 3 lots located at 626 North 100 East.
Review and action on the final plat of Aurora Subdivision Plat A consisting of 3
lots at 626 North 100 East.
Review and action on the annexation agreement for the Browns Annexation
consisting of 16.62 acres located at 140 South 1100 East.
Site Plan Committee Report.
Other business.
Review and action on the September 3, 2003, minutes.
Adjournment.

Dated this 9 day of September, 2003.

James S. Hansen, Chairman
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AMERICAN FORK CITY
PLANNNING COMMISSION
SEPTEMBER 17,2003
ATTACHMENTS (1)

The American Fork City Planning Commission met in a regular session on September 17, 2003,
commencing at 7:00p.m. at the American Fork City Hall. Planning Commission members
present included Chairman James Hansen, Ken Baldwin, Shirl LeBaron, John W offinden, Karen
Schaack, and Wendy Wilson. Others present included Rod Despain, J .H. Hadfield, Melanie
Marsh, John Park, Sean-Paul Thornton, Jeremy Wardle, Heath Clark, Kevin Tea, Pam
Helmandollar, Jim Hardy, Dan VanWoerkom, Daniel Copper, Hal Wardle, Kendal Wardel, Josh
Helstrom, Grant Balke, Tim Rarick, Mark Agren, the following Scouts from Troop 17: Michael
Torgreresen, Logan Davis, Jayden Butler, Joshua Davis, Cameron Laucer, Christian Succo,
Derek Shelby, Nick Davis, and Barbara Christiansen, of New Utah.
The Planning Commission and audience stated the pledge of allegiance.
Chairman Hansen excused Alan Christensen.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AMENDMENTS TO THE SIGN ORDINANCE
Mr. Despain stated that at the last Planning Commission Meeting he was instructed to prepare
language on four items. Following are the four items that he was asked to include in the
proposed ordinance:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Spire type signs, which is included in Section 1.
Expanded table for pylon and facia signs areas, which is included in Sections 2 & 3.
Change in map showing reduction of I-15 sign overlay zone adjacent to West Main,
which is included in Section 4.
Temporary/Periodic Signs

Mr. Despain pointed out that that proposed ordinance includes language on the first three items
listed above. He pointed out that in each of the Planning Commission packets he included a
copy of Sandy City's provisions regarding temporary signs.
Mr. Despain recommended that the Planning Commission take action on Items 1, 2, and 3 listed
above and have some further discussion on Item 4, which is in regard to temporary/periodic
signs. He said there are some that are anxious to see Items 1, 2, and 3 approved.
Mr. Despain stated that the proposed language in regards to spire signs would allow signs to rise
above the normal elevation of the structure. He pointed out that the current ordinance prohibits
any signage from being higher than the normal wall face of the building. He stated that Section
1, Paragraph E is the proposed amendment in the sign ordinance that will allow spire signs.
Mr. Despain then discussed Sections 2 and 3 of the proposed sign ordinance. He explained that
Sections 2 and 3 have to do with the extension of the available sign face for facia and canopy
signs. He stated that Section 3 has to do with the sign size for pylon signs. He said the proposal
is that the facia and canopy sign area would top out at 350 square feet and that no pylon sign
would be greater than 350 square feet, but the exception would be in regards to project
identification signs such as what one sees at a car dealership on the interstate.
1
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Mr. Despain stated that he would classify the changes in Section 2 and Section 3 as
housecleaning items to help clear up questions that the zoning administrator has had.
Mr. Despain then discussed Item 3, which is modification to the map showing the reduction of
the I -15 sign overlay zone. He said Item 3 is proposed to provide Target with the same
opportunity that was provided to Walmart and Home Depot with respect to size of signs. He said
if the sign area is not changed then what the City has basically done is selected Walmart as being
preferred over Target with respect to signs, which could create a perception problem and a
possibly a legal problem.
Mr. Baldwin said he does not like the proposed spire provision.
In response to Mr. Baldwin's above statement, Mr. Despain said "you (referring to Mr. Baldwin)
did not like that before." Mr. Despain said he has tried to put enough parameters in the proposed
spire provision so that the spire will not rise to the height of abuse, but it does give some
flexibility. He said they have looked at the spire sign that Cinemark is proposing and he does not
find it offensive given the size of the structure.
Chairman Hansen said on Page 1 of the draft ordinance where it reads "of th" should be deleted.
He also pointed out that Kevin Bennett has recommended the addition of some commas in a few
places throughout the proposed ordinance.
Mr. Baldwin said he understands the basis for the argument for the change in the freeway
overlay zone, but they have it for a reason. He said it is an entrance into the City and he is
reluctant to change the map.
Mrs. Schaack said with respect to Item 3, she feels the same way as Mr. Baldwin. She said she
does not see why the map needs to be changed.
Mr. W offinden said he also agrees that the freeway overlay zone with respect to signage should
not be changed. He said it seems that the ordinance keeps changing every time a new developer
comes to town. He said he thinks the map needs to stay the same.
Mr. Despain pointed out that Target has not requested the proposed change to the map in the I-15
sign overlay zone. He said that he has talked to Target about the proposed change. He pointed
out that Target's signs are already in place. He said Target was not happy when they put in their
signs, but they agreed with the sign ordinance at that time.
Mr. Despain said that the Planning Commission can make any recommendation that it wants, but
his perception is that the present City Council is unprepared to resist any complaint about the
sign ordinance.
Mrs. Schaack said "If we don't have Target at our door step complaining, then why change the
ordinance."
Mr. Despain said, "You (referring to the Planning Commission) don't have to justify anything to
me."
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Mr. Baldwin said he has looked at the Target site and he compares that to what he has seen in
other places and he thinks that the current Target sign does a fine job. He said he thinks the
Target site is within the scope of what they are trying to accomplish.
Mr. Despain said he agrees that Target's entrance sign is really quite acceptable.
Chairman Hansen stated that he thinks the chart in the sign ordinance needs to be amended so
that the maximum is 350 square feet so that when Ron Morrill, Zoning Administrator, gets
questions on the sign ordinance he knows that things top out at 350 square feet. He asked if Mr.
Despain compared the proposed maximum of 350 square feet with Sandy City's sign ordinance
and if what is being proposed is close to Sandy's sign ordinance.
Mr. Despain said that he looked at Sandy's sign ordinance with respect to the same issue that
American Fork is addressing and their ordinance is the same as what is being proposed with
regard to facia sign areas.

Mr. Baldwin moved to: (1) not approve Item 1, (2) add Sections 2 and 3 for the expanded
table for pylon and facia sign areas and (3) keep the sign map as it is.
Mr. Woffinden seconded the motion.
Pam Helmandollar, a representative for Cinemark, asked if the Planning Commission is saying
that they oppose Cinemark' s proposed sign.
Mr. Baldwin said the Cinemark building is large enough that signage on the building would
accomplish everything that Cinemark needs without making a new provision to go above the
roofline. He said the sign ordinance, which keeps signs from going above the roofline has served
the City well.
Mr. Baldwin said he has seen theater marques that do not go above the roofline that are very nice
and are very appropriate. He said the Cinemark building is very large and can accommodate a
nice-sized sign that does not need to go above the roofline and that will be able to be easily seen.
He said he does not think anything will be accomplished by changing the ordinance to allow
signs to go above the roofline.
Ms. Helmandollar stated that her client, Cinemark, will be competing against the movie theaters
that are located at Thanksgiving Point in Lehi and they have a huge neon sign on their movie
theater. She said Cinemark is concerned about competing with the movie theaters in Lehi. She
said that Cinemark wants a beautiful sign and something that will attract people to their theater in
American Fork instead of people going to Lehi to go to the movie.
Mrs. Schaack suggested that Cinemark differentiate itself by doing something different than
what the movie theater in Lehi did. She suggested that Cinemark do its architecture a little
different instead of trying to copy Lehi' s movie theater sign.
Mrs. Schaack said that she does not have a huge problem with Cinemark' s proposed sign, but her
concern is that if they change the sign ordinance to allow Cinemark to have its spire sign, then
who will come in next wanting to put up a spire sign.
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Mr. Baldwin said when they look at competition the ultimate of that is that they might end up
with Las Vegas type signs and that is not what they want for American Fork.
Mrs. Schaack said that she does not want a square box either. She said that she would like to see
some work on design without going with the spire sign.
Mr. LeBaron asked how high the sign will be above the roofline.
Mr. Despain stated that the proposed Cinemark sign would be 15 feet above the roofline.
Mr. Baldwin told Ms. Helmandollar that the Planning Commission is a recommending body. He
said they understand that there is a good chance that the City Council is not going to agree with
them, but he feels personally as a representative of the people of American Fork that leaving
Section 1 as is and not allowing spire signs is keeping with the intent of the City.
Kevin Tea said that he thinks the Planning Commission is doing the right thing with respect to
the motion that is on the table. He said he thinks that it is good to keep the sign overlay zone the
way it currently is. He said he agrees with the Planning Commission with respect to not
allowing spire signs in the City. He said that he does not see the need for Cinemark having a
sign above the roofline. Mr. Tea pointed out that the building faces the freeway so the sign can
just be placed on the building. He discussed how the Cinemark building does not have any
architectural style, which is one reason he said that the City needs to come up with more
guidelines for an architectural review committee in the ordinances so that they can get the type of
developments that they want in the City.
Mrs. Wilson said that she is excited to have a new theater in American Fork. She said that she
thinks of going to Salt Lake City to the movies when she was a young girl to the Center Theater
and the sign stood out and it was unique. She said theater signs have been unique. She said that
she thinks the proposed Cinemark sign would be unique and the City would have something
other than a square box. She said that she does not think the whole City has to be opened to
allow spire signs.
Mrs. Wilson stated that it is long overdue for the City to have a movie theater.
Mrs. Schaack said that she is excited to have a movie theater.
Mrs. Schaack expressed concern about what will happen if the sign ordinance is changed to
allow spire signs because the City may end up getting spire signs throughout the City in places
that it does not want them.
Mr. Baldwin said it is the unintended consequences of the change in the sign ordinance that is the
concern.
Mr. Hadfield said a number of years ago everyone had a home that was rectangular shaped and
then styles changed and now the style is to have a home with many gables. He said he
remembers when LDS Churches were built in American Fork and they had a freestanding spire,
but now that has changed and LDS Churches have spires on the roof. He raised the question of
whether spires on LDS Churches are a form of a sign.
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Mr. Hadfield said the point that he is trying to make is that styles and architecture and tastes
change. He said that he is not proposing that the ordinance be thrown away, but they need to
look at what the accepted norm is for a new theater. He said styles change and standards
change.
Mrs. Schaack said that she does not view a spire on a church as a sign because it does not have
writing on it.
Ms. Helmandollar said that Cinemark just wants a sign that will bring style to the building
because the structure is a square box.
Mrs. Schaack asked if there are any other options than just the box with the spire.
In response to Mrs. Schaack's question, Ms. Helmandollar said "no." She said it is too late to be
making architectural changes to the building.
Mr. LeBaron asked if something could be done with the roof.
There was no response to Mr. LeBaron's question.
There was some discussion about the Cinemark sign at the Provo Towne Center. Chairman
Hansen said the Cinemark sign at the Provo Towne Center does not project above the roofline.
He said the Cinemark sign is all on the side of the building.
Ms. Helmandollar said that she lives in American Fork and loves American Fork. She said that
she does not want sign pollution, but she thinks the proposed sign is beautiful. She said the
proposed sign has style.
Mr. LeBaron asked if there is any way to fashion an ordinance to allow spire signs only for
theaters.
In response to Mr. LeBaron's question, Mr. Woffinden said, "only if you want lawsuits."
Mr. LeBaron then said "Well, it depends on how you draft it because it is a unique building."
Mr. Despain said "What is unique about it is what goes on inside. I find it difficult to tell the
difference between this (Cinemark) and Walmart or this and Home Depot. They are just big
boxes."
Mrs. Schaack said if they change the ordinance to allow spire signs, then how many more will
come into the City. She said that is what they have to look at.
Mr. Despain said if you are uncomfortable with amending the ordinance to allow spire signs,
there is a motion and a second on the floor. He said it is easy to vote on the motion and move
onto the next item.
Daniel Copper said it does seem a shame that since the company built a boring building that the
City has to change its ordinance to give the building some style. He said Cinemark should have
thought about some show-stopping architecture and that would have highlighted the building
rather than changing the sign ordinance.
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Mr. Woffinden said "I agree with the gentleman (Mr. Copper) wholeheartedly. It seems like
every time someone new comes to town (with a project) that does not fit our requirements they
want to change our requirements to fit their application. We need to put our foot down and say
that the City runs the City and not the developer."
Mr. Tea said that the City needs to take some proactive steps and set some guidelines to avoid
these types of things (like the situation with Cinemark) in the future. He said many of the
buildings proposed in the Meadows Shopping Center do not have any elevation changes. He
raised the question of whether that is what they want in American Fork. Mr. Tea said most of
the citizens in American Fork that he talks to say no. He said people want to see elevation
changes and unique developments.
Mr. LeBaron said if they want something different than big boxes perhaps maybe they need
something like the proposed Cinemark sign to set the building apart.
Mr. Tea asked how the sign will be lit up.
Ms. Helmandollar said the sign will be neon lighting.
Chairman Hansen called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Mr. Baldwin, Mr. Woffinden, Mr. LeBaron, and Mrs. Schaack. Those
voting nay: Mrs. Wilson. Mr. Hansen abstained. The motion carried.
Mr. Despain then discussed Item 4, which is in regards to temporary signs. He discussed Sandy
City's ordinance regarding temporary signs. He said Sandy requires a permit for a temporary
sign except under limited circumstances. He pointed out that Sandy's ordinance identifies three
types of temporary signs: (1) grand opening signs (2) special promotion period signs and (3)
going out of business signs.
Mr. Despain pointed out that the current ordinance deals with grand opening signs much the
same way that Sandy's ordinance does. He said American Fork City's current sign ordinance
does not deal with the special promotion periods. He said the primary difference from Sandy's
ordinance with respect to grand openings is that American Fork City has a 90-day calendar
period for grand opening signs and Sandy has a 60-day calendar period.
Mr. Despain explained that Sandy's sign ordinance allows signs without a permit during certain
holiday periods, which is something that has been suggested some time ago from the downtown
merchants.
Mr. Despain said Sandy's sign ordinance also addresses directional signs for
Subdivsions/Planned Unit Developments. He said right now American Fork City's sign
ordinance does not allow directional signs, but they still show up in the City all the time.
Mr. Despain explained that Sandy City uses a tag system to help with enforcement efforts. The
tag is evidence that the sign has been approved by the city. He said the tag system has the
potential of increasing the enforcement options for the city, but it does involve quite a bit of city
time for the issuance of the tags. He said the tag is an easy way to tell if the sign is legal.
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Mr. Despain said he does not know if permit tags would increase their resolve with regard to
enforcement of signs, but it would make it easier for the enforcement officer. He said he
personally likes the notion of the permit tag, if you are going to make a serious effort towards
enforcement. He said to get the permit tag they would have to make formal petition.
Chairman Hansen asked how the City feels about getting into the business of issuing temporary
permits for signs. He then asked if the City Council would be favorable to allowing temporary
s1gns.
Mr. Despain said there has been some request to look at temporary signs during the different
holidays, particularly from the merchants in the downtown area. He said he feels that the City
Council would be favorable to allowing temporary signs.
Chairman Hansen pointed out that a permit would not be required during the holiday times
designated. He said it is interesting to note that in Sandy's sign ordinance a banner sign is
allowed during the designated holiday times, but it must be mounted on the building and can't
drape over the sidewalk.
Mr. Despain said the language relative to temporary signs is not adoptable tonight. He said they
might want to take a further look at how the sign ordinance could be adopted. He said he would
be happy to work on something relative to temporary signs that could be adopted if the Planning
Commission feels the concept is viable.
Chairman Hansen stated that Karen Schaack and Kevin Tea have drafted some of their
recommendations with respect to sign regulations. Mrs. Schaack passed out a copy of their
recommendations with respect to sign regulations, which is attached to the minutes as
ATTACHMENT #1.
Mr. Baldwin pointed out that Sandy's sign ordinance leaves out two major holidays with respect
to marketing (1) Halloween and (2) Mother's Day. He raised the question of where you end with
the holidays that are to be included in the ordinance.
Mr. LeBaron said he thinks it would be advisable to direct staff to formalize a temporary sign
amendment for the Development Code that incorporates some of these principles such as tags
and holiday periods knowing the idea that the banner is on the building itself so there are not
temporary signs out on the grass strung between metal fence posts.
Mrs. Schaack said she thinks the tag is the only way to enforce it fairly with every business. She
said it is very simple to go through and find out if they have a tag or if they don't have a tag.
Chairman Hansen asked Jim Hardy, Enforcement Officer, if he wanted to get involved with
issuing tags.
Mr. Hardy said "I work for the City for so many hours whether he is sitting in this meeting or
doing something productive."
There was laughing after Mr. Hardy's above comment.
Mr. Hardy said they are allowing the downtown merchants a period of time where they might
advertise special sales, but he sees no correlation between Alpine Floral and Hagaas. He pointed
out that Alpine Floral and Hagaas usually do not want to advertise on the same days. He said
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when he did a survey at Mayor Baratt' s direction, even the floral companies could not agree on
the days that they want to advertise. He said Mayor Barratt has said that they will put something
together in regards to temporary signs, but they will not be allowed 24-7. Mr. Hardy said Mayor
Barratt said that the businesses have to decide when the best days will be to put up their signs.
Mrs. Schaack pointed out that Sandy's ordinance has a provision where businesses can get a
temporary permit three other times than the designated holidays.
Mr. Hardy suggested that American Fork City's sign ordinance indicate what size the temporary
signs can be because he has seen many different sizes. He stated that the current ordinance states
that the temporary signs can be 2 'x 2'.
Mr. Baldwin said another thing that should be considered is whether there will be a fee charged
for the permits since the city staff will have additional work in regards to issuing permits.
Mr. Despain said they have talked about whether a fee should be charged for the permits and the
City Attorney has some concern about that. He said Mr. Bennett's concern is whether temporary
signs relate to free speech and if there is a fee charged to get a permit, then he is concerned that
the City may be charging people to have free speech.
Mrs. Schaack said she would really like to see the "non-conformity thing" included in the sign
ordinance.
Mr. Despain said it looks like things have gone beyond just looking at temporary signs.

Mr. Baldwin moved to refer the subject matter as discussed to Mr. Despain for additional
drafting.
Mrs. Schaack seconded the motion.
Mr. Hadfield said that he likes the provision in Sandy's sign ordinance that addresses
development signs under temporary signs. He pointed out that there are a number of
developments in American Fork City that have signs advertising their development and many of
the signs remain for a long time after the properties have been sold. He said once the properties
are sold there is no need for the signs advertising the development to remain.
Mr. LeBaron said his concern is with enforcement. He said there will probably be many
volunteers willing to take signs down that do not have tags on them.
Chairman Hansen called for a vote on the motion.
Those voting aye: Mr. LeBaron, Mrs. Wilson, Mrs. Schaack, Mr. Baldwin, Mr. Woffinden,
and Chairman Hansen. Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
Mrs. Helmandollar said she thinks temporary signs are "nasty." She asked if the Planning
Commission is saying that directional signs and construction signs should not be permitted.
Mr. Despain stated that the current sign ordinance does not permit directional signs or
construction signs right now, except on site.
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REVIEW AND ACTION ON AMENDENTS TO THE ZONING ORDINANCE
CONCERNING USES WITHIN THE HISTORIC PRESERVATION OVERLAY ZONE
Chairman Hansen explained that at the last Planning Commission Meeting they had a request to
approve a particular use in the Historic Preservation Overlay Zone and found it difficult to
approve the request because the use was not specifically listed as one of the uses in the Historic
Preservation Overlay Zone. He pointed out that Mr. Despain has provided the Planning
Commission with a memo with suggested wording to add to the Historic Preservation Overlay
Zone so that the Planning Commission can feel more comfortable approving the requested use
within the Historic Preservation Overlay Zone.
Mr. Despain discussed the proposed amendment to the Historic Preservation Overlay Zone. He
explained that the proposed amendment will provide some flexibility in addressing uses in
projects that are not specifically outlined in the current ordinance but that are similar in scope
and character. He said the City has had some experience with historic preservation projects. He
said on occasions they get requests for uses in historic structures that are not specifically listed in
the list of uses permitted in the Historic Preservation Overlay Zone. He said one use that was not
specifically listed in the list of uses was that of an organ factory, which the City does have an
organ factory in the Historic Preservation Overlay Zone. He said it is his recommendation to
add a similarity clause. The proposed wording to add as Item #11 to the Historic Preservation
Overlay Zone is as follows:
Other uses and structures determined by the Planning Commission to be similar
in character to those identified in this section, subject to such conditions as may
be attached to ensure that the conduct of the use will be in harmony with the intent
of the Historic Building Conservation Projects and the underlying zone district.
Mr. Despain said one of the concerns when looking at uses in the Historic Preservation Overlay
Zone is to make sure that the non-residential use is conducted in a way that is consistent with the
residential amenities that they are trying to preserve. He said often times that is a matter of scale
or scope of a project. He said some uses may be quite appropriate, but if they are conducted at a
scale that produces inordinate amounts of traffic or whatever for that reason they may be
incompatible with the neighborhood.
Mr. Despain said the proposed amendment has two features (1) there would be a determination
of similarity and (2) subject to a determination that the conduct would be in harmony with the
historic building conservation project and the underlying zone.
Mr. Baldwin asked if the City Attorney has reviewed the proposed amendment.
Chairman Hansen stated that the City Attorney did review the proposed amendment and had no
problems with it.
Mr. LeBaron said the proposed amendment allows a lot of discretion and flexibility for the
Planning Commission. He stated that the proposed amendment is very well drafted.

Mr. LeBaron moved to recommend adoption of the amendment to the Zoning Ordinance
concerning uses with the Historic Preservation Overlay Zone, Paragraph #11 as drafted.
Mr. Baldwin seconded the motion.
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Chairman Hansen called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Mr. LeBaron, Mrs. Wilson, Mrs. Schaack, Mr. Baldwin, Mr. Woffinden,
and Chairman Hansen. Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A ZONE CHANGE REQUEST FOR .62 ACRES LOCATED AT
1156 EAST 300 NORTH FROM THE RA-1 RESIDENTIAL AGRICULTURAL ZONE TO
THE R1-15,000 RESIDENTIAL ZONE
Chairman Hansen stated that at the last Planning Commission Meeting it was determined it
would be best to rezone the property located at 1156 East 300 North to the R1-15,000,
Residential Zone.
John Park discussed what they are proposing to develop on the property proposed for the zone
change request.
It was discussed that it is the City's request that the property be rezoned.

Mr. Baldwin expressed concern that the proposed zone change application does not address why
the zone change is necessary to promote the health, safety, morals, convenience, or general
welfare of the public. He said he agrees that the proposed change is probably for the
convenience of the City, but the application does not say that.
In response to Mr. Baldwin's above statement, Mr. Sowby said "I did tum in a zone change
request with those documents. You might not have it, but I did tum it in."
Mr. Baldwin said he reads the zone change application and he does not see those specific items
addressed.
Mr. Sowby said "Well, I knew that you (referring to Mr. Baldwin) would ask and that is why I
turned it in."
Mr. Baldwin said, "I still did not see it." He said it is just frustrating that it is not included on the
application when the application asks for an explanation.
Chairman Hansen said they need to change the zone change application.

Mr. Baldwin moved to recommend approval of the zone change for .62 acres located at
1156 East 300 North from the RA-1 Residential Agricultural Zone to the R1-15,000
Residential Zone.
Mrs. Schaack seconded the motion.
Chairman Hadfield said in as much as City staff recommended the zone originally and then
directed the petitioner to amend the zone, he would ask that the Planning Commission petition
the City Council to consider waiving the fees associated with the zone change amendment.
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Mr. Baldwin amended the motion to include that the Planning Commission recommends
that the City Council consider waiving the fees associated with the zone change amendment
since City staff is the one recommending that the zone be changed.
Mrs. Schaack seconded the amended motion.
Mr. Woffinden pointed out that the zone change application states the address as 200 North. He
asked if they were talking about 200 North or 300 North.
Mr. Park stated that 200 North is located on the south end of the property.
Mr. Woffinden asked which street they are going to use. He said the zone change is on 300
North, but the application calls it out as 200 North.
Chairman Hansen said "It depends on where you address the whole site off of."
Mr. Woffinden again said he wonders which street they are going to use, 300 North or 200
North.
Mr. Despain said the map answers the question.
Chairman Hansen said the map shows 300 North.
It was discussed that the zone change is on the north end of the property.

Chairman Hansen called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Mr. LeBaron, Mrs. Wilson, Mrs. Schaack, Mr. Baldwin, Mr. Woffinden,
and Chairman Hansen. Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A PRELIMINARY PLAN FOR AMERICAN FORK MEDICAL
PROPERTIES SUBDIVISION CONSISTING OF TWO LOTS LOCATED AT 1159 EAST 200
NORTH
John Park said they were asked to address curb and gutter on 300 North. He pointed out that the
plans show curb and gutter in front of the house.
Mr. Park pointed out that the proposed medical office building will all be on 200 North.
Mr. Park stated that they have created five more parking stalls so they now meet the parking
requirements.
Chairman Hansen stated that he does like the change in the area where the existing dumpster is.
Mr. Hadfield stated the following engineering concerns related to the preliminary plat (1)
approval from the American Fork Irrigation Company needs to be provided and (2) verification
of whether the fees have been paid.
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Mr. Hadfield then discussed the final plat. He said the public utility easement needs to be
extended to SP-7. He stated that he is comfortable with the 30-foot PUE on 1150 East. He said
he finds the drainage calculations to be adequate for the site.
Mr. Despain said there needs to be a slight change in the owner's dedication because the
dedication language currently only addresses streets, whereas the acceptance is for streets and
easements.
Mr. Hadfield said the City Attorney asked why the footprint of the building is on the final plat
and why it has the parking lines. He raised the question of whether the footprint and the parking
lines should be removed from the final plat.
Mr. Sowby said they have done the final plat both ways. He said they will do it however is
requested of them.
Chairman Hansen said the City Attorney expressed concern that if the footprint of the building
and the parking lines were included on the final plat it would possibly require an amendment if it
were changed in the future.
Mr. Park said it is really easy for them to resubmit the final plat without the footprint layer on it.
Mr. Despain stated that the recorder will record the final plat with or without the footprint of the
building and the parking lines. He said as a general rule they would prefer the final plats to be
"clean" without the building footprint and the parking lines, but they have accepted them before.
He said they do not have a strong, unified pattern with respect to the final plat.

Mr. Baldwin moved to approve the preliminary plan for the American Fork Medical
Properties Subdivision consisting of two lots located at 1159 East 200 North subject to: (1)
approval from the American Fork Irrigation Company (2) the fees associated with the
preliminary plat being paid for.
Mrs. Schaack seconded the motion.
Chairman Hansen called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Mr. LeBaron, Mrs. Wilson, Mrs. Schaack, Mr. Baldwin, Mr. Woffinden,
and Chairman Hansen. Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE FINAL PLAT OF AMERICAN FORK MEDICAL
PROPERTIES SUBDIVISION CONSISTING OF TWO LOTS LOCATED AT 1159 EAST 200
NORTH
Mr. Baldwin expressed concern about whether the internal details should be included on the final
plat.
Chairman Hansen said he did not think it mattered if the internal details stayed on the final plat.
Mr. Baldwin told the petitioners that he wished the final plat would have been submitted without
the internal details.
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Mr. Park said they will remove the internal details from the final plat.

Mr. Baldwin moved to approve the final plat of American Fork Medical Properties
Subdivision consisting of two lots located at 1159 East 200 North subject to: (1) extension of
the easements on the west to SP-7 (2) the acceptance language being corrected to cover
both streets and easements.
Mrs. Wilson seconded the motion.
Chairman Hansen called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Mr. LeBaron, Mrs. Wilson, Mrs. Schaack, Mr. Baldwin, Mr. Woffinden,
and Chairman Hansen. Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A COMMERCIAL SITE PLAN FOR AMERICAN FORK
MEDICAL PROPERTIES LOCATED AT 1159 EAST 200 NORTH

Mr. Baldwin moved to approve the commercial site plan for American Fork Medical
Properties located at 1159 East 200 North.
Mrs. Wilson seconded the motion.
Chairman Hansen called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Mr. LeBaron, Mrs. Wilson, Mrs. Schaack, Mr. Baldwin, Mr. Woffinden,
and Chairman Hansen. Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AMENDMENTS TO THE ANNEXATION AGREEMENT FOR
THE HUNTER ANNEXATION PLAT B LOCATED AT 776 WEST 450 NORTH
Mr. Despain explained that a lot of negotiation and some court cases have been held in regards to
the Hunter Annexation Plat B. He said there has been a general consensus out of the City
Council and the applicant that an acceptable solution or resolution of the matter in regards to the
Hunter Annexation Plat B would be to add two additional lots. He said the original annexation
agreement set the number of dwelling units allowed at 39 and the proposed agreement will now
set the number of dwelling units allowed at 41.
Mr. Despain said some of the issues associated with the Hunter Annexation Plat B have been in
regards to the number of units based on the annexation agreement and based on the zone
classification. He said if the proposed two units are added there will still be an open space
component, which will be larger than the ordinance required.
Mr. Despain said there are also various technical issues related to the proposed annexation
agreement with the addition of two more units, i.e. additional water rights are now required. He
stated that there are still some uncompleted improvements.
Mr. Despain said he has discussed the proposed annexation agreement with the City Attorney
and Mr. VanWoerkom, Mr. Patterson's attorney and they both have recommended some changes
to the proposed agreement. He said he has modified the proposed agreement based on the City
Attorney's suggestions and Mr. VanWoerkom's. He said and the City Attorney is currently
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reviewing the modified agreement. He stated that he will give a copy to Mr. VanW oerkom to
review.
Mr. Despain recommended that the proposed agreement be sent onto the City Council. He said
that he understands that he is asking the Planning Commission to take a lot of things on faith, but
they do not have enough time to go through the history related with the proposed annexation. He
said City staff believes that the proposed agreement is a reasonable solution and an appropriate
compromise.
Mr. Baldwin asked if the proposed agreement incorporates the change in the cross section of the
street.
In response to Mr. Baldwin's question, Mr. Despain said, "yes. That is done by virtue of the
maps, not the agreement."
Mr. Baldwin said the motion from the last meeting was that the agreement comply with
regulations of the City. He asked if the proposed agreement now complies with the regulations
of the City.
In response to Mr. Baldwin's question, Mr. Despain said, "It complies with the City's ordinance
for the zone that it is in in all respects."

Mr. LeBaron moved to recommend the proposed annexation agreement as agreed to and as
recommended by the City Attorney to the City Council for adoption.
Mr. Woffinden seconded the motion.
Chairman Hansen called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Mr. Baldwin, Mr. Woffinden, Mr. LeBaron, and Chairman Hansen.
Mrs. Wilson and Mrs. Schaack abstained from the motion. The motion carried.
Mr. LeBaron said it just seems like the two additional lots are a little out of place given the City
park and open space.
Mr. Despain said if there are to be additional lots on the project, where they are proposed is the
only place that they could be. He pointed out that Plat E, which is to the north of Plat B, already
has the lots platted and sold.
Mrs. Schaack asked Mr. VanW oerkom why the two additional lots are needed so much.
Mr. VanW oerkom said "I think it is just the number reached between Pattersons and City
Council."
Mrs. Schaack asked if the two additional lots are really critical.
Mr. VanWoerkom said "They are critical to settling the disputes." He said the two additional
lots bring the density up to what is allowed under the zone.
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Mr. Despain explained that the primary issue with resolution of the matter was the terms of the
annexation agreement. The City currently holds the original copy of the final plat and could
record the plat as it exists. He stated that the plat has been signed by all parties except the City
Engineer. He said the City could file the plat today and it would be valid, but doing so would
exacerbate the conflict or the disagreement. He said the applicant has expressed, on several
occasions, that he has no intentions of filing the plat as approved. Mr. Despain said part of the
condition that the City finds itself in is as a result of a mistake by the City allowing the recording
of PlatE before Plat D. He said the plat was actually recorded out of sequence and the lack of
having it recorded in the proper sequence has made it so 500 North does not go through and has
had a negative affect on the potential development by the Carsons.
Mr. Despain said it does not matter who is right or who is wrong. The issue is that no progress is
being made and the City has concluded that what is proposed is an appropriate balance so things
can go forward.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A REVISED PRELIMINARY PLAN OF THE PLAT D
PORTION OF THE NORTH PARK ESTATES PUD, CONSISTING OF 16 LOTS, LOCATED
AT 776 WEST 450 NORTH
Chairman Hansen stated that both the proposed preliminary plan and final plat have a number of
spelling errors on them that need to be corrected. Chairman Hansen pointed out some of the
spelling errors. Following are some of the errors he pointed out "do" should be changed to
"due," table is spelled wrong where it talks about high ground water table.
Mr. Woffinden asked if they could substitute the word "level" instead of"table."
In response to Mr. Woffinden's question, Mr. Sowby said "sure."
Chairman Hansen said the Owner's Dedication needs the language regarding streets, PUEs and
other purposes for the public added to it. He said the allowable units needs to be changed or
stricken.
Chairman Hansen then asked for the engineering concerns.
Mr. Hadfield stated that the issues relative to drainage have been resolved. He pointed out that
450 North does have the 55-foot cross section and shows the combination curb, gutter and
sidewalk on the south side.
Mr. Hadfield stated that he did not know if the fees associated with the preliminary plan had
been paid for yet.

Mr. Baldwin moved to approve the revised preliminary plan of Plat D portion of the North
Park Estates PUD, consisting of 16lots, located at 776 West 450 North subject to: (1) text
corrections on the drawings and (2) the fees being paid.
Mr. Woffinden seconded the motion.
Chairman Hansen called for a vote on the motion.
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Those voting aye: Mr. Baldwin, Mr. Woffinden, Mr. LeBaron, and Chairman Hansen.
Mrs. Wilson and Mrs. Schaack abstained from the motion. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A REVISED FINAL PLAT OF NORTH PARK ESTATES PUD
PLAT D CONSISTING OF 16 LOTS AT 776 WEST 450 NORTH
Mr. Hadfield said it is his understanding that the recording of the final plat, the annexation
agreement and deeding of the open space to American Fork City will all go forward at the same
time.
Chairman Hansen stated that the annexation agreement states that the recording of the final plat,
the annexation agreement, and deeding of the open space to the American Fork City will all go
forward at the same.
Mr. Hadfield stated that the only concern he has with the proposed final plat is in regards to
whether the appropriate fees have been paid.
Mr. Despain said Lot 42 should be designated as the open space lot and not the city park, which
should be amended before the final plat goes on to the City Council.
Mr. Woffinden had a question about the note regarding ground water where it talks about 6.5 feet
below the top back of curb. He pointed out that on the preliminary plat it talks about the ground
water levels being 5 feet below the ground surface. He asked if the final plat should say below
ground surface. He asked why on the final plat it talks about below the top back of curb.
Mr. Sowby explained that they did it based on top back of curb because that will be a fixed
known position whereas the original ground surface will be modified.
Mr. W offinden said the preliminary plat talks about below ground surface. He asked whether
they should say the same thing on both the preliminary plat and final plat.
Mr. Sowby said they can change the plats so that they say the same thing, but the preliminary
plat was done in 1995 and at that time they did not know what the final grades would be. He
said the recorded plat will be the public document that people will see.
Mr. Woffinden said ground water levels are usually designated by below ground surface at a
certain level and not by some man-made structure.
Mr. Sowby stated that the ground surface is going to change.
Mr. W offinden pointed out that you can put in the curb where you want.
Mr. Sowby said they know the elevations of where the curb is going to be.
Mr. W offinden said he can see where Mr. Sowby is coming from, but he does not agree with his
philosophy of how he got there.
Mr. Sowby stated that the notes are for the people who buy the property. He said the curb will
be in and it will be fixed.
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Mr. Baldwin moved to approve the revised final plat subject to: (1) text corrections on
drawings as indicated (2) the fees being paid and (3) Lot 42 being designated as open space,
rather than as a city park.
Mr. LeBaron seconded the motion.
Chairman Hansen asked Mr. VanWoerkom ifMr. Patterson will accept what has been approved
tonight or will he litigate.
Mr. VanW oerkom said he thinks he will accept it.
Chairman Hansen said in Mr. Patterson's talk with the City Council he talks about how he sends
his workers to accept it and how he litigates later. He said he is just curious if Mr. Patterson is
going to accept what has been approved. He asked if Mr. Patterson is a man of his word or a
man of litigation.
Mr. VanW oerkom said he will not answer that. He told Chairman Hansen that he would let him
be the judge of that.
Chairman Hansen said it was just a question. He said Mr. Patterson has said that he is a man of
his word yet he also says that he agrees to things and then litigates afterwards, which does not
sound like he is a man of his word. He said if Mr. Patterson signs a document, then he ought to
live to that document.
Mr. Sowby said there are two sides to that, but he will not discuss that.
Mr. Despain said the proposed agreement lists Sunset Mountain Properties as the owner of the
property, but the agreement was drafted with Patterson Construction in it. He asked if Sunset
Mountain Properties will be the new owner that should be in the agreement.
Mr. Sowby said Sunset Mountain Properties are the current owner of record for all of Plat B.
Mr. Despain said the agreement will have to be changed to show Sunset Mountain Properties as
the current owner.
Chairman Hansen called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Mr. Baldwin, Mr. Woffinden, Mr. LeBaron, and Chairman Hansen.
Mrs. Wilson and Mrs. Schaack abstained from the motion. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE PRELIMINARY PLAT OF AURORA SUBDIVISION
PLAT A CONSISTNG OF 3 LOTS LOCATED AT 626 NORTH 100 EAST
Mr. Hadfield stated the engineering concerns. Approval from the American Fork Irrigation
Company needs to be submitted to the City, the fees associated with the proposed plat need to be
paid, engineering on slope and soils needs to be provided, and a drainage plan and grading plan
need to be provided.
Mr. Baldwin asked if the lot constitutes a nuisance strip.
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In response to Mr. Baldwin's question, Mr. Hadfield said he did not think the lot was a nuisance

strip.
There was a lot of discussion about the slope of the property. It was discussed that something
needs to be done with the slope of the property so that it is safe to build on and so that the owners
of the property do not come back to the City if something goes wrong. Mr. Hadfield stated that
he would like to see retaining walls or a geo technical soils report that shows that they put earth
anchors back in the hill so that if there is a problem it will not impact the home.
Mr. W offinden asked if the City is going to require a geo technical report on the hill.
In response to Mr. Woffinden's question, Mr. Hadfield said "I would hope so."
The Planning Commission discussed that maybe it should wait on approving the proposed
subdivision until the City staff can review the geotechnical report to see what the
recommendations would be relative to the slope.
Chairman Hansen pointed out that the petitioner was not present.
Mr. LeBaron suggested that they should table this item.
Mrs. Schaack said that she would like to see what the plan is relative to addressing the slope.

Mr. LeBaron moved to table this item subject to the geo technical report being provided to
the staff so it can review it and make some recommendations.
Mr. Baldwin seconded the motion.
Chairman Hansen called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Mr. Baldwin, Mr. Woffinden, Mr. LeBaron, Mrs. Schaack, and
Chairman Hansen. Mrs. Wilson abstained from the motion. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE FINAL PLAT OF AURORA SUBDIVISION PLAT A
CONSISTING OF 3 LOTS AT 626 NORTH 100 EAST
This item was automatically tabled because the above item was tabled. There was no discussion
on this item.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE ANNEXATION AGREEMENT FOR THE BROWNS
ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF 16.62 ACRES LOCATED AT 140 SOUTH 1100 EAST
Ms. Marsh reported that Richard Colborn mentioned to her that John Lundin, the petitioner, told
Mr. Colborn that he was going to be out of town tonight and did not want the Planning
Commission to take action on the proposed action, but they could discuss it.
Mr. Despain stated that he did not know Mr. Lundin was going to be out of town.
There was some discussion about the Bussio Property. Mr. Despain stated that Mr. Bussio has
signed a request to annex, but does not have any intent to develop his property any time soon.
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Chairman Hansen stated that the annexation agreement needs to be revised because there will be
some requirements of Mr. Bussio even if he chooses not to develop his property at this time.
Mr. Despain said with the issues associated with the Bussio Property and with Mr. Lundin being
out of town he would recommend that they table this item so that he can talk to both Mr. Lundin
and Mr. Bussio.

Mr. Baldwin moved to table this item.
Mr. LeBaron seconded the motion.
Mrs. Schaack asked Mr. Despain if he knows what kind of attached residential housing is being
proposed.
Mr. Despain said you can only assume that the attached residential housing will be townhouses.
He said at the annexation stage they have plans of this nature to not answer all the questions
about what is going to be there, but to help determine the amount of the water right that is going
to be required and to force the issue of road patterns.
Mr. Hadfield explained that the annexation agreement determines the zone. He said the zone
determines what is allowed in numbers and style. He also pointed out that there has to be a
concept plan with the annexation agreement and it must be in significant compliance with the
preliminary plan.
Mrs. Schaack said she has trouble with the proposed multiple family home. She said she thinks
it will be a mess to have more town homes.
Mr. Despain said part of the dilemma is the balance of what will go on the property because it is
immediately adjacent to 1100 East and there are apartments on the east side of 1100 East.
Chairman Hadfield pointed out that the General Plan identifies that property proposed for
development as medium density.
Mrs. Schaack expressed concern about people moving in and out of the town homes.
Mr. Hadfield said if the proposed attached housing is for senior housing, then the people might
stay longer.
Mrs. Schaack said feels like they have enough town homes in the area of the proposed
annexation. She said maybe there should be a certain percentage of multiple family housing
allowed in certain areas.
Chairman Hansen called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Mr. Baldwin, Mr. Woffinden, Mr. LeBaron, Chairman Hansen. and
Mrs. Wilson. Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
SITE PLAN COMMITTEE REPORT
There was nothing to report.
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OTHER BUSINESS
Mrs. Schaack said she would like to get on the agenda to address the concept of design review.
She said she has been doing a lot of research regarding design review committees.
Mr. Despain told Mrs. Schaack to contact Chairman Hansen to see if she could get on a future
agenda.
Mr. Hadfield told Mrs. Schaack that she ought to contact Kevin Bennett, the City Attorney, to
discuss the issues associated with design review committees.
Mrs. Schaack said that she does not want to talk to Mr. Bennett about design review committees
because she knows what his concerns are. She said that she thinks design review committees are
plausible. She said that a lot of other cities have design review committees.
Mr. Hadfield said that they have to do what is defendable by the law.
Mrs. Schaack said that she has been collecting information about design review committees from
other cities that currently have design review committees that are working well.
Mr. Hadfield stated that he was Chairman of the Planning Commission several years ago and
they wanted to get better amenities for American Fork so they authorized higher densities, if the
developer provided more amenities. He said one person was allowed higher density because he
was going to put in more amenities. He pointed out that the person was supposed to put in
playground equipment and he put in a $79 swing set from W almart. He said if they knew
up front that was the type of playground equipment that he was going to put in they would not
have allowed this developer to have more density. He said the problem that they ran into is how
could they tell the next developer that they could not get a density bonus if they were willing to
put in a $79 swing set and that if they wanted the density bonus they had to put in a $4,000 swing
set. He said the ordinance has to be written in such a way so that there is not discrimination.
Mr. Despain stated that there are a number of documents and books out there that deal with the
whole notion of design review. He said that it is typically done on commercial properties, but
not necessarily limited to that.
Mrs. Schaack said that she has had several cities send her copies of their design review
ordinances.
Mr. Despain said he would be happy to review the design review ordinances from the other
cities.
Mr. Despain said he knows that there are a lot of legal complications associated with design
review.
Mr. LeBaron said Lehi's DRC is not so much designed for aesthetics as it is designed to tell the
person that they need to do this and this.
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Mr. Despain said if you are going to have design review, then there has to be clear guidelines as
to what you are trying to achieve. He said design review is easy if you have a themed
community.
Chairman Hansen suggested that Mrs. Schaack ask about design review when she goes to the
Certified Community Planner Seminar.
Mr. LeBaron said they may get fewer boxes and may get changes in elevations if they had a
design review committee.
Mr. Despain said the City ordinance gives them the ability to require elevations. He said they
really have not forced too many elevation changes.
Mr. Hadfield stated that they can have all the recommending bodies that they want, but the
approval process still comes at the elected level. He said if there are elected officials that do not
want to take the heat and are willing to bend whichever way the wind blows, then whatever they
do or say or try to recommend will fall on deaf ears.
In response to Mr. Hadfield's above comments, Mrs. Schaack said "I understand that, but I think
we need to try. We need to send a message that we are trying to set a higher standard."
Mrs. Wilson said she would like to see some greenery around the sign entrances into the City.
Mr. Hadfield said the Beautification Committee would address the issues associated with
greenery around the sign entrances into the City. He said it is a matter of funding and to acquire
the property.
Mr. LeBaron expressed concern about there not being plants and shrubbery at JC Auto Sales on
500 East.
Mr. Hadfield said that the City has a bond for JC Auto Sales for the improvements. He
explained that the owner of JC Auto Sales have a certain amount of time to make the
improvements.
Mr. LeBaron asked what the deadline is for the improvements to be in place.
Mr. Despain stated that the deadline is two years.
Mr. Hadfield explained that each person is given a reasonable amount of time to complete the
improvements.
Mr. LeBaron asked if they can devote some time on the next agenda to the General Plan.
Chairman Hansen stated that they are planning on discussing the General Plan at the next
Planning Commission Meeting.
Mr. Hadfield stated that discussion of the General Plan was not put on this agenda because the
agenda was too full.
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It was discussed that the Planning Commission Meetings in October will be held on the

gth

and

the 22nd because of various Planning Commissioners being out of town the third week in
October.
Mr. Woffinden said after the discussion tonight about the slope by the Star Flour Mill he would
like to devote some time to creating a geologic hazard ordinance.
Chairman Hansen stated that Mr. Woffinden's daughter was in a car accident in American Fork
Canyon last Saturday. He said they are grateful that she is making improvements and noted that
their prayers are with the Woffinden Family.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE SEPTEMBER 3, 2003, MINUTES

Mr. Baldwin moved to approve the September 3, 2003, Planning Commission Minutes with
the following corrections:
On Page 2, Line 22 "would not fit" should be changed to "would fit." On Page 2, Line 23
"historic characteristics" should be added after the word "preserve." On Page 5, Line 23
"include" should be changed to "included." On Page 6, Line 8 "proposed" should be
changed to "propose."
Mr. Woffinden seconded motion.
Those voting aye: Mrs. Schaack, Mr.Woffinden, Mr. Baldwin, Mr. LeBaron, Mrs. Wilson,
and Chairman Hansen. Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
ADJOURNMENT

Mr. Baldwin moved to adjourn.
Mrs. Wilson seconded the motion.
All voted in favor. The motion carried
The meeting adjourned at 9:30p.m.

?"(.!/~ ;p~
Melanie Marsh
Deputy Recorder
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ATTACHMENT #1 TO TliE SEPTEMBER 17, 2003, PC MINUTES- PAGE 1 OF 2

Sign Regu-l ations
The following are recommended updates to American Fork's sign regulations:

1. Nonconforming Signs
A. Regulation, Containment, and Elimination. The City should include the
following: In order to minimize confusion and unfair competitive
disadvantage to those businesses, which are required to satisfy the current
sign ordinance standards, the City intends to apply firm regulation of
existing nonconforming signs with a view to their eventual elimination.
This goal shall be achieved by strictly construing limits on change.
expansion, alteration, abandonment, and restoration.
B. Abandonment. The City should include here calendar days when an
existing sign should be removed and brought into compliance with the
ordinance.
C. Special Exceptions. The City's Board of Adjustment or Planning
Commission is empowered to grant a Special Exception. The City needs
to state those exceptions:
2. Prohibited Sign Devices. The city needs to include the follo\\ing:
Any truck, trailer, or other vehicle conspicuously, or regularly parked on or offpremise with an advertising message or logo displayed to attract attention to a
business, product~ or promotion.
Hot or cold air balloons, or inflatable except as specifically allo\ved by this
ordinance for temporary signs.
3. Signs allow~d without a permit. The city needs to include Community Signs
for such events as: Steel Days, Holidays, Cultural and/or Arts eYents, Changes in
seasons
4. Signs _ a,_lo-w.~d - witb . a perm~t. A. QJj~prem'is·e Fre~standing Signs ·(Pylonsigns). The city should limit the .
fr~¢standifi~ · signs within the city by placing an acre 'limit -to those
. businesses'tli,at qualifY. ~"Planned centers or parcels less thanlO acres" is
· a recommended option. No freestanding signs allowed. The city has just
updated the sign ordinance for planned centers 20 acres or greater. The
city should also lower the freestanding signs height within the city to 25
feet or lower. The free\vay overlay zone should be limited to 3 0 feet.
There should be 1000 feet between freestanding signs. All freestanding
signs should be uniform, and contain a theme.
B. Monument Signs. The City should allow monument signs for any size
parcel provided that the parcel has 30 feet of street frontage. The signs
should be 100 feet apart. The City should implement guidelines for
monument signs to create uniqueness and theme .
.

(
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C. Central Commercial District (Downtown). The city should not allow
billboards. freestanding signs. These ty-pes of signs no longer comply. The
City should implement guidelines such as a Historic Main Street (i.e.
1920's U.S. Main Street) look for signs. This should include al1 oftv1ain
Street from 600 East to 1-15.
D. Wall signage. The City should not increase the wall signage size. It is
more important to value the aesthetics of the building, the surrounding
landscape than signage.
E. Signs that extend above the roofline. The City should continue to not
allow signs above the roofline. Only if the building contains an
architectural feature then a sign can be placed on that feature.
F. Maintenance. The City should include the following: "Maintenance~'
includes the repair of facades where signs have been removed.
G. Landscaping. The City should include the following: All freestanding or
monument detached signs must be incorporated into a landscape design or
planter box.
H. Pole Cover Required. All on-premise freestanding signs must have the
structural supports covered or concealed at least thirty-six (36) inches
wide. Guidelines for such covers should be required i.e .... use of stone,
metal features, etc.

These recommendations will benefit the City of American Fork. It establishes
uniqueness, a theme, and limits visual pollution within the city.

AMERICAN FORK CITY
PLANNING COMMISSION
SEPTEMBER 3, 2003
ATTACHMENT

The American Fork City Planning Commission met in a regular session on September 3, 2003, at
the American Fork City Hall commencing at 7:00p.m. Commission members present included
Chairman James Hansen, Wendy Wilson, Shirl LeBaron, Ken Baldwin, John Woffinden*, and
Karen Shaack***. City Staff present included Rod Despain**, J.H. Hadfield, and Terilyn Lurker.
Others present included John Lundin, Sheila Atwood, Carma Distefano, Rebecca Burbank, John
and Joyce Abbott, Ginger Hunter, Ron Hunter, John Park, Wayne Smith, Daniel Copper, David
Smith, Sean Flynn, Stephen Sowby, Kevin Tea, Dan Van Woerkan, and Barbara Christiansen.
Chairman Hansen welcomed everyone present. He indicated they will not be able to follow the
order of the agenda as Mr. Despain was not present at this time. He excused Alan Christensen
from the meeting.
PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE
Mr. LeBaron led the Pledge of Allegiance.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE PRELIMINARY PLAT OF THE WILSON PROFESSIONAL PLAZA
PUD AT 15 SOUTH 1060 EAST.
John Lundin stated the plan is to tear down the Benson Bolts building, which has been vacant
for quite a while. They would like to put in five professional office buildings, backing onto and
being similar in design to the professional office project on 1100 East. The amount of
landscaping would be the same as the other project with slightly larger buildings and building
lots.
Mr. Hadfield stated this project is in the Professional Office zone; it is appropriate for the zone.
He stated this property is a deeper piece of property than Mr. Lundin's Timpanogos Valley
Professional Plaza, the buildings are slightly larger, there is more landscaping, and the parking is
adequate. Mr. Hadfield stated that 30 North Street is not a full thru street at this time; a section
of the road is only a half road. The water line will be looped for fire protection. The utilities are
accounted for, they have seen the deeds for road along 50 South and 30 North. He has reviewed
the drainage plan and found it is in compliance with city ordinances.
There was a short discussion on the water line; minor changes to the water line on 30 North
needs to be made to reflect the correct water line placement.
Mr. Baldwin commented that it looked like they are trying to break up the line of the buildings
so they are not in a straight line and asked if both projects had the buildings off-set a little; Mr.
Lundin indicated that the buildings would be slightly off-set.
Chairman Hansen indicated the power line would need to be moved; Mr. Lundin stated they
would relocate the line. Mr. Hadfield indicated city ordinance required all power lines in new
development be placed underground.
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Mr. Baldwin moved to approve the preliminary plat of the Wilson Professional
Plaza PUD at 15 South 1060 East subject to (1) the water line at 30 North be
properly shown allowing for the looping of the water line and (2) that the power
lines be corrected on the drawing to show the current requirements. Ms. Wilson
seconded the motion.
*Mr. Woffinden arrived from his workplace.

Chairman Hansen called for a vote on the motion. Those voting "aye," Mr.
Baldwin, Ms. Wilson, Mr. LeBaron, Chairman Hansen, and Ms. Schaak. Mr.
Woffinden abstained. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A SITE PLAN FOR A HISTORIC BUILDING PRESERVATION PROJECT
AT 384 NORTH 200 EAST.
Chairman Hansen turned the time over to Carma Distefano.
Ms. Distefano stated she would like to add onto her home to put a body purification business in
the addition; the body purification process removes toxins from the body. She explained the
home was one of the first schoolhouses built in American Fork; it is on the Historical Register for
the State of Utah, as well as for American Fork City.
Chairman Hansen explained that the City Attorney, Kevin Bennett, referred the Planning
Commission to the Historic Building Conservation Project which is part of city ordinance. It is
very specific in the permitted uses allowed and that he did not believe her request would fit
within the permitted uses. Chairman Hansen explained the intent of the zoning is to preserve
historic characteristics and that the permitted use would be allowed within the underlying zone,
which in this case is the R2-7,500. He read the permitted uses from the Development Code the
permitted uses allowed in the R2-7,500 zone. Chairman Hansen stated that of the ten items
read, the requested use is not permitted in the Historic Preservation Zone.
Ms. Distefano stated that American Fork has allowed an auto mechanic business in the historical
site zone. Chairman Hansen stated he is unaware of such a business, but that the business could
possibly be in a commercial zone, which would allow for auto mechanics. Ms. Distefano also
brought up the organ shop; it was stated that the Planning Commission was unsure of how that
business was allowed as it was approved before any of those present were on the Planning
Commission.
Chairman Hansen indicated that if it did not fit one of the permitted uses, then they can not
allow it.
Ms. Distefano felt that when the ordinance was written, her use had not been thought about.
She feels her proposal is a good idea and asked that this type of business be added to the list of
permitted uses. Chairman Hansen stated they would have to amend the ordinance to change the
permitted uses. Ms. Distefano indicated that care centers have some concerns of the health and
welfare of the children and that this business would be similar to that; there would be no more
liability.
Chairman Hansen stated the question of permitted uses came up in the morning meeting; the
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City Attorney did not feel this use is permitted. Ms. Distefano asked if an additional residence
was permitted; it is permitted but the frontage requirements have not been met. She would
need to approach the Board of Adjustment to ask for a variance.
Mr. LeBaron asked if the business is currently in the home or at another location; it is not
currently in the home and would be a new business. He asked if her patrons would be referred
to her by doctors. Ms. Distefano indicated she has about 15 people who are interested in her
business and that she would get her patrons by referrals by physicians who would typically be
people who have gone through radiation or chemotherapy. She stated she has thought long and
hard about what type of business she would like to start; this seemed the best alternative as far
as the number of people who would be coming and going. She stated this is for people who are
extremely aware of their health.
Mr. Baldwin felt that if they act on this tonight, it would have to be denied because of the
permitted use concerns. Mr. Baldwin moved to table this item so the applicant can
work with city staff and the city attorney to discuss the concerns of tonight such
as any alternate uses, a change of ordinance, and interpretation of the
permitted use. Mr. LeBaron seconded the motion.
Mr. Baldwin stated he does not want to shut the door on the project. Mr. LeBaron stated Ms.
Distefano could find out if any licenses would be required from the state; Ms. Distefano
indicated she is not licensed through the state, but she is licensed through ABLE.
Mr. Hadfield had a few questions on the plan. He stated the plans showed a basement and
asked what is the use of the basement. Ms. Distefano indicated they would place supplies, the
water heater, furnace, etc., in the basement. Mr. Hadfield asked if there are any items for sale
from the location; she indicated there are no health foods or vitamins or oils for sale. Mr.
Copper suggested she think about selling vitamins or something to see if that would fit in with
the professional office.
**Mr. Despain arrived.
Mr. Hadfield asked if there were any neighbors present; there were none.
Chairman Hansen stated he is only aware of the one concern for this request. He indicated her
next step is to approach Mr. Despain to set up a meeting with city staff.
Mr. Despain stated this project does not clearly fit with any of the permitted uses of the zone.
He stated the key is the preservation of the dwelling and that they did not see that a public
sauna would be in the zone. He indicated they are looking at a text change. He asked if he
comes up with the magic words, are there any concerns of the Planning Commission about the
use. The consensus is that they are not against this type of project in this zone. Mr. LeBaron
asked if the neighbors knew of the use; she stated they are aware of the project and are fine with
it. Mr. Baldwin stated they have to look at the project and what could possibly happen down the
road as there are potential future owners of the property.

Chairman Hansen called for a vote on the motion. All were in favor. The motion
carried.
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DISCUSSION AND ACTION ON FURTHER AMENDMENTS TO THE SIGN ORDINANCE.
Chairman Hansen indicated a memorandum had been included in the packet concerning this
agenda item. He turned the time over to Mr. Despain to lead the discussion.
Mr. Despain indicated the Planning Commission in the past has limited the number of signs
allowed within the city. Recently they were asked to adjust the sign ordinance and changes
were made. He explained the City Council did approve the sign ordinance as proposed but has
asked for two changes; the base area for qualification as a major commercial development and
the size of the minimum development area. Mr. Despain read over his memorandum concerning
additional amendments to the sign ordinance. See attached memorandum (ATTACHMENT).
He indicated there were three items of interest. The three items are (1) to allow spire type sign
to exceed the height of the building, (2) put a maximum area for facia and pylon signs, and (3)
altering the Freeway Sign Overlay zone boundary to eliminate the prohibition of Pylon Signs on
West Main Street.
Mr. Despain explained that at a recent Planning Commission meeting, they had seen a possible
request by Cinemark for a spire-type sign; possible changes would address this particular type of
sign. He also had charts prepared by Ron Morrill concerning the size of the facia signs and
pylon signs. There was a discussion on the charts prepared and the purpose the new charts
would accomplish; the new charts would allow for larger signs on larger buildings. There was
also a discussion on the Freeway Sign Overlay zone boundary and the changes that would need
to be made to bring the map into agreement with the changes in the sign ordinance.
Mr. Baldwin asked if there was a State or Federal requirement for signs locations along the
freeway, hence the Freeway Overlay Zone. Mr. Despain stated there was a 500 foot standard
but American Fork requires 800 feet between billboards. Mr. Baldwin commented he had a hard
time with the new map.
Chairman Hansen commented that if they are changing the ordinance to fit what the developer
wants, then they might want to consider repealing the sign ordinance and creating an ordinance
with would only deal with a few major issues such as height. Ms. Schaak commented that when
she was appointed to the Planning Commission, she came in the middle of the changes of the
ordinance. She has done more research concerning signs and other communities in the area. As
she has learned more, she feels they need to tighten the sign ordinance and does not want to see
more signs. It was noted that the Planning Commission was instructed by the Mayor to make
the changes; the Planning Commission has been reluctant to make changes. Ms. Schaak
expressed her desire to revisit the sign ordinance to make more restrictive changes. There was a
short discussion on the direction the sign ordinance is going and the possibility of adding a
section which would require non-conforming signs to be removed when the business ownership
changes.
Mr. Despain stated these are the three issues since the last time they discussed the sign
ordinance. He asked the Planning Commission members what they wanted him to do with these
issues.
Mr. Baldwin stated he is still struggling on what the spire accomplishes; he does not see a need
for spires. It was noted that spires are allowed but lettering on it turns it into a sign. Mr.
Baldwin stated he would like to see the signs limited to 350 square feet. Concerning the third
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item, he sees no reason to change it and thinks it would be a disservice to change it.

Mr. Baldwin moved to table the item with the direction to Mr. Despain to
consider the discussion and re-draft. Mr. Woffinden seconded the motion.
Mr. Despain clarified the ordinance that was passed onto the City Council but these are
additional changes that have come up and addresses those issues the city sees everyday.
Kevin Tea commented he is glad the Planning Commission is trying to limit the amount of free
standing signs. He also likes the idea of removing signs that do not fit the ordinance. Mr. Tea
stated he would like to see them address the sign issue of small signs as well as becoming more
pro-active in limiting the amount of signs.
There was a short discussion on temporary signs. It was clarified that the re-draft would be on
the three issues discussed in the memorandum, temporary signs, and a possible remedial clause.

Chairman Hansen called for a vote on the motion. All were in favor. The motion
carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE AMERICAN FORK MEDICAL PLAZA SUBDIVISION PLAT A
CONSISTING OF ONE LOT AT 1159 EAST 200 NORTH.
Chairman Hansen asked for the status of the annexation. Mr. Despain indicated it is complete
but has not been recorded at this time; it should be taken to the Utah County Recorders office
shortly.
Chairman Hansen asked what the ordinance states about residual parcels in subdivisions. City
ordinance states that no subdivision plan can leave a residual lot that could not be subdivided
again. Chairman Hansen asked if the residual part of the property could be subdivided again;
no, it could not. Chairman Hansen stated the proper rendering for this project would require a
two lot subdivision. Chairman Hansen stated that the agenda calls for review and action of one
lot; there is usually a preliminary and final plat, which has not been done. There is a problem
with the notice of agenda as well as the subdivision plat; the subdivision should have included
the entire piece. Chairman Hansen stated there are other items that need to be addressed
concerning the subdivision.
Mr. Despain stated that this parcel was actually two parcels. In the course of the discussion, the
question on the proper zoning and subdivision plat requirements were discussed. He indicated
the annexation set the zone boundary line back 138 feet from 300 North. The applicants had
originally requested a zone different that the RA zone but Mr. Despain had suggested the RA-1
Zone. Mr. Despain stated that after a closer examination of the north portion of the property, he
thinks it should have a zone other than what he had suggested. Mr. Despain stated that
originally, the north peninsula was to be an easement but this shows it as part of the south
property. He would suggest they go back and look at changing the north section from the RA-1
zone to another residential zone; there was a discussion on possible zones.
Mr. Sowby stated he did this as directed by staff and now the Planning Commission is throwing
them a curve which will cause delays; he indicated that any help to speed this up would be
appreciated. Chairman Hansen stated they could put this on the next agenda for preliminary
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and final subdivision plat as well as the site plan; the delay would only be two weeks. Chairman
Hansen indicated if the agenda had stated preliminary and final then they could have instructed
the city staff to get a proper preliminary and final plat. Chairman Hansen stated there are also
items missing such as public utility easements and that this must be a two lot subdivision.
Mr. Sowby stated they purposely left this as one lot because the additional lot would not meet
requirements of the RA-1 zone. Chairman Hansen read from the Development Code Section 3-812 on residual lots. The residual lot that was part of the annexation is not capable of further
division; the ordinance prohibits them from acting upon this request because of the residual lot.
Mr. Sowby stated he would include the improvements on the residual lot. Chairman Hansen
stated they need a two lot subdivision on the plat. Mr. Despain commented that he would take
the blame for the RA-1 zone. He indicated there would not be a problem if it were truly nonconforming lot of record but he did not realize the driveway would be part of the southern lot
which further reduced the size of the lot.
Mr. Sowby asked if there were any other option to petition the entire piece of property into the
PO zone. The members of the Planning Commission were opposed to that zone for this
particular piece of property. Mr. Despain stated the General Plan does not propose the PO zone
to go to 300 North. Mr. Sowby asked if theycould make a recommendation for the zone change
tonight. Mr. Despain stated they would have to go to the City Council for public hearing but that
it could go forward concurrently with action on all three items.
Mr. Despain suggested they table action on final plat with instructions to create it as a two lot
subdivision and instruct staff to work through the re-zoning as well as amendment to the plat to
be done concurrently.

Mr. Baldwin moved to table action on this item. Mr. LeBaron seconded the
motion. All in favor. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A SITE PLAN FOR AMERICAN FORK MEDICAL PLAZA AT 1159
EAST 200 NORTH.
It was noted the Planning Commission could not act on this item but there were some items that
needed to be discussed.
Mr. Hadfield stated the "general notes" need to be addressed as some items on the list are not
applicable. He indicated he had driven to the site and noted that the difference in elevation
between this property and the American Fork Professional Plaza is about six feet where parking
has been indicated. Mr. Hadfield added that the dumpsters should be addressed by adding
landscaping to enhance the look, the improvements along "lot 2" be addressed, and noted the
drainage calculations are appropriate.
Mr. Despain commented his concern is the parking. There is a question on the parking where
the difference in elevation exists. Mr. Sowby stated that the curbing would be taken out and the
land sloped toward the proposed building. Mr. Despain stated they would need a better grading
scheme for that particular area. Mr. Despain commented that the dilemma is they are going to
provide parking in a way that involves someone else's property; there will be more than just
striping involved. Mr. Despain stated they will need documentation from the other property
owner's indicating they are allowing this project to utilize part of their property to meet this
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project's parking requirements. There was a discussion on the parking requirements and the
paperwork needed to fulfil the requirements.
Mr. Hadfield brought up the need for the Irrigation Company's approval.
There was a discussion on the current dumpster locations and possible alternative locations.
No action was taken on this item due to the tabling of the previous item.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN AMENDED ANNEXATION AGREEMENT FOR THE HUNTER
ANNEXATION AT 745 WEST 500 NORTH.
Chairman Hansen stated that Ms. Schaak had important family business to attend to and would
be leaving the meeting shortly.
Chairman Hansen pointed out that the August 7, 2003, Work Session unapproved minutes were
distributed for all of the Planning Commission members to read; those minutes deal with this
agenda item. He indicated he would give the members approximately ten minutes to read
through the minutes. The intent was for the Planning Commission to understand what had been
discussed between the City Council and Mr. Patterson at the work session.
***Ms. Schaak left the meeting.
Chairman Hansen turned the time over to Mr. Despain to explain what he felt should happen at
this meeting.
Mr. Despain stated this agenda item was a follow-up to the Work Session held on August 7,
2003. He indicated this issue has been a cause of contention between the City and the
Pattersons, largely due to conditions that were attached to the annexation. This issue was part
of a court case; that case has been resolved completely. The matter is back to the Planning
Commission. Mr. Despain outlined the boundaries of North Park Plat D subdivision. The final
Plat D has been approved but not recorded at the request of the applicant; the applicant is not
happy with what had been approved. At the time of approval, the subdivision did comply with
the terms of the Annexation Agreement as well as the zoning requirements. Since that time the
applicant wanted the Annexation Agreement changed to allow for additional lots. Mr. Patterson
has indicated he would be content with an additional two lots and would then allow the
subdivision to be recorded. Mr. Despain indicated since the work session, he has gone through
and worked out a proposal for two additional lots; Mr. Sowby has also come up with a plan to
include two lots but there are some differences. It was explained that Mr. Sowby's proposal did
not meet the requirements of the zone; the open space requirement of 25°/o, or 2.82 acres, was
not met. Mr. Despain stated he had made two changes to Mr. Sowby's request; if they narrow
the road cross section to 55 feet by removing the planter strip and by limiting the lot sizes to a
total of 16,000 feet, the change would be sufficient to give them two lots and as well as meet the
open space requirements. Mr. Despain explained he had discussed the narrowing of the road
with Howard Denney and Mr. Denney did not have a problem with it. Mr. Despain stated he
would recommend this proposal; this would require the approval of the Planning Commission on
an amendment to the plan as well as the revised annexation agreement. Mr. Despain felt the
best course would be to go forward with the two lot solution.
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Mr. Sowby stated they do not object to making the lots a bit smaller nor do they object to
narrowing the right-of-way to 55 feet. He indicated he and Mr. Despain are off only 3/lOOths of
an acre but he would like the additional 3/lOOths of an acre in the lots. They would like the
consideration of the amended annexation agreement; if that can be amended, then they could
come forward with the correct plat for their review.
Chairman Hansen asked if they would be satisfied if they were to amend the annexation
agreement to include two additional lots, taking the number of lots to 41. Mr. Sowby suggested
they could remove the number altogether. Mr. Despain stated that if the commission members
are content with this design and not against adding the two units, then the plat and the
annexation agreement will be changed and can move forward together.
Mr. Baldwin asked if they were expecting concurrent action on agenda items 8 and 9. Mr.
Despain stated they could not act on those two items as they do not have an amended
annexation agreement before them.
Mr. Hadfield stated Mr. Denney had a few items of concern and that he would like to meet with
Mr. Sowby.
Mr. Despain stated the Annexation Agreement draft needs to go to the City Administrator as well
as the City Attorney before the Planning Commission sees it. He stated these items could go
onto the next meeting's agenda as long as the City Attorney and City Administrator are content
with the changes. This does require action by the Planning Commission, whether it is positive or
negative. Mr. Despain commented the process will take about six weeks.
Chairman Hansen asked for any comments from the audience.
Davis Smith stated he lives in North Park PlatE; he is happy with what he has heard and would
like to see something other than dirt on Plat D.
Ginger Hunter asked where the location of the park would be and who would put in the
improvements on the park; the area was pointed out to her and it was stated that the park would
most likely be put in by the city. There was a short discussion on the park improvement bond.
Ms. Hunter asked what the city intends to do with the water in the area. There was a discussion
on the wetlands of the Woodbury project.
Sean Flynn asked about the difference between a normal park and a storm retention park. Mr.
Sowby stated the park it is not a storm retention park; there is only a small portion that contains
storm retention. Mr. Despain explained that storm retention ponds are generally grass with a
slight berm.

Mr. Baldwin moved they approve the amended annexation agreement for the
Hunter Annexation at 745 West 500 North to include two additional lots in
compliance with city ordinances. Mr. LeBaron seconded the motion.
Mr. Despain stated he would prepare revised plat and a draft of the revised annexation
agreement. He suggested the applicants get with Howard Denney to discuss any improvements
that need to be made that are not already in place.
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Chairman Hansen called for a vote on the motion to revise the annexation
agreement according to regulations. Those voting "aye," Mr. Baldwin, Mr.
LeBaron, Chairman Hansen, and Mr. Woffinden. Ms. Wilson abstained. The
motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE RECONFIRMATION OF THE PRELIMINARY PLAT OF NORTH
PARK ESTATES PLAT D AT 745 WEST 500 NORTH.
Mr. Baldwin moved to table items 8 and 9. Mr. LeBaron seconded the motion.
Those voting "aye," Mr. Baldwin, Mr. LeBaron, Chairman Hansen, and Mr.
Woffinden. Ms. Wilson abstained. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE FINAL PLAT OF NORTH PARK ESTATES PLAT D LOCATED AT
745 WEST 500 NORTH.
This item was taken care of with the previous agenda item.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE ANNEXATION AGREEMENT FOR THE BROWNS ANNEXATION
CONSISTING OF 16.62 ACRES AT 140 SOUTH 1100 EAST.
Chairman Hansen stated there have been significant changes made and action on this item will
not be taken. He commented that John Lundin was present to discuss the changes to be made.
Chairman Hansen explained that the original proposal was only for development on the Brown
property but this proposal includes development on all the property.
Mr. Lundin explained the new proposal; they would like professional offices along 1100 East
and housing units on the interior of the property.
Chairman Hansen stated the annexation agreement needs to be dramatically re-written. He
indicated that Mr. Despain wanted to discuss this item.
Mr. Despain asked how deep the Professional Office zone should be off of 1100 East; the
General Plan shows about 3 times the amount proposed in the PO zone. He felt this plan could
change again. He commented there are a lot of issues that need to be looked at such as the
construction of the Eastern leg of Bamburger Drive.
Chairman Hansen asked if any of the commission members saw any problem with the PO zone
being so narrow. Mr. Lundin stated that with selling and leasing property for office space, the
rear of the property is useless until the front has been all used up. Mr. Lundin also pointed out a
potential signage problem.
Mr. Hadfield stated there is an issue of double frontage lots in the proposal. He indicated this
plan does not show the location of Pacific Drive and the relationship to Bamburger Drive.
Mr. Despain stated this agreement would have to be re-written. He pointed out the water share
requirement would be severe and he would propose only a portion of the water be required at
the time of annexation; he suggested a third of the shares.
Mr. Lundin asked for clarification of the size of the professional office zone verses the residential
zone. It was noted the Planning Commission members were not against the professional office
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zone along the first 130 feet from 1100 East.

(

It was noted there has been a dramatic change to what was proposed and a redraft will be
needed in order for the Planning Commission to make a decision.

Mr. Baldwin moved to refer this item back to Mr. Despain to re-draft the
agreement. Mr. Woffinden seconded the motion. All were in favor. The motion
carried.
SITE PLAN
Mr. Hadfield stated they are still busy with site plan meetings twice a week.
OTHER BUSINESS
Mr. Hadfield stated he had included in the packets a letter sent to the contractors of Sonic
Burger indicating that the site has not been completed per the approved site plan. He indicated
that he had two addition letters to send out this week concerning site plan problems.
Mr. Despain stated the city has advertised for an Assistant City Planner. With the new employee,
there will be a shift in responsibilities.
Mr. LeBaron commented on the prayer issue; he stated he did not think they should be
intimidated by the media if they want to say a prayer at the meetings. Chairman Hansen
suggested he talk to Mr. Bennett, the City Attorney.
Chairman Hansen stated the next meeting will be on September 17th. He commented he will be
out of town for the October 15th meeting and asked if they want to move the meetings until
October 8th and 22nd; it was decided to hold the meetings on those two dates and cancel October
1st and 15th.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE AUGUST 20, 2003, MINUTES.
Mr. Baldwin moved to approve the August 20, 2003, minutes as corrected. Mr.
Woffinden seconded the motion. Those voting "aye,": Mr. Baldwin, Mr.
Woffinden, Mr. LeBaron, and Chairman Hansen. Ms. Wilson abstained. The
motion carried.
ADJOURNMENT
Mr. Baldwin moved to adjourn the meeting at 10:25 p.m. Ms. Wilson seconded
the motion. All were in favor. The motion carried.

T~ ti~
Building Inspections/Public Works
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ATTACHMENT TO THE PLANNING COMMISSION MINUTES - SEPTEMBER 3 , 2003- PAGE 1 OF 2

MEMORANDUM
Date: August 28, 2003

To: AFPC
From: Rod Despain,
Subject: More amendments to the sign ordinance
The Council adopted the amendment to the sign ordinance allowing
Woodbury the additional pylon signs, as recommended by the PC,
with one small correction - The base area for qualification as a
major commercial development was reduced from 35 acres to 20
acres and the size of the minimum development area in the same
definition was reduced from 17 to 10 acres. Apparently, saying
yes to Walmart and no to Target on the matter of additional pylon
signs was more than the Council is willing to go.
With the renewed interest in signs, three additional amendments
have been proposed.
Please note that none of the three addresses
the 500 East sign issue - individual signs for users without
frontage.
However, as you may recall the Council promised the
group that the City would not remove any signs or otherwise
enforce the ordinance, so it appears the pressure is off. The
three areas of change are:

1.

Amend the ordinance to allow spire type sign to exceed the
height of the building (see attached example)
The current ordinance prohibits facia signs to project above
the roof line of the building (item e below) . The current
ordinance reads as follows
1.

Facia and Canopy Signs. Accessory facia and canopy
signs identifying and advertising the names of the
business, the products sold, trade names and/or the
business or activity conducted, subject to the
following:
(a) There shall be not more than two signs
per building street frontage.
Where a building
fronts on more than one street, each street shall
be considered a separate frontage.
(b) Where a building contains more than one
owner or tenant (e.g . a strip mall), the portion
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applicable to each owner/tenant shall be
considered as a separate building street frontage.
(c) The maximum sign face area of all facia
and canopy sign(s) shall be determined by the size
of the building face, or that portion of the
building face occupied by an owner/tenant (in the
instance of a multi-tenant building) , in
accordance with the provisions of Chart 2-5.31-A.
(d) Each sign shall be painted upon or
attached to the wall of the building most nearly
parallel to the applicable fronting street. No
portion of the sign shall project more than
fifteen (15) inches from the vertical face of the
building to which it is attached.
(e) The sign shall not extend above the roof
line of the structure to which it is attached.
The developers of the Cinemark have proposed a spire type
sign which exceeds the height building height requirement
but not the sign area standard. The current wording is
intended to prohibit large signs projecting high into the
sky, but the use of modest spire type signs, such as
proposed, may be acceptable. If so, a possible change to 25.31-C-1(e) and D-1(e) which: (1). Limits the maximum height
above the roof (perhaps 15 feet), and (2) restricts the
amount of facia sign area permitted to extend above the roof
line to a modest amount (perhaps 20 percent) of the
allowable sign face area may be a reasonable change.

2.

To put a maximum area for facia and pylon signs.
Recently, we have seen requests that exceed the upper limit
of the sign area tables. The Building Inspector as
requested that we revisit the tables and either set a
maximum or allow sign areas to go up indefinitely. A copy of
the current tables is attached.
He has prepared a couple of new tables for your
consideration.

3.

Alter the Freeway Sign Overlay zone boundary to eliminate
the prohibition of Pylon Signs on West Main Street.
In light of the recent actions of the PC and Council to
permit additional pylon signs for large projects, it appears
that some modification of the freeway sign zone in the West
Main Street area are appropriate~ Attached is a copy of the
existing map for the area and one showing the proposed
changes.
I believe the proposed changes more closely
reflect the current attitude about pylon signs as applied to
Target and other West Main Street properties.

AMERICAN FORK CITY PLANNING COMMISSION
OCTOBER 22, 2003
*AMENDED - NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Planning Commission will meet in a
regular session on Wednesday, October 22, 2003, in the City Hall, 31 North Church
Street, commencing at 7:00p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
1.
2.
*3.

4.

5.

6.
'fi

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Pledge of Allegiance.
Review and action on a site plan for a Historic Building Preservation Project at
348 North 200 East.
Review and action on a request by Alpine School District to locate fencing
next to the sidewalk at Forbes Elementary School located at 281 North 200
East.
Review and action on an application for a zone amendment from the existing RA5 to the RA-1 and R1-15, 000 single family residential zone on approximately 6
acres at 7 55 West 200 South.
Review and action on an application for a zone amendment from the existing RA1 to the GC-2 General Commercial Zone on approximately 1.5 acres at 500 North
900 West.
Review and action on an amended agreement for the Merrill Annexation
consisting of 6.5 acres at 900 West Main Street.
Review and action on the annexation agreement for the Tri Valley Annexation
consisting of .59 acres at 340 East 620 South.
Review and action on the annexation agreement for the BroWns Annexation
consisting of 16.62 acres at 140 South 1100 East.
Continued discussion on the General Plan and implementing ordinances.
Site Plan Committee Report.
Other business.
Review and action on the October 8, 2003, minutes.
Adjournment.

Dated this 16 day of October, 2003.

James S. Hansen, Chairman

AMERICAN FORK CITY
PLANNING COMMISSION
OCTOBER 22, 2003
ATTACHMENTS (2)

The American Fork City Planning Commission met in a regular session on October 22,
2003, at the American Fork City Hall commencing at 7:00p.m. Planning Commission
members present included Chairman James Hansen, Wendy Wilson, Shirl LeBaron,
Karen Schaak, Ken Baldwin, and John Woffinden. City Staff present included J.H.
Hadfield, Rod Despain, and Terilyn Lurker. Others present included Council member
Juel Belmont, Carma Distefano, Evelyn Distefano, Mark Short, Wade Griffiths, Daniel
Copper, Michael Privett, Sheryl Bender, Cindy Durrant, Christopher Webb, Thorn
Williamson, Craig Wayman, Ron Hunter, Paul Washburn, Fred Barth, Carol Beckstrand,
Barbara Christiansen of New Utah, and two citizens.
Chairman Hansen welcomed those present.
PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE.
Those present repeated the Pledge of Allegiance.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A SITE PLAN FORA HISTORIC BUILDING PRESERVATION
PROJECT AT 348 NORTH 200 EAST
Chairman Hansen stated this item was before the Planning Commission a number of
weeks ago. Since that meeting, a minor modification to the historic building overlay
zone has been approved by the City Council.
Mr. Despain stated the particular use requested is no longer an issue
Chairman Hansen stated that before the Planning Commission members was a list of
concerns of Kevin Bennett, the City Civil Attorney. Mr. Bennett had pointed out this
particular property is on the State Historic Register; one requirement of the zoning
ordinance is that the State Historical Committee gives their approval for the addition.
Therefore, the Planning Commission cannot approve this request until the appropriate
approvals are given for the modifications to the structure.
Chairman Hansen read a portion of the list of concerns; see attached list (ATTACHMENT
#1). The three major issues are the approval from the State Historical Committee,
contacting Timpanogos Special Service District (TSSD), and water rights.
Mr. Despain stated that the toxins emitted from the bodies could be a concern of TSSD.
He suggested the applicant talk to Scott Wilbur of TSSD to discuss the project and to get
their opinion on what needs to be done if there are any concerns. Mr. Despain
commented he was unsure of any requirements of the State Historical Committee, but
they could work through any water issues. He stated he did have one question relative
to the plan and that was the stairway to a second level; Mrs. Distefano explained the
stairs would lead to the basement where she planned on only using it as storage.
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Mr. Hadfield asked if there was an interior door between the home and the addition or if
the only access was through the outside entrance; there was only the one access. Mrs.
Distefano indicated the State Historical Committee was concerned about the design of
the home and wanted to make sure it was compatible to the historical nature of the
building; the house will be approximately 3 feet taller than the sauna addition.
Chairman Hansen stated that ordinance requires the floor plan for the structure and
intended purpose; they would need the floor plan for the basement and the intended
use. Mr. Hadfield stated there are checks and balances to the system and that is why
they are requesting additional information.
Chairman Hansen stated if this structure is on the City Register then the City Historical
Committee would need to approve the plan as well as the State Historical Committee.
Council member Belmont stated this is on the city register and suggested Ms. Distefano
contact Don Hartley with the State for approvals.
Ms. Distefano asked that they go over the concerns now so she can be prepared for the
next meeting. The main concerns were contacting the TSSD for any concerns they might
have, the State and City Historical committees, and water rights. She will need to work
with Mr. Despain concerning the water rights.
Mrs. Distefano indicated she is the only driver in her home; she felt the parking was
adequate. Chairman Hansen stated he did not have a problem with that issue.
Mrs. Distefano stated she has a copy of a letter from the County Board of Health
indicating they do not have any concerns. It was noted that Scott Wilbur will let the city
know if TSSD has concerns.

Mr. Baldwin moved to table this item pending resolution of the questions
raised. Mr. LeBaron seconded the motion. All were in favor. The motion
carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A REQUEST BY ALPINE SCHOOL DISTRICT TO LOCATE
FENCING NEXT TO THE SIDEWALK AT FORBES ELEMENTARY SCHOOL LOCATED AT
281 NORTH 200 EAST.
Chairman Hansen stated he works for the School District and will refrain from making
comments on this item. He turned the time over to Mr. Despain.
Mr. Despain stated he was uncertain why this was before the Planning Commission,
other than the fencing handout states the applicant would go to the Planning
Commission to appeal any decision made by Ron Morrill. He stated the issue seems to
be whether or not the owner of the property, which is the Alpine School District, can
place the fence on someone else's property. Another issue is that the School District
enjoys certain immunities of requirements; the city can not regulate fences on the school
district's property. This fence would be on city property and he feels the request should
go to the City Council. Mr. Despain stated he would recommend they find this request is
out of their jurisdiction and send the applicant to the City Council.
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Mr. LeBaron moved to recommend this request to the City Council noting
this is out of the Planning Commission's jurisdiction. Mr. Woffinden
seconded the motion.
Mr. Baldwin observed that one comment on the application is that there would be a foot
of dirt between the sidewalk and the fence; he suggested they place concrete in that
area. Mr. Hadfield stated that has been done in another area on the site. Mr. Baldwin
asked if they could put the six-foot fence on their own property at one foot behind the
sidewalk; they could do that as State Law allows them to put up fences where they want
on their property.
It was observed that the fence had been started but the contractor was stopped by city
staff.
Mr. Privett indicated he is aware of the fencing ordinance as he is on the Board of
Adjustment; he is here representing Alpine School District and the Principal of Forbes
Elementary. The main reason for the request is the ease of maintenance and the
aesthetic look of the building. They feel that keeping the fence close to the sidewalk
makes it easier for the custodian to maintain it. They would also like as much
playground as possible.
Mr. Hadfield stated the Planning Commission does not have the right to allow them to
put the fence on someone else's property.

Chairman Hansen called for a vote on the motion. Those voting "aye,"
Mr. LeBaron, Mr. Woffinden, Ms. Wilson, Ms. Schaak, and Mr. Baldwin.
Chairman Hansen abstained. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN APPLICATION FOR A ZONE AMENDMENT FROM THE
EXISTING RA-5 TO RA-1 AND R1-15,000 SINGLE FAMILY RESIDENTIAL ZONE ON
APPROXIMATELY 6 ACRES AT 755 WEST 200 SOUTH.
Chairman Hansen stated he was contacted by the elected official concerning the
comments made at the October 8, 2003, meeting. Chairman Hansen apologized for the
wrong assumptions that profit was made on the property; he was informed that no profit
was made on the property.
Chairman Hansen stated they have an amended zone change request involving all six
acres of the Durrant Annexation. He pointed out they need the signature of Ms. Durrant
on the application as she owns a portion of the area; Ms. Bender stated they turned that
into the city yesterday. Chairman Hansen stated they had also requested a site plan for
the project which they do not have at this time; Mrs. Bender stated it was submitted
yesterday as well.
Mr. Hadfield indicated on a map where this property was on 200 South.
Mr. Despain stated this was recently annexed into the RA-5 zone with the intent to
maintain the existing single family dwelling, nonconforming garage activity, and the rest
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would remain agricultural. Now, there is a request to change the zone to allow them to
develop a portion of the property. The terms of annexation did not require water rights
nor a concept plan based on the representation that this would be mainly agricultural.
He stated they could modify the annexation agreement or at the zone change they could
address the water rights concern; he feels the zone change would be the easiest way to
go linking the zone change to the site plan and addressing any concerns of the Planning
Commission. He stated the zone change is an appropriate change; half of the six acres
would be divided into several15,000 square foot lots and the other half would be in the
RA-1 zone. He recommended they table action on this item pending the development of
a concurrent site plan that addresses the items that should have been dealt with at the
time of annexation.

Mr. Baldwin moved to table this request pending the development of a
concurrent site plan that addresses the items that should have been dealt
with at the time of annexation. Ms. Wilson seconded the motion. All were
in favor. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN APPLICATION FOR A ZONE AMENDMENT FROM THE
EXISTING RA-1 TO THE GC-2 GENERAL COMMERCIAL ZONE ON APPROXIMATELY 1.5
ACRES AT 500 NORTH 900 WEST.
Chairman Hansen asked who the owner was. The owner, Craig Wayman, was in the
rear of the room. Mr. Webb explained that he was present to make the request for the
zone change. Chairman Hansen indicated the applicants need to provide proof to the
city of the ownership of the property and that the applicants have the authority to make
this request.
Mr. Webb explained they are under contract to purchase the property. He indicated he
has been approached by retailers who want to be located next to the development across
the street. With the proposal of the street light on State Street and 900 West, as well as
the possibility of TRAX coming to Utah County, this property would be ideal for a
commercial project. Mr. Webb stated this would be in keeping with the fabric in the area
as there is a Walmart and Home Depot across the street. They showed a possible site
plan for the parcel of land. Mr. Webb indicated they have been approached by a fast
food business as well as several well-known restaurants interested in the area that
cannot go across the street.
Mr. Hadfield explained the location of this parcel. The City Council recently approved
the commercial zone for the Nash Annexation. His concern is that the two parcels to the
East should be allowed the commercial zone as well.
Mr. Despain indicated that this is currently zoned RA-1; it has been in the city for a very
long time in that zone. As development has occurred with The Meadows project, he felt
this would be logical. The General Plan showed that this would be in the RA-1 zone but
could be changed to commercial. He stated the only left and right out access is to the
North of the property; any access toward the south of 900 West would be a right in and
right out only. He indicated a proposed subdivision has lots backing onto this project;
this seems to be an okay place for zone change line. He explained the Hunter property is
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next to this parcel and suggested to the applicants they make provision for the possibility
of the Hunter property being commercial. Mr. Despain had suggested to the applicants
they design their project in such a way that there was access to the Hunter parcel. Mr.
Despain stated there is also the Abbott parcel, which is located next to the park, but they
have not expressed any interest in commercial. He recommended they either table this
request subject to a concurrent site plan or send this forward to be acted upon by the
City Council. He feels they need to link the site plan and zone change together so they
know the outcome of the plans.
Ron Hunter was present and had a comment. He stated he wants to make sure their
property is not landlocked. He had hoped the zone for both parcels would be changed at
the same time. Mr. Hunter commented they do not have many options on development
of their property because they do not have access over the rail road tracks.
Mr. Baldwin stated they need to be consistent and have the owner's signature before they
can act on the zone change. Chairman Hansen stated he would like to see it tied to a site
plan. Ms. Schaak agreed and commented she would like to see something more
specific. There was a discussion on what type of food establishment the Planning
Commission members would like to see come to American Fork.
Mr. Despain asked if this site plan was a design they were committed to. Mr. Williamson
stated that their understanding was that they had to have the zone change before they
had a site plan; this plan can change and they do not have a problem doing the zone
change and site plan concurrently. Mr. Williamson also stated they do not have any
control of the Hunter parcel and do not know how to plan for their intent; he felt their
plan should not be held up waiting for the Hunter's to apply for the zone change.
Ms. Schaak asked for clarification on the buffer between zones. Mr. Hadfield explained
there will be one row of residential homes backing onto the commercial lot. Mr. Webb
stated they are not the standard developer; there are a lot of quality users that are
looking for places to go in this area.
Mr. Despain stated the Planning Commission has, in the past, sent zone changes forward
where the City Council holds it up until a site plan has been approved.
Mr. Baldwin commented he is concerned about access to the Hunter property. Mr.
Despain stated that he has struggled with that also, but the ultimate use of that property
will most likely be commercial. The only thing the city can do is approve a plan which
allows access to the Hunter property. Mr. Hadfield explained the city would need to
require an access and parking cross easement; that is standard in multi-ownership areas.
Mr. Webb stated that in his experience, he would have to pay for an access; they are not
opposed to the access, but they do not feel like they should have to give that up free of
charge. Mr. Despain stated that if they preserve the option, it would be up to the owners
to take care of it. Sooner or later, the development of the Hunter property would need
access.
Mr. LeBaron commented he is concerned with paragraph four in the application
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concerning the general welfare of the public; he sees this is the convenience for the
owner. What are the grounds for the applicant? Mr. Webb explained that the public will
be in the area because of the development across the street and feels this would be a
natural buffer. Mr. Baldwin felt the convenience happens to be the primary justification
of the request; that had been addressed. Mr. Baldwin felt the Hunter property is also a
candidate for the commercial zone and that the General Plan needs to be addressed to
include all three properties in the commercial zone.
There was a discussion on what options the Planning Commission has for this request .
. Chairman Hansen stated they could recommend the zone change be held up until the
site plan is sent forward for this property.

Mr. Baldwin moved to recommend to the City Council the approval of the
zone change to the GC-2 zone subject to (1) a copy of the "contract to
purchase" be provided to the city, (2) they recommend the City Council
not take action following the hearing pending a site plan, and (3) that the
site plan show the potential access to the property to the East. Mr.
Woffinden seconded the motion.
Mr. Hunter asked what he would need to do for a site plan. He was told action is only
for this particular piece of property and that he would not need a site plan.

Chairman Hansen called for a vote on the motion. All were in favor. The
motion carried.
There was a short discussion on the intent for the Nash Annexation.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN AMENDED AGREEMENT FOR THE MERRILL
ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF 6.5 ACRES AT 900 WEST MAIN STREET.
Chairman Hansen explained that this was annexed a few years ago but changes have
taken place since that time. He stated that Mr. Despain felt this should be brought back
to the city for a few changes.
Mr. Despain stated that changes have taken place since the original annexation took
place and that this current draft is consistent with the current conditions. The water line
has been extended and the land acquisition for expansion of the Park and Ride has taken
place.
Mr. Despain stated that Mr. Merrill does not have a particular tenant for his property but
that the key to this is the road alignment between his property and the Bennett property.
If they do not insist on this alignment, they have no reasonable access to the Bennett
property. He believes they need to hold firm on the alignment unless they get a
reasonable alternative. Mr. Despain stated they need water rights and additional rightof-way for proper street width. He suggested they recommend this to the City Council
with the corrections as pointed out by the City Attorney.
Mr. Baldwin asked what would go into the "v" shaped parcel in the Northeast portion of
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the annexation; it would be owned by Mr. Merrill and would be an independent use.
Mr. Woffinden asked if there was a time frame to enlarge the Park and Ride; it will be
done in 2004.

Mr. LeBaron motioned that the amended agreement for the Merrill
Annexation consisting of 6.5 acres at 900 West Main Street be forwarded
to the City Council subject to (1) the corrections by the City Attorney, (2)
submitting the deeds of the portion of the road identified in the
agreement, and (3) any other outstanding materials as deemed necessary
by staff. Mr. Baldwin seconded the motion. All were in favor. The motion
carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE ANNEXATION AGREEMENT FOR THE TRI VALLEY
ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF .59 ACRES AT 340 EAST 620 SOUTH.
It was suggested this request be tabled until the petitioner is present; they need to know
who "Tri Valley" is and if Mr. Nilson is the owner of the land.
Mr. Despain stated that during staff review, it was suggested they require a site plan and
additional property for road dedication.
Mr. LeBaron stated he knows who Mr. Nilson is but is unsure of the connection between
him and Tri Valley.

Mr. Baldwin moved they table this with the provision that they identify the
correct owner of Tri Valley and that the petitioners come back with a site
plan. Mr. Woffinden seconded the motion. Those voting "aye," Mr.
Baldwin, Mr. Woffinden, Ms. Wilson, Ms. Schaak, and Chairman Hansen.
Mr. LeBaron abstained. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE ANNEXATION AGREEMENT FOR THE BROWNS
ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF 16.62 ACRES AT 140 SOUTH 1100 EAST.
This item was taken off the agenda at the request of the petitioner.
CONTINUED DISCUSSION ON THE GENERAL PlAN AND IMPLEMENTING
ORDINANCES.
Mr. Despain stated that at the last meeting he was asked to reproduce this in a form
suitable for adoption and apologized for not having it complete. Mr. Despain stated they
have two documents before them. The Land Use Plan would be the document for three
of the residential planning areas of the city. This would be the text portion. He asked
that they read this and come back with any corrections; this covers the Northeast,
Northwest, and South Side Planning Districts. This will be on the November 4, 2003,
meeting as an action item. The second handout was the Physical Constraints to Urban
Development.
Mr. Baldwin asked if they need to worry about including provisions for safety services on
the south side. Mr. Despain stated safety services will be provided; the question is the
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response time. Mr. Despain stated they do intend to provide satellite facilities and does
not have a problem with including that in the plan. Mr. Baldwin stated he wants that
addressed. There was a short discussion on provisions for emergency services.
Mr. Despain stated that Mr. Woffinden has concerns on Geological conditions. He felt
the best way to handle this in the General Plan was to create a separate section that
deals with the physical constraints. He explained that the city needs to know what the
physical constraints are of the land; they have a duty to make sure the development
addresses those constraints.
Mr. Despain went over the Physical Constraints to Urban Development handout. See
attached handout (ATTACHMENT #2). There are five physical conditions which
influence development within American Fork City. Those are the Wetlands, Flood Areas,
Engineering Properties of Certain Soils, Earthquake (Seismic) Limitations, and the
Impact of I-15 Right-of-way and Railroad.
Mr. Despain acknowledged there are Wetland areas in the North and particularly the
South area. He indicated there are flood areas within the city such as the riparian areas
of the American Fork Creek and the shoreline areas of Utah Lake. He commented there
are new flood maps that are being developed; FEMA has decided the flood maps needed
to be updated and the city is paying a portion of the cost. Mr. Despain commented the
city will need to decide if people can build in the flood plain area. Concerning section 3,
Mr. Despain stated he relied upon information obtained by the USDA where they
mapped the soils of the county and put them in different categories; it does not prohibit
development, but complicates it. Under the Earthquake Limitations, Mr. Despain
commented there are areas that should not have any buildings on the land but there are
provisions for that such as Transfer of Development Rights and Flexible Subdivision. For
item five, they will need to look at providing emergency facilities in the South side.
Mr. Despain stated these five areas are what he thought the plan should address. He
asked the Planning Commission members if there were aware of any other physical
constraints they felt should be addressed. Chairman Hansen pointed out the power lines
on the South side. Mr. Despain stated they should address this because there are
limitations due to the power lines in the area. Chairman Hansen also brought up the
sewer line; Mr. Despain did not think the sewer line was restrictive. Mr. Despain
commented he will also add the impact of the Storm Water Study.
Mr. Baldwin asked if they ever thought of fire protection using the secondary irrigation
system. He was told that the lines are usually drained in the winter and can not be used
for fire protection.
Mr. Despain stated that some have taken the stance that no development should be
allowed in the south side area while others say that with engineering much can be done.
He felt they need to be very diligent and need to move away from the notion that
nothing can be done in the area.
Mr. Baldwin stated he had a problem with the enforcement of the conditions and feels
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they need to put a note in the plan that they intend to be active in enforcing the
conditions.
There was a short discussion on the possibility of the City hiring the engineer and billing
the applicant. Mr. Washburn commented that if the city hires the engineer, the city is
responsible. He suggested they might want to allow only certain engineers do the work
and to have a list of acceptable engineers.
Mr. Despain stated the initial submission of development on the south side would require
a natural conditions analysis map which would address the physical constraints of the
land.
Mr. Despain stated the ordinances are nearing completion. He would have the Land Use
Element of the General Plan for the next meeting.
Mr. LeBaron asked about the status of the Assistant City Planner. Mr. Despain stated
they should know within the next week; it has been narrowed down but the final
decision has not been announced.
Chairman Hansen encouraged them to read what Mr. Despain has prepared and come
back with corrections and suggestions.
SITE PLAN COMMITTEE REPORT.
Mr. Hadfield stated they remain very busy each week; there is a lot of development
going on. He explained that a number of people are looking for places to build that are
not as expensive as The Meadows project.
OTHER BUSINESS.
Chairman Hansen stated that Mr. Denney has suggested a Public Facilities Zone which
would include the ball parks, schools, golf courses, etc., so it would be recognized as
such and not agricultural. Mr. Despain stated that a number of cities have singled out
publicly owned property and created a zone; he has written this type of zone but feels it
is not a critical issue. Mr. Hadfield stated this would help to identify the facilities.
Chairman Hansen stated that Kevin Bennett has found the agreement with Utah Power,
it was in the 1963 City Council minutes. He has been reviewing that and noted the
agreement will be up in 2013. Mr. Hadfield stated the city should be involved in the
planning but has not yet been involved. It was noted that Mr. Bennett will be preparing
something soon for the Planning Commission members.
Mr. LeBaron commented he would like to revisit the spire height requirement. He
thought one way to resolve that would be a specific ordinance that deals with movie
theaters only. He does not think it is an unreasonable request that can not be taken care
of with an ordinance. He asked if they could get with Mr. Bennett to see if something
can be done legally. There was a short discussion on the sign ordinance.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE OCTOBER 8, 2003, MINUTES.
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Mr. Baldwin moved to approve the October 8, 2003, minutes as corrected.
Ms. Schaak seconded the motion. All were in favor. The motion carried.
ADJOURNMENT.

Mr. Baldwin moved to adjourn the meeting. Mr. Woffinden seconded the
motion. All were in favor.
The meeting adjourned at 9:40 p.m.

{71~
Terilyn rker
Building Inspections/Public Works
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ATTACHMENT #1 TO THE PLANNING COMMISSION MINUTES- OCTOBER 22, 2003 -PAGE 1 OF 1

..
Detoxification Business
This appears to be a laudable project-particularly for the health concerns of public safety personnel. However:
1.
Is it the right use for:
a.
The home and property involved?
b.
The zone and residential character of the surrounding area?
c.
The flushing of toxins?
2.
Where do the flushed toxins go? How can they be safely disposed of? And in what quantities? And
how minimized so as not to contaminate the public sewer system?
3.
What would be the impact on:
a.
The public sewer system? (e.g., concerns regarding chemical or gaseous toxins backing up
into people's homes; what is allowed by TSSD; etc.)
b.
The surrounding neighborhood? (e.g., the air breathed, noise, parking, etc.)
4.
Is the plan detailed enough?
5.
Is there enough parking?
6.
Have the requirements of Section 2-6.8 of the Development Code been met?
a.
Project cannot be "inimical to the quality of the residential environment in the territory
surrounding the project area." (Dev. Code, Sec. 2-6.8-A)
b.
"A detailed development plan showing the entire site area proposed to be included in the
project shall be submitted with the preliminary application .... " (Dev. Code, Sec. 2-6.8-D-1)
c.
"The City may require a floor plan for the historic structure and any additions or new
structures. The plan shall indicate the intended purpose for each room or area." (Dev. Code,
Sec. 2-6.8-D-2)
d.
"In the event that the proposed plan provides for the construction of additions to a historic
structure . . . , exterior elevations for any such new construction shall be reviewed and
approved by the City for conformance with the site plan and compatibility with the general
historical and architectural character of the project." (Dev. Code, Sec. 2-6.8-D-3)
e.
"All additions to an existing structure ... and all facilities (parking areas, landscape features)
shall be compatible with the character ofthe historic structure." (Dev. Code, Sec. 2-6.8-G)
f.
"Where a structure has been placed on the state ... register of historic sites, approval for
additions shall be not given by the City until plans for the proposed addition shall have been
reviewed and approved by the agency which has designated the structure to be of historic
significance." (Dev. Code, Sec. 2-6.8-G)
g.
"In evaluating the proposed additions, amendments or new construction the Planning
Commission and City Council shall consider the following:
1.
The effect ofthe proposed changes on the general historic and/or architectural [sic]
of the structure or area.
2.
The Architectural style, arrangement, texture, and materials used on existing and
proposed structures and their relation to other structures within the project area and
immediate vicinity of the project.
3.
The effect of the proposed additions and amendments in creating, changing,
destroying or affecting otherwise the exterior architectural features of the structure
upon which such work is proposed.
4.
The effects of the proposed work upon the protection, enhancement, perpetuation,
and use of the structure or area.
5.
The use to which the structure will be put.
6.
The condition of existing structures and improvements and whether or not they are
a hazard to public health or safety.
7.
The compatibility of the proposed structures and uses with the development in the
vicinity surrounding the proposed project area."
(Dev. Code, Sec. 2-6.8-G)
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PHYSICAL CONSTRAINTS TO URBAN DEVELOPMENT
Within the American Fork planning area are several physical conditions which influence, and in
some cases serve to prohibit, development of the land. These include the following:
1.

Wetlands.

As part of the Federal Clean Water Act, regulatory control of development on certain wetland
areas was assumed by the U.S. Government, with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers as the lead
agency. Accordingly, regardless of local zoning regulations, any proposed development which
includes any territory qualifying as Jurisdictional Wetlands must be reviewed and approved by the
Corps ofEngineers.ln an effort to determine the general location and extent ofwetland areas
cursory studies to identify potential wetland areas have been undertaken. The following map
show the general location of areas in the vicinity of American Fork identified as possible wetlands.
Because of the limitations on development of wetland areas, it is anticipated that most ofthe
major wetlands areas will remain undeveloped . Title to much of this wetland area will likely pass
to the City and be included as part of the City's open space areas.

2.

Flood Areas.

The areas subject to flooding within the American Fork planning area consist of: (1) the riparian
areas of American Fork Creek and (2) the areas adjacent to the shoreline of Utah Lake. The
approximate limits of these flood prone areas have been determined by the Federal Emergence
Management Agency and are set forth on the Flood Insurance Rate Maps (FIRM Maps) of the
City and adjacent areas.
In addition to the above areas, the FIRM Map for American Fork City shows a significant part of
the developed City area as being subject to shallow flooding . This condition is based on the
notion that the at times of high runoff, the I -15 Freeway will act as a datn forcing the flood waters
to backup into the developed City area.
The current map, prepared in the early 1980's, was primarily an "in office" project, without
significant field work and does not take into account subsequent mitigation efforts by the City and
others. The boundaries shown area generally perceived to be more extensive than required under
current conditions. The City has recently entered into an agreement to revise the study, and it is
expected, upon completion, the amount of floodable area in the City will be reduced.
The last major flood episode occurred in 1983. As a result of that experience, the Debris basin at
the Mouth of American Fork Canyon and the stream channel improvetnents through the City were
constructed. These improvements have proven generally adequate during subsequent spring run
off periods. However, it is recognized that some of the' bridge structures which proved to be
obstructions during the 1983 flood still exist and given similar circumstances could pose a threat.
While the flood protection efforts have been undertaken, increasing urbanization has reduced the
opportunity for use of canals to disperse surplus flows, and the potential for flooding along the
American Fork River is still significant. To the extent possible, the riparian areas of the river
should be protected against encroachment from development and the remaining inadequate
bridges and culverts improved.
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Regardless of efforts to improve the flow of flood waters through the City, the potential for
flooding from a raise in the level of Utah Lake is still a significant. Since the 1983 flood, Utah
County and the State of Utah have undertaken efforts to improve the flows into and from Utah
Lake, with the expectation that lake levels are more manageable today than in 1983. However,
slight rises in the lake level affect large areas, and shoreline protection should remain a significant
concern as urbanization of in the vicinity become more imminent.

3.

Engineering Properties of Certain Soils.

Review of soils studies in the planning area indicate that some of the soils have severe limitations
for foundation support and use as fill material and that there is a significant potential for shallow
liquefaction in the event of an earthquake.
A review of the soils studies for the area, done by the U.S. Department of Agriculture, shows that
the characteristics of soils located north of the I-15 corridor have been defined within the Sterling
and Welby series and have properties generally suitable for development purposes. However, the
study also shows that most of the soils located south of I -15 have been define primarily as part of
the Chipman- McBeth-Logan Series and have properties not suited for development, include
sever limitations for foundation support, a high shrink-swell potential and high ground water
table.
It should be noted that areas of "Peat Surface Soils", often several feet deep, have been found
throughout the area. These Peat area are unsuited for any kind of development activity, even for
parking lot use without extensive remedial work.

In addition to the above, some recent development projects in the southern part of the area have
experienced hydrostatic goundwater conditions requiring special drainage and foundation support
actions
Because of the significance of these conditions, all requests for development in the southerly
portion of the City (South of approximately 600 south) and any other portions which exhibit
similar conditions should be accompanied by a soils or other appropriate engineering reports from
qualified professionals evaluating the adequacy of the on-site conditions and providing
recommendations for accommodating any adverse site conditions. The stud should also address
the suitability of native soils for use as fill and replacement in utility trenches.

4.

Earthquake (Seismic) Limitations

In recent years, several geologic studies have identified a severe liquefaction condition,
particularly for those areas located in the unconsolidated soils-high water table areas in the
vicinity of Utah Lake. In American Fork the severe liquefaction area extend from about 600
South to the Utah Lake Shore. A map showing area considered as having severe limitations
because of liquefaction is attached.
As with adverse soils conditions, all requests for development in the southerly portion of the City
(South of approximately 600 south) and any other portions which exhibit similar conditions
should be accompanied by a soils or other appropriate engineering reports from qualified
professionals evaluating the adequacy of the on-site conditions and providing recommendations
for accommodating any adverse site conditions.

5.

Impact of 1-15 Right-of-way and Railroad.

Interstate Highway 15 in the American Fork area was constructed roughly paralleling the
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,Southern Pacific railroad tracks and adjacent to the southern margins of the developed portions of
the community. Construction of the freeway in combination with the limited railroad crossings
has produced a "Chinese Wall" effect upon north and south movement, with only three points of
breach-- 500 East, 100 East and 300 West.
Since nearly all development activity within the City has been north of the freeway, the
significance of the limited number of access points has been minimal. However, more recently,
with increased development activity south of the freeway/railroad corridor, the inadequacy of the
existing points of access has become evident, particularly the 3 00 West route. Significant
additional development in the southern area will further reduce the adequacy of north-south
movement and increase the safety hazard from the on-grade railroad crossings.
Studies done as a part of the Major Street Element have shown that under build-out conditions,
the number of north-south vehicle trips crossing the freeway will exceed the available capacity by
nearly 20,000 vehicle trips per day. Any planning to accommodate significant additional
development in the southern area, particularly residential development, should include provisions
for additional freeway crossings at appropriate locations (the Major Street Element includes this
recommendation) and also provisions to limit the number of on-grade railroad crossings. Also,
any effort to eliminate any ofthe existing I-15 crossings, should be vigorously resisted (As ofthe
current time, UDOT has indicated a desire to eliminate the Sam White Lane overpass).

AMERICAN FORK CITY PLANNING COMMISSION
OCTOBER 8, 2003
*AMENDED- NOTICE AND AGENDA

Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Planning Commission will meet in a
regular session on Wednesday, October 8, 2003, in the City Hall, 31 North Church Street,
commencing at 7:00p.m. The agenda shall be as follows :
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
*8

9.
10.
11.
12.

13.
14.
15 .
16.
17.
18.
19.

Pledge of Allegiance.
Review and action on a site plan for expansion of the education building at the
Presbyterian Church at 65 North 100 East.
Review and action on a future road alignment at 600 West Main Street.
Review and action on the preliminary plat of Aurora Subdivision Plat A
consisting of 3 lots located at 626 North 100 East.
Review and action on the final plat of Aurora Subdivision Plat A consisting of 3
lots at 626 North 100 East.
Review and action on the preliminary plan of the Brookside Townhomes PUD
consisting of 8 units at 35 East 150 North.
Review and action on North Pointe Business Park Subdivision Plat A consisting
of 2 lots at 820 East 1200 South.
Review and action on North Pointe Business Park Subdivision Plat C consisting
of2 lots at 805 East 1300 South.
Review and action on a site plan for National School Fitness Foundation on Lot 1
ofNorth Pointe Business Park Subdivision Plat A at 820 East 1200 South.
Review and action on a project signage plan for North Pointe Business Park at
630 East 1100 South.
Review and action on an application for zone amendment from the R2-7500 to the
I -1 , Industrial zone for . 11 acres at 60 East 400 South.
Review and action on an application for zone amendment from existing RA-5 to
the R1-15 ,000 single family residential zone for approximately 3 acres at 755
West 200 South.
Discussion and action on the annexation agreement for the Browns Annexation
consisting of 16.62 acres located at 140 South 1100 East.
Discussion and action on the annexation agreement for the Tri Valley Annexation
consisting of .59 acres at 340 East 620 South.
Continued discussion on the general plan and implementing Ordinances.
Site Plan Committee Report.
Other business.
Review and action on the September 17, 2003, minutes.
Adjournment.

Dated this 2 day of October, 2003 .

James S. Hansen, Chairman
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OCTOBER 8, 2003
NOTICE AND AGENDA

Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Planning Commission will meet in a
regular session on Wednesday, October 8, 2003, in the City Hall, 31 North Church Street,
commencing at 7:00p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

12.
13.
14.
15 .
16.
17.
18.

Pledge of Allegiance.
Review and action on a site plan for expansion of the education building at the
Presbyterian Church at 65 North 100 East.
Review and action on a future road alignment at 600 West Main Street.
Review and action on the preliminary plat of Aurora Subdivision Plat A
consisting of3lots located at 626 North 100 East.
Review and action on the final plat of Aurora Subdivision Plat A consisting of 3
lots at 626 North 100 East.
Review and action on the preliminary plan of the Brookside Townhomes PUD
consisting of 8 units at 3 5 East 150 North.
Review and action on North Pointe Business Park Subdivision Plat A consisting
of 2 lots at 820 East 1200 South.
Review and action on a site plan for National School Fitness Foundation on Lot 1
ofNorth Pointe Business Park Subdivision Plat A at 820 East 1200 South.
Review and action on a project signage plan for North Pointe Business Park at
630 East 1100 South.
Review and action on an application for zone amendment from the R2-7500 to the
I -1, Industrial zone for .11 acres at 60 East 400 South.
Review and action on an application for zone amendment from existing RA-5 to
the R1-15,000 single family residential zone for approximately 3 acres at 755
West 200 South.
Discussion and action on the annexation agreement for the Browns Annexation
consisting of 16.62 acres located at 140 South 1100 East.
Discussion and action on the annexation agreement for the Tri Valley Annexation
consisting of .59 acres at 340 East 620 South.
Continued discussion on the general plan and implementing Ordinances.
Site Plan Committee Report.
Other business.
Review and action on the September 17, 2003, minutes.
Adjournment.

Dated this 30 day of September, 2003.

James S. Hansen, Chairman

AMERICAN FORK CITY
PLANNING COMMISSION
OCTOBER 8, 2003

ATTACHMENTS (2)
The American Fork City Planning Commission met in regular session on October 8, 2003,
at the American Fork City Hall commencing at 7:00p.m. Planning Commission
members present included Chairman James Hansen, Wendy Wilson, Shirl LeBaron, Ken
Baldwin, Karen Schaak, and John Woffinden*. City Staff present included J.H. Hadfield,
Rod Despain, and Terilyn Lurker. Others present included Carl Wolff, Marvin Teusher,
James Prather, Bryce Taylor, Weston Innes, Tony Trane, Daniel Copper, Dave Peterson,
Ron Jewett, George Brown, Grant McKinney, Mark Robinson, Jared Elwell, Jack Elwell,
Michael Georgeson, Sheryl Bender, Marvin Coomes, Donna Dean, Paul Washburn, Kevin
Tea, JoAnn Scott, Evan Scott, Barbara Christiansen of New Utah, and two citizens.
Chairman Hansen welcomed everyone.
PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE.
Those present repeated the pledge of allegiance.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A SITE PLAN FOR EXPANSION OF THE EDUCATION
BUILDING AT THE PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH AT 65 NORTH 100 EAST.
Mr. Teuscher explained they would like to add on to the education building; this would
be a room where people can congregate, basically a "coffee hour" room. He stated the
size would be as indicated on the site plan.
Mr. Hadfield stated he had no concerns. He did mention this would be built on an
existing concrete pad. Mr. Hadfield stated the sign presently is a monument sign facing
the street and that they would like to change the direction the sign faces; it will meet the
sign ordinance.
Mr. Despain stated this is an incidental change to the site plan but ordinance requires it
go to the Planning Commission for approval.
Mr. Baldwin asked if the addition would impact the parking area. Mr. Hadfield stated
the parking is off-site and is not affected by the expansion.
*Mr. Woffinden arrived from his workplace.

Mr. Baldwin moved to approve the expansion of the education building at
the Presbyterian Church at 65 North 100 East as submitted. Ms. Wilson
seconded the motion. Those voting "aye," Mr. Baldwin, Ms. Wilson, Mr.
LeBaron, Chairman Hansen, and Ms. Schaak. Mr. Woffinden abstained.
The motion carried.
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REVIEW AND ACTION ON A FUTURE ROAD ALIGNMENT AT 600 WEST MAIN STREET.
Bryce Taylor and Weston Innes were present to discuss this item. Mr. Taylor stated that
up until the installation of the 600 West intersection, he and Mr. Innes had access to
their property. When the new intersection was installed, they were told the appropriate
new ingress would be at the location specified on the plan, which is at 600 West Main;
that ingress does not access Mr. Innes' property. They have submitted a plan to UDOT
for approvals for access on both properties; Mr. Taylor's access would be at 600 West
and a small ingress for Mr. Innes' property would be immediately west of Doug Smith's
property. UDOT has approved the plan pending American Fork City's approval.
Mr. Hadfield explained there will be a future signal light at 600 West, which is the
reason for the ingress change; the installation of said traffic signal is in the bid process.
He indicated that currently there is an opening that straddles the properties owned by
Mr. Taylor and Mr. Innes. He indicated UDOT has tentatively approved moving the
access onto the Innes property. Doug Smith has an opening next to the Innes property
that is not being used. Mr. Hadfield commented he had no engineering concerns and
that drainage had been taken care of with the installation of improvements. The plan is
sound but they will verify measurements to make sure utilities will fit.
Mr. Despain stated they have understood that this would be the approximate location for
the traffic signal since that area started being developed and that this request is driven
by the need for the traffic signal. He indicated the north leg of this road is a city street.
He recommended the Planning Commission approve the plan.
Mr. Hadfield suggested Mr. Taylor work with Rhinehart Oil in such a way that large
trucks can gain access onto Main Street via the 600 West traffic light. Mr. Taylor stated
he has a good relationship with Mr. Jardine and plans on cooperating with the adjacent
neighbors as it would be a benefit to all.
Mr. Baldwin commented there was land deeded as part of the approval. Mr. Taylor
indicated it was easements for the street light.
Chairman Hansen asked if the alignment on 600 West would create a problem if the
North segment were widened. Mr. Despain felt it would not be a problem.
Mr. LeBaron asked if the site plan showed the location of the signal poles; Mr. Hadfield
showed him a map with the pole locations. Mr. LeBaron commented that the plan states
the water drains to the southwest corner and asked if that was to the southwest corner of
the access and asked if there was a storm drain at that location. Mr. Hadfield explained
there is a catch basin there with a cross gutter and that the water off main street will
continue to flow where it has in the past.

Mr. Baldwin moved to approve the future road alignment at 600 West
Main as submitted. Mr. Woffinden seconded the motion. All were in
favor. The motion carried.
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REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE PRELIMINARY PLAT OF AURORA SUBDIVISION PLAT A
CONSISTING OF 3 LOTS LOCATED AT 626 NORTH 100 EAST.
Chairman Hansen stated this request had been seen three weeks ago but was tabled
subject to a geo-technical report being submitted to city staff for review.
Mr. Trane explained they did have a geo-technical report but it has not been turned in to
the City Engineer. He indicated the report required a twelve foot setback but they have
pulled back the setback to twenty feet to meet the criteria of the report.
Mr. Hadfield stated approval of this request needs to be subject to the approval of the
Irrigation Company, the appropriate fees being paid, and a review of the geo-technical
report. Mr. Hadfield indicated he has provided the applicant with a copy of Chapter 33
of the Uniform Building Code which discusses slopes, soils, and grading. He also asked
that the "8 Foot PUE" comment be deleted.
Mr. Despain stated that the size of the lots and the zoning is okay for this project. He
explained the grading plan was to reduce the hump on the three lots; the unknown
entity is that the property line is somewhere in the middle of the steep slope. Mr.
Despain indicated the slope continues to slough off and some land from this parcel is
ending up on Mr. Copper's property. Mr. Despain stated the applicants are concerned
with the ongoing sloughing as well and have indicated a desire in some type of retaining
wall. He stated Mr. Denney indicated there should be some type of grading plan. Mr.
Despain commented that additional information would be needed on the soil retention.
He would recommend this as a "subject to" item.
Mr. Woffinden questioned the location of the witness corner; it looked as if it was
located inside the building. Mr. Trane explained the witness corner is not located within
the building but because of the distance of the witness corner, it had been shown to be
closer that it really is. Mr. Trane indicated he could adjust the note on the map.
Ms. Schaak asked what the plan is to keep water drainage on the property. Mr. Trane
stated they plan on maintaining the water on their lot by percolation as it has always
been done; they do not want to create a ditch in the rear. It was noted that when a
building is built and concrete laid, drainage is altered. Mr. Hadfield stated they need to
read Chapter 33; the slope was man-made and they will need to follow the UBC Chapter
requirements. Mr. Trane stated they would need to get with the adjacent neighbor to
address this issue. There was a short discussion on drainage and how that is affected
when construction takes place.
Mr. Despain stated he is concerned about the steep slope and the fact that it is always
sloughing off. He indicated that Mr. Denney has some designs that might be
appropriate.
Mr. LeBaron asked what the liability would be to the city if something were to happen
with the slope and if they could require a hold harmless agreement. Mr. Hadfield stated
they could not leave it at a one-to-one slope and it would need to be addressed.
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Mr. Woffinden stated he did not feel they could approve this request without city staff
reviewing the geo-technical information. Mr. Hadfield stated the Planning Commission
has in the past trusted the city staff. Mr. Woffinden restated he did not feel good with
approving the request without city staffs review of the report. Mr. Despain stated if
there are issues the members want to make sure are covered, they can make the
applicants come back. Mr. Woffinden indicated this is a major liability issue. Chairman
Hansen stated there are different ways of treating the slope and that they could table this
item until they see the plan on the slope.

Mr. LeBaron moved to approve the preliminary plat of Aurora Subdivision
Plat "A" consisting of three lots located at 626 North 100 East subject to
(1) a review of the geo-technical report and recommendations from city
staff on specific recommendations with regard to drainage, slope, etc., (2)
the approval of the Irrigation Company, (3) the appropriate fees being
paid, (4) Chapter 33 of the UBC being implemented with exactness, (5) the
"8 Foot PUE" be deleted as indicated, (6) grading plan for further
submital of the slope be submitted and approved by city staff, (7)
additional review by the Planning Commission after the items have been
completed, and (8) the witness corner be relocated to the outside of the
building.. Mr. Baldwin seconded the motion.
Mr. LeBaron felt the subject to's would address the concerns of the members of the
Planning Commission. Mr. Baldwin agreed but commented he feels the city staff should
be extremely conservative with reviewing and approving what needs to be done with the
slope.

Mr. LeBaron amended his motion to include Mr. Bennett, the City Civil
Attorney, review a hold harmless agreement or indemnity clause with the
city as the beneficiary, as well as requiring bonding. Mr. Baldwin agreed
to the amendment to the motion.
Mr. Copper asked how the lots are being sewered; it was explained the sewer would be
connected to the sewer in 100 East. Mr. Copper also asked if there would be a
requirement for the applicant to keep the slope looking nice or if it would remain a
weed-patch. Mr. Despain felt that would be worked out between the developer and Mr.
Cooper; the city's only concern is safety, not beauty.

Chairman Hansen called for a vote on the motion. Those voting "aye,"
Mr. LeBaron, Mr. Baldwin, Ms. Schaak, and Chairman Hansen. Mr.
Woffinden voted "nay." Ms. Wilson abstained. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE FINAL PLAT OF AURORA SUBDIVISION PLAT A
CONSISTING OF 3 LOTS LOCATED AT 626 NORTH 100 EAST.
Mr. Hadfield stated that with the conditions on the preliminary plat, they might want to
hold up on approving the final plat until those eight conditions have been cleared up.
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Mr. LeBaron motioned to defer this item. Mr. Woffinden seconded the
motion. All were in favor. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE PRELIMINARY PLAN OF THE BROOKSIDE TOWN
HOMES PUD CONSISTING OF 8 UNITS AT 35 EAST 150 NORTH.
Chairman Hansen stated this item has been before them a number of times. He turned
the time over to Mr. Despain to discuss the issue of the PUD and the requirements in
relationship to the property and zone.
Mr. Despain indicated a PUD requires four acres, which gives them room for design. He
indicated this project was never going to be a PUD. He said this allows for the
condominiumization of the structure. The original design was a use-by-right with a
condominium conversion, not a PUD. As a result with the stream issues, the structure
has been separated and now they technically have a subdivision and a condominium
project based on the use-by-right in the R4-7500 zone. Mr. Despain stated this is not a
PUD and they will have to have a subdivision with two lots.
Mr. Peterson stated they could change it to a subdivision at the time of the final plat.
Chairman Hansen stated he would like to see where they plan on dividing the lot as it
impacts the whole development before any approvals are given. Mr. Peterson stated it
would be a technical issue and they would comply with Mr. Despain's findings .
Chairman Hansen stated this project cannot be a PUD and cannot have 8 lots. Chairman
Hansen stated that without a lot line, he has a hard time determining if they meet the
requirements of the zone.
Mr. Peterson stated there were several issues at the last meeting that he would like to
address tonight. They had received the Irrigation Company's approval; they are not
doing anything to the stream. They have approval from the State indicating they do not
need a stream alteration permit based on this site plan; there is a 12 foot buffer on each
side of the stream and there will be no physical structure within that 12 foot area. Mr.
Peterson stated that Mr. Williamson, a Licensed Professional Geologist, with the State of
Utah Department of Natural Resources had this site plan when he the gave approval.
Mr. Peterson indicated he had provided a more detailed landscape plan; they have made
an effort to maintain the existing trees with the exception of removal of the dead trees.
He knows the neighbors were extremely concerned with keeping the stream open. Mr.
Peterson stated the 70 percent of the thirty foot setback is landscaped as required.
Chairman Hansen commented he feels that concrete is a permanent structure. He also
stated he has a letter from George E. Brown concerning the stream and read a portion of
the letter. He also read letters sent from Chuck Williamson P.G., with the State of Utah
to Mr. Peterson and Mr. Despain. See attached letters (ATTACHMENT #1). Chairman
Hansen pointed out a portion of the yard space for Unit #4 encroaches into the 12 foot
area; he felt the concrete as well as a fence was a problem with the 12 foot stream
buffer. He commented he had nothing before him indicating this particular plan had
been approved by the State; he is unsure of what Mr. Williamson saw. Chairman
Hansen indicated he does not feel it is right to allow this to go forward until those issues
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have been resolved.
Mr. Peterson clarified the concerns of Chairman Hansen. The Planning Commission
needs a stamped, signed site plan from the State, i.e. Mr. Williamson. They want the lot
line shown with proper terminology. It was noted they need two lots shown, not eight
lots.

Mr. LeBaron moved they table this request until the proper stamped
approval from the State is obtained; that the letters read by Chairman
Hansen are attached to the minutes; that all city ordinances be complied
with such as subdivision requirements, setbacks, etc.; that all state
requirements be met; and that Mr. Williamson is listed as a professional
geologist and can provide a stamped letter of approval to the Planning
Commission. Ms. Schaak seconded the motion.
Mr. Despain stated he understands there are challenges and boundary conflicts; he
thinks this needs to be dealt with now. He suggested that the 12 foot stream easement
should be a Conservation Easement which limits what can be done with the property.
He felt the enforcement resides with the city.
Chairman Hansen suggested Mr. Peterson get with Mr. Hadfield for any Engineering
concerns. Mr. Hadfield stated they need to closely depict the layout of the stream.
Mr. LeBaron commented he would like to see some buffer from the trash container.
Chairman Hansen suggested separate trash containers for each unit. Chairman Hansen
commented the front of the buildings look nice, but the rear is ugly.

Chairman Hansen called for a vote on the motion. All were in favor. The
motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON NORTH POINTE BUSINESS PARK SUBDIVISION PLAT A
CONSISTING OF 2 LOTS AT 820 EAST 1200 SOUTH.
Chairman Hansen stated this is closely related to items eight, nine, and ten on the
agenda.
Mr. Robinson indicated they are trying to develop North Pointe Business Park further;
they need to subdivide the property in order to construct additional buildings.
Chairman Hansen asked if they subdivided the Morinda property; he was under the
impression it has not been subdivided. Mr. Hadfield explained they needed to catch up
on some things. Chairman Hansen stated they will probably need to pull the Morinda
piece into this subdivision; it looks like the sign in agenda item number ten sits on
Morinda's property. Mr. Hadfield stated he can not find the easements for the sign, the
detention pond easements, and drainage receptacles.
Chairman Hansen stated on Plat A they could approve this with modification such as
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adding the Morinda property and making this a three lot subdivision. Mr. Hadfield
stated they should include the easements as well and noted the Morinda owners would
need to sign the plat as they are also owners of the property. Mr. Hadfield stated they
need to add the easement for the signs and drainage. Lastly, they need to add two
subdivision monuments. He commented he would like to see the access road blocked by
the freeway and landscaping added.
Mr. Despain stated this item is primarily a technical item and that a decision has been
made where the boundary line would be. The improvements are all in. He stated that in
the past the Planning Commission has accepted plats similar to this where only roads are
indicated as the nature of development is unsure at that time. Mr. Despain commented
this is not a serious matter and with minor modification could go forward.
Chairman Hansen stated they would need to correct the owner's dedication where it
talks about streets and other public places; it needs to read "streets easements and other
public areas." Also, in the Acceptance of the Legislative Body, it needs to read ".. .land
intended for public purposes for the perpetual.."
Mr. Hadfield pointed out the Woodbury project known as Utah Valley Business Park has
had several revised plats because of the many changes to the lot lines; they tried
something different with this subdivision.
Mr. Baldwin commented he was confused as to how they can go forward with the
subdivision when there is a question on there being three lots instead of two. Mr.
Hadfield stated the outside boundaries would not change and the roads have already
been dedicated to American Fork City. Mr. Hadfield feels Morinda knows where the lot
lines are and shouldn't have a problem with it.
Mr. Despain stated they would be approving Plat A with instruction to include three lots,
the sign easement, and also the drainage easement. Mr. Robinson asked about the
drainage easement and what would happen if he needs to change easement locations. It
was stated as part of the site plan it would include a change of location.

Mr. Baldwin moved to approve the North Pointe Business Park Subdivision
Plat A consisting of 2 lots at 820 East 1200 South subject to (1) the
provision for the subdivision of the Morinda property be included, (2) that
the drainage easements and sign easement be provided to staff, (3) two
subdivision monuments be provided, and (4) the corrections to the
Owner's Dedication and the Acceptance of Legislative Body. Mr. LeBaron
seconded the motion. All were in favor. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON NORTH POINTE BUSINESS PARK SUBDIVISION PLAT C
CONSISTING OF 2 LOTS AT 805 EAST 1300 SOUTH.
It was explained that this divides lot 2 so another building can be built. Chairman
Hansen stated they also have the corrections on the Owner's Dedication and Acceptance
of Legislative Body, the drainage easements, and two monuments on this plat.
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Mr. Hadfield stated he did not have any other engineering concerns. He explained that
Plat B is the Label Express building, which explains why they are approving Plat "A" and
Plat "C."
Mr. Despain had no concerns. He indicated they will likely see a further plat of this
depending upon future development.

Mr. Baldwin moved to approved the North Pointe Business Park
Subdivision Plat "C" consisting of 2 lots at 805 East 1300 South subject to
(1) providing the drainage easements, (2) addition of the subdivision
monuments, and (3) the corrections on the Owner's Dedication and
Acceptance of Legislative Body. Mr. Woffinden seconded the motion. All
were in favor. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A SITE PLAN FOR NATIONAL SCHOOL FITNESS
FOUNDATION ON LOT 1 OF NORTH POINTE BUSINESS PARK SUBDIVISION PLAT A
AT 820 EAST 1200 SOUTH.
Mr. Hadfield explained the reasoning behind showing the Phase 2 building on the site
plan; it shows the off-site improvements in Phase 2 to accommodate the building in
Phase 1.
Mr. Robinson indicated they are prepared to landscape the right-of-way next to the
freeway. He indicated this is the nicest looking building to date and that they have 27
percent landscaping.
Mr. Hadfield stated he had three items of concern but those were answered by Mr.
Robinson; those items were landscaping, building elevations, and the UDOT right-ofway.
Mr. Despain stated his concern was parking but has determined it was adequate. He
indicated the motion should include a recommendation of the site plan for an office
building on lot 1 with a portion of the parking off-site on the adjacent Lot 2.
Mr. Baldwin asked what the National School Fitness Foundation is. Chairman Hansen
explained it is a company which secures grants and funding for fitness equipment in
schools. The school district leases the equipment, but the Foundation provides funding
to the schools. The students go in as part of Physical Education and have cards which
shows what they have done on the equipment. Currently, most of the schools in Alpine
School District have this. The National School Fitness Foundation is trying to combat
obesity in America.
Mr. Baldwin asked if the building was primarily office space. Mr. Robinson stated it was
but that there is also a display area for the equipment. Mr. Baldwin asked about exterior
lighting. Mr. Hadfield indicated on the site plan where the lights were located. Mr.
Robinson explained the parking lot lights are downward directing but there will be lights
illuminating the building.
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Mr. Woffinden pointed out the date on the site plan was incorrect. Also on page C-2
there are no dimensions listed on the site details; it was explained that an engineer
would design that.

Mr. Baldwin moved to approve the site plan for National School Fitness
Foundation on Lot 1 of North Pointe Business Park Subdivision Plat A at
820 East 1200 South subject to (1) the off-site improvements on lot one
being indicated as part of future development, and (2) the dates being
corrected on the drawings. Mr. Woffinden seconded the motion.
Chairman Hansen indicated this goes to the City Council for hearing.

Chairman Hansen called for a vote on the motion. Those voting "aye,"
Mr. Baldwin, Mr. Woffinden, Ms. Wilson, Ms. Schaak, and Chairman
Hansen. Mr. LeBaron abstained. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A PROJECT SIGNAGE PLAN FOR NORTH POINTE BUSINESS
PARK AT 630 EAST 1100 SOUTH.
Mr. Robinson explained the proposal is to change some of the signs. He explained the
letters are falling off and they want to make this look better; the construction is basically
done but there will be some modifications. He indicated they are adding a sign along
860 East and 1300 South similar to the sign on 1100 South.
It was asked if there was a reason the Planning Commission had to approve the

remodeling of the sign. Mr. Despain explained the site plan changes with the sign
changes and that requires Planning Commission approval.

Mr. LeBaron moved to approve the project signage plan for North Pointe
Business Park at 630 East 1100 South subject to any staff requirements.
Ms. Schaak seconded the motion.
Mr. Baldwin questioned if the signs had been reviewed for compliance; it was answered
that Mr. Morrill would look at the plan and approve the size, etc.

Chairman Hansen called for a vote on the motion. All were in favor. The
motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN APPLICATION FOR ZONE AMENDMENT FROM THE R27,500 TO THE I-1, INDUSTRIAL ZONE FOR .11 ACRES AT 60 EAST 400 SOUTH.
Jared Elwell was present to discuss this item. He explained he would like to improve the
property; it is not the most desirable place for a residence. His plans include bringing
the ground level with the street, fence it, and use it for storage. The land is currently
being used by kids who are vandalizing it.
Mr. Hadfield explained the location of the property in question; it is triangular in shape
and not very deep. He noted that the any widening of the road or addition of curb,
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gutter, and sidewalk would require property being deeded to the city.
Mr. Despain stated the General Plan calls for this property to be in the R2-7500 zone
with the south side of the freeway in the I-1 zone. If this request is approved, there
would be a potential conflict; are the uses in the I-1 zone compatible with the R2-7500
zone? He commented that if the zone is changed they would have a small area in that
zone and any use allowed in the I-1 zone would have to be allowed on that property.
Mr. Despain stated the major issue is the conflict with the General Plan.
Michael Georgeson explained he lives in the area and is concerned with the zone change.
He read from the ordinance the purposes of the I-1 zone as well as the residential zone.
This request proposes they pick up the I-1 zone and put it in the middle of residential
zone. He applauds the applicants desire to improve the area, but he does not feel this
zone is the appropriate solution. He suggested one way to improve the area would be to
establish a small park area; he thought the residences of the area might be willing to
help clean the property up. Mr. Georgeson stated one concern is the fence and storage
that would be there. He felt that once the I-1 zone is allowed there, future requests
could be made to enlarge that zone.
Chairman Hansen stated the City Attorney felt this was incompatible and should not be
approved.
Ms. Schaak stated she drove through the neighborhood. The area is very unattractive
with junky vehicles near the trailer court and felt it would be expanded with the zone
change. She commented the area is scary and needs to be cleaned up but that a zone
change is not the answer.
Mr. Elwell stated the owner of the trailer park is not involved with this request.
Mr. Baldwin questioned the potential use of the property and asked what are the uses in
the R2-7500 zone. Mr. Despain answered that a unique building would have to be
created for a house to be built on this piece of land; it is a very small lot and would have
setback problems. Mr. Despain stated that the best option may be for the city to obtain
the property for a small park.
Mr. Woffinden commented on the fact that this is a nuisance property as it is in such disrepair. He indicated Council woman Belmont is going after nuisance property.
Mr. Elwell indicated he would like to store boats and trailers in the area with a private
fence; he did not want this property to look trashy. It was noted this particular use is not
allowed in the R2-7500 zone.
Mr. Baldwin brought up the potential problem with the alteration of the existing creek
bed; it might require a State permit, similar to the Brookside Town Homes discussed
earlier this evening.
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Ms. Schaak stated she applauds Mr. Elwell's intent to clean up the area but is against the
zone change. Ms. Schaak moved to deny the zone amendment. Mr. Baldwin
seconded the motion. All were in favor. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN APPLICATION FOR ZONE AMENDMENT FROM THERA5 TO THE Rl-15,000 SINGLE FAMILY RESIDENTIAL ZONE FOR APPROXIMATELY 3
ACRES AT 755 WEST 200 SOUTH.
Chairman Hansen stated this was recently annexed into the city as a 6.5 acre lot into the
RA-5 zone. He asked the applicant why they were only requesting three acres to be rezoned. Mrs. Bender explained the property was divided into two 3-acre lots and she
owns one lot. Chairman Hansen stated it was an illegal subdivision. Mrs. Bender stated
it was divided before the annexation. Chairman Hansen stated then it was an illegal
annexation if the property was divided before it was annexed; the annexation had only
one lot.
Chairman Hansen stated this was the Durrant Annexation. He indicated an elected
official was involved in this annexation; he was concerned the intent was to get it
annexed without certain requirements being met. He commented that this property was
annexed into the RA-5 zone after that zone was created. Now there are two 3-acre
pieces that do not meet the requirements of the zone. If this had been annexed into the
R1-15,000 zone, other requirements would have been attached to the property at time of
annexation. He commented he is upset this property has been subdivided; it should not
have been. If it has been divided, the Annexation, which was under a single lot with a
single ownership, is illegal because there is only one signature on the annexation. He
stated they now need to straighten this out but they can not re-zone the 3 acres and
leave 3 acres in an RA-5 zone which does not meet the requirements. He commented
they adopted the RA-5 zone so people could annex their property and develop it under
the same conditions that they would develop it in the county; the minimum size is five
acres, they do not need to connect to the water and can utilize wells, etc. Chairman
Hansen commented he is upset the county would allow the recording of property that
did not even fit their requirements.
Mr. Despain stated that during annexation, the city takes the property as is. He
indicated he had researched this out. When the property came to the city for
annexation, it was a single parcel. He assumed that at some time between the time of
application and the time of the completion of the annexation, it was divided. He stated
that in the annexation agreement the applicant intended to retain the use of the land as
it stood, which included an existing dwelling unit with an attached garage used as a
automobile repair facility, and the remainder would remain agricultural. He commented
that no annexation concept plan was required because of the zone. Mr. Despain asked
what kind of recommendation the Planning Commission wants to give. He indicated
that they could recommend denial or they could send the entire parcel forward for the
zone change with any conditions they choose to make. He felt that all six acres would be
involved and that a concept plan may be required. He commented they could also have
the entire parcel come back before the Planning Commission for the zone change.
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Chairman Hansen stated that certain things that were not required at time of annexation,
such as concept plan and water rights, need to be taken care of.
Mr. Baldwin recognized the current owner is caught in the middle. Mr. Baldwin
moved to table this request until some of the legal requirements being
met of the zone have been resolved. Mr. Woffinden seconded the motion.
Mr. Woffinden pointed out the RA-1 zone is to the east and asked how the R1-15,000
zone fit in with the area. It was noted that zone does meet the intent of the General
Plan. Mr. Baldwin suggested the applicants get with city staff to determine the best
course of action; he does not feel they can pass this forward.
Mrs. Bender asked if the entire property would need to be brought in to them. She was
told the matter needs to be resolved to make both lots compliant. Mr. Despain stated
any subdivision of the property would require the entire parcel.

Chairman Hansen called for a vote on the motion. All were in favor. The
motion carried.
DISCUSSION AND ACTION ON THE ANNEXATION AGREEMENT FOR THE BROWNS
ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF 16.62 ACRES LOCATED AT 140 SOUTH 1100 EAST.
The applicant was not present to discuss this item.

Mr. LeBaron moved to table the item. Ms. Wilson seconded the motion.
Mr. Baldwin observed there was a lack of design for the project and feels that needs to
be addressed. Mrs. Schaak felt there were too many housing units for the area.

Chairman Hansen called for a vote on the motion. All were in favor The
motion carried.
DISCUSSION AND ACTION ON THE ANNEXATION AGREEMENT FOR THE TRI VALLEY
ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF .59 ACRES AT 340 EAST 620 SOUTH.
Mr. Despain stated he had only prepared a discussion and there will be no action on this
item.
Mr. Hadfield explained the location of the annexation; it is a triangular piece of property
between 620 South and the freeway. It was noted the small home directly to the west of
the property was not included in the annexation. He stated there are citizens who are
concerned with where the commercial property ends.
Mr. Despain stated this piece of property was included in the General Commercial zone
on the General Plan.
Chairman Hansen stated they need to decide at what point they protect the residents in
the area. There was a lengthy discussion on where to cut off the General Commercial
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zone; the General Plan shows the commercial zone cut off line at 620 South. Mr.
Hadfield stated the Planning Commission members should ask themselves what they
would feel comfortable with if they owned property in the area.
Mrs. Dean commented she would assume that at least a portion of her property would be
allowed in the commercial zone since commercial development is right across the street.
She explained she owns a lot of land in the area. It was stated that other owners in the
area will also come to the Planning Commission stating that they want to be in the
commercial zone because this property is in the commercial zone; they need to decide
where the line will be drawn and will have to stick to their decision.
Mr. Despain stated that he understands. The Planning Commission is okay with the GC2 zone as requested by the applicant. He commented they will need to make sure they
get enough property to widen the road. Mr. Hadfield noted there is a natural drainage
channel through the property and needs to be included in the annexation.
Mrs. Dean stated the overnight camp ground needs to be addressed. It is no longer an
overnight camp ground because the trailers are being boarded up with gardens and
flowers being planted. There was a short discussion on the problems in the area.
Mr. Hadfield stated they will need to think about the future uses in the zone and
potential traffic problems on the residential streets.
Mr. Despain stated he would draft the annexation agreement. Chairman Hansen stated
he felt they should have an annexation concept plan which includes the existing property
within the city.
CONTINUED DISCUSSION ON THE GENERAL PLAN AND IMPLEMENTING
ORDINANCES.
Mr. Despain stated that Mr. Bennett has completed his review of the draft ordinances
and has several technical questions as well as a couple of other issues. Mr. Despain
commented he is in the process of revising the draft ordinances one last time.
Mr. Despain indicated he has provided a memorandum defining the five Land Use
Categories; he reviewed the categories as outlined in the memorandum and pointed out
the areas on the Land Use Map. See attached memorandum (ATTACHMENT #2).
Ms. Schaak asked about the shoreline protection zone. Mr. Despain explained that is the
area where no housing development will occur due to the water level. There was a short
discussion on the different problems with the land which would hamper development in
the area; this area would be agricultural use or recreational use. The liquefaction on the
south side was also discussed as was the potential problems associated with liquefaction.
It was noted that detailed engineering would be required for structures in the south side
area and that there would be no basements in the homes due to the high water table.
There was also a discussion on what the Planning Commission can possibly expect to see
on the south side with density, flexible lots, etc.
Planning Commission Minutes - October 8, 2003
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There was a short discussion on natural disasters and impacts to home in this area.
Mr. Despain asked how they want to address the inconsistency in the General Plan
concerning the R1-9,000 and R1-15,000 zones. Current policy is for new annexations on
the North and West of town to meet the R1-15,000 zone but it seems to be that the
property is being developed in the R1-9 ,000 zone. Do they want to change the General
Plan to fit the R1-9,000 zone or do they stand firm in requiring the R1-15,000 zone. Mr.
LeBaron and Ms. Schaak indicated they need to stand firm with the R1-15,000 zone.
Chairman Hansen stated they might want to think about keeping the R1-9,000 zone
because many of the roads are developed and stubbed in to fit with the R1-9,000 zone.
Mr. Washburn commented they could transition the change from R1-9,000 to R112,000. Mr. Despain stated they will probably keep the R1-9,000 zone but this will need
to addressed in the General Plan. Chairman Hansen noted some undeveloped areas
need to remain in the R1-9,000 zone because of the development around it; other
property should go into the R1-12,000 zone.
Chairman Hansen suggested they look at changing the R3 zone from a maximum of four
units to something more. He stated that if more units were allowed, such as six units,
they could be in the R3 zone and not have as much density as the R4 zone. Mr. Despain
stated that could be done. There was a short discussion on value of land. It was noted
that developers want the maximum amount of units allowed so they will make more
money. Chairman Hansen stated they need to be aware that even though American
Fork City's high density is 12 units, that is not considered high density in the eyes of the
other communities.
Mr. Despain stated he will make some changes and bring this item back at a future
meeting.
Chairman Hansen commented that the ordinances are written up now. He asked Mr.
Despain where they are on the written Land Use portion of the General Plan. Mr.
Despain answered he had needed to clear up the inconsistencies with the residential
areas, but he had received the answer at this meeting. Mr. Despain stated it should be
completed shortly. It was noted they will need hold a public hearing before this could be
sent onto the City Council; it was decided to have the public hearing on November 5,
2003, in conjunction with the regularly scheduled meeting.
Ms. Schaak commented that at the recent seminar she and Mr. Woffinden attended, she
learned that you should not hold the public hearing and vote on it on the same night so
that the members have time to think about the comments. Chairman Hansen stated he
did not think it would be a problem with this issue.
There was a discussion on the desired density on the south side and how to avoid the
over saturation of multiple family units in one area. It was explained that the flexible lot
subdivision ordinance helps to distribute dwelling units.
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SITE PLAN COMMITTEE REPORT.
Mr. Hadfield reported that they continue to be busy at site plan meeting.
OTHER BUSINESS.
Mr. Hadfield congratulated Mr. LeBaron on the election results.
Mr. Despain indicated they held interviews for the Assistant City Planner. He indicated
they have struggled with what to do south of the freeway for several years and are finally
finishing up with it.
Mr. Baldwin observed there has been an amazing amount of pressures put on the city to
change what has been discussed and decided upon by the Planning Commission to fit the
needs of the developers.
Chairman Hansen commented they had received information in the packet on a joint
meeting with the Planning Commission and the City Council on development issues and
the sign ordinance . The meeting was scheduled at the request of the mayor. He
encouraged everyone to be there.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE SEPTEMBER 17, 2003, MINUTES.
Mr. Baldwin moved to approve the September 17, 2003, minutes as
corrected. Ms. Wilson seconded the motion. All were in favor. The
motion carried.
ADJOURNMENT
Ms. Wilson moved to adjourn the meeting. Mr. Baldwin seconded the
motion. All were in favor. The motion carried.
The meeting adjourned at 11:30 p.m.

~~ · 11 vfwL~

Lu:!er

Terilyn
Building Inspections/Public Works
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BROWN, JR.

ATIORNEY & COUNSELOR AT LAW
"'6 WEST MAIN STREET. SUITE B
PO. BOX 346
AMERICAN FORK. UT 84003
TELEPHONE: (801) 756-4100
FACSIMILE: (801) 756-4124

September 16, 2003

James Hansen, Chairman
American Fork City Planning Commission
184 West Main
American Fork, UT 84003
Re:

Development project on 150 North between Center Street and 1st East.

Dear James:
Enclosed please find a copy of the September 4, 2003, letter from Chuck Williamson,
P .G., Stream Alteration Specialist, to Rodney Despain, American Fork City Planner. Please note
in the correspondence the following sentence: "Permanent structures built adjacent to this
channel will also require permitting if the proposed structure may impair the capacity of the
channel, or aquatic wildlife, the natural stream environment, vested water rights, or recreational
amenities of the stream." Since Chuck Williamson, in consultation with Division ofWater
Rights Staff, has determined that the stream is a natural channel, it is essential that American
Fork City make sure that any development on the property not only complies with the ordinances
of the city but also complies with state statutes and regulations.
If any of you have any questions regarding these matter, please feel free to call me. If you
would desire, you can call my client, Colleen McTague Storrs, in Cincinnati, Ohio. Her home
phone is (513) 533-1701 I know she would be pleased to speak with you ifyou have any
questions. If I can be of any further assistance to you in this matter, please contact me.
Sincerely,

. /~-~
-

/~·

G~orge E. Brown, J .
GEB/ab
Enclosure
cc: Colleen McTague _Storrs
864/Ltr-JH.Ol

·'

0
:\Iichael 0 . Leavitt
Governor
Robert L. Morgan
Executive Director
.Jerry D. Old:>
State Engineer

State of Utah

DEPARTl\tiENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES
DIVISION OF WATER RIGHTS
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1594 West North Temple. Suite 220
PO Box 146300
Salt Lake City. Utah 84114 -6300
{801) 538-7240 telephone
(801) 538 -7467 fax
www.nr. utah.gov

September 19, 2003
David Peterson, P .E.
Excel Engineering
12 West 100 North #201
American Fork, UT 84003
Brookside Town Home Development in American Fork, Utah County.

Re:

Dear Mr. Peterson:
After reviewing the proposed site plan submitted to our office on September 18, 2003 and
following a field inspection of the site on August 22, 2003, we have determined that a State
Stream Alteration Permit will not be necessary for the development.
This determination assumes that the site plan will not change from that submitted to our office,
permanent structures will be constructed outside of the 12-foot stream buffer, riparian vegetation
adjacent to the stream will be preserved to the maximum extent possible, storm water discharge
will not be introduced to the stream, and the parking lot will remain at current grade. During
construction, silt fencing should be installed adjacent to the creek to prevent introduction of
sediment to the stream from disturbed areas.
Should additional work be contemplated adjacent to the stream, please contact this office prior to
beginning work. If you have any questions or require further information, please contact me at
(801) 538-7404.
Sincerely,

Chuck Williamson, P.G.
Stream Alteration Specialist

Utah!

State of Utah

DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES
DIVISION OF WATER RIGHTS
1594 West North Temple. Suite 220

Michael 0. Leavitt
Governor

PO Box 146300

Robert L. Morgan
Executive Director

(801) 538-7240 telephone

.Jerrv D. Olds
State 'Engineer
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Salt Lake City. Utah 84114-6300
(801) 538-7467 fax
www.nr.utah.gov

September 4, 2003
Rodney Despain
51 East Main
American Fork, UT 84003
Re:

State Jurisdiction on Unnamed Stream in American Fork City.

Dear Rod:
Based upon the observations made during our field inspection of August 22, 2003 and after
consultation with Division of Water Rights Staff, we have determined that the subject stream is a
natural channel and falls within the regulatory jurisdiction of the State Engineer's Office.
Therefore, any future projects which propose to alter this channel will require a state stream
alteration permit prior to beginning construction. Permanent structures built adjacent to this
channel will also require permitting if the proposed structure may impair the capacity of the
channel, aquatic wildlife, the natural stream environment, vested water rights, or recreational
amenities of the stream. Blank application forms are available from the Division of Water Rights
Homepage at www.waterrights.utah.gov. If you have any questions or require additional
information, please contact me at (801) 538-7404.
Sincerely,

~-·-Chuck Williamson, P.G.
Stream Alteration Specialist

Utah!
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WATER AND IRRIGATION
engineer. Such form shall contain, but need not be
the name and post office address of the person,
or association making the request. The number of
or application filed with the state engineer covering
which is being replaced, the number of the award if in
the reason for the replacement, the location of the
t well with reference to the nearest United States
corner, and from the old well, and the name of the
aTnnln·uorl by the applicant to do the work.
fee shall be required for the filing of such a request
sion. to drill a replacement well and the state
need give only such notice as, in his judgment, is ,
to protect existing rights and in the event the state
determine that it is necessary to publish notice
athro1'1ficin0' fee shall be paid in advance by the applicant.
"replacement well" as used herein means a new
for the sole purpose of replacing an existing well
is impaired or made useless by structural difficulties
new right in the use of water accrues. Upon completion
new well the old well must be plugged by the applicant
satisfactory to the state engineer.
2001

. Relocation of natural streams- Written permi required - Emergency work - Viola. tions.
E~cept as provided in Subsection (2), a state agency, ·
' 'city, - corporation, or person may not relocate any
channel or alter the beds and banks o any
without first obtaining the written approval of
engineer.
The state engineer may issue an emergency permit
· to relocate a natural stream channel or alter the
and banks of a natural stream as provided by this
'sut>se<~tioln and Section 63-46b-20.
·,•(b) If an emergency situation arises which involves
immediate or actual flooding and threatens injury or
damage to persons or property, steps reasonably necesto alleviate or mitigate the threat may be taken
a written permit is issued subject to the requireof this section.
(c) (i) If the threat occurs during normal working
hours, the state engineer or his representative must
be notified immediately of the threat. After receiving
. notification of the threat, the state engineer or his
representative may orally approve action to alleviate
or mitigate the threat.
(ii) If the threat does not. occur during normal
working hours, action may be taken to alleviate or
mitigate the threat and the state engineer or his
representative shall be notified of the action taken on
the first working d_ay following the work.
(d) A written application outlining the action taken or
the action proposed to be taken to alleviate or mitigate the
threat shall oe submitted to the state engineer within two
working days following notification of the threat to the
state engineer or his representative.
(e) (i) The state engineer shall inspect in a timely
manner the site where the emergency action was
taken.
(ii) After inspection, additional requirements, in- eluding mitigation measures , may be imposed.
(f) Adjudicative proceedings following the emergency
shall be informal unless otherwise designated by the
engineer.
.
. An application to relocate any n atural stream channel
the beds and banks of any natural stream shall be in
and shall contain the following:
(a) the name and address of the applicant;
(b) a complete and detailed statement of the location,
:nature, and type of relocation or alteration;

73-3a-101

(c) the methods to be employed;
(d) the purposes of the application; · and
(e) any additional information that the state engineer.
considers necessary, including, but not limited to, plans
and specifications of the proposed construction of works.
(4) (a) The state engineer shall, without undue delay, con~
duct investigations that may be easonably necessary t o'
determine whether the proposed relocation or alteration
will:
'
(i) impair vested water rights;
(ii) unreasonably or unnecessarily affect any recreational use or the natural stream environment; ..
(iii) unreasonably or unnecessarily . endanger
aquatic wildlife; or
'
(iY) unreasonably or unnecessarily diminish the
natural channel's ability to conduct high flows.
(b) The application shall be approved unless the proposed relocation or alteration will:
(i) impair vested water rights;
(ii) unreasonably or unnecessarily adversely affect
any public recreational use or the natural stream
environment;
(iii) unreasonably or unnecessarily 'endange_r ·
aquatic wildlife; or
(iv) unreasonably or unnecessarily diminish . the
natural channel's ability to conduct high flows. -); >\
(c) The state engineer may approve the application,.in
whole or in part, with any reasonable terms to . protect .
vested water rights, any public recreational . use, the
natural stream environment, or aquatic wildlife.
·
(5) No cost incurred by the applicant, including any cost _
incurred to comply with the terms imposed by the state
engineer, is reimbursable by the Division of Water Rights.
(6) Any cfficer o employee of any state agency, county, city,
or corporation, or any other person who violates the provisions
of this section is guilty of a class B misdemeanor.
1992 .

CHAPTER3a
WATER EXPORTS
Section
73-3a-101.
73-3a-102.
73-3a-103.
73-3a-104.
73-3a-105.
73-3a-106.
73-3a-107.
73-3a-108.
73-3a-109.

Policy statement.
· '·
Water mixed with substances.
Water exports governed by this chapter.
Rulemaking power of state engineer.
Procedures -Adjudicative proceedings.
Application form.
Publication of notice of application .:_ Corrections or amendments of applications.
Approval of applications - Criteria.
Certification of appropriation or c?_ange. ·

73-3a-101. Policy statement.
(1) To ensure the welfare of its citizens, the state ofUtah is
dedicated to:
· '·· ·'· .:
(a) the conservation of its scarce water resources;
(b) providing adequate water supplies; .
(c) ensuring that the waters of the state's streams are
available to meet the state's \Vater requirements; and '
(d) controlling its water resources in a manner that is
in the best interest of the public.
(2) To fulfill the policy stated in Subsection (1), the state of
Utah has entered into interstate compacts on several of the
state's streams that flow outside the state.
(3) The state of Utah recognizes that under certain conditions the transportation of water for use outside the state may
not be contrary to:

73-1-14

WATER AND IRRIGATION

the capital stock of any other similar corporation which at the
time of such purchase or subscription shall be or is about to be
incorporated; provided, that such purchase or subscription
shall be made only when permitted by the articles of incorpo·ration; and such corporations are hereby permitted and authorized 'to amend their articles of incorporation so as to
authorize such purchase or subscription.
1953

· 73-1-14. Interfering with waterworks or with appor. J:\; ..i ,.,, tioning official- Penalty andliability.
·· Any person, who in any way unlawfully interferes with,
injures, destroys or removes any dam, head gate, weir, casing,
valve, cap or other appliance for the diversion, apportionment,
measurement or regulation of water, or who interferes with
any person authorized to apportion water while in the discharge of his duties, is guilty of a misdemeanor, and is also
liable in damages to any person injured by such unlawful act.
1953

73-t-15~, 'Obstructing canals or other watercourses Penalties.
Whenever any person, partnership, company or corporation
has a right of way of any established type or title for any canal
or other watercourse it shall be unlawful for any person,
persons or governmental agencies to place or maintain in
place any obstruction, or change of the water flow by fence or
otherwise, along or across or in such cana or watercourse,
except as where said watercourse inflicts damage to private
property, without first receiving written permission for the
change and providing gates sufficient for the passage of the
owner or owners of such canal or watercourse. That the vested
rights in the established canals and watercourse shall be
protected against all encroachments. That indemnifying
agreements may be entered as may be just and proper by
.,governmental agencies . Any person, partnership, company or
_,_. , corporation violating the provisions of this section is guilty of
· a misdemeanor and is subject to damages and costs.
1965
. 73-1-16. Petition for hearing to determine validityNotice- Service- Pleading- Costs- Re. view.
Where any water users' association, irrigation company,
· canal company, ditch company, reservoir company, or other
corporation of like character or purpose, organized under the
laws of this state has entered into or proposes to enter into a
contract with the United States for the payment by such
association or company of the construction and other charges
of a federal reclamation project constructed, under construction, or to be constructed within this state, and where funds
· for · the payment of such charges are to be obtained from
assessments .levied upon the stock of such association or
company, or where a lien is created or will be created against
any of the land, property, canals, water rights or other assets
of such association or company or against the land, property,
canals, water rights or other assets of any stockholder of such
association or company to secure the payment of construction
or other charges of a reclamation project, the water users'
association, in-igation company, canal company, ditch company, reservoir company or other corporation of like character
or purpose may file in the district court of the county wherein
is situated the office of such association or company a petition
entitled"~ .... Water Users' Association" or" ... . . Company," as
the case may be, "against the stockholders of said association .
or company and the owners and mortgagees of land within the
..... Federal Reclamation Project." No other or more specific
,description of the defendants shall be required. In the petition
it may be stated that the water users' association, irrigation
company, canal company, ditch company, reservoir company or
other corporation of like character and purpose has entered
into · on proposes to enter into a contract with the United
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States, to be set out in full in said petition, with a
the court find said contract to be valid, and a modifi
any individual contracts between the United States ·
stockholders of such association or company, or
association or company, and its stockholders, so
individual contracts are at variance with the
proposed contract between the association or company ·
United States.
Thereupon a notice in the nature of a summons shall
under the hand and seal of the clerk of said court, s
brief outline the contents of said petition, and
a full copy of said contract or proposed ·cont:ra<:t
examined, such notice to be directed to the said
under the same gen eral designations, which shall
sufficient to give the court jurisdiction of all matters
and parties interested. Service shall be obtained (a) by
cation of such notice once a week for three consecutive
(three times) in a newspaper published in each county
the irrigable land of such federal reclamation project
ated, and (b) by the posting at least three weeks prior
date of the hearing on said petition of the notice
complete copy of the said contract or proposed contract
oflice of the plaintiff association or . company, and at
other public places within the boundaries of such
reclamation project. Any stockholder in the plaintiff
tion or company, or owner, or mortgagee of land within
fed eral reclamation project affected by the contract
to be made by such association or company, may
answer said petition before the date set for such
within such further time as may be allowed therefor,
court. The failure of any persons affected by the said
to answer or demur shall be construed, so far as such
are concerned as an acknowledgment of the va
contract and as a consent to the modification of said
contracts if any with such association or company or
United States, to the extent that such modification is
to cause the said individual contracts if any to conform
terms of the contract or proposed contract between the
tiff and the United States. All persons filing dem
answers shall be entered as defendants in said cause
defense consolidated for hearing or trial. Upon
court shall examine all matters and things in COJltrovEmY
shall enter judgment and decree as the case watrr:an1:s.
ing how and to what extent, if any, the said
contracts of the ·defendants or under which they
modified by the plaintiff's contract or proposed contract
the United States. In reaching his conclusion in such
the court shall follow a liberal interpretation of the
shall disregard informalities or omissions not
substantial rights of the parties, unless it is
shown that such informalities or omissions led to a
result than would have been obtained otherwise. The
Civil Procedure shall govern matters of pleading"arid ·
as nearly as may be. Costs may be assessed or
among contesting parties in the discretion of the
Review of the judgment of the district court by the
Court may be had as in other civil causes.

73-1-17.

Borrowing from federal government
rized.
·:.
That irrigation companies, drainage districts, and·
districts heretofore organized under the laws of the
Utah be and they are h ereby authorized and
borrow money from the Reconstruction Finance
organized pursuant to an Act of Congress of the
or from any other governmental loaning agency or
aid them in refunding or refinancing their obllig<iticlru
standing on the date of enactment by the
United States ofthe Emergency Relief and Cons
1932 through the purchase and retirement of such
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MEMORANDUM
Date: Oct. 8, 2003
To: AFPC
From: Rod Despain
Subject: Correlation of Residential Land Use Categories and
Zone Districts and Map.
Attached is a page from the Land Use Plan which defines the five
Land Use Categories within the City. These categories are
reflected within the proposed Land Use Map by colors.
As a result of our more recent efforts in preparing amendments to
the Zoning Districts and Large Scale Development regulations, we
need to take one more look at the Land Use Map and make sure that
the zone districts properly correlate with the intended goals of
the Land Use Plan.
Following is a summary of the several Residential Land Use
Categories and the existing and proposed zone districts
applicable to each.
1.

RESIDENTIAL - AGRICULTURE (Density - 1 DO/Acres or less)

Existing Zones
RA-5 Rural Residential (5 acre lots)
RA-1 Residential Agriculture (1 acre lots)
Proposed Zones
A-1 Agricultural
2.

VERY LOW DENSITY RESIDENTIAL (2 DO/acre and less)

Existing Zones (none)
Proposed Zones
R-1-20,000 Residential Zone (1.8 DU/acre)
RR-2.0 Planned Residential Zone.
3.

LOW DENSITY RESIDENTIAL (3 DO/acre and less)

Existing Zones
R-1-15,000 Residential Zone (2.3 DU/acre)
PR-15,000 Planned Residential Zone (2.3 DU/acre)
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Future Zones
R-1-12,000 Residential Zone (2.8 DU/acre)
PR-2.3 Planned Residential Zone (will replace PR15,000)
PR-3.0 Planned Residential Zone
4.

MEDIUM DENSITY RESIDENTIAL {6 DU/acre and less)
Existing Zones
R-1-9,000 Residential Zone (3.8 DU/acre)
R-1-7,500 Residential Zone (4.3 DU/acre)
R-2-7,500 Residential Zone (6.0 DU/acre)
PR-9,000 Planned Residential (3.6 DU/acre)
Future Zones
PR-3.6 Planned Residential Zone (3.6 DU/acre) To
replace PR-9000.

5.

HIGH DENSITY RESIDENTIAL {12 DU/acre and less)
Existing Zones
R-3-7,500 Residential Zone (8.7 DU/acre -up to
4plex)
R-4-7,500 Residential Zone (12.0 DU/acre -up to
12 plex)
Future Zones (None)

Until the present the R-1-9,000 has been the standard one-family
residential zone of the City.
Several years ago the City adopted
the R-1-15,000 Zone as the default zone at annexation, but we
have found that, with rare exception, the requests for annexation
has also included a request for the R-1-9,000 zoning, and
granting these requests has become somewhat · automatic.
Under the terms of the proposed General Plan the density of a
major portion of the City will be set at 3 DU/acre, slightly less
than the R-1-9,000 will produce. This inconsistency needs to be
resolved, particularly in the north east and north west portions
of the City.
In these areas, we either need to firm up our resolve to require
the zone classification to be consistent with the general plan at
3 DU/acre, or we need to change the designation of these areas to
something other than Low Density Residential (3 DU/acre) .
If we hold the 3 DU/acre density, the new default zone would be
the R-1-12,000 and PR-3.0 . And all new annexations and
development would meet that criteria . Any existing 9,000 sq,ft,
development in the R-1-12,000 zone would become non-conforming as
to lot size, so we may want to keep the R-1-9,000 zone in place
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and modify the wording of the General Plan to acknowledge the
continuation of the substandard condition, or perhaps add an
additional density category to address the issue.

AMERICAN FORK CITY PLANNING COMMISSION
NOVEMBER 19, 200_3
NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Planning Commission will meet in a
regular session on Wednesday, November 19, 2003, in the City Hall, 31 North Church
Street, commencing at 7:00p.m. The agenda shall be as follows :
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Pledge of Allegiance.
Review and action on a recommendation to the City Council regarding the
Neighborhood and Regional Parks Master Concept Plans.
Review and action on a modified commercial site plan for American Fork
Medical Properties located at 1159 East 200 North.
Review and action on a site plan for a tire retailer to be located at 485 North 900
West.
Review and action a Boundary Adjustment Agreement with Lehi City at
approximately 1065 West State Road (west of The Meadows) consisting of .49
acres to the effect that the property will be transferred from the municipal
jurisdiction of American Fork City to the jurisdiction ofLehi City.
Review and action on a revised plat ofMira Vista Condominiums Phase II at 502
South 1040 East.
Review and action on the Land Use Element of the General Plan.
Review and action on the implementing Ordinances for the Land Use Element of
the General Plan.
Site Plan Committee Report.
Other business.
Review and action on the November 5, 2003 , minutes.
Adjournment.

Dated this 11 day of November, 2003 ;

James S. Hansen, Chairman

AMERICAN FORI< CITY
PLANNING COMMISSION
NOVEMBER 19,2003
The American Fork City Planning Commission 1net in a regular session on November 19, 2003, at
the American Fork City Hall commencing at 7:10p.m. Planning Commission members present
included Chairman James Hansen, Wendy Wilson, Shirl LeBaron, I<:.aren Schaack, I<:.en Baldwin, and
John Woffmden*. City Staff present included Mr. Despain, J.H. Hadfield, and Terilyn Lurker.
Others present included Council member Juel Belmont, Council member Jim Cates, Jay Bollwinkel,
Linda Allen, Julie Nuttall, Ralph Rupp, Steve Schaack, Marie Adams, Heidi Rodeback, David
Rodeback, Paul Grady, Larry McMichael, George Jacklin, I<:.evin Tea, Chris Stern, George Bird,
Vicki Thompson, Carol Beckstrand, Ricky Potts, Carol Chomjone, Matthew Spoa, Avery
Mortensen, Steve Davies, Robin Salvagio, Barbara Christiansen of New Utah, and three citizens.
Chairman Hansen welcomed those present.
PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE
Those present repeated the Pledge of Allegiance.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RECOMMENDATION TO THE CITY COUNCIL
REGARDING THE NEIGHBORHOOD AND REGIONAL PARI<S MASTER CONCEPT
PLANS.
Jay Bollwinkel was in attendance to present the Parks Master Concept Plan. He apologized for not
being at the last meeting for the presentation; there was a mix up on dates. Mr. Bollwinkel indicated
his fum has worked with the neighborhood groups for public input on the concept plan. He stated
they have made some minor changes to the plans which the Planning Commission received in their
packets. Mr. Bollwinkel commented that the plans they will see are not exactly what will happen;
the results will depend upon the bond money.
Mr. Bollwinkel stated he would address each park geographically, not alphabetical order as the
packets were compiled. He commented he would point out the additions to each park. Legacy Park
would see the addition of trees, a restroom, and playground equipment. Country View would have
some trees removed so the residents could utilize the open area better. Val Vista Park would have a
pavilion, restroom, playground equipment, sand volleyball, small pavilion, parking lot, and trees.
Miller Park currently has no improvements but would see the addition of trees, a multi-sport court
with adjustable/removable nets, playground, picnic shelters, parking lot and a walking path. Nob
Hill Park would have the basketball court expanded, the pavilion will also be expanded, and
playground equipment added.
*Mr. W offin den arrived from his workplace.
I<imberly Park would have a cul-de-sac on 900 North, parking in the North, a walking path,
pavilion, tot lot, and restrooms. The DC Park would have an automated sprinkling system installed,
they would connect the park to the LDS Temple, a picnic shelter shown on the plan may be moved,
the parking lot would be rearranged so the stalls faced North/South, eventually there will be a trail
connecting to Art Dye, and more restrooms could be added with possible storage area attached.
The Beehive Park would have additional parking, they would add grass on the North side, add a
restroom, picnic shelter, walking trail, and trees. Valley View Park would have the sport court
upgraded, playground equipment, trees, and picnic shelter. In Martin Park, they would enlarge the
parking, add trees, a trail, a sport court, a pavilion, and replacement of the horseshoe pits that were
recently removed by the city. North Park currently has no improve1nents but there is a stream
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running through the park; they plan on adding a picnic shelter, playground equipment, volleyball,
trees, and a trail; they will plan on using the LDS Church's parking lot but if there is a problem with
using their parking lot this plan does specify an area which could be converted to a parking lot.
Shalimar Park will have a trail which would connect to the trail system planned along the American
Fork River; they will also add playground equipment, a picnic shelter, and trees. In Pioneer Park
there are 81 pioneers buried there and this would stay as a memorial; they would like to construct a
wall around the park similar to the wall around the cemetery; they would also add playground
equipment and a pavilion. JC Ball Park will have the restrooms upgraded and a tot lot; the parking
lot on the plan will most likely be removed; they are looking at the hill area on the East to see if they
can turn that into a sleigh area. Hindley Park will have parking on the South side, a picnic shelter,
tot lot, walking trail, and trees. Evergreen Park will have the pavilion upgraded, add playground
equipment, restroom, sports court, trees, and extend the path along the East side. They would add a
pavilion and playground equipment in Chipman Park. For Robinson Park they would add a feature
to the middle of the circular area; add amphitheater, playground equipment, relocate the existing
pavilion, add a wall around the park, pathways, and restrooms. Lions Park would have restrooms,
playground equipment, sports court, and expand the parking lot. Rotary Park would see the
addition of restrooms, a small and large pavilion, playground equipment, and walking paths. In
Bicentennial Park they would add design elements that can be seen from the freeway, a spiral
mound, artwork display area, restrooms, shelter, and playground equipment. Mountain Meadows
would have a parking lot, pavilion, restroom, playground, sport court, walking path, and would have
a large wetland's area. Greenwood Park would be the skate park; trees would be added along the
freeway, and playground equipment will also be added. In the Art Dye Park they would be
expanding the ball fields, add parking, there would be an area where grass will transition to the
native area just east of the parking lot, tennis courts, soccer field, they would be leaving the area
along the East native, adding an equestrian trail which would connect to the existing equestrian trail,
there would also be a trail would connect to the DC Park. One feature of the DC Park on the plan
which may not happen is an access in the Northeast; the access may be too steep for adequate traffic
flow. In Hunter Park a road would be extended, there are wetlands in the area, trails would be
added as well as restrooms, pavilion, tot lot, and sports court.
A citizen asked about the current playground equipment and if they would be keeping what is now
in the parks or if they would replace the equipment. Mr. Bollwinkel stated they are in the process of
analyzing the equipment to determine what means current standards and what would have to be
replaced.
Chairman Hansen asked if the concept plan had been shown to the Recreation Department; he
noticed that this plan would alter parks which currently have tee ball games and the like played
there. This plan would alter the parks so they could not be utilized by those teams. Mr. Bollwinkel
stated this plan has been reviewed by Howard Denney and Cal Houghton; they have submitted
comments and concerns. Mr. Bollwinkel indicated the Recreation Committee has seen the plan at
the public meetings; he is not sure if they have had a formal presentation but noted that Steve Bailey
is on the Steering Committee. Mr. Bollwinkel stated he did meet with Mr. Bailey concerning the
parks used by the Recreation Department to make sure they did not design the parks to take away
the use. He noted this is only a master plan and things can be changed; this can be adjusted to meet
the needs of the city. This is not the working document, which will be scaled down to the inch; this
shows the concepts. He stated the working documents will be reviewed with City Staff.
Mr. Hadfield stated they can require the Planning Cotmnission see the final plans before they go
forward to the City Council, if they chose to make that requirement. Chairman Hansen stated he is
concerned that the plans will change dramatically and that streams alteration permits would be
required in some parks, as well as 404 permits. Mr. Bollwinkel stated they have already started that
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process to obtain those permits.
Mr. Woffinden commented that he likes the walking path in Martin Park but feels it does need to
hook onto 700 North and also connect to 600 North, through the existing walk-way, right-of-way in
the Southwest corner of the park between the Steve Madsen and Dan Evans properties. Mr.
Madsen has completely taken over the right-of-way with trees, concrete pad, and placement of small
shed.
It was suggested they go over the parks in alphabetical order and receive comments on each park.

Art Dye Park Chairman Hansen asked if they reviewed the old plans for Art Dye designed by
Swaner Design. Mr. Bollwinkel stated he was familiar with the design and has made some
adjustments such as pulling the parking closer to the activity center and leaving the east area native.
Mr. LeBaron asked if they plan on upgrading all the tennis courts within the city. Mr. Bollwinkel
stated they are working with the schools to upgrade their tennis courts and adding tennis courts to
this park. There was a discussion on the need for tennis courts; currently there are nine courts in
American Fork City and those are located near schools. A citizen voiced a concern on the lighted
tennis courts. Mr. Bollwinkel felt the lighting would not impact the neighbors; timers could be on
the lights so they shut off at a specific time. It was noted they would like to alleviate the heavy
traffic and would like as many access points as possible, although there has been some controversy
on the traffic plan for that park.
Beehive Park It was pointed out the restroom on the plan is actually a well house. The restroom
will need to be moved so it is not over the utility corridor. Chairman Hansen stated they need to
look at safe sight distance at the corners of the property and at the parking entrances. Mr. LeBaron
commented there was a concern on the distance between the pavilion and the playground
equipment; parents could not watch their children on the equipment from the pavilion. Mr.
Bollwinkel commented they placed the location of the playground equipment in that particular spot
so the parents could watch the game and keep an eye on their children playing on the equipment.
Bicentennial Park It was noted this is the least utilized park. Chairman Hansen commented that an
overpass is possible on Center Street and asked if they want to put in improvements just to rip them
out in a few years. Mr. Bollwinkel stated he has contacted UDOT concerning the overpass and they
stated nothing was in their plan for about 15 to 20 years. Mr. Bollwinkel noted those improvements
could be relocated in the future. Ms. Schaack asked that suggested they move the improvements to
the north. Chairman Hansen stated the city has looked at collecting impact fees for streets; the
overpass could happen a lot fast than what UDOT has planned. Mr. Bollwinkel commented they
plan on adding trees adjacent to the freeway to try to keep noise down. A citizen asked if they were
concerned about spending an enormous amount of money on a park that is not used as frequently
as other parks within the city. Mr. Bollwinkel stated there are grants the city could receive to help
with the cost. Ms. Wilson asked if they could put in a skate area in this park so the kids could be
noisy as they want. Mr. Bollwinkel answered they could do something here, but that was planned on
Greenwood Park; skate parks need to be bigger, so one park would need to be dedicated to skating.
It was noted that residences are located next to Greenwood Park and it might be a good idea for the
skate park to be relocated to this park. Concerning the art work, Mr. Bollwinkel commented the art
work would have to be bigger to be seen from the freeway. Chairman Hansen asked what has been
allocated right now for the improvements for this park; it would be the pavilion and playground
equipment. There was a discussion on the pros and cons of relocating the skate park to Greenwood
Park. A citizen comtnented that they have taken all of the citizen's concerns into consideration
when they determined the location of the skate park; he personally would not want his kids to be in
a skate park that is so close to a busy freeway overpass and prefers the skate park location to be in
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Greenwood Park. Chairman Hansen commented that the skate park is shown to be in a drainage
pond. Chairman Hansen also pointed out there were strings attached to the park when it was
donated to the city; they need to make sure those requirements are met. Mr. Bollwinkel stated that
he had discussed those requirements with Howard Denney and that those requirements would not
be a problem. Mr. Bollwinkel also stated that the skate park could be located above ground, or half
in and half out of the ground. Mr. Bollwinkel stated they decided upon the location of the skate
park based upon the input from the citizens. It was noted that Greenwood Park is used for Little
League games but the skate park would be aimed at the older kids; some felt this might not be a
good combination. Mr. Baldwin asked if they would see what is on the plan when the
improvements are put in. Mr. Bollwinkel answered that they may see changes as the plan will get
refmed. Council member Jimmy Cates commented he was comfortable with refming the plans, but
he is concerned about disregarding what the neighbors have asked for.
Country View Park It was noted this was originally supposed to be a Planned Unit Development
open space.
DC Park It was pointed out that there were two sidewalk crossings on 900 East; they could omit
one of the crossings. Mr. Hadfield suggested they could put curb, gutter, and sidewalk along there
for Bus.
Evergreen Park It was suggested that the sand volley ball should stay there; Mr. Bollwinkel stated
he has had that request before and might keep it there. Mr. LeBaron pointed out that the pavilions
have been donated and suggested they improve around them or add to them. Mr. Bollwinkel stated
they planned on putting the club's signs on the new pavilions if those particular clubs were agreeable
to that.
Ms. Narvaez asked about South North Park and if there is a plan down the road to develop it. Mr.
Bollwinkel stated there is no money for developing that park but that they are looking into grants; if
the city does receive a grant then they could at least put in a trail. Mr. Bollwinkel stated there were
three parks that they were asked to look at after this project was complete; those were the South
North Park, Caveman Park, and Rodeo Grounds and would be considered at some point in the
future.
Hindley Park Mr. Hadfield stated the red dotted line, which is the outline of the park, isn't near the
railroad tracks which is the property line; it could be moved next to the railroad. Mr. Bollwinkel
stated the master plan has been adjusted already.
Hunter Park Chairman Hansen stated this park will require a stream alteration permit and wetlands
permit from the US Army Corps of Engineers. He noted there are a major road and bridge that are
to be construction. Mr. Bollwinkel stated he has seen the plans for the bridge and has incorporated
many of the design elements in the bridge. The plan shows the wetland system and they are
proposing to add additional wetlands. They want to add board walks to the plan. The next stop is
to go to the Army Corp. of Engineers for permits. Ms. Schaack asked if the retention basin had to
be moved to allow for the parking and if they could move it until the road goes through. Mr.
Bollwinkel stated they are proposing to move the basin to another area. The retention basin does
need to be relocated but Mr. Hadfield stated it was placed there temporarily and wouldn't be a
proble1n to move it. Chairman Hansen asked if the park funds included finishing the entrance on
the north part of the park which leads to the easement between the two homes in the subdivision.
Mr. Bollwinkel stated the trails are not part of the bond; they are putting together a proposal for a
grant specifically for this park for trails. Chairman Hansen stated if they are going to spend money
for improvements, they n eed to install sidewalk for access from the subdivision to the East. Mr.
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Bollwinkel stated they would get the costs for the improvements and then determine the priorities.
Mrs. Schaack asked if they would be cutting back the hill. Mr. Bollwinkel answered that the current
hill is too steep for sledding; they want to make the sledding hill facing North. Ms. Schaack
commented there were concerns from the neighbors about cutting back the hill. Mr. Bollwinkel
stated there would not be much cut out and that they will take those concerns into consideration.
Ms. Schaack also commented on the restroom location. Mr. Hadfield stated they will have to look
at the plans. Mr. LeBaron asked if the neighbors have had input. Mr. Bollwinkel stated this park
was one of the most discussed parks at the meetings.
IC Ball Park Chairman Hansen stated the parking on the North has to be removed; Mr. Bollwinkel
agreed and stated he will remove it. Chairman Hansen also stated the plan shows the well house as
the restroom; Mr. Bollwinkel stated he has already switched that on the plan. A citizen pointed out
that a pitching machine was installed as an eagle project but has not been used; what would happen
with that area? Mr. Hadfield noted that the National League owned that and they would need to get
with them on that. Mr. Bollwinkel stated they will be discussing this with them. Mr. LeBaron asked
if they were referencing the retaining wall when it notes that the existing fence is to be removed.
Mr. Bollwinkel replied that the neighbors want the sledding hill back, but he was told the retaining
wall was placed there to retain the slope. Concerning the fence, they had thought about removing
the fence during the winter but have it in place during the summer; this is one item they need to
discuss further to see if it would work. Mr. Bollwinkel stated the neighbors want the sleigh hill back.
I<imberly Park Mr. Hadfield stated this also fits in with drainage. Mr. Despain stated that at some
point in the past a neighbor was willing to allow for access from the south; they would need to
check with the property owner to see if that was still a possibility. A citizen commented the owners
might still be agreeable to allow access.
Legacy Park Chairman Hansen asked how this works with existing ball parks; he thought there was
a back stop in the south corner. Mr. Hadfield stated it is used as a practice field. Mr. Bollwinkel
stated they are trying to keep it the same; he did not know there was a back stop currently there but
he will show that on the plan. Mr. Hadfield brought up the subject of drinking fountains in the
parks; Mr. Bollwinkel stated every park will have one. A citizen commented that a restroom was not
wanted at that park and that the steering committee approved removing that. Another citizen
commented that the expense is enormous and they would rather have the money spent toward
better toys. Mr. Hadfield stated that vandalism is a problem with ahnost all of the restroom facilities
in the public parks; they cannot be maintained.
There was a discussion on restrooms and how the problem of vandalism could be solved. Mr.
Bollwinkel stated they are designing restrooms that withstand most types of vandalism; stainless steel
fixtures would be used and cinder block walls. Another citizen stated she wants restrooms in the
parks because she lives a distance away from parks and it would be a hassle to take her children
home just to use the bathroom. It was noted that portable restrooms are an option.
Lions Park It was pointed out another service organization worked to build up this park.
Chairman Hansen commented that the sports court needs to be looked at; it has been located in the
outfield of the ball field that is used frequently. Mr. Bollwinkel stated they would look at that with a
possibility of rotating the court. Mr. Hadfield suggested they add a walking path around the park.
Mr. Bollwinkel was instructed to make that addition.
Martin Park A citizen commented she is concerned on the sport court on the far side; she would
rather see swings in there. They discussed relocating the sport court to the Valley View Park. The
citizen also commented that none of the parks have lighting; a walk path would need lighting or they
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are asking for trouble and that it is a safety issue. Mr. Bollwinkel co1nmented that most parks use
the sun as light. It was noted the park was deep and very dark. Mr. Woffmden stated they needed
the entrance from 600 North through the existing 10-foot right-of-way located between the Madsen
and Evans properties. This right-of-way has existing for several years and has been ignored by the
city.
Miller Park Mr. Hadfleld stated this is a good sledding park. The parking lot is on a steep hill and
needs to have the north access removed as there was a safe sight issue.
Mountain Meadows Park Chairman Hansen asked where the drainage pond is. If relocated, it will
have to be done through the ACOE. Mr. Hadfleld stated they might want to keep in mind there is
adjacent property that could double the size of the park in the future.
North Park It was noted this park would also require a stream alteration permit from the State of
Utah Division of Water Rights. Ms. Narvaez stated that part of the stream is covered and needs
repair and asked if the irrigation company is required to flx the ditch or will it come out of the bond
money. There was a discussion on the irrigation ditch and the location of the ditch. There was also
a discussion on the buried gas line and that location. Mr. Bollwinkel stated they are discussing the
location of the playground equipment and the best type of equipment to put in the park. Ms.
Narvaez asked if they could take out the Russian Olive trees; they could try.
Pioneer Park Mr. Hadfleld noted there is as parking problem and stated they could possibly move
the pavilion to the North and add parking in that Southwest area. It was pointed out that there is a
risk of the buried pioneers. A stream alteration permit would also be needed for this park.
Robinson Park It was asked what the plans are for the bell tower. Mr. Bollwinkel stated they are
trying to keep as many of the historical values of the park as possible; the bell tower will remain in
the park.
Rotary Park Chairman Hansen asked if they would be moving the existing playground equipment.
Mr. Bollwinkel answered that if the existing playground equipment meets the standards, they will
leave it or relocate it. Chairman Hansen asked if the lights will remain; they will. Mr. LeBaron asked
how they would handle the old swimming pool; it will be excavated slightly and then refilled
properly to avoid any cave-ins.
Shalimar Park Mr. Hadfleld stated this is a natural place for the trail system.
Val Vista Park It was noted a trail will be put around this park also. Mr. Hadfleld pointed out there
is a buried ditch which has the overflow water from the water tank to the North. Mr. Bollwinkel
stated he was aware of that.
Valley View Park They would be moving the sports court to this park.

Mr. LeBaron moved to recommend to the City Council this Neighborhood and Regional
Parks Master Plan subject to (1) any engineering concerns, (2) that all fountains are shown
on the parks, and (3) they would like the City Council to consider comments made with
regard to this plan. Mr. Baldwin seconded the motion.
Mr. Hadfleld stated there will be a public hearing next Tuesday. Mr. Baldwin observed that the
presentation showed updates that were not available to the Planning Commission at this meeting.
Mr. Bollwinkel stated the City Council will have a more updated version.
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Chairman Hansen called for a vote on the motion. All were in favor. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A MODIFIED COMMERCIAL SITE PLAN FOR AMERICAN
FORI< MEDICAL PROPERTIES LOCATED AT 1159 EAST 200 NORTH.
Mr. Rupp stated they have increased the footprint of the building; they are adding ten feet to each
end of the building. Also, they have added an access road for a potential pharmacy; they would
access the driveway from the South. He explained they have increased the size to accommodate the
possibility of IHC as a tenant. It was pointed out it was a covered porch in front and not a
driveway.
Chairman Hansen stated that at the technical review meeting, there were several items that needed
to be addressed which have not been adjusted on this plan. It was pointed out that the parking in
the R1-15000 zone should have been removed; Mr. Rupp stated that would be done and the parking
would be moved to the property line. Mr. Despain stated that further calculations show that there
are insufficient parking stalls; there are 191 required stalls but he only counted 179. Mr. Rupp
thought they were only ten stalls short and stated they have a cross parking agreement that will allow
10 parking spaces in the IHC parking lot for the physicians who are tenants at this building and who
also work at the hospital. Mr. Despain stated this agreement would need to be reviewed by the
attorney but that this would be the easiest solution. Mr. Rupp handed the letter to Mr. Despain.
Mr. Hadfield felt that the driveway would necessitate completion of the 200 North road; he
encouraged them to complete that. The drainage plan has been changed; he would like to review
the new calculations.
Chairman Hansen stated the landscaping plan shows the driveway on the edge of the property line.
Is there a landscaping requirement between the property line and driveway? Mr. Despain stated
there is typically a curb to protect the fence; one or two feet of sod would be helpful. Ms.
Mortensen stated there is approximately 2.5 feet between the drive and property line which would
be grass. She stated it is possible the landscapers did not get the updated plans; she would make
sure the landscape plan and the site plan match.
Mr. Woffinden asked for a clarification on the location of the 6-foot fence along the Northwest
boundary. Ms. Mortensen explained the location of the fence.

Mr. Baldwin moved they approve the modified commercial site plan for the American Fork
Medical Properties located at 1159 East 200 North subject to (1) verification of the parking
agreements, (2) completion of the second half of 200 North, (3) that the drainage
calculations are approved by the City Engineer, (4) the "one way" sign for the access road is
corrected, (5) that the landscape plan complies with the site plan, (6) that parking on the
North side be deleted with landscaping replacing the parking. Mr. LeBaron seconded the
motion.

Mr. Rupp stated the doctors initially agreed for Yz the road plus 5 feet on the 200 North road. They
do not have an agreement with IHC or the doctors to complete the road. He asked if it was a
condition of the site plan approval; it was. He asked if the city would pay for the road; it was noted
the builder generally has to pay for it.
Ms. Mortensen asked if they will need a public hearing. Chairman Hansen stated he felt this is a
major modification and does need to go back through the public hearing. Chairman Hansen stated
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the city attorney also feels this is a major change. There was a discussion on whether or not they
needed to include in the motion it was a major change and would need to a public hearing. Mr.
Baldwin commented that by not fmding it is a minor modification, it implied it is a major change
and would require a public hearing.

Chairman Hansen called for a vote on the motion. Those voting "aye," Mr. Baldwin, Ms.
Schaack, Chairman Hansen, and Mr. Woffinden. Mr. LeBaron and Ms. Wilson voted "nay."
The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A SITE PLAN FORA TIRE RETAILER TO BE LOCATED AT
485 NORTH 900 WEST.
Robin Salvagio was present to discuss this request. She stated there was a 16,150 square foot
building which included an area for sales, a service counter, eight drive-thru bays, internal storage, a
larger canopy for trucks; the area in the rear of the property has been left open so trucks can turn
around. She indicated the main access is to the North; the access in the middle of the property
frontage will only be an exit. Ms. Salvagio stated there are 48 parking stalls on the property. There
is an existing golf facility direcdy to the West, which would need access through this property; they
would use the North access for this purpose. Ms. Salvagio commented there is an enclosed
dumpster. They have 16°/o landscaping on the property. They have trees along both street
frontages. She indicated there will also be an easement along the south property for a sewer line.
Ms. Salvagio indicated there will be a sign located on the Southeast corner of the property.
Ms. Schaack asked if the access to the golf facility will be a problem with the area the trucks will
utilize to turn around. Ms. Salvagio stated there is adequate room and should not be a problem. Mr.
Hadfield stated that particular access will be closed at some point in the future. Mr. Despain asked
what their obligation is concerning the access; it is currendy a gendeman's agreement but they will
put it in writing.
Mr. LeBaron stated he would like to see shrubs around the enclosed dumpster. It was noted there
would be landscaping against the masonry wall surrounding the dumpster.
Chairman Hansen asked who owned the well on the corner of the property. Paul Grady stated he
believed the well was abandoned but they are looking into who owns the well. Mr. Despain stated it
is uncertain whom the well belongs to and any motion would require a resolution of the well
ownership and water right issue. Mr. Despain stated this was discussed by him and Mr. Nash but it
had never been resolved; it became a nonissue because the Nash's determined it was not their well.
Mr. Woffmden stated it is a legal issue and that the actual owner of the well needs to abandon it in
accordance with Utah Administrative Code R655.4-12. Mr. Despain stated legal counsel for the
applicants should get with him to discuss any information he has on flle. Mr. Despain stated there
will be a water rights conveyance requirement; if it is determined they own the well, the well may
take care of that requirement.
Mr. Brady displayed the elevations of the building. It is similar to Lindon's building but this is a bit
smaller, does not have a mezzanine, and is red and white.
Mr. Hadfield stated this project is in compliance with the zone. He indicated the city is working
toward improving 900 West street. He stated he has worked with CLC before and feels they do
exceptionally good work. One issue he has is the easements; there are no easements on the lot, but
they would like ten feet front and rear, five feet on the north line, and a 30-foot easement along the
south for the sewer. Mr. Despain stated they have a 20-foot easement on the south side in the
annexation agreement, but 30 feet would be better.
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Ms. Salvagio added that they have sent this plan to UTA for their review, since there is a chance that
trax will run along the railroad tracks. UTA has seen the plan and has no concerns.
Mr. Despain stated he has two concerns. American Fork City has gotten with Lehi City about
hooking onto their sewer line; Lehi has asked that American Fork City come up with a connection
agreement. Lehi is concerned with the number of connections that would come because of this;
Mr. Despain commented he saw about seven connections. Mr. Despain commented about the sign
on the corner is only a monument sign. Mr. Grady was under the ilnpression that they could not
have a pole sign, but they will probably go with a pole sign if that is allowed. Mr. Hadfield stated
they could have one of each sign. Ms. Schaack stated she would prefer only the monument sign. It
was noted the sign approval is a separate issue.
I<evin Tea asked if they could add landscaping along the building where there are no bay entrances
on the North and South side, as well as the West side of the building; he also suggested landscaping
in the northwest triangle. Mr. Brady stated that landscaping would affect circulation along the South
line. Ms. Salvagio stated they tend to not installlitde islands of landscaping because it they tend to
get beat up with this type of store.
Mr. Hadfield asked if all the property was annexed; Mr. Despain answered that the annexation is
complete. It was noted the actual transfer of the property won't take place until after the fust of the
year; Mr. Despain has verified that. This would not be seen again by the Planning Commission but
there will be a public hearing.

Mr. Baldwin moved they recommend approval of the site plan for tire retailer at 485 North
900 West subject to (1) the traffic pass through agreement be in place, (2) resolution of the
legal standing of the well on the property, (3) the improvements on 900 West be coordinated
with the City Engineer, (4) that utility easements be provided to city staff, (5) noting this
approves the sign location only, (6) that the sewer connection agreement with Lehi be
completed, (7) that the necessary water rights be conveyed to the city. Mr. Woffinden
seconded the motion.
It was noted the sewer agreement between Lehi and American Fork City must be completed; it is
required under the annexation agreement and is the city's responsibility.

Chairman Hansen called for a vote on the motion. All were in favor. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A BOUNDARY ADJUSTMENT AGREEMENT WITH LEHI
CITY AT APPROXIMATELY 1065 WEST STATE ROAD (WEST OF THE MEADOWS)
CONSISTING OF .49 ACRES TO THE EFFECT THAT THE PROPERTY WILL BE
TRANSFERRED FROM THE MUNICIPAL JURISDICTION OF AMERICAN FORI< CITY
TO THE JURISDICTION OF LEHI CITY.
Chairman Hansen stated this is a discussion item only. The intent of this agenda item is to discuss
any concern of the Planning Commission members. He indicated that Mr. Despain needs to
prepare an agreement for the transfer. He turned the time over to Mr. Despain.
Mr. Despain stated that American Fork Commercial Center Plat A left approximately seven feet
along the west property line as a nuisance strip. Woodbury Corporation felt there was value in the
property and indicated it was a mistake to leave the seven feet as a nuisance strip. Mr. Despain
commented it exists and is in violation. He indicated that in looking at the alternatives, they could
have deeded it to Walmart or to the city. The solution was to go to Lehi with the property; both
cities have agreed to the boundary line adjustment. Mr. Despain stated a primary concern is an issue
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of access and traffic circulation between this property and Lehi. Lehi understands the concern. He
stated that Lehi City's attorney has been instructed to prepare an agreement which would specifically
address the access between American Fork and Lehi. The current status of this item is that they are
waiting for a draft agreement which will come before this body, which would then be passed on to
both City Councils. Mr. Despain stated he feels Lehi City sees the same concerns we have. He
stated that Woodbury Corporation has claimed they have no intention of denying access. It was
pointed out that Woodbury Corporation has made several promises that have not taken place.
Mr. Baldwin asked if Lehi City feels American Fork City is handing them a hot potato. Mr. Despain
stated Lehi City fully understands the situation.
Ms. Schaack asked what the consequence was if the Planning Commission did not approve this. It
was answered they would have to come up with an alternative; this is the easy alternative.

Mr. Baldwin moved they forward this to the City Council with positive recommendation for
action. Mr. Despain stated they should just table this until they receive the agreement.
Mr. Baldwin withdrew his motion. Mr. Baldwin moved to table this item pending receipt of
the legal documents for the transfer. Ms. Wilson seconded the motion.
Chairman Hansen asked if they had any concerns they wanted in the agreement; there were none.

Chairman Hansen called for a vote on the motion. All were in favor. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A REVISED PLAT OF MIRA VISTA CONDOMINIUMS
PHASE II AT 502 SOUTH 1040 EAST.
Chairman Hansen asked A very Mortensen to explain the request.
It was explained that the whole building was originally approved with no phasing but was changed
to four phases. Phase I and Phase II were approved at the same time so that the common area,
which was included in Phase II, could be built at the same time. Mr. Hadfield explained that the
existing building was built as part of the original site plan when Ms. Pajella was killed; it was then
turned into a phased project as there wasn't enough fmancing to complete the entire project. Ms.
Mortensen explained the Phase II was approved with the common area, which was in the center of
the four phases, but has not been recorded. Due to financial difficulties, they cannot afford to add
the common area that was originally approved. They want to add another phase to the
development, which is a scaled down version of the common area. The current plan is to construct
a pool house, hot tub area, maid service area, and gathering area.
Chairman Hansen asked where the kitchen is in the common area. Steve Davies stated the kitchen
was originally in Phase III. Chairman Hansen thought the kitchen was included in the common
area. It was stated the residents are using private kitchens. Chairman Hansen stated the original
presentation did not include kitchens in the units, which are illegal in the present zone; they have a
zoning problem since kitchens are in the units. It was noted the city required an agreement that
food services would be provided by the nursing home to the East. Mr. Davies, of Miller Davies
Construction, stated they were not aware there were to be no kitchens; the building department
approved the plan with kitchens.
Chairman Hansen stated they now have condominiu1ns, not assisted living, and they now have
inadequate parking. He also saw a reduction in the common area. Mr. Davies stated that in his
discussions with Mr. Despain, the other phases could review the parking requirements; this did not
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affect the future building.
Mr. Davies explained they have a problem because there are no amenities available to the residents
that should have been included in Phase I. Mr. Washburn explained that the Planning Commission
asked for a letter from Central Bank stating there were sufficient funds to complete the project.
Mina Pajella had sufficient funds while alive but her heirs are having problems completing the
project. Financially, they can't complete the entire common area. In this plan, the amenities shown
are what is necessary. This is a way to resolve the problem.
Chairman Hansen commented that he hopes that in the future the Planning Commission will
require the common areas in the fust phase; they have seen over and over the common areas not
happening. Mr. Davies agreed with Chairman Hansen and stated if the project were a larger
development, they could phase it as long as the amenities are equally proportioned.
Mr. Despain stated that the city made a leap of faith on this project. The city had asked for a letter
from the bank stating there were sufficient funds but since then the bank has had a change of heart.
The plan that was proposed initially has not worked out as originally presented. He sees there is
now a 20-unit condominium project with no common area; they believe if they have common area,
even though it is reduced in size, it will enhance sales and provide amenities for the existing
residents. He suggested they look at this as an extension of the 20 unit project, vacate the rest of the
project, and start over. Mr. Despain commented the Planning Commission saw this now as an
assisted living facility where the spaces are owned and not leased; they now have senior housing
apartments. He stated the city insisted upon an agreement with the nursing home that they would
provide food services and an eating location. Mr. Despain stated the legal documentation may
constitute the basis that this is an illegal situation. He would say this project will never be what was
initially approved. He stated that this is an the Professional Office zone and they will need a clearer
understanding of the plans for the project to determine if they need to re-zone the property. Mr.
Despain stated he has sympathy for those 20 occupants and felt they should find a way to allow the
common space.

Mr. LeBaron moved to adopt Mr. Despain's suggestion to approve the proposed common
area and re-visit the project. There was no second. The motion died for lack of second.
Mr. Baldwin stated that it appears there is a request that the Planning Commission does not have the
authority to deal with. There is a question on the zone and the building that is currently there. He
feels that whatever they do is in violation of the law. Mr. Baldwin stated he is sympathetic but feels
the City Council should address this. Mr. Despain stated that approval of the common area is not
an illegal act. Mr. Baldwin felt that by acting upon this, it states that the Planning Commission is
passively allowing the non-conformance. Mr. Despain stated they are approving a common area
which is a reduction of what they should have seen occur. Mr. Baldwin felt this body should not
address it. Mr. Baldwin commented he would have moved that they forward it with a
recommendation to the City Council with the understanding they need to address the legal situation
that it is not functioning as an assisted living facility. The project no longer complies with the zone.
Mr. Baldwin stated he agrees with Mr. Despain's intent but does not feel they can act. He stated this
should also be addressed by the City Attorney.
Chairman Hansen asked if they have the project documents in place. Mr. Despain stated he has a
draft and assumed they were recorded. Mr. Despain commented if there is discomfort, they could
send this to the City Council and let the Council deal with it.
Mr. Washburn commented this project is restricted to people age 55 and older. The original intent
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is still in place as it is being sold to older people; the amenities in the common area are to meet the
needs of the people who have bought into the project.
Mr. Hadfield stated that it is no longer an assisted living facility and this type of project does not
belong in the Professional Office zone.

Mr. Baldwin moved to forward the revised plat of Mira Vista Condominiums at 502 South
1040 East to the City Council with a recommendation of approval, but with the requirement
they get the opinion of the City Attorney before action is taken. Ms. Schaack seconded the
motion.
Mr. LeBaron asked what the City Attorney had to say concerning this project. Chairman Hansen
stated that Mr. Bennett was concerned about what this project was turning into. They discussed the
possibility of zoning the area residential, but it was noted that it would be a spot zone. There was a
short discussion on zoning this area residential but was noted that in the past the Planning
Commission had decided against this.
Mr. LeBaron asked about vacating the rest of the project. Mr. Despain stated that he was focusing
on the existing 20 units, legal or illegal, and the current residents and the amenities they thought they
would have. They could look at any issues of the project at the time of future development
Mr. Baldwin stated the motion includes that the City Council takes that into consideration before
they act. Ms. Schaack stated the City Attorney has a chance to approve the request.

Chairman Hansen called for a vote on the motion. Those voting "aye," Mr. Baldwin, Ms.
Schaak, Ms. Wilson, Mr. LeBaron, and Chairman Hansen. Mr. Woffinden voted "nay."
The motion carried.
Mr. Baldwin hoped the City Council would go over the minutes of this meeting and listen to the
City Attorney. Mr. Baldwin stated the City Council has the authority to make the decision. Mr.
Despain stated the future of the project is uncertain.
Ms. Wilson commented this type of project is needed in the area.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE LAND USE ELEMENT OF THE GENERAL PLAN.
Chairman Hansen asked if this was the fmal draft. Mr. Despain stated this is the final working draft
of the Land Use Element of the General Plan. Unless they want the history, this is what they need
to look at and identify any changes they want. He indicated he knows Ms. Schaack wants a Design
Review section. He indicated where the districts are located and commented they may want to
address the possibility of adding another district. Mr. Despain pointed out that 85 percent of what is
currently in city boundaries is developed; with only 15 percent left, they are approaching build-out.
Mr. Despain indicated the packet shows permits issued for the last ten years and noted the
residential permits are tapering off. Mr. Despain discussed the development of the land and where
the city is headed. He noted that by 2030 the city will be at 90 percent build-out. Mr. Despain
stated he wanted them to look at the goals and policies under the Land Use Plan.
Chairman Hansen stated they should read this and bring it back in two weeks for adoption, unless
there are significant changes. Mr. Despain stated he would be working with Rob Autrey to have
1naps for the packet.

Mr. Baldwin moved to table the item until next meeting to allow for review. Mr. LeBaron
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seconded the motion. All were in favor. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE IMPLEMENTING ORDINANCES FOR THE LAND USE
ELEMENT OF THE GENERAL PLAN.
Chairman Hansen stated there are some corrections he would like to make and he would get with
Mr. Despain to discuss those corrections. He indicated I(evin Bennett wants the Land Use Element
adopted f1rst.

Mr. LeBaron moved to table this item. Mr. Baldwin seconded the motion. All were in favor.
The motion carried.
SITE PLAN
Mr. Hadfield stated they are still busy at site plan meeting.
OTHER BUSINESS
Mr. Hadfield stated he attended the Transportation Open House; he did not see any changes from
what they had seen before. He received a flyer from Congressman Matheson; it discussed Lehi's
Main Street and how they would be putting in $53 million into the project.
Ms. Schaak stated she would get with Mr. Despain on Design Review.
Mr. Despain stated that Melanie Marsh has been formally installed as the Assistant City Planner.
She has moved her office and will now be attending the meetings.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE NOVEMBER 5. 2003. MINUTES.
Mr. Baldwin moved to approve the November 5, 2003, minutes as corrected. Mr. Woffinden
seconded the motion. All in favor. The motion carried.
ADJOURNMENT
Mr. Baldwin moved to adjourn the meeting at 11:25 p.m. Ms. Wilson seconded the motion.
All were in favor. The motion carried.

~ur~
Terilyn Lurker
Building Inspections /Public Works
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AMERICAN FORK CITY PLANNING COMMISSION
NOVEMBER 5, 2003
NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Planning Commission will meet in a
regular session on Wednesday, November 5, 2003, in the City Hall, 31 North Church
Street, commencing at 7:00p.m. The agenda shall be as follows :
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.
10.
11 .
12.
13 .
14.

Pledge of Allegiance.
Review and action on a recommendation to the City Council regarding the
Neighborhood Parks Master Plan.
Review and action on a site plan for a Historic Building Preservation Project at
348 North 200 East.
Review and action on a building improvement site plan for a commercial building
at 35 North Barratt Avenue.
Review and action on the preliminary plat of the Brookside Townhome
Subdivision consisting of2 lots at 35 East 150 North.
Review and action on the preliminary plat of the Durrant Meadows Subdivision
consisting of 6 lots at 248 south 650 West.
Review and action on an application for a zone amendment from the existing RA5 to the RA-1 and R1-15,000 single family residential zone on approximately 6
acres at 7 55 West 200 South.
Review and action on the annexation agreement for the Tri Valley Annexation
consisting of .59 acres at 340 East 620 South.
Review and action on the Land Use Element of the General Plan.
Review and action on Implementing Ordinances for the Land Use Element of the
General Plan.
Site Plan Committee Report.
Other business.
Review and action on the October 22, 2003, minutes.
Adjournment.

Dated this 28 day of October, 2003.

James S. Hansen, Chairman

AMERICAN FORK CITY
PLANNING COMMISSION
NOVEMBER 5, 2003
ATTACHMENTS (4)

The American Fork City Planning Commission met in a regular session on October 22,
2003, at the American Fork City Hall commencing at 7:00 p.m. Planning Commission
members present included Chairman James Hansen, Wendy Wilson*, Shirl LeBaron,
Karen Schaak, Ken Baldwin, and John Woffinden**. City Staff present included J.H.
Hadfield, Rod Despain, and Terilyn Lurker. Others present included Carma Distefano,
Evelyn Distefano, Fred Burton, David Peterson, George Brown, Robert Sheen, Leilani
Sheen, Marvin Coomes, Daren Bender, Sheryl Bender, Cory Cox, Jay B. Ashworth, Phyllis
Crookston, Matt McAllister, Brent Goodsell, Kevin Tea, Richard Potts, Christina Narvaez,
Barbara Christiansen of New Utah, and five citizens.
Chairman Hansen welcomed everyone.
PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE
Everyone present repeated the Pledge of Allegiance.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RECOMMENDATION TO THE CITY COUNCIL REGARDING
THE NEIGHBORHOOD PARKS MASTER PLAN.
Chairman Hansen stated that they would skip this agenda item until someone showed up
to present the Neighborhood Parks Master Plan.
Ms. Narveaz stated she had a comment concerning the parks. Recently, the "South
North Park" had been added and she understood it would not be part of the bond; how
would improvements be funded? Mr. Despain stated they were unsure at this time but
had hoped to have that question answered tonight. Mr. Despain explained the bond
money would pay for the improvements right now and the impact fees would pay off the
bond.
*Ms. Wilson arrived.
Ms. Narveaz also brought up the close proximity of the Railroad to that particular park
and asked who would be responsible to erect fence. Mr. Despain answered that was
another issue they had hoped to discuss tonight.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A SITE PLAN FOR A HISTORIC BUILDING PRESERVATION
PROJECT AT 348 NORTH 200 EAST.
Chairman Hansen stated this item was seen two weeks ago; the Planning Commission
had requested addition information which has been included in the packet. He indicated
there are letters from the State Historical Architect, as well as the American Fork
Historical Committee, stating they have reviewed the plans and approved of the project.
There was also a letter from Scott Wilbur of the Timpanogos Special Service District
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indicating TSSD had no concerns. Chairman Hansen stated a copy of the basement plan
had also been included. Chairman Hansen asked if Ms. Distefano had any addition
information; she did not.
Mr. Hadfield stated he had reviewed the plans and found everything to be in compliance.
Mr. Despain stated one issue he had was the sewer depth, which they felt will be okay.
The other issue is the basement; it now appears to be intended as an exercise area. Mr.
Despain stated he was unsure of the ADA requirements but the applicant should be
aware she may have a burden to meet those requirements.

Mr. Baldwin moved to approve the site plan for a Historic Building
Preservation Project at 348 North 200 East. Ms. Schaak seconded the
motion. All were in favor. The motion carried.
Mr. Despain stated this may go onto the City Council for approval but he would look into
it and get with the applicant.
**John Woffinden arrived from his workplace.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A BUILDING IMPROVEMENT SITE PLAN FOR A
COMMERCIAL BUILDING AT 35 NORTH BARRATT AVENUE.
Fred Burton stated he has taken back the property from Roger Graham. He is trying to
clean the area up and make it more attractive; this is the first step. Mr. Burton stated he
plans on adding a porch over the entry in the front as well as over the entries around the
side of the building. He is also planning on adding landscaping.
Mr. Hadfield stated the Planning Commission needs to determine if they are looking at
the building only or if they need to include the entire site. He indicated that some
questions concerning the entire site are parking and egress. He asked at what point in
time should the improvements be installed on Barratt Avenue? Mr. Hadfield stated that
if it is just the building they are looking at, then it is a different story. They need define
to what the Planning Commission desires relative to the old Barratt Lumber site. He
commented the site is filled to the hilt with salvaged materials and the roadway is
partially blocked.
Mr. Burton stated he has no power to clean up the property at this time but there is
progress being made; the materials are being moved to other sites. He indicated he has
possession of the property, but not the materials on the property. If Mr. Graham has not
removed the material within 30 days, it becomes Mr. Burton's problem.
Chairman Hansen commented he has a vested interest in this area as his home is directly
south of the Barratt building. He would like to see it cleaned up and looking nice but he
does not know where they go from here because of legal ramifications. He appreciates
the clean up that has occurred to date.
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Mr. Despain stated that initially, Mr. Graham came with grand plans but those plans did
not happen. Mr. Despain felt removal of the material on the property is important. This
proposal is focused on improvements to the building, but Mr. Despain questioned if this
was the first of a multi-phased project. He also questioned if the improvements are
sufficient. Mr. Despain commented the adequacy of parking is a question depending on
the building and how many tenants are involved. Mr. Burton stated the building was
divided into two sections by Mr Graham; there would be an antique shop and a
household decorations business.
There was a discussion on the current use of the property, parking requirements and the
porch covering the sidewalk. It was noted that the parking is not adequate for the
requirements, but that those requirements have never been met. This property is in the
CC-1 Zone which allows to build up to the property line, but the porch cannot extend
over the public right-of-way. They also discussed the wood working operation that exists
in the lumber sheds; there are concerns that the business is non-compliant and that it
affects the quality of life in the residential neighborhood. Mr. Despain stated that since
the operation will remain, they may not see this property back before the Planning
Commission.
Mr. Burton stated he would like to get the main building taken care of soon. He has
done several projects and knows what he is doing; he wants it done right. He indicated
they do have the whole site plan; this request is to put a facade on the building. Mr.
Burton pointed out he also owns the property across the street and that he does have
plans to bring in another site plan for approval.
Mr. Hadfield pointed out that Mr. Burton inherited some of the baggage from the
previous owner. He stated that Mr. Graham had requested a zone change for the
property and thought they may want to see what Mr. Burton's intent is. Chairman
Hansen stated they had seen a site plan in the past which was approved by this body; if
they are modifying the site plan, do they need to see the entire site plan? Mr. Despain
asked if they are willing to grant this request and not link any expectations for future
development or do they take a leap of faith and give approval.
Mr. Baldwin observed that this is an attempt to take a positive step for improving the
appearance in the neighborhood and does not affect anything else on the site plan. It
would appear if they approved the cosmetic upgrade with the provision that it is the only
element that is approved, any other development must be brought back to the Planning
Commission to address the concerns of the project. Mr. Despain stated he would not
have a problem with that.
Mr. Baldwin moved to approve the cosmetic improvements presented on
the property at 35 North Barratt Avenue with the provision that this
covers only the cosmetic upgrade of the building and does not represent
approval for any other development of the area, which would require
Planning Commission approval to resolve any problems with the site, and
with a provision that the porch does not infringe upon the public right-ofPlanning Commission Meeting - November 5, 2003
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way. Ms. Schaak seconded the motion.
Ms. Wilson stated she appreciates Mr. Burton's efforts, but the provisions need to be
strict; she felt the clean up should be part of the approval with strict guidelines of what
can be done. Mr. Baldwin felt that the cosmetic upgrade cannot be done without
cleaning up the area. Mr. LeBaron stated that Ms. Wilson was suggesting that the
motion include cleaning up the area. Mr. Baldwin stated he did not think they would
have the authority to require Mr. Burton to remove the junk. There was a discussion on
the flooring business and enforcing the ordinances.

Chairman Hansen called for a vote on the motion. Those voting "aye,"
Mr. Baldwin, Ms. Schaak, Mr. LeBaron, Chairman Hansen, and Mr.
Woffinden. Ms. Wilson voted nay. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE PRELIMINARY PLAT OF THE BROOKSIDE TOWNHOME
SUBDIVISION CONSISTING OF TWO LOTS AT 35 EAST 150 NORTH.
David Peterson stated they have before them a two lot subdivision. What they have
prepared is in anticipation of a building multiple family units on both lots; the lots are
the appropriate size for the number of units they are planning on building. They will
submit a final site plan which would show buildings, parking, etc. The final plat and site
plan will be submitted for the next meeting.
Chairman Hansen noted they had modified the stream and the stream bank easements.
Mr. Peterson stated the stream has been clearly located and the easement has been
provided to meet the state requirements.
Chairman Hansen asked for a clarification on the comment concerning the stream bed
and removal of trees. Mr. Peterson stated he would re-word the comment to read that
the dead trees would be removed. There was also a concern that the comment included
building construction in the stream area. Mr. Peterson admitted the comment was
confusing and he would clarify the wording.
Chairman Hansen stated the Public Utility Easement is another question; there is a PUE
along the front and rear but there is no delineation between the PUE and the stream
easement. Mr. Peterson stated he would correct that.
Mr. Hadfield stated he had reviewed the submitted plan. He cautioned them to be aware
there are some conflicts between the fence line and property line; they will need to have
proof of the resolution. Mr. Peterson stated he had the boundary lines checked by the
County; the only conflict found is along the East side and a fence line agreement will be
prepared. Chairman Hansen asked about the North property line; they had heard that
there was a conflict with the McTague-Storrs property. Mr. Hadfield noted the county
would not record the subdivision if there is a problem. Mr. Peterson stated there are no
conflicts as far as the physical deed lines.
George Brown stated he was present to discuss the dispute on the boundary line. He
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passed out a map which showed the areas of dispute; see attached map (ATTACHMENT
#1) . On the North side of the plat, there is approximately a six foot overlap. The deed
description does not overlap; the plat is 138.49 feet deep but the deed shows the
property is 132 feet deep. He clarified that Ms. McTague-Storrs had two surveys done
on the property; both have confirmed that the fence is on their property. They would
argue that the fence line, which has been in place for 40 years, is enough to establish
where the property line is. He suggested they get this resolved before the Planning
Commission act upon the request.
There was a discussion on surveying of the property and the potential conflicts. Mr.
Brown stated that Mr. Peterson's plan is six feet too long and suggested the two
surveyors get together. Mr. Despain asked if the conflict would go away if the property
line was pulled back to the fence line. Mr. Brown clarified that the boundary lines are a
foot south of the fence; if there were overlaps, they would argue the concept of boundary
by acquiescence. Mr. Peterson indicated that when his licensed surveyor physically
surveyed the block, he discovered that there was an extra 6.49 feet in the block and
added that 6.49 to this property. Mr. Brown responded that the extra 6.49 feet does not
automatically go to their property because they found it.
Mr. Brown also stated that Ms. McTague-Storrs had asked the State to reconsider the
width of the Stream Easement based upon a report by an Arborist. Ms. Schaak stated
she had a copy of the letter from the Arborist; see attached letter (ATTACHMENT #2).
Mr. Despain noted that the proposed easement is different than what was initially
decided upon. Mr. Peterson stated that this had been discussed with Mr. Williamson of
the State; they are waiting for the decision of the State Engineer. This would come back
as the stream easement with the approval of the State Engineer's office. Mr. Despain
stated if action is to go forward, then they would need verification prior to final
approval. Also, adequate resolution of the property boundary needs to take place. He
also asked if the PUE can go across the stream easement; it was noted that it would
probably have to stop at the stream.
Mr. Brown asked if Chairman Hansen had received a copy of the letter sent from Ms.
McTague-Storrs to the State of Utah; he had not. Leilani Sheen gave Chairman Hansen a
copy of that letter; see attached letter (ATTACHMENT #3). Mr. Brown also stated they
had one other issue. Assuming this request passed, they wanted to know if the next plat
would also have to go to the State for approval. Chairman Hansen stated that once the
easement has been decided upon, he did not think it would have to go back to the State.
Mr. Peterson stated the final site plan would have the State's stamp upon it.
Chairman Hansen noted that they do have an unsigned copy of the letter sent to Mr.
Olds which will be part of the minutes, as will the boundary dispute map and the letter
from the Arborist.
Ms. Schaak asked about the encroachment of the stream. The letter from the Arborist
stated the root system is inter-dependent and questioned if the twelve foot setback would
keep the integrity of the trees. She stated there are additional issues raised in the letter
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that need to be addressed. Mr. Despain stated that any decision by the State Engineer
would take the letter into consideration; it is not up to the city.
Lelani Sheen asked if there were two buildings and how many units would be in each
building. Mr. Peterson stated that there would be two buildings; one with three units
and one with five units. Ms. Sheen asked if the lots would meet the land requirements if
the six foot discrepancy was taken off the plan. Mr. Despain stated one building would
be short one unit but that they would have to take a look at the plan to verify it met the
requirements; the question of depth does not impact the approval of the two lot
subdivision, only the site plan.
Ms. Sheen asked what would happen if the boundary dispute is not resolved. It was
stated the subdivision could not go forward .
There was another discussion on the drawings submitted by Mr. Brown. Mr. Woffinden
commented that he wanted to make sure a State of Utah Licensed Surveyor was used
and agreed that the two surveyors need to get together.

Mr. Baldwin moved to approve the preliminary plat of the Brookside
Townhome Subdivision consisting of 2 lots at 35 East 150 North subject to
(1) the verification of stream easements agreed to by the State, (2) the
boundary conflict be resolved prior to recording, (3) the Public Utility
Easement verses the Stream Bank Easements be clarified, and (4) the
notes be corrected regarding the trees and building within the easement.
Mr. Woffinden seconded the motion. Those voting "aye," Mr. Baldwin, Mr.
Woffinden, Ms. Wilson, Ms. Schaak, and Chairman Hansen. Mr. LeBaron
abstained. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RECOMMENDATION TO THE CITY COUNCIL REGARDING
THE NEIGHBORHOOD PARKS MASTER PLAN.
Chairman Hansen stated he is disappointed the Parks Committee people were not
present. Mr. Hadfield indicated he was instructed to place this item on the agenda, but
he did not know if he needed to contact anyone.
Brent Goodsell was present with a comment. He had some issues concerning the ball
parks in the area where his family owns property near 500 East; they had some concerns
on a traffic circle on 500 East and 980 North. It was noted that the Art Dye Complex
area was not included in the park improvements bond.
Chairman Hansen stated this was before the Planning Commission for action at tonight's
meeting and for action at the City Council meeting on November 11th. Mr. Despain
stated this is at the Planning Commission meeting so they can review and approve the
plan; normally, it would require a presentation.
Kenny Hogan and Heidi Rode beck arrived. They indicated they were at the meeting to
listen to the discussion, not to present the plan.
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Mr. Baldwin moved to table this item. Mr. Woffinden seconded the
motion. All were in favor. The motion carried.
Chairman Hansen stated they should take this back to the city indicating the plan needs
to be presented to the Planning Commission members. Mr. Despain stated there are
several questions that the designers need to address and the designers should get with
the Engineering Department to address those concerns.
Ms. Rode beck asked if this would go to City Council next Tuesday for action. Chairman
Hansen said it would not unless the City Council wants to take action without the
Planning Commission's approval. It was noted the Planning Commission members had
specific concerns they wanted to discuss with the architects. Chairman Hansen stated
the Planning Commission should take action on any Capital Improvements in the City to
ensure consistency with the General Plan.
Mr. Hogan stated the Steering Committee is made up of Mayor Barratt, Carl Wanlass,
Howard Denney, Cal Houghton, Steve Bailey, Juel Belmont, and four members of the
task force.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE PRELIMINARY PLAT OF THE DURRANT MEADOWS
SUBDMSION CONSISTING OF 6 LOTS AT 248 SOUTH 650 WEST.
Chairman Hansen stated this is closely related to item number seven. They had decided
at the last meeting to look at the plat at the same time as the zone amendment. He felt
the order on the agenda is adequate.
Marvin Coomes was present to discuss this item. He indicated they are submitting this
request to be developed in two phases; the first phase is the six lots in the cul-de-sac and
the Durrant portion will be developed at a future time.
Chairman Hansen commented there was fence shown on the plan and asked if that fence
was the boundary. Mr. Coomes stated there is no problem with the boundary; the fence
is approximately 25 feet South of the property line and that both families are aware of
the fence location in relation to the property line. Mr. Coomes stated they will have a
State of Utah Licensed Surveyor look at the property but they do not think there will be
any problems.
Mr. Hadfield stated he initially had some concerns on whether or not the Durrant's were
involved in the zone change request, but they did receive a signed letter indicating the
Durrant's agreement with the zone change request. He questioned the south boundary
line, also, but that had been resolved. He wanted to see a descriptive easement over the
sewer, which is outside of the subdivision. He asked that they show a valve on the fire
hydrant in the cul-de-sac as well as showing the valve flange to the "T" on the fire
hydrant on the west side. Mr. Hadfield questioned the depth of the manhole in the
intersection on 200 South and 650 West. Mr. Coomes stated it was about 3.2 feet deep;
there is no need to extend it as the property to the north would not be able to hook onto
this sewer line. Mr. Hadfield indicated he had the drainage calculations and the plan is
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adequate; he described the drainage plan, explaining the detention pond. He indicated
they should get Chad Penn's approval, as well as the person South of Mr. Penn's
property, as they are down stream water users and will be affected by any water run-off.
It was noted that as the applicants get the sewer easement, they can obtain those
approvals as well. Mr. Coomes stated there is a 32 foot strip, which contains the sewer
outfall, that they intend to include in the easement.
Mr. Baldwin asked about surface drainage water in residential areas carrying chemicals
into the irrigation ditch. Mr. Hadfield stated that native grasses in the detention pond
area take out the salts and solvents before the water gets to irrigation ditches.
Mr. Despain stated this is a subdivision plat and zone change which is linked together.
In the preliminary plan, the lots conform to the proposed zone. They need to get a copy
of the deed to widen 200 South; it needs to be verified. Secondly, the final plat would
need to show the easement for storm water and sewer across the Penn property. Also,
the final plat will address water rights. Mr. Despain stated he has spoken to Mr. Durrant
concerning improvements. The improvements across the entire frontage along 200
South should be required and would be curb, gutter, sidewalk, and the water line; the
sewer will wait until future development takes place.
Chairman Hansen asked if this proposal had come at the time of annexation, would they
have required water shares at that time? Mr. Despain stated they would have required
the water shares. Chairman Hansen stated it was important to note that the water
shares will be required for this property.
Chairman Hansen commented that 700 West now becomes an important road and
questioned if they should require a deed for that road so development to the South is not
hampered. Mr. Despain stated that 700 West will ultimately become a major road and
that at this point in time it is up to the Planning Commission to decide whether or not
they require the deed. He stated that Mr. Durrant does not intend to develop his portion
of the remaining lot at this time.
Mr. Baldwin asked if the sewer can be provided to lots one and six in Phase I; the sewer
would be available for those two lots and would be approximately 6.5 feet deep at the
mid-point of the lots. It was noted the water levels may impact the homes more than the
sewer lines. Mr. Baldwin asked if the responsibility of the detention area would be the
owner of lot #3; that was correct and the owners are aware of their responsibility. Mr.
Despain stated the city would probably have an easement covering the area, which
would be taken care of at the time of the final plat.
Mr. Woffinden questioned if the street would be named Durrant Circle or 650 West; it
was noted they can have both. Mr. Woffinden pointed out they need to correct the
address in the title block.
Chairman Hansen stated that any action should be subject to the zone change.
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Mr. Baldwin moved to approve the preliminary plat of the Durrant
Meadows Subdivision consisting of 6 lots at 248 South 650 West subject to
(1) approval of the zone change, (2) 200 South dedication be verified or
submitted if not done, (3) description of the easement for the sewer line,
(4) valves and flange on the fire hydrants as required by Engineering, (5)
downstream water user approval obtained, (6) the improvements on 200
South for the six lots be included, (7) include the deeding of 700 West,
and (8) the address corrected in the title block. Mr. LeBaron seconded the
motion.
There was a discussion on 700 West and how much they would need to require for a
road. It was noted that the area would be deeded, not dedicated, and would not need to
be improved. It was also noted they would only require half a street, which would be 30
feet of width.
Ms. Wilson asked if the motion contained the detention pond easement; it was stated
that would be taken care of with the final plat. Mr. Despain suggested they add that the
final plat would indicate an easement to the city over the detention area #1.

Mre Baldwin added to his motion to include a note that the city would get
the detention easement for detention area #1 at the time of final plat.
Mr. LeBaron agreed to the amendment.
Ms. Wilson also asked about the use of the fence placed about 25 feet into the Fenn
property; it is used to keep animals off a travel way.

Chairman Hansen called for a vote on the motion. All were in favor. The
motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN APPLICATION FOR A ZONE AMENDMENT FROM THE
EXISTING RA-5 TO THE RA-1 AND R1-15.000 SINGLE FAMILY RESIDENTIAL ZONE ON
APPROXIMATELY 6 ACRES AT 755 WEST 200 SOUTH.
Chairman Hansen asked if there were any questions; there were none.

Mr. LeBaron moved to recommend the zone change request with the
preliminary plat. Mr. Baldwin seconded the motion.
Mr. Despain suggested they send the zone change request forward to the City Council
with the final plat. The City Council can set the public hearing but would link the zone
change to the final plat.

Mr. LeBaron amended his motion to include linking the zone change to
approval of the final plat. Mr. Baldwin agreed with the amendmente
Chairman Hansen called for a vote on the motion. All were in favor. The
motion carriedo
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REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE ANNEXATION AGREEMENT FOR THE TRI VALLEY
ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF .59 ACRES AT 340 EAST 620 SOUTH.
Mr. Hadfield stated he had talked to Mr. Nilson reminding him of the meeting and
requesting a site plan. Mr. Nilson indicated he would get a site plan to Mr. Hadfield but
the city has not received it yet. It was noted that Mr. Nilson was not present to discuss
this item.

Mr. Baldwin moved to table this item. Mr. Woffinden seconded the
motion. Those voting "aye," Mr. Baldwin, Mr. Woffinden, Ms. Wilson, Ms.
Schaak, and Chairman Hansen. Mr. LeBaron abstained as he knew Mr.
Nilson. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE LAND USE ELEMENT OF THE GENERAL PLAN.
Chairman Hansen commented they did not receive any information in the packet for the
Land Use Element and did not think they could take action. Mr. Despain stated he is still
putting information into the revisions but that it is almost completed.
Mr. Despain stated that in preparing the recent population projections, he found that
they are looking at 100 acres of development per year. Within the next 30 years, they
will have another 3000 acres which will be close to build out. He stated all of that
would be included in the next packet. Mr. Despain stated he is better prepared to talk
about the zoning ordinances.
Chairman Hansen stated they did not need to take action on this item. He stated he is
very anxious to get this done.
Mr. Despain stated that if anyone has any comments on the material distributed, he
would like to hear those comments.
Mr. Baldwin commented that he has had a number of presentations that the density
should be increased on the south side of the freeway. As he has looked at the land near
the lake, there is a much more gradual slope to the lake than in other communities. He
thinks they are well within the goals of what should be maintained as the density level.
Mr. Baldwin wanted to add that as a general comment. He stated there are concerns
with developing the area on the South side but he felt that there can be development,
but not without ample questions being addressed.
There was a short discussion on the desires of developers for higher densities. Chairman
Hansen stated that there can be higher densities in areas, but the overall density for the
project is where they want it to balance.
Mr. LeBaron stated he was impressed with the allowance for larger lots. There was a
short discussion on the desires for larger lots.

Mr. Baldwin moved to table item number nine. Ms. Schaak seconded the
motion. All were in favor. The motion carried.
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REVIEW AND ACTION ON IMPLEMENTING ORDINANCES FOR THE LAND USE
ELEMENT OF THE GENERAL PLAN.
Chairman Hansen stated this was delivered yesterday afternoon and was open to
discussion but action would not be appropriate. He suggested Mr. Despain go over his
memorandum.
Mr. Despain commented that these documents are ready to go to the City Council, unless
there are significant changes the Planning Commission wants. This draft incorporates
Mr. Bennett's changes as well as tying up loose ends. He explained that one document is
the zone requirements and the other document is the PUD regulations.
Mr. Despain started the discussion by going over the Memorandum; see attached
memorandum (ATTACHMENT #4).
Mr. Despain stated the first document contains a list of the zones; he read through the
zones and explained how density is calculated. It was stated that the PR zone allows for
Planned Unit Developments. Mr. Despain commented that in the Rl-12,000 zone, it
would be difficult in getting three lots per acre; they may have to live with the Rl-9,000
zone where they currently exist.
Concerning the Transfer of Development Rights (TDR's), Chairman Hansen asked if they
outlined where the TDR's could be transferred. Mr. Despain said they have not defined
those areas, but it would be South of the freeway; it does not provide for receiving zones
because the areas are not annexed yet. Chairman Hansen asked if they should be
putting people on alert of where the receiving areas are located. Mr. Despain stated they
could identify those areas in the General Plan and will be added to the changes.
Chairman Hansen asked him to include that. They discussed possible options for
receiving zones and how those areas would be defined. Mr. Despain commented that the
TDR program would only work if the densities stay the same; if the zones can change,
then the developers would not need any additional rights. Mr. Washburn stated the
TDR's should be transferred to an area large enough to allow for a good design. Mr.
Baldwin commented that they need to ensure the area can be built upon before they
transfer the development rights.
There was a discussion on the ownership of the property which is located adjacent to the
Utah Lake. Mr. Despain stated he did not think American Fork City would have a
problem with developers wanting to transfer rights from that land to other areas within
the city.
Mr. Washburn asked if they could require a public easement for the ground where the
development rights are transferred. Mr. Despain stated that any land that transfers
rights do have to provide a conservation easement which does not allow public access
but takes away rights to build on that piece of land.
There was a discussion on non-conforming lots of record. Mr. Despain stated that was
an issue that had to be addressed in the ordinance.
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There was a lengthy discussion on the allowance of accessory apartments and how to
address that in the ordinance. It was noted there are problems in adjoining cities, as
well as American Fork City, with accessory apartments and mother-in-law apartments.
Mr. Washburn explained that "mother-in-law" apartments are defined as all occupants
having unlimited access to the entire house. Mr. Despain stated that this ordinance
would propose that at the time of development the developer must define which lots
would be entitled to an accessory apartment and a certificate would be issued for that
lot. The accessory apartments would be part of the density; they could not be allowed in
Planned Unit Developments. There was a comment that enforcement is the key in the
problem with unauthorized accessory apartments. Mr. Despain stated this would solve
problems with apartments in new areas of town, not the older areas. Mr. Washburn
asked why they would label the lots as allowing for an accessory apartment; he
suggested they label all of the lots duplex and let the owner decide if they want that
option. Mr. Despain stated he understands there is a problem with accessory
apartments.
Mr. Despain stated that the second document addresses the PUD regulations; it includes
the flexible lot developments, conservation subdivisions, and low density attached
projects.
There was a discussion on flexible lots and the quest to have larger lots and houses. Ms.
Schaak asked if the city could add wording on the design of the homes to avoid
subdivisions with the same design; she is concerned the city will see cheap homes. There
was a discussion on developers and building quality homes. It was suggested they have
CC&R's and have the citizens act as the enforcers. There was a lengthy discussion on
project designs and how to ensure the city does not end up with repeated house designs
in subdivisions and the possibility of requiring CC&R's. Ms. Schaak stated she wants
additional wording concerning diversity in the construction design.
Chairman Hansen suggested the members read through the two documents. Mr.
Despain asked if they want to take out the language concerning accessory apartments.
Mr. Hadfield stated they can discuss this at the next meeting.

Mr. Baldwin moved to table the item. Mr. LeBaron seconded the motion.
All were in favor. The motion carriede
SITE PLAN COMMITTEE REPORT.
Mr. Hadfield stated they remain very busy each week; there is a lot of development
going on at this time.
OTHER BUSINESS
Mr. Hadfield asked that the members save their Neighborhood Parks Master Plan booklet
for the next meeting and have questions and comments ready for the designers. He
commented there are a lot of things that need to be addressed.
Mr. Hadfield stated there is a joint work session with the City Council on Saturday.
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Chairman Hansen stated he will not be able to attend but felt it was important for the
Planning Commission members express their feelings. There was a lengthy discussion on
signs and the sign ordinance and where it is headed.
Chairman Hansen stated he had been approached by Paul Strong with a request to move
the sidewalk near the LDS Stake Center at 730 West and 500 North. Currently, there is a
park strip between the curb/ gutter and sidewalk which is not being maintained. The
LDS Church would like to move the sidewalk next to the curb and gutter to get rid of the
no-man's land; they are willing to landscape up to the sidewalk. Chairman Hansen
asked if anyone had a problem or concern with the request; no one had a problem. Mr.
Baldwin moved to approve the modification. Ms. Schaak seconded the
motion. All were in favor. The motion carried., Mr. Hadfield indicated he
would send an approval letter to Paul Strong.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE OCTOBER 22. 2003, MINUTES.
Mr. Baldwin moved to approve the October 22, 2003, minutes as
corrected. Mr. LeBaron seconded the motion. All in favor. The motion
carried.
ADJOURNMENT
Mr. Woffinden moved to adjourn the meeting. Mr. Baldwin seconded the
motion. All were in favor.
The meeting adjourned at 11:05 p.m.

Terilyn Lur er
Building Inspections/Public Works
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Colleen McTague Storrs
3040 Observatory A venue

Cincinnati, Ohio 45208
colleen.mctague@uc.edu

(513) 533-1701

October 28, 2003

Mr. Jerry Olds, State Engineer
Division of Water Rights
Department of Natural Resources
State of Utah
1594 West North Temple Street
P.O. Box 146300
Salt Lake City, Utah 84114
Dear Mr. Olds,
This letter is in regards to the recent decision of the Division of Water Rights to
designate the American Fork Creek as a natural stream and to assume jurisdiction of
the creek and a twelve-foot riparian corridor along both sides of it. Specifically, this
letter is requesting that the State of Utah assume jurisdiction of a larger riparian
corridor and require, without exception, that any development on the adjacent
property adhere to the formal permit process in order to achieve the stated objectives
associated with the protection of the ecological integrity of the American Fork Creek.
The American Fork Creek is a unique natural asset because it is one of the few
streams (maybe the only stream) in American Fork that flows naturally year-round and
remains significantly uncovered. Currently, the State of Utah requires a permit before
disturbing the creek and the riparian corridor at 35 East 150 North. Recently, on one
occasion, the State determined that a Stream Alteration Permit was unnecessary, with
the understanding that all development and construction activity remained outside of
the riparian corridor. It is my interpretation of this decision that the State believes
that the twelve-foot riparian corridor will adequately protect the creek from any
environmental damage and preserve the water quality of the creek. However, research
suggests that a small easement such as this one will not always adequately protect the
foliage, wildlife, and water quality of a stream.
Riparian corridors are typically defined as buffers between the edges of aquatic and
upland terrestrial habitats that usually separate "natural" and human activities.
These lands provide riparian ecosystems with: habitat for terrestrial wildlife; food,
shelter, shade for aquatic organisms; enhancement of bank and stream bed stability;
sediment and nutrient filtration; storage for flood water~ ; and aesthetic beauty. In
short, these corridors are major contributors to the ecosystem of the creek and help to
maintain water quality and wildlife populations. As I am sure you are aware, the
widths of riparian corridors fluctuate greatly. The width of a riparian corridor is
usually determined based upon the width of the catchment basin and the type of landuse adjacent to the buffer. It is generally understood that streams in urbanized areas
require larger riparian buffers to adequately protect creeks or rivers from damage due
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to harmful effects from increased and contaminated runoff from impervious surfaces
and an increased risk for chemicals to seep into and enter the water table.
In the last several years, riparian corridor and buffer strip designations have been
included in many city, county, and state comprehensive plans and zoning ordinances.
Unfortunately, this has not been addressed by American Fork zoning ordinances, in
part due to so few open streams or rivers within the city's legal jurisdiction that a need
has not been presented. In other jurisdictions, however, a set distance or a uniform
ratio usually determines the width of a riparian corridor, as was the case in this
designation. Recently, however, the trend is moving toward favoring widths that use
environmental factors as the basis for the buffer. For example, the State of Wisconsin
Department of Natural Resources has issued guidelines for the delineation of riparian
corridors and buffer strips. These guidelines advocate using ecological standards such
as maintenance of ecosystems and water quality to determine the width of buffers and
riparian corridors.
The property in question, at 35 East 150 North was examined by Chuck Williamson
and his recommendation was for the width of the riparian corridor to be twice the
width of the creek when the creek floods its banks of the current stream bed. Thus,
the current stream flow crests when the creek is at about six feet wide and then twice
this distance, twelve feet, was set aside as the width of the riparian corridor on both
sides of the creek. A problem associated with applying this formula to this location is
that much of the old growth surrounding the creek developed when the stream was
much wider, before the flow of this steam was diverted upstream. This growth extends
a significant distance away from the current flow, yet is still very dependent upon it.
The trees have developed a significant root spread to insure their survival.
I am unaware of any considerations that were used to protect these trees, to prevent
the deterioration of water quality, or to incorporate any other ecological factors in
determining the width of this riparian corridor. In order to ensure the sustainability of
the ecosystem of the creek, it is essential to protect the plants, wildlife, and soils
throughout lower parts of the catchment basin. If only a fraction of the catchment
basin is protected, the creek could become dead, stagnant, and polluted, even with the
current buffer strip. Development too close to the creek could also damage the water
quality of the creek. This pollution could harm the water that is used for irrigation
downstream. The proposed type of development on this portion of the creek is the only
development of which I am aware that would potentially allow any direct runoff from
asphalt surfaces into this stream.
To understand the needs of the existing tree stand, Dick Halsey, who is a Certified
Arborist, was contacted. After a thorough examination of the complete stand (264
feet), he reported that the trees along this portion of the American Fork Creek have
extremely delicate and shallow roots. He determined that the current twelve-foot
buffer is not adequate to preserve the health of the Black Willow trees along the creek
and in fact, does not even include all of them. Furthermore, there are dozens of other
species of plant life along the creek, many with roots that are intertwined and codependent, which creates a system of ecological interdependence. Mr. Halsey states
that the roots of the trees should not be disturbed in any way, if the trees are to be
spared. His report elaborates that if the soil is compacted, leveling is done, materials
are stockpiled, or equipment is used on top of the roots, then the trees will surely die.
Construction debris could also cause significant harm, or possibly even kill these
generations-old trees. Mr. Halsey states that a twelve foot wide buffer strip is certainly
not adequate and that in some places, the buffer strip needs to exceed fifty feet in
order to preserve the flora along the American Fork Creek (see the attached copy of his
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report). In short, Mr. Halsey is saying that as the Black Willow goes, so goes the
ecosystem of the stream.
Trees along the creek to the north of the property in question are currently in the
process of being declared historical and protected from future development, under
Utah's Heritage Trees Law (63-11-60). One category of distinction is reserved for trees
that have been planted or grow in a historical location and have historical significance.
Without going into detail here, it is important to say that this location was central to
many of the early pioneer activities in American Fork. The community has mobilized
to confirm that these neighborhood trees meet the standards for this special
designation. As the property owner to the north of 35 East 150 North, I recognize and
appreciate the concem that the community has for this historic continuous stand of
trees and support their desire to protect them. It is only reasonable to assume that
the trees at 35 East 150 North and part of this continuous stand along the creek
should also be declared historical and be protected as well. It is also my concem that
clumsy development on this piece of property could damage the roots of the trees on
my property. Thus, it seems that it would be worthwhile to re-evaluate the width of
the riparian corridor at this location so as to protect these trees that have stood for
generations.
All of these concems, along with the desire to protect the history and heritage of
American Fork, Utah, and the character of the neighborhood have led me to request
that the State of Utah, Division of Water Rights assume jurisdiction of a wider riparian
corridor based on these environmental and historical characteristics of the American
Fork Creek and require any development to adhere to the permit process. Such a
broader environmental review will ensure that our natural resources shall be protected
for generations to come.
Please feel free to contact me if you have any further questions.
Sincerely,

Colleen McTague Storrs
513.533.1701 (h)
513.556.3249 (w)
513.706.4911 (c)

P.S. I apologize for the print quality of the Halsey report. Mr. Halsey is in possession
of the originals and is out of the state at the time of the writing of this letter. To
expedite his communication with us, he faxed his report. The original report and
the referenced photos will be available upon his retum to Utah.
cc:

Chuck Williamson, State Stream Alteration Specialist
Rodney Despain, Planner, City of American Fork
George Brown, Attomey at Law
Glenn Roundy, President, American Fork Irrigation Company
James Hansen, Chairman, Planning Committee, City of American Fork
Juel Belmont, City Councilman, City of American Fork
Laura Robinson, Committee for Heritage Tree Designation
Carl Ingersoll, neighborhood resident
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(
Jane Adamson, neighborhood resident
Grant McKinney, neighborhood resident
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MEMORAND-UM
DATE: November 1, 2003
TO:AFPC
FROM: Rod Despain

SUBJECT:

Proposed ordinance an1endment cmnponent of the General Plan revision.

Attached are the final drafts of the ordinances intended to help in1plement the General Plan. Two
separate documents are provided. Follovving is a sun1n1ary of each:
A..

Changes to the Zone Requiren1ents of the (Draft #3 ). This document includes:
1.

A listing of the current and ne\v zones. The proposed new zones are shown in a
bold. Under the nevv list. the current PR-9000 and PR-15.000 are replaced by the
PR-3.0 and PR-2.3 and the PR-2.0 is added. The number indicates the gross
density allowed in the zone and the letter designation identifies the zone as
''Planned Residential". These zones would be applied to areas where only PUD
alternatiYes would be available.

2.

The listing also shows two new Residential Zones cg)-1-20,000 and R-1-12000).
The R-12,000 would replace the current R-1-9.000 as the ''base residential zone'~
for unde,·eloped areas in the north shown as 3 dwelling units per acre. The R-19000 Zone provides a density of about 3.6 dvvelling units per acre, and is retained
to be applicable only in existing built up areas and areas which have ''vested" at
that density. In new areas. the R-l-9000 would be made applicable in where the
General Plan shows Moderate Density Residential. This shift is significant, and
will con1e with smne contr<.1\·ersy. but in general should be helpful in encouraging
the goal of larger hon1es.

3.

Other zones include the Shoreline Protectio~1 and Transfer of Developments
(TOR) zones. Theses new zones go together. The Shoreline Protection Zone
establishes the notion that no urban developn1ent should be located in the flood
area adjacent to the lake and the TOR zone provides the mechanism which allows
the deYelopn1ent rights to he n1oved to other areas.
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The current draft shows the development right density for the Shoreline area
as one unit for every five acres. This number is based on the current County
lot size for the area.
4.

Provisions for the Resort Zone and Neighborhood Commercial, have been
discussed, but are not yet developed sufficiently to include in the amendment.

5.

The draft also addresses two additional items necessary to the detail.
A.

Provisions for non-conforming lots of record. If we hold firm to the
notion that the only type of development projects on the south side will be
PUD's -not typical subdivisions- (to better accommodate wetlands, and
other limitations to development), then some provision to those with land
areas too small to meet the basic design criteria! are required. This
provision is intended to address that issue.

B.

Accessory Apartments- These uses, while popular, are not currently
permitted. One practical effect is that such uses, if allowed uniformly,
result in a density greater than anticipated by the General Plan and as
Orem discovered, when added after the fact, tend break down the integrity
of neighborhoods: This ordinance proposes to permit them in the new PR
zone areas provided :

1.

They are included as part of the density calculation -not as an addon to the density.
2.
Their location is identified on the approved development plan and
··certificate of eligibility" is issued.
3.
The lots which contain them are over-sized to accommodate the
use.
In new situations, where they are planned for, such uses produce little
impact. Also, the City is able to get its impact fees and water rights. If not
planned for it can become a major problem. Orem has recently abandoned
its Accessory Apartment ordinance. Because of the abuse and pressure
fr01n the established neighborhoods.
One side effect is that where they are allowed, the new Dwellings are
typically larger- one of our goals- and they help meet the City's
atTordable housing goals.

B.

The latest draft of the new PUD regulations (Draft #8). This document includes:
Three new develop1nent types :
l. Flexible lot projects. which are required to have a mix of lot sizes.
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2.

Conservation Subdivision, which typically have smaller lots and larger
amounts of open space.

3.

Low density- Attached Projects, which are much like typical multi-family
PUD projects. These projects would generally be used to help pick up the
"lost density" from projects under the other tw<? types.

AMERICAN FORK CITY PLANNING COMMISSION
DECEMBER 17,2003
*AMENDED - NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Planning Commission will meet in a
regular session on Wednesday, December 17, 2003, in the City Hall, 31 North C~urch
Street, commencing at 7:00p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
*6.
7.
8.

9.
10.
11.
12.

Pledge of Allegiance.
Review and action on the preliminary plat of Wells Drive Subdivision consisting
of two lots at 198 North 600 East.
Review and action on the final plat of the Wells Drive Subdivision consisting of
two lots at 198 North 600 East.
Review and action on the preliminary plat of the Joliet Subdivision consisting of
14 lots located at 53 0 East 200 North.
Review and action on a commercial site plan for Beta's Mexican Restaurant
located at 519 East State Road.
Review and action on an annexation agreement for the Browns Annexation
consisting of 16.62 acres at 140 South 1100 East.
Establishment of dates for public hearings of General Plan for Planning
Commission.
Review and action on a Boundary Adjustment Agreement with Lehi City at
approximately 1065 West State Road (west of The Meadows) consisting of
.49 acres to the effect that the property will be transferred from the municipal
jurisdiction of American Fork City to the jurisdiction of Lehi City.
Site Plan Committee Report.
Other business.
*a.
Discussion regarding acceptable uses in the PI-1 Zone.
Review and action on the December 3, 2003 , minutes.
Adjournment

Dated this 11day of December, 2003.

James S. Hansen. Chairman

AMERICAN FORK CITY PLANNING COMMISSION
DECEMBER 17,2003
NOTICE AND AGENDA

(

Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Planning Commission will meet in a
regular session on Wednesday, December 17, 2003, in the City Hall, 31 North Church
Street, commencing at 7:00p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.
10.
11.

Pledge of Allegiance.
Review and action on the preliminary plat of Wells Drive Subdivision consisting
of two lots at 198 North 600 East.
Review and action on the final plat of the Wells Drive Subdivision consisting of
two lots at 198 North 600 East.
Review and action on the preliminary plat of the Joliet Subdivision consisting of
14 lots located at 530 East 200 North.
Review and action on a commercial site plan for Beto' s Mexican Restaurant
located at 519 East State Road.
Establishment of dates for public hearings of General Plan for Planning
Commission.
Review and action on a Boundary Adjustment Agreement with Lehi City at
approximately 1065 West State Road (west of The Meadows) consisting of
.49 acres to the effect that the property will be transferred from the municipal
jurisdiction of American Fork City to the jurisdiction of Lehi City.
Site Plan Committee Report.
Other business.
Review and action on the December 3, 2003, minutes.
Adjournment

Dated this 8 day of December, 2003.

James S. Hansen. Chairman

AMERICAN FORK CITY
PLANNING COMMISSION MINUTES
DECEMBER 17, 2003
The American Fork City Planning Commission met in a regular session on D,ecember 17, 2003,
in the American Fork City Council Chambers, 31 North Church Street, American Fork. Said
meeting commenced at 7:00p.m. Those present included Chairman James Hansen, Ken
Baldwin, Karen Schaack, and John Woffinden. Shirl LeBaron would arrive later. Others
present included J.H. Hadfield, Rod Despain, JoAnn Scott, Ken and Shirley Russon, Ray W.
Anderson, Ken Berg, Matt Judd, Krystal and Tod Smith, Kim Bonnett, John Lundin and Barbara
Christiansen, a member of the press.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE PRELIMINARY PLAT OF WELLS DRIVE SUBDIVISION
CONSISTING OF TWO LOTS AT 198 NORTH 600 EAST.
J.H. Hadfield presented the proposed subdivision and gave a little history on the piece of
property. It is a lot of record that received a variance in the frontage requirement for a single
family dwelling. Mr. Hadfield further explained that he had reviewed the subdivision with Mr.
Roger Dudley the engineer. Mr. Dudley was made aware of an overlap in the property description
and that the Irrigation Company had not signed off on the plat. There will not be additional
water shares required because it is a lot of record. Mr. Hadfield recommends approval of the
preliminary plat subject to the gaps and overlaps being corrected and an Irrigation Company sign
off being obtained since the developer would be terminating a ditch.
Ken Baldwin expressed concern about the different frontage requirements. The subject property
is in a 7500 zone and yet under the ordinance could have 60 feet of frontage. A variance was
given the lot so that a home could be built with 50 feet of frontage. Mr. Hadfield explained that
the old lots had 60' of frontage prior to 1980. This property has been a lot of record since before
1980 thereby it was only required to have 60 feet of frontage. The variance that was given
specifically stated that even though the lot was large enough to meet the square footage
requirements for a duplex, only a single family residence would be allowed. Mr. Ray W.
Anderson stated that a single family residence was all that would be built.
Ken Baldwin moved to approve the preliminary plat for Wells Drive Subdivision consisting
of two lots subject to the gaps and overlaps being resolved and the Irrigation Company
approval being signed. John Woffinden seconded. All were in favor. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE FINAL PLAT OF WELLS DRIVE SUBDIVISION
CONSISTING OF TWO LOTS AT 198 NORTH 600 EAST.
Mr. Hadfield states that the final plat survey is tied to the two section comers as required and
meets all of the subdivision requirements. It appears to be correct as presented and he
recommends that it move forward with the Planning Commission's approval. Chairman Hansen
questions the cross easement as indicated on the plat. Should this easement be a cross easement
for lot #1 and not #2 as indicated. Rod Despain indicated that it should be changed to read lot #1
Ken Baldwin moved to approve the final plat of Wells Drive Subdivision subject to the
correction of the cross easement labeling to show that it is for lot #1 and that no water
rights are required as the lot was a lot of record prior to 1980. John Woffinden seconded
the motion. All were in favor. The motion carried.
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REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE PRELIMINARY PLAT OF THE JOLIET SUBDIVISION
CONSISTING OF 14 LOTS LOCATED AT 530 EAST 200 NORTH.
Mr. Hadfield introduced Ken Berg who is working with other land owners in the area to develop
this property. Mr. Berg states that the individual land owners are proposing a twin home
development with 11 twin homes and 3 single family existing homes. Mr. Hadfield called
attention to numerous gaps and overlaps that need to be corrected. He also expressed some
concern relative to the water line and asked that a water valve be placed in 100 North and bring
a new 8 11 water line in from 600 East. This new 811 water line would come from 600 East on 100
North and then through the project to the north. Add street sign on 180 north. Water line
through project needs some bends and thrust blocks. He would also like to see where the
existing fire hydrants are around the area so that future hydrants can be planned. Irrigation
company needs to sign off. No storm water drainage has been accounted for to catch water on
200 North. Lot 101 needs to access garage on 200 north for 45' sight visibility triangle.. Another
concern he would like to call their attention to is that there are still three property owners with
deep lots into the interior of the block. Have these property owners been contacted about
participating in this development.
Mr. Despain additionally expressed his concern about the three large lots that are not included in
this development. He would be hesitant to approve project plans that benefit one to the
detriment of other property owners that may want to be involved. The property owners should
have a voice either way. He submitted an alternate sketch (attachment "A") that could address
additional development. It would be nice to have some indication of their attitude. Krystal and
Tod Smith voiced their interest in what has been proposed and they would like to see what Rod
presented. Magleby' s could not be in attendance. Chairman Hansen expressed concern that the
desires of the Magleby's, Smith's and Fugal be considered. He asked that a plan be drawn to
scale that would address inclusion of these properties in this development.
Discussion was had concerning the road cross section standard. The subdivision standard street
width is a 60 foot right of way from property line to property line. This development shows a
3 8 foot street width. If the lots are deep enough to still meet the requirements for twin homes
then why is the road width still being sacrificed. Mr. Ken Russon was of the opinion that a park
strip with trees planted in it just leads to trouble with the roots lifting the concrete. He further
states that they are hard to water and are more of a nuisance than they are beneficial. Mike
Miller, developer in this subdivision, states that he is not against park strips but would rather
have the park strip be 8 feet to do justice to the trees. Further he would rather put trees behind
the property line. Chairman Hansen indicated that the Beautification Committee has prepared a
hand out on trees that are good for park strips. These are trees whose roots develop down and are
more advantageous to park strips. Mr. Berg stated that the 50' wide road would help to reduce
the impact to existing homes on 100 North. Karen Schaack asked about the twin homes. Are
they going to be two story or one level. Mr. Berg indicated that some would be two story and
some one story buildings. Chairman Hansen asked that design profiles be submitted when they
come back to Planning Commission.
Commissioner W offinden expressed his concern that there are three roads emptying onto 200
North in close proximity to each other. Chairman Hansen noted that the Planning Commission
could decide what would be acceptable. The fact that this is not a through street that would
generate a lot of traffic should be considered. In fact there is only one street to the north which is
530 East that is not a through street but a cul-de-sac. Robinson Avenue is a through street that
2

exits onto 300 North and 200 North.
designs in relation to the roads .

Commissioner Woffinden would like to look at other

The Smith' s and Fugal's would both like to discuss what could be done with their properties as
part of this development. None of the participants should anticipate maximum development
potential to the exclusion of others.
Ken Baldwin motioned to table this item until issues concerning property gaps and
overlays, the addition of a water valve on 100 North, a street sign at 530 East, 22 ~degree
bends and thrust blocks to the water line, fire hydrant locations, Irrigation Company
approval, storm water disposal, street width , and general overall lot layout have been
reworked and addressed. John Woffinden seconded the motion. All were in favor. The
motion carried.
Rod Despain offered to have the city staff help to coordinate with all the affected property
owners in finding a resolution as far as the design was concerned. All were in favor. Motion
carried.

REVIEW AND ACTION ON A COMMERCIAL SITE PLAN FOR BETO'S MEXICAN
RESTAURANT LOCATED AT 519 EAST STATE ROAD.
Chairman Hansen introduced the next item as a change of use in what was the Papa Murphy's
building. He noted that this does not need to go to the City Council for approval. Mark Nance
discussed the drive thru addition to the building as that is all that he has been contracted to do.
However, Mr. George Olivant is the owner and often asks him to help with these types of things
as he feels his English in not good enough to represent himself. This property is being obtained
on a lease from Mr. Roper. There is currently an option on the property where Granny's Auto is
being allowed parking behind this building. Mr. Olivant has opted to not allow this option to
continue as was previously done with the prior tenant. Mr. Roper had committed to finishing the
fence at the back of the property so that those cars could be moved to the north and be closed off
and not seen. Mr. Hadfield shows that the stacking lane begins on the east side of the building
and wraps around to the north with a pick-up window on the west. There is also a small addition
on the front of the building that is being proposed. It currently meets the ordinance
requirements for landscape and the parking is adequate as represented.
Mr Despain discussed the issue of the two inbound lanes - one for the drive thru and one to the
parking. He is concerned that the outbound access may not be adequate especially if there is
someone who wants to make a left hand tum. The curb cut that is existing may not be wide
enough to accommodate two outbound lanes. An option was presented in that a right tum only
or no left tum sign be installed. Commissioner W offinden questioned the plans as they call out
26 parking spaces but only show 25 parking stalls. Square footage of the addition is questioned
as it is represented as 298 square feet and 300 square feet on the plans. These minor corrections
need to be made. He also expressed concern that parking stall #15 and #16 have the potential of
backing into each other. The location of the garbage dumpster could be shifted to address this
concern. Mr. Despain suggest that an accurate site plan addressing the dumpster and parking be
prepared and submitted.
Ken Baldwin moved to approve the site plan for Beto's Mexican Restaurant subject to the
exit being posted as a right turn only and a corrected drawing showing corrected addition
3

dimensions and parking spaces be submitted to staff prior to proceeding. John Woffinden
seconded the motion. Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
Shirl LeBaron arrived at 8:00
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN ANNEXATION AGREEMENT FOR THE BROWNS
ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF 16.62 ACRES AT 140 SOUTH 1100 EAST.
Rod Despain included in the Planning Commission packet a memo on the Brown annexation
agreement and the proposed development of John Lundin. Based on the instructions from the
last Planning Commission meeting Mr. Despain prepared a review of this project based on the
willingness of the Commission to view this as a senior housing development. Mr. Despain
presented his concerns in that it does not meet the requirements for common open space or sealed
surface standards as required for a Senior Housing Project. The ordinance specifically states
that areas included as part of the building set back and areas not readily accessible or isolated
areas are not to be included in the common space determination. Travel ways within the project
meet the 32 foot travel way with a sidewalk on one side. Each unit will have a garage for parking
leaving the off- street parking for visitors. This project also shows an area for RV storage which
is not a requirement in this zone. All units are to be single story. Buildings will take up entire
building envelope. The ordinance requires that the sealed surface area not be more than 60%.
As near as Mr. Despain can determine it is at 70%. The items of concern in considering this as a
Senior Housing development has to do with the building set backs common open space and
impervious surface ratio. The plan as presented does not comply with the ordinance
requirements for a Senior Housing development.
Mr. Lundin stated that Matt Judd, the surveyor on this project mapped the sealed surface area on
his computer today and that it was at 60%. The area in the rear that is designated as private area
may have been included in Mr. Despain's analysis as all hard surface when in actuality it is not.
Mr. Lundin plans to put a small patio in back and then some grass and not just a solid surface.
Mr. Despain would like documentation that this would be the case. Not all of the area would be
taken up in solid surface or asphalt paving.
Commissioner Schaack asked what the developer would be willing to do in order to meet the
ordinance requirements. Mr. Lundin felt that the only way to do this was to get rid of the RV
park or some of the units. They are already below what the ordinance would allow for density
because they want to build units that were larger and nicer. The project is built for a lifestyle that
would not require a lot of open space to play ball and such. What is represented would allow for
a nice family get together or something of that nature. They really didn't want to do away with
the RV storage because so many people have toys that they will want to store. Rod Despain
states that in a Senior Housing project you are not required to have RV parking.
Mr. Despain states that the common space is an area that is most usable to the residents. They
don't want the left over space to become the common area but rather it should be a integral part
of the development. Chairman Hansen asked that another drawing be done to better represent the
15o/o open space and perhaps include a walkway. The open space requirement does not only need
to meet the absolute 15% requirement of the ordinance it also needs to be a more integral part of
the development.
Discussion was made concerning the lack of accessibility to the open space that has been
represented. It was proposed that there be walking paths integrated into the design of the
development. There is only one sidewalk represented and it is only on one side of the street.
4

This could pose a problem with seniors crossing the street. It is asked that the area along the
west property line be adjusted such that a walking path could be integrated into the design.

Shirl LeBaron moved to table or defer action pending submission of a new proposal or
plan addressing items such as open space and impervious surface requirements. This
would include moving the RV parking and buildings to the east and connecting the
common area to the RV area. John Woffinden seconded the motion. Voting was
unanimous. The motion carried.
ESTABLISHMENT OF DATES FOR PUBLIC HEARING OF GENERAL PLAN FOR
PLANNING COMMISSION.
After a discussion by staff and Planning Commission it was determined that the Public Hearing
for the Transportation and Land Use Element of the General Plan would be held on February 4,
2004.
The Public Facilities and Services Element of the General Plan which include Water, Sewer,
Storm Drain and Secondary Irrigation will be delayed until March 2004. Mr Hadfield was asked
to coordinate the presentation from RB&G Inc. on the Storm Drain portion prior to the pubic
hearing.

Ken Baldwin moved to schedule the Public Hearing for the Transportation and Land Use
Element of the General Plan for February 4, 2004. Karen Schaack seconded the motion.
Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
The Planning Commission directed Rod Despain to review and work on the Affordable Housing
Element of the General Plan. They will look to hold a Public Hearing in March.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A BOUNDARY ADJUSTMENT AGREEMENT WITH LEHI
CITY AT APPROXIMATELY 1065 WEST STATE ROAD (WEST OF THE MEADOWS)
CONSISTING OF .49 ACRES TO THE EFFECT THAT THE PROPERTY WILL BE
TRANSFERRED FROM THE MUNICIPAL JURISDICTION OF AMERICAN FORK CITY
TO THE JURISDICTION OF LEHI CITY.
Mr. Rodney Despain has put together the agreement together and Chairman Hansen felt it
fulfilled the requirements. He feels that it should be approved and moved on to Lehi City.

Ken Baldwin moved to forward to Lehi City the agreement with the technical corrections
having been made. John Woffinden seconded the motion. Voting was unanimous. The
motion carried.
SITE PLAN COMMITTEE REPORT
Nothing to report at this time.
OTHER BUSINESS
a.

DISCUSSION REGARDING ACCEPT ABLE USES IN THE PI-1 ZONE.

It is the desire of a private party to open an ornamental iron shop on the Ivanna Robinson
annexation piece. Our zone does not specifically call out ornamental iron as an acceptable use
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and therefore it is presented to the commission to get their interpretations.
Discussion was had concerning the containment of paint vapors, noise, storage of inventory
outside, noise, etc then there would not be a problem. This is a manufacturing business with a
show room up front and manufacturing shop in the back.
Mr. Rodney Despain questions the commission as to what they are trying to do with the PI-1
zone. TRA Snowbrackets is in the same zone but everything is enclosed to include all paint
fumes, storage items etc. Zoning requirements say that the area must be kept clear of refuse.

Ken Baldwin and James Hansen stressed to Rodney that what they envision in this zone may not
be compatible with what this party would like to do. The use needs to be determined in detail.

b.
Mr. Johnson, after doing several developments through out California and Utah, would
like to potentially do a multiple family development on 860 East and south of State Street.
Mr. Johnson distributed maps showing areas east and west of 860 east and what he thought
would be a potential area for multi-family usage.
Chairman Hansen indicated to Mr. Johnson that this area was in the east side research and
manufacturing planning district. From prior discussion at earlier Planning Commission
meetings it was determined that they did not want to change the usage at this time. The Planning
Commission is not interested in turning this area into a residential usage area. Mr. Johnson was
urged to attend the Public Hearing for the Land Use Areas of the General Plan.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE DECEMBER 3, 2003 MINUTES

Ken Baldwin moved to approve the December 3, 2003 minutes as corrected. Karen
Schaack seconded the motion. Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
ADJOURNMENT

John Woffinden motioned to adjourned. Mr. LeBaron seconded the motion. All were in
favor.
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AMERICAN FORK CITY PLANNING COMMISSION
DECEMBER 3, 2003
NOTICE AND AGENDA

(

Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Planning Commission will meet in a
regular session on Wednesday, December 3, 2003, in the City Hall, 31 North Church
Street, commencing at 7:00p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Pledge of Allegiance.
Review and action on a Boundary Adjustment Agreement with Lehi City at
approximately 1065 West State Road (west of The Meadows) consisting of
.49 acres to the effect that the property will be transferred from the municipal
jurisdiction of American Fork City to the jurisdiction ofLehi City.
Review and action on an application for a zone amendment from the existing RA1 Zone to the GC-2 on approximately 1.5 acres at 850 West State Road.
Discussion on an annexation concept plan for the Browns Annexation consisting
of 16.62 acres at 140 South 1100 East.
Discussion on a proposed amendment to Plat D of Royal Estates Subdivision
located at 920 East 700 North.
Review and action on the Land Use Element of the General Plan.
Review and action on the implementing Ordinances for the Land Use Element of
the General Plan.
Site Plan Committee Report.
Other business.
Review and action on the November 19, 2003, minutes.
Adjournment.

Dated this 21 day ofNovember, 2003.

James S. Hansen. Chairman

AMERICAN FORI< CITY
PLANNING COMMISSION
DECEMBER 3, 2003
(

ATTACHMENT
The American Fork City Planning Commission met in a regular session December 3, 2003, at the
American Fork City Hall commencing at 7:00 p.m. Planning Commission members present
included Chairman James Hansen, Shirl LeBaron, I<aren Schaack, I<en Baldwin, and John
Woffmden. City Staff present included Mr. Despain, J .H. Hadfield, Melanie Marsh, and Terilyn
Lurker. Others present included Councilman James Cates, Ron Hunter, Paul Washburn, John
Lundin, I<evin Tea, and Barbara Christiansen of New Utah.
Chairman Hansen welcomed everyone present. It was noted that Ms. Wilson would not be
attending this meeting.
PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE
Those present repeated the Pledge of Allegiance.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A BOUNDARY ADJUSTMENT AGREEMENT WITH LEHI
CITY AT APPROXIMATELY 1065 WEST STATE ROAD (WEST OF THE MEADOWS)
CONSISTING OF .49 ACRES TO THE EFFECT THAT THE PROPERTY WILL BE
TRANSFERRED FROM THE MUNICIPAL JURISDICTION OF AMERICAN FORI< CITY
TO THE JURISDICTION OF LEHI CITY.
Chairman Hansen stated this agenda item will not be discussed at this meeting as they have not seen
the boundary line agreement; he recommended this item be tabled.

Mr. Baldwin moved to table this item. Mr. Woffinden seconded the motion. All were in
favor. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN APPLICATION FOR A ZONE AMENDMENT FROM
THE EXISTING RA-1 ZONE TO THE GC-2 ON APPROXIMATELY 1.5 ACRES AT 850
WEST STATE ROAD.
Ron Hunter was present to discuss this request. He stated he felt this would be the time to get the
zone changed as the property to the West is going through the process. He did not have any
development plans at this time.
Mr. Hadfield explained that the Waymen property directly to the West was approved pending the
receipt of an approved site plan. Mr. Colborn was holding the project until a concept plan was
submitted; the two requests would be moved together as one package for zone change. Mr.
Despain explained that the Planning Commission's recommendation to the City Council was to hold
the hearing, but not take action until they received an approved site plan which would provide
access to the Hunter property. Mr. Despain stated that the current rail road crossings are
residential. If the property were commercially developed, it would take the crossings away and
logical access would be from the West. He stated the access issue is not resolved, but the zone
change has been approved. Mr. Despain felt they would need to attach conditions that would not
allow access across the railroad tracks for a commercial project. Ideally, the City Council would not
act on this until they s_ee a site plan which would resolve the access issue.
Chairman Hansen asked Mr. Despain if his recorrunendation would be to recommend the zone
change to the City Council but withhold action until a site plan is approved. Mr. Despain stated he
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is not sure if they should link the two together, but they need to make provision for the elimination
of the accesses across the railroad tracks.
Mr. Baldwin questioned the ownership of the one piece of property left in the RA-1 zone; it is the
Abbott property. Mr. Hadfield stated he believes the Abbott's intent is to subdivide the property
but that would also require a zone change. Mr. Baldwin pointed out the RA -1 zone would be an
island. Mr. Despain answered that the property would have to change to a residential zone which
would allow smaller lots to subdivision. There was a short discussion on the locations of the RA -1
zones throughout American Fork City.
Mr. Despain stated this area would be in the commercial zone; that change would have to be made
to the General Plan. He stated that action is consistent with the intent in regard to the General Plan.
He believes conditions should be attached to the zone change such as an approved site plan and
termination of accesses across the railroad.

Mr. Baldwin moved to approve the application for zone amendment from the existing RA-1
zone to the GC-2 zone on approximately 1.5 acres at 850 West State Road subject to (1) there
being no access for commercial development of the property over the railroad and (2) that
this not be carried forward until they have a conceptual site plan available. Mr. Woffinden
seconded the motion.
Councilman Cates stated that there are two private crossings that will be closed. The City needs to
remind UTA and UDOT that they are voluntarily closing some crossings as they are developing
property and that they should take this into consideration as negotiations continue for opening 560
West Street. Mr. Hadfield stated the city is taking note of how many crossings that have been
closed.

Chairman Hansen called for a vote on the motion. All were in favor. The motion carried.
Mr. Despain stated that assuming the City Council goes forward with the recommendation, Mr.
Hunter can indicate that this property is in the same category as the property to the west.
DISCUSSION ON AN ANNEXATION CONCEPT PLAN FOR THE BROWNS
ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF 16.62 ACRES AT 140 SOUTH 1100 EAST.
Chairman Hansen stated this has been on the agenda before with varying degrees of concept plans;
this is the latest version.
Mr. Despain stated that the proposal prior to this was analyzed and they decided it was substantially
less than what would meet the requirements for a standard PUD. The city suggested they redesign
this subdivision in light of their intent to make this a senior housing project. From a density
standpoint, it does not include the 20°/o kicker for senior housing projects. The setback and open
space requirements are based on a senior housing project and would be less than a standard PUD.
Mr. Despain stated this project does not fly unless the Planning Commission is willing to accept that
it is a senior housing project. He noted that he questions the 15°/o open space requirement and
whether or not that has been met. Mr. Despain stated that Mr. Lundin has been reluctant to meet
the detail of the ordinance on the basis that he feels the people who will reside there do not want
what the ordinance requires. Mr. Despain commented that he finds it difficult to say this meets the
intent of the ordinance for a PUD or Senior Housing Project. The issue is if they are willing to buy
off on an annexation concept plan that from the start they have to assume this is a senior housing
project. Before, the Planning Commission has said they are not willing to do this as the project
would then become vested in a higher density; they have required that it meet the requirements of
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the underlying zone. Mr. Despain stated there are a couple of alternatives, one of which is to
acknowledge this will be in an R3-7 ,500 or R 4-7,500 zone so it can go forward without an
annexation concept plan and then to address the development in the future. Mr. Despain stated the
developer is insistent on the senior housing project but he feels they need more detail on the
development or the city should only take the road designations at time of annexation and make the
applicant come before them with a detailed plan at a later date. He feels there is some risk to
address at the annexation stage whether or not a senior housing project would take place. He would
not take any concept plan and deal with it at the development stage.
Chairman Hansen stated they could mention the front part would be in the Professional Office zone
and the rear portion would be the Residential zone. Mr. Despain stated the office portion of the
project could go forward, but the residential component would need to be reviewed. Mr. Hadfield
asked about the water shares. Mr. Despain stated the ordinance would require the default number
of water shares be required.
Mr. Lundin asked why the city would want more two-story houses and more open space in place of
the senior housing project. He feels this is a nicer project, but he could squeeze in more two-story
units if that is what the city wants. He indicated that if he says it is a senior development, then it will
be senior development. There is a similar type of project in Orem and people will want it; he
showed pictures of theOrem project. He indicated that seniors are not interested in two story
homes; they want single level places with smaller back yards. The prices of the units would be
affordable. Mr. Lundin stated they are more than welcome to drive through the project in Orem if
they would like; a resident is willing to show them around her home and the project. He stated that
there are 61 units; they would be approximately 1,500 square feet with two bedrooms on the main
level, two bathrooms, the living room, kitchen, dining, a two-car garage, and an unfinished
basement.
Mr. LeBaron asked what would need to happen to make this comply with the city ordinance. Mr.
Despain stated this meets the requirements of a senior housing project. Mr. Despain stated that
typically at annexation time, they have a plan to indicate it is a senior housing project, including the
documentation guaranteeing the project would be for seniors. He commented that in the Courtyard
Plaza on the West side of town, the designs are similar but do not have basements.
Mr. Lundin stated that if the senior housing does not work out, he would have to come back and
have the project re-approved. Mr. Despain questioned how the project will end up and how they
assure that it will end up senior housing. The net area would allow for 68 units in the R3-7 ,500 zone
but Mr. Lundin's request is for only 61 units. Mr. Despain stated that if this is not designated as
senior housing, the houses would have to be farther apart and more open space would be needed;
. they would lose about four units to make it comply with a standard PUD requirements. Mr.
Despain answered that the senior housing overlay allows a 20°/ o greater density and allows the
houses can be closer together. When this was analyzed before, very few buildings met the standard
separation requirement but would meet the senior housing setbacks. Mr. Despain again questioned
whether this meets the 15°/ o open space requirement; Mr. Lundin stated it does. Mr. Lundin asked
Mr. Despain to figure out the necessary calculations based on a senior housing project. He indicated
he was told by Mr. Hadfield that he felt a senior housing project would be accepted in this location.
Mr. LeBaron noted this agenda item was listed as a discussion item and asked if they would be
taking action at this meeting. Mr. Despain explained that it is a discussion item so they could
determine whether or not this would be a senior housing project. In the past, the Planning
Commission has not gone forward at the annexation stage with a project which complies with the
senior housing project because of the additional details needed on the requirements. Mr. Despain
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stated the reason it is on the agenda is so the Planning Commission can decide if they want to look
at this at the annexation stage as a senior housing project. He stated he is not prepared to tell them
to accept this but he will do as the Planning Commission instructs.
Mr. Baldwin stated that the history with other developers has left them leery on accepting concept
plans that did not include density. It was noted that the number of units does fall within the number
the R3-7 ,500 zone allows. Chairman Hansen asked if they could add into the annexation agreement
that the documentation for the senior housing project come at the time of development. Mr.
Despain stated they are vesting the noncompliance with the standard PUD compliance. Chairman
Hansen stated they could also include in the agreement that if the senior housing project does not
happen, they would need to return to the Planning Commission with a new plan which would meet
the standard PUD requirements. Mr. Despain stated that could be done if the Planning
Commission wants it written that way, but that they will see this type of request in the future where
it includes the 20°/o allowance.
Mr. Despain stated that if he were Mr. Lundin, he would be reluctant to modify the plan to be a
standard PUD. Mr. Despain indicated that Mr. Lundin wants a guarantee of the number of units
that will be in the project. Mr. Despain stated that the design is so tight; they would have to double
the space between houses to meet the requirements in a standard PUD. Mr. Lundin commented
that if he cannot have a senior housing project, the properties would end up being two-story
residences. Ms. Schaack stated she did not want to see that happen.
Chairman Hansen stated his concern would be allowing a greater density than what the underlying
zone allows, but they don't have that problem here.
Mr. Despain asked the members if they are willing to buy into this design as proposed if it is a senior
housing project. Mr. LeBaron stated that conceptually, yes. Ms. Schaack commented she was not
totally comfortable the amount of open space. Mr. W offmden asked if they could make the open
space more centrally located; Mr. Lundin answered that the parking was located close to the open
space.
Chairman Hansen asked if they want double accesses into the property. Mr. Lundin stated he has
spent a lot of time in designing this and feels it is a good design. Chairman Hansen asked if it would
be a gated project. Mr. Lundin answered that he was unsure but he did not think there would be a
gate.
Mr. Baldwin commented about the yard work and asked if the interior areas would also be
commonly taken care of; Mr. Lundin stated that yes, they would be commonly taken care of. Mr.
Lundin stated there would be a concrete pad at the rear of the homes which would be outside the
building envelopes. Mr. Despain stated that private open space is required by ordinance; it goes
toward the open space requirement but not the separation requirement. They discussed the limited
open space requirement. Mr. Lundin stated there will be a detailed landscape plan and that the
project will be fenced.
Mr. Baldwin asked if I<evin Bennett had an opinion on the matter. Mr. Despain stated that Mr.
Bennett has not been asked for an opinion. Mr. Baldwin wanted to know what Mr. Bennett felt on
the unintended consequences. Chairman Hansen stated he knows Mr. Bennett is concerned about
vesting issues.
Mr. LeBaron commented he liked concept of single-level homes. Ms. Schaack agreed. Mr. Baldwin
felt there were good aspects to the project. There was a discussion in the proposed structures; Mr.
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Lundin had provided plans for the structures.
Mr. Hadfield pointed out that impervious surfaces cannot exceed 50°/o, but that senior projects are
allowed 60°/ o impervious surfaces.
Mr. Despain stated he will go back and make the changes to the annexation agreement as per the
discussion tonight.
Chairman Hansen stated he likes the designs of the buildings. Mr. Hadfield clarified that they
should rework the annexation agreement and bring it back for action on December 17, 2003.
Chairman Hansen answered yes.
Mr. Lundin stated the project would be phased. It was noted that they should note the phasing
stages with the annexation. Mr. Despain stated they will need to also indicate the limited common
area for each unit.
This would be put on the next agenda for action.
DISCUSSION ON A PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO PLAT D OF ROYAL ESTATES
SUBDIVISION LOCATED AT 920 EAST 700 NORTH.
Mr. Hadfield explained that this was the John Pulley property; it was recendy divided into a two-lot
subdivision. At the time of the subdivision, the city required improvements be placed along the
East side of 900 East and a bond has been posted. He pointed out that there was a sewer easement
along the North of lot #2 and the sewer line has been installed. Mr. Hadfield indicated he has been
approached by the new owners of lot #1; they are interested in purchasing lot #2 and would like to
"undo" the subdivision. He believes they also want to straighten the East boundary line. Mr.
Hadfield had explained to the owners that they cannot just undo this subdivision; it involves several
people and the sewer easement. He felt they do need to install the improvements along 900 East.
Mr. Despain stated the issue of turning two lots into one is not really an issue; they do have to
follow a process which requires approval of the Planning Commission. A request has been made to
recombine the two lots and to return the bond with no obligation to install the improvements. Mr.
Despain noted they would have to keep the sewer easement in place. He commented that lot #2
could be built upon, but it would be difficult due to the slope on the property. He indicated the
issue is whether or not they recommend a waiver of improvements on 900 East.
Mr. LeBaron stated he has talked to Mr. Long and Mr. Poulson concerning this lot. Mr. Long, Mr.
Poulson, and Mr. McQuivey are all concerned on the development of the vacant lot. Mr. Poulson
also has expressed interest in an easement to access the rear of his property. Mr. LeBaron stated the
city should hold them to the improvements on 900 East as it would benefit the city and the citizens.
It was noted that whatever happens to the vacant lot, whether there is an amended subdivision or
shared ownership of the lot, 20-foot easement must remain. Mr. Baldwin stated he understands that
the issue is the installation of the improvements on 900 East; he agreed with Mr. LeBaron that those
improvements need to be in place. Chairman Hansen, Mr. W offmden, and Ms. Schaack agreed.

REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE LAND USE ELEMENT OF THE GENERAL PLAN.
Chairman Hansen stated they were asked two weeks ago to review this and come back with
comments. He indicated that Mr. Bennett had reviewed about half of the Land Use Element and
had some grammatical corrections.
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Chairman Hansen indicated he stated he had some comments and suggested they turn to the
Northeast Residential Planning District and the Northwest Residential Planning District. He stated
it calls for medium density and suggested they eliminate that and call it low density and amend the
map slightly in front of page 16 so the areas fall into the Central Residential area so it doesn't
provide an expectation of higher density where they do not want higher density. Mr. LeBaron and
Ms. Schaack agreed.
Mr. Despain went over the district boundary lines. They discussed modifying the boundary lines
slightly so the Northeast and Northwest areas became three units per acre and leaving the medium
density area to the Central district.
Chairman Hansen stated that also in the Northwest section, they need to acknowledge the Lehi
secondary irrigation ponds exist in that corner of the planning area.
Chairman Hansen stated that in the Southside Residential Planning District, it mentions the Spring
Creek and American Fork River. Those might be natural stream beds and may need stream
alteration permits if development takes place near them; that should be included in the section.
Chairman Hansen questioned if they would want to apply a senior housing density in the Eastside
Research and Manufacturing Planning District. Mr. Hadfield explained that what has been
suggested is to allow the area to become residential. Mr. Despain stated they have had numerous
requests for residential in the area, but it is high density residential. Mr. Despain stated the purpose
of this discussion is to see if they want to change the designation of the area. Mr. Baldwin pointed
out that they discussed this area in the past and had decided against allowing residential structures in
the area because it would be difficult with the surrounding areas to make it a community. Mr.
Washburn stated that isn't a small area and they should be able to make a community. Mr.
Washburn indicated they need to base their decision on whether or not the area is good for
Professional Office and Light Industrial. Mr. Washburn felt the area is no longer a great location for
offices and light industrial; residential would be great. Mr. Tea stated that he has discussed this area
with developers and felt there is adequate land for shops and churches. Mr. Tea commented that it
will be years before they get office buildings in the area; access to the freeway is a major issue.
Mr. Despain stated that the comment to prospective developers was that if they could put together a
good residential plan, the city would look at it. The developers have seemed interested in high
density apartments. He questioned if they want to make that kind of switch. Chairman Hansen
stated he brought up the suggestion to see how the other Planning Commissioners felt about the
change.
Chairman Hansen also asked if they need to change the Hunter and Wayman parcel to the
commercial zone. Mr. Despain stated that would be done. Mr. Despain also pointed out on 300
East there are houses in a commercial zone but they may change that back to residential.
Mr. Despain stated one other issue raised is they need to reference the Master Annexation
document. He indicated the map is there, but they need to reference the Annexation Policy Plan for
American Fork.
Chairman Hansen asked if they are ready for action on this item.

Mr. LeBaron moved to set this for public hearing with the minor adjustments made on
pages 18, 21, and 26 , including the Master Annexation Boundary Agreement, and other
corrections that have been mentioned. Mr. Baldwin seconded the motion.
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Mr. Despain stated he would get the maps in and noticed for public hearing. There was a short
discussion on when to hold the meeting.

Chairman Hansen called for a vote on the motion. All in favor. The motion carried.
Mr. Despain stated he would probably combine the Land Use and the Transportation elements for
the hearing. They suggested having Lee Cabell attend the January 7, 2004, meeting.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE IMPLEMENTING ORDINANCES FOR THE LAND USE
ELEMENT OF THE GENERAL PLAN.
Chairman Hansen stated they had received a memorandum asking if they were ready to move on
this. He indicated there were possible additions of a design criteria.
Mr. Despain stated he prepared something that addressed the design criteria; this language could be
added in the appropriate locations for part of the approval of developments. He stated that unless
they have specific design review of individual plans, it is hard to attach conditions for review in a
standard subdivision. Mr. Despain stated the best place to address this would be under "General
Layout" and read through the proposed addition of section "C." See attached memorandum
(ATTACHMENT #1).
There was a lengthy discussion of the design review function. The Planning Commission discussed
different options they have, how detailed they want to be, and potential problems associated with
design review. Ms. Schaack felt this gives the city some footing for requiring a variety of design.
Mr. Washburn commented that he felt what Mr. Despain has come up with is workable but there
needs to be an allowance for flexibility. Mr. LeBaron stated he is comfortable with what was
written. Mr. Despain stated this would get them past a repeated plan in the subdivision. Generally,
the developer becomes the review board primarily and the city would take a secondary roll. It was
noted the design would have to be enforced by the building department. Chairman Hansen
commented that all the homes on Thornwood Drive have the same floor plan layout; the exterior of
the home has been slightly modified and that changes the appearance on the home.
Mr. Despain stated the reason for this change is to allow the city the opportunity for design review
and to reinforce the notion of development agreements. He stated the Planning Commission does
not have to have a hearing on the zone amendments; it goes to the City Council. Mr. Bennett has
suggested they not hold the hearing on the Ordinances amendments until after the General Plan is
adopted.
Chairman Hansen asked if he could remove the references to the floor plan in the wording in
section "C" of the General Layout. Mr. Despain stated he has already done that.
Ms. Christiansen commented she lives in a neighborhood where the ho1nes are all the same but with
time things change such as garages and carports.
Chairman Hansen asked what the Planning Commission wanted to do. Mr. Despain stated that the
actual language may have modest changes as there will be some coordination with the existing
ordinances.

Mr. Baldwin moved to go ahead with implementing ordinances with the corrections and
additions discussed. Mr. LeBaron seconded the motion. All in favor. The motion carried.
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Mr. Despain stated they are going to have the opportunity to hear all kinds of comments and
complaints and told them to be prepared to deal with requests and arguments

(

SITE PLA N
Mr. Hadfield stated they are still busy at site plan meeting. He suggested they check out the progess
on the West side.
Mr. Baldwin asked if they have seen anything on the boundary agreement between Lehi and
American Fork City. Mr. Despain stated he will be doing that.
Mr. Despain asked if anyone had noticed a difference in traffic on the West side; no, they had not.
OTHER BUSINESS
Mr. Hadfield stated they would have a 1neeting on December 17, 2003.
Mr. LeBaron stated it was nice to have Melanie Marsh at the meeting.
Mr. Woffmden stated that on 600 North and 420 West the stop sign has been removed and needs to
be replaced. He stated he was also approached by someone about a Veterans Home and asked if it
fits into the same category as a Beehive homes. Mr. W offmden stated it would be for homeless
veterans; the VA buys a home and places six or so veterans in the home. Mr. Despain stated it may
be categorized as a group home and that there are requirements that would need to be met.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE NOVEMBER 19. 2003. MINUTES
Mr. Baldwin moved to approve the minutes as corrected. Mr. Woffinden seconded the
motion. All were in favor. The motion carried.
ADJOURNMENT
Mr. Baldwin moved to adjourn the meeting. Mr. LeBaron seconded the motion. All were in
favor.
The meeting adjourned at 10:05 p.m.

~fitM-#
Terilyn Lu1ilfer
Building Inspections /Public Works
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ATTACHMENT TO THE DECEMBER 3, 2003, PLANNING COMMISSION MINUTES- PAGE 1 OF 2

MEMORANDUM
Date: Dec 1, 2003

To: AFPC
From: Rod Despain

Subject: Possible additions to PUD Design Criteria
At our recent PC meeting some members of expressed a desire for the ordinance to include
provisions addressing design review.
I believe that design review is authorized by inference under the current ordinance, but it is not
expressly addressed and we have been unwilling to raise the issue, particularly in single-family
residential settings.
With the recent experience in Virginia Ridge where blocks of lots were sold to a single developer,
who in turn built homes without much variety, the prospect of a lot of identical tract homes is a
real possibility, particularly when you are dealing with entry level housing. I still believe that
design review for every dwelling (as a condition for building permit) is probably going too far, but
some provision for ensuring variety may be appropriat~. One argument we will likely hear from a
developer is " I'm just the developer - not the builder - how should I know what he intends to
build".
Some communities require building design criteria, typical elevation drawings and building surface
treatment pallets as part of the PUD documentation. Also, they have frequency standards for the
same or similar buildings (i.e., the same elevation/surface materials can not be repeated for 5
adjacent lots. Such requirements work well with PUD alternatives, but are hard to enforce for
subdivision projects, where no ongoing involvement by the developer is anticipated.
If the City wants to take an active role in the enforcement of such provisions, rather than leaving
such details to the discretion of the developer and the market, the most appropriate device would
be a Development Agreement. Such agreements are already authorized under Section 1-6 of the
Code (Copy attached). The City Attorney has previously recommended that we use the
development agreements to strengthen the City's position in enforcement of performance bond
features.
I believe the best place to address this issue would be under the General Layout heading under
"Design Criteria" . Possible language could include the following:
9.

General Layout
A.
Each project shall be designed as a separate integrated design unit and shall not be
considered as an extension of an adjacent project unless the approved plan
represents a phase of a larger project.

ATTACHMENT TO THE DECEMBER 3, 2003, PLANNING COMMISSION MINUTES- PAGE 2 OF!

B.

The plan shall provide for a high level of pedestrian and vehicular circulation
throughout the project.

C.

The plan shall provide for variety in the external appearance of adjacent dwellings,
(elevation profile, roof line treatment, construction materials, setback distances).
To facilitate the implementation of this objective, the City may require the
submission of specific and/or typical floor plans and elevations and standards for
frequency and repeat use of floor plans. To facilitate implementationofthe
objectives of this paragraph, the City may, as a condition of project approval,
require development agreements, as authorized pursuant to Section 1-6 et.seq.,
containing provisions relating to the design, placement and construction of
dwellings and other project elements.

